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Welcome to Viewpoint
Viewpoint provides a powerful and easy to use Windows interface to most Sequel functions.
With it, you use an ‘Explorer’ like window to manage your view, report, table and script objects.
Run views (static, prompted, and tabling) and display results in a PC window, store them as local
files or System i files, or send as an E-mail attachment. You can also submit report and execution
requests to the IBM i for batch execution.

The View creation module provides a graphical interface that makes view design and
modification a snap. Search for files and fields anywhere in the database, visually link tables,
click and drag fields for display, and so much more.

Viewpoint also provides drill-down and graph drawing facilities for advanced EIS or data
warehousing/mining applications.

Using the Viewpoint Report Designer you can create virtually any type of report. All the power
and functionality of our renowned Report Writer, along with added features you would expect
from a PC based product, is available in Viewpoint.

Create dynamic spreadsheets quickly and easily with the Table Designer. The Table Designer
helps you capture the "big picture" stored in your database. Summarize and tabulate large
amounts of data into a few rows and columns of useful information. Display, print or download to
numerous PC formats including XLS, WKS, and HTML.

Create a Script to automate multi-step processes without writing or compiling a program.

If you need to insert graphics, control fonts, add sub reports and embed dynamic summary
tables, Viewpoint Client Report Options (CRO) can do all this and more. See the Viewpoint CRO
User Guide for more information.

Monitor the use of Viewpoint, add an extra layer of security and manage users host defaults with
the Viewpoint Administrator. See the Viewpoint Administrator User Guide for more information.

The new Viewpoint Repository Mode recreates the functionality offered in the Sequel Web
Interface Repository Mode (one of three SWI modes)—specifically third party authentication
and access to repositories along with JDE environment and role support when displaying or
designing Viewpoint objects. Repository mode provides a more open, non-IBM i-centric
structure of folders (directories), and files—both Viewpoint objects and results files.

Contacting HelpSystems
Please contact HelpSystems for questions or to receive information about Viewpoint. You can
contact us to receive technical bulletins, updates, program fixes, and other information via
electronic mail, Internet, or fax.

For general HelpSystems Information
HelpSystems can be reached by calling 952-933-0609.

For technical support or information
Call our general number 952-933-0609, and ask for technical support.

-or-
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Send an E-mail to support.sequel@helpsystems.com.

For information on HelpSystems products, services, and partner
programs
Go to the Sequel product page: www.helpsystems.com/sequel.

To download documentation, software, or the latest program fixes
Go to your account page at www.helpsystems.com/user.

Viewpoint Requirements
Power i (IBM i, System i, iSeries, AS/400)
The i/OS operating system must be:

l 7.2 or higher

Viewpoint Client
Viewpoint is the Windows interface to Sequel and is used to create, access, run, and manage
your Viewpoint objects (queries, reports, scripts, dashboards and so on).

Viewpoint Client requires a PC with 250Mb of available disk space, at least 2 GB of memory, a
Pentium (or equivalent) processor, graphics resolution of 800 x 600 or higher along with the
following:

l Windows 7 Professional / 8 Professional / 8.1 Professional / Windows Server 2003 /
Windows Server 2008 / Windows Server 2008 R2 / Windows Server 2012 / Windows
Server 2012 R2 with:

o IBM i (System i, iSeries, Client) Access for Windows version V6R1 service pack
SI35607 (or higher), or V7R1 service pack SI53809 (or higher) with the following
installed components:

n Client Access Express Required Programs

n iSeries Navigator Base Support (an option under iSeries Navigator)

n Commands Component (an option under iSeries Navigator - for prompting
commands in the script designer)

n OLE DB Provider (an option under Data Access)

To verify these components are installed, go to: Start\Programs\IBM iSeries
Access for Windows\Selective Setup. On the Selective Setup window, press
Next. On the Selective Setup Options window, select ‘Ignore, I am only
going to uninstall’ and press Next (you won’t uninstall, but will check if the
components are installed). On the Component Selection window, verify that
Required Programs is selected. Expand the iSeries Navigator node to verify
that the Basic Operations and Commands components are listed and selected.
Expand the Data Access node and verify that OLE DB Provider is listed and
selected.

n A System i defined in iSeries Navigator
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This is sometimes an issue for people who don’t typically use Client Access as
their emulator. If you start iSeries Navigator, you should see your System i
under My Connections. To check, go to: Start\Programs\IBM iSeries Access
for Windows\iSeries Navigator\My Connections.

l Microsoft .NET 3.5 or higher

or

l Windows 10 with:
o IBM Access Client Solutions (ACS) Windows Application Package. (see the

Viewpoint Installation document for details)

n Required Programs

n OLE DB Provider (an option under Data Access)

To verify these components are installed, go to: Windows Settings\Apps and
features OR Control Panel\Programs and features. Find IBM i Access Client
Solutions – Application Package and click on Change or Modify. Be patient as
it can take the Install Shield wizard quite a while to open. Make sure the OLE
DB Provider does not have a red x indicating it is not selected.

n A System i defined in iSeries Navigator

l Microsoft .NET 3.5 or higher

Viewpoint Excel Add-in
l Excel 2010 and greater (32-bit).

o Microsoft .NET 4.5 or higher is required for the Viewpoint Excel Add-in. During
install, a message will display if .NET is deficient. This will not halt nor harm the
install process, and you should continue if prompted. .NET can be updated any time
after the Viewpoint install and is available at:

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=30653
or

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=17851
or

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/5a4x27ek%28v=vs.110%29.aspx

Required Host Servers and Ports
When using TCP/IP for your connection type, the following host servers need to be running
(Listen state) on the System i:

Host Server Use SSL Port Non-SSL
Port

*DDM TCP/IP DDM server. Enables the IBM
system to become the “server” for the
connection

448 446
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Host Server Use SSL Port Non-SSL
Port

*SVRMAP Port mapping sever. Used by
connecting software (client access in
our case) to find what ports are used
by various other services.

449

*CENTRAL Central server. Used for license
management.

9470 8470

*DATABASE Database server. Used to handle query
requests from clients.

9471 8471

*DTAQ Data queue server. Manages data
queues between IBM host and client
application.

9472 8472

*RMTCMD Remote command server. Used to runs
requests sent from client.

9475 8475

*SIGNON Sign-on server. Used for sign on
verification.

9476 8476

If any of these servers are not running, the following error displays when a connection is
attempted:

Starting Host Servers
To start a host server, issue the following command at a command line:

STRHOSTSVR *servername

(for example: STRHOSTSVR *RMTCMD to start the Remote command server)

To check the status of these servers, issue the following command:

WRKTCPSTS
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Choose option 3 - 'Work with TCP/IP connection status'. Look to see that the above servers are
in a 'Listen' state.

In addition to the host servers above, the TCP server for DDM needs to be started as well. Issue
the following command to start the DDM server:

STRTCPSVR *DDM

Get the Latest Version of Viewpoint
After the initial installation of Viewpoint, updates can be found on your account page at
www.helpsystems.com/user.

Check your current version by selecting Help\About Viewpoint from the Viewpoint Explorer
menu.
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Viewpoint Explorer
When Viewpoint is started, the Viewpoint Explorer is opened. From this window you can select
an IBM i to connect to, make changes to your library list, and obtain a list of Viewpoint objects
(Views, Reports, Tables, Scripts). From this display Viewpoint objects can be run, edited, or new
objects can be created.

‘Windows Explorer’ like drag and drop functionality as well as multiple object selection makes it
easy to manage (cut, copy, paste, move) Viewpoint objects.

The Explorer Display consists of a Menu and/or Toolbar section, an Object List section, and an
Object Filter section.

The Object List section has three tabs for Existing or available objects, Recently accessed
Viewpoint objects, and a `New' tab to create new Viewpoint objects.

The Menu and Tool bars provide access to various functions and actions. See the Menu Bar
Reference and the Tool Bar Reference for a complete list of these functions.

The Object List panel displays Viewpoint objects for a given library on a given system. This list
can be filtered to show specific Viewpoint object types, or all types.

The Object Filter section provides for the selection of specific libraries, objects, or types of
objects to display.

NOTE:
The Repository Mode Explorer is slightly different in look and function. See Viewpoint
Interface in Repository Mode on page 502 for more information.

Existing Objects
The Existing Objects pane displays objects for a given library and system.

The list can be sorted by any of the columns displayed by the clicking the corresponding column
heading. The columns of object information (name, type, description, etc.) can be customized.
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Use the Type drop down menu to ‘filter’ the type of objects (view, report, table) to display.

Customize the Columns in the Object Pane
Columns of information can be added or removed in the Object Pane. Simply right click on any
existing column and check a new column to display or uncheck a column to remove. There are
nine different columns to choose.

Object Types

SQLAPP Drill Down Application

SQLDASH Dashboard

SQLRPT Host Report

SQLRPTC Client Report

SQLSCRIPT Script
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SQLSCRIPTP Prompted Script

SQLSCRV Script View

SQLSCRVP Prompted Script View

SQLTBLV Host Table

SQLTBLC Client Table

SQLVIEW View

SQLVIEWP Prompted View

SQLVIEWM Remote Database View

SQLVIEWMP Prompted Remote Database View

Recent Objects
The Recent Objects pane displays recently created or modified objects – the most recent being
first in the list. The number of objects displayed is controlled by the Viewpoint Options Recent
Files parameter.

New Objects
The New Object pane displays seven icons that when double clicked, will start a design process
for the selected object.
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Viewpoint Explorer / Controlling the Object List

Controlling the Object List
This display lists Viewpoint objects within a given library for a given system. Elsewhere in
Viewpoint, a similar Object Display is used for selecting data files in a library, option files, and
inserting Viewpoint objects into a script..

The objects that are displayed can be controlled with the following methods:

l Choosing a System on page 18

l Choosing a Library List on page 19

l Choosing a Specific Library on page 19

Choosing a System
Using the navigation panel on the left, choose a system to work with by expanding the library
structure. Press the [+] control to expand, or the [-] to collapse.
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Choosing a Specific Library
Use the Object Filter section to choose a specific Viewpoint object, object type, or library.

Press the Refresh button to re-generate the list based on your changes.

Choosing a Library List
Right click any of the systems to select from the menu one of the five library lists.

The Custom Library List can be modified.
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Library List Types

*LIBL - Libraries on the library list containing the type of objects indicated by the OBJTYPE
parameter are shown.

*USRLIBL - Libraries on the user portion of your library list containing views or reports are
shown.

*ALLUSR - All user libraries (those not beginning with the letter "Q") on the system that contain
views or reports are shown.

*ALL - All libraries on the system containing views or reports are shown.

CUSTOM - A private list of libraries created by the Viewpoint user containing views and
reports.

Create a Custom Library List
Viewpoint Options The Custom Library List dialog will allow you to create a personal list of
libraries that contain Viewpoint objects.

From the Viewpoint Object Display menu bar, select Options\Viewpoint Options\General Tab.
Press the Edit Custom Library List button to access the display below.

Select libraries from the list on the left. Use the Add button to place them on the custom list.
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Changing the Library List for Viewpoint Jobs
The Edit Library dialog is displayed whenever the Library List option is chosen from the
Viewpoint Explorer Object List, or any of the design screens.

With the Edit Library screen you can choose a library from the System Libraries section and add
it to the System or User portion of the Library list with the Add buttons. You can also remove a
library with the Remove buttons.

Press the OK button to apply your changes or the Cancel button to close the Edit Library
window without making changes.

Prior to choosing this option, Viewpoint will use the library list specified in the Job Description
defined in the Sequel Defaults for the user connecting with Viewpoint.

Notice the last option on the Edit Library List screen—Save CURLIB and user list as standards
for this system—is checked by default. When you press OK the libraries selected will be saved
as a registry entry on the PC and will become the library list used for this system for all
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Viewpoint sessions on the PC. You can use this method to create a unique list of libraries for
Viewpoint, instead of using the libraries specified on the Job Description of the user on the
iSeries.

If this option is unchecked, then any library list changes will only affect the current Viewpoint
job. Any subsequent Viewpoint sessions will utilize any previously saved changes, or the user
library list on the system the user is connecting to.

NOTE:
If your Sequel Default, ‘Allow Command Line Functions’ is set to no, you will not be allowed
to edit your library list. See the Sequel 11 SQL Reference Guide for more information on
Interface Defaults.

Working with Objects
Drag and Drop

1. In the Viewpoint Object Display, locate the Viewpoint object(s) you want to work with.

2. Make sure the library you want to drag the object to is visible.

3. Right click and drag the object(s) to the destination library.

4. A menu will appear with the available options.

Tips
You can hold down a key while dragging for the following:

l To move a file, use SHIFT.

l To copy a file, use CTRL.

Multiple Object Selection
In the object display, hold down the CTRL key, and then click each object you want to select.
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To select a group of objects that are next to each other, hold down the mouse button and drag a
rectangle around the items you want to select.

Creating a Shortcut
To create a shortcut for frequently run Viewpoint objects, highlight an object in the Object
Display (Existing or Recent Tab) and choose Create Shortcut from the File menu.

-or-

Right-click any object and choose the Create Shortcut option. A ‘Shortcut Wizard displays so can
specify how the view is to be run.
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Viewpoint Explorer / Shortcut Wizard

-or-

Click with the mouse and drag the selected View to the desktop and release the mouse button.

The above actions will place an icon on your desktop that when double clicked will display
results for the View.

The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

For more powerful shortcuts, see Using Command Line Switches on page 35.

NOTE:
This feature is not available in repository mode.

Shortcut Wizard
The Shortcut Options screen (Shortcut Wizard) will allow you to select different options for the
execution of any Viewpoint object. Once the options are selected, a ‘Save As’ screen will
prompt you for the location of the new shortcut (.vpt extension). Typically these are saved to
the Desktop.
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Each output option has specific parameters.

Shortcut Wizard - Display
This shortcut will run the view directly and prompt for any runtime variables.

Type in a new window title caption if desired.

A VPT shortcut file will be created like the one below.
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The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

The [Command] section shows the complete command, with command line switches, that could
be run from a dos prompt or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the
shortcut.

Shortcut Wizard - System i Print
This shortcut will print the results to the specified output queue.

If output queue is ‘Default’, then the outq specified in the user default is used.

A VPT shortcut file will be created like the one below.
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Viewpoint Explorer / Shortcut Wizard

The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

The [Command] section shows the complete command, with command line switches, that could
be run from a dos prompt or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the
shortcut.

Shortcut Wizard - PC Print
This shortcut will print results to a pc printer. Choose the windows printer you would like to use.

You may also choose the page orientation. ‘Size view results to fit the page’ will automatically
scale the font size to make sure the entire view fits the page orientation you chose.

A VPT shortcut file will be created like the one below.
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Viewpoint Explorer / Shortcut Wizard

The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

The [Command] section shows the complete command, with command line switches, that could
be run from a dos prompt or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the
shortcut.

Shortcut Wizard - System i File
This shortcut will create a physical file on the System i.

Specify the file name, library, member and number of records. To create a file with all records
set the ‘Max # of records’ to 0 (zero).

A VPT shortcut file will be created like the one below.
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The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

The [Command] section shows the complete command, with command line switches, that could
be run from a dos prompt or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the
shortcut.

Shortcut Wizard - PC File
This shortcut will create a PC file.

Specify path, file name, and type. If file is left blank, a prompt is displayed when you run the
shortcut. To create a file with all records set the ‘Max # of records’ to 0 (zero).

Use the radio buttons to create a file on the AS/400 or the PC.

A VPT shortcut file will be created like the one below.
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Viewpoint Explorer / Shortcut Wizard

The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

The [Command] section shows the complete command, with command line switches, that could
be run from a dos prompt or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the
shortcut.

Shortcut Wizard - E-mail Results
This shortcut will E-mail the results as a PC file attachment. Specify recipient(s), subject,
message, attachment name, and type.

E-mail addresses must be separated by a semi-colon.

A VPT shortcut file will be created like the one below.
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The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

The [Command] section shows the complete command, with command line switches, that could
be run from a dos prompt or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the
shortcut.

Shortcut Wizard - Open in Design Mode
This shortcut will open the view in design mode. No options are available for this shortcut.

A VPT shortcut file will be created like the one below.
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The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).

The [Command] section shows the complete command, with command line switches, that could
be run from a dos prompt or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the
shortcut.

Edit a Shortcut
A VPT shortcut file is simply a text document that contains instructions for Viewpoint to do
something. It is similar to an INI file and is broken down into the following sections: Data,
Function, Variables, Graph and Command.

To edit a VPT shortcut created with the Shortcut wizard, simply right click the new Viewpoint
shortcut icon and choose the Open option from the drop down menu.
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In Notepad you can edit the entries and values of the shortcut, however the Shortcut Wizard is
easier to use and less prone to error.

Each Section of the VPT shortcut starts with a Section Heading enclosed in brackets ( [   ] ) and
contains one or more Section Entries. A section entry follows the format of Keyname = Value.

The different shortcut sections are explained in detail as follows:

Data
The vpt file always starts with the [Data] section. This section specifies the name of the
Viewpoint object (view, report, table, script) to process.

Function
The [Function] section is the second part of the vpt file. It specifies the Option (more precisely
the command) that will be performed against the object named in the [Data] section. Each Option
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(Display, PC_File, AS/400_Print, etc.) has its own set of required and optional entries
(keynames). Only one Option can be specified in the Function section. Each Option and it’s
required and optional keynames are explained below.

Variables
In the [Variables] section values can be specified that should be passed to runtime prompted
requests (views).

Graph
The [Graph] section is usually created by saving window definitions after displaying data and
creating a graph. This section contains the settings for the graph control to recreate the graph
results. This section is valid with only the a Function option of Display, PC_File and PC_Print.
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Command
The [Command] section is generated by the Shortcut wizard and is for information only. This is
the complete command, with command line switches, that could be run from a DOS command
line or the Windows Start \ Run option to produce the same results as the vpt shortcut.

Using Command Line Switches
Greater functionality and control can be gained by creating a shortcut using command line
switches. These shortcuts can be used to direct output to different file types (locally or on the
System i), to an email recipient, to a different printer, etc.

The shortcut consists of a Windows shortcut to the Viewpoint.exe program and any combination
of the command line switches.

To create this shortcut perform the following:
1. Use Windows Explorer and navigate to C:\Program Files\Sequel Viewpoint

2. Using the right mouse button drag Viewpoint.exe to your desktop. When you release the
mouse, choose ‘Create Shortcut’ from the menu.

3. Right click the new Viewpoint shortcut icon and choose the ‘Properties’ option from the
drop down menu.

4. On the Shortcut tab you can add command line switches to the Target line.

5. Press OK to save changes.

Command Line Switches
These switches can be used with the viewpoint executable program (viewpoint.exe) to control
view output.

These switches, used with the Viewpoint executable can be used from the MS DOS prompt,
called in a Visual Basic Script as well as a DOS batch file.
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Switch Syntax
Description

/? /?
Show list of command line switches.

/A /A:(Option)
Prints the view to an AS/400 printer.
If Option is blank, then print prompt is displayed.
If Option is ‘Default’, then use printer specified in user defaults.

/B /B:(Option)
Creates an AS/400 Outfile.
If Option is blank, the prompt is displayed.
If Option starts with a forward slash “/”, then create a PC Document.
IFS document - Option = ”[/ifs path]/doc name“
Physical File - Option = “[lib/]file [(mbr)]”

/B /B:[/ifs path]/docname
Creates a document in the IFS.

/D /D:document_name
Creates a document on the PC.
If used in a vpt file including graphs, multiple file names can be specified
(should be separated by semicolons).
The first files are for the graphs and should end with .jpg / .

/E /E:email Address[,Subject][,Message]
[,Filename1;Filename2;...]
Email the view results.
Multiple files can be attached when used in conjunction with the /D switch
and the results are created in the IFS.
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Switch Syntax
Description

/F /F:file_type
Sets the file type of an outfile where the file_type can be:

*SDF =text only
*DBASE =dbase

*XLS =xls
*XLSX =xlsx
*PDF =PDF
*RTF =Rich Text

*HTML =html
*XML =Tag form XML

*XML1 =Attribute XML
*WEBSPHERE =Websphere import XML

*DELIMITED =Standard CSV
*MERGECOLH =Merge record with column heading

*MERGETDC =Comma Separated for tabular data ctrl
*TDELIM =Tab Delimited

/G /G:path\file
Runs a .vpt file.

/I /I:(Printer Name)
Prints the view to a PC printer.
If Printer Name is blank, then print prompt is displayed.
If Printer Name is ‘Default’, then print to default printer.
If Printer Name is something else, then print to specified printer.

/J /J:(Option)
If Option is blank, then display submit panel – prompt for jobd.
If Option is ‘Default’ then use Sequel defaults.If

/N /N:
Opens View (specified by /V:) in design mode.

/O /O:[yes/no]
Overwrite files on 400.

/Q /Q:(Blank, 0, N, 1, 2, 3]
Quiet Mode - Choose how messages will be shown.
0 or N - show all messages.
1 - show warning and error messages.
2 - show error messages only.
Blank, 3, or Y - show no messages.
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Switch Syntax
Description

/R /R:value
Sets the maximum number of records to process when creating a physical
file or PC file..

/S /S:system_name
Sets the system name.

/Setvar /SETVAR
Pass variable values to View.

/T /T:title_value
Set the name to appear in the title when displaying results.

/U /U:
Update: Check for a new version of Viewpoint.

/V /V:[[system_name/]library/]view_name
Set the view to run.

For Repository mode, use:
/V:folder_name/view_name
where folder_name is at the repository root (typically
/sequel/swi/repository/).

/W /W: SERVER, JDE_PROFILE, JDE_PASSWORD, JDE_
ENVIRONMENT[, JDE_ROLE]
Sets the JD Edwards security ID, Password, Environment and Role.

Examples

/W:JDE_SERVER1,ACJDE,acjde,JPD910,*ALL
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Switch Syntax
Description

/X /X:
Create a PC file and open it with the default Windows application
associated with the file type.

This switch can be combined with the /F (file type) switch to override the
default types (View or Table = Excel, Host Report = PDF). You can also use
the /D switch to explicitly name the file to be created.

Examples
Used by itself with a view creates a temporary Excel file and opens in Excel:
/V:system_i/library/view_name /X

(where /V names the system, library and Sequel object)

Used by itself with a host report creates a temporary PDF file and opens in
Adobe Reader:
/V:system_i/library/report_name /X

Used with the /F switch creates a temporary HMTL file and opens in the
browser:
/V:system_i/library/view_name /F:*html /X

Used with the /D switch creates the file C:\MyFolder\MyFile.csv and opens
in Excel:
/V:system_i/library/view_name
/D:C:\MyFolder\MyFile.csv /X

/Z /Z
Create an error log file - VPLOG.TXT

Command Line Examples
Send the results of a view (custlist) to an email recipient as a file (test.htm).

/v:ibmi_servername/sequelex/custlist /e:name@company.com
/d:test.htm

Create a file (test.xls) on the windows desktop from the results of a view (custlist).

/v:ibmi_servername/sequelex/custlist
/d:c:\windows\desktop\test.xls
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Display the view CUSTLISTP and pass the value 101100 to the variable (defined in the view)
&cusno.

/v:ibmi_servername/sequelex/ddordhead /setvar((cusno
101100))

Visual Basic Code Example
Display the view DDCUSNO and pass the value of the variable myRegion to the variable
defined in the view, &REGON.

Dim myRegion as Integer
myRegion = 10
Shell ("C:\Program files\SEQUEL ViewPoint\ViewPoint.exe _
/v:asc999/sequelex/ddcusno /setvar((&regon "& myRegion
&"))")

Viewpoint Options
To access the Viewpoint Options display, select Tools\Viewpoint Options from the main
Explorer menu, or the Design View Menu.

The Options display provides access to Viewpoint package options - for the product in general
(below), for View Creation / Design, and for View Layout.

Options

Repository Mode - Check the box to set Viewpoint to Repository mode. A restart is required.
The path displayed for accessing the SWS server in Repository Mode is set on the host
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using the Sequel command CHGAUTMODE (Change Authorization Mode). This option is
available only if two values are set in the registry:

l In the folder, HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\SEQUEL ViewPoint\General:

l Set the key, RepositoryMode to ‘True’

l Create a new key, AllowRepositoryMode, and set it to ‘True’.

See Appendix C on page 501 for more info on Repository mode.

Default System - Choose or change the system for the current session.

Email Completion Messages - Check the box and specify an email address to receive completion
messages for Viewpoint jobs.

Recent Files - Specify the number of recent Views to retain. Clear all recent Views with the
Clear Recent button.

Enable Connection Keep Alive - If you use a wireless connection to your network, enter a value
in seconds for this option to ensure your session will not time out during extended periods
of inactivity. This setting only effects Host Mode connections. For example, a setting of
300 (seconds) will cause ViewPoint to ping the iSeries once every 5 minutes so the
connection isn’t terminated due to inactivity.

Edit Custom Library List - Use this to create a custom library list.

Help Button - Press Help to open the online help system.

OK Button - Press OK to close this window and apply any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close this window without applying any changes.

Viewpoint Options - Design
The Design tab has options to control the type and format of file information that is displayed in
the Files and Fields Tab of the Design View screen.

Access to edit the Favorite File List is provided on this screen.
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Options

Show in Field List - Use the check boxes to specify the amount of field information to display
when working with files in the Design View module.

Sort Field List By - Use the check boxes to specify how field information is to be sorted when
working with files in the Design View module.

When Adding Database Files - When adding files to a view, select this option to limit the list to
physical files only.

Edit Favorite Files List - Create or edit your list of Favorite Files. This list can be used when
adding files to a view.

Show Field Properties - Check or uncheck the field attributes to show or hide in the Files and
Fields tab of the Design View screen.

File Qualifier - Specify how to qualify files in Viewpoint.

Qualification - Select the order for file / field qualification.

File Join Options - Check whether to force ensure files are joined, or to use Auto Joining.
Note: If you need to join on a derived field, both of these options must be unchecked.
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Viewpoint includes an Auto Join facility that automates the process of joining files in
Viewpoint. Auto Join is a user selectable option that draws on information stored in the
SQLJOINDX file in the SEQUEL library.

When enabled, this facility automatically searches SQLJOINDX for all file pairs that can
be derived from the files in the FROM clause. Viewpoint then generates the join clause by
including all relevant join information available.

The join relationships recorded in SQLJOINDX are generated by running the
LOADJOINDB command, or with the SQL Join Data Base option in Viewpoint
Administrator.

This process analyzes the join clauses in existing views, and keeps track of file pairs so as
to avoid inserting redundant join relations. Established users should be able to run this
command over their views and capture join relations without needing to do any further
work. New users may find it more effective to simply create a special view containing all
the relevant files and join relations they will need and then run LOADJOINDB over that
single view to populate SQLJOINDX.

Help Button - Press Help to open the online help system.

OK Button - Press OK to close this window and apply any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close this window without applying any changes.

Viewpoint Options - View Layout
The View Layout options allow you to create a user default format that will be applied if you
reset your Custom Layout for a given view.

The Format Layout button will open the Format Layout screen so you can set the defaults for the
different elements of the custom layout.

Sample data is presented with the default settings applied.
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The formatting options defined here are stored in a file (C:\Documents and Settings\userid
\Application Data\Sequel Viewpoint\DftFormatLayout.xml), and are used to override the global
settings shipped with the software.

Sequel Defaults
Interface defaults are displayed and changed with the default screens below. A user specific
data area containing preferred default values will be created for each Sequel user. The first
time a user accesses Viewpoint, the SQ#DFT "global default" data area will be used as the
source for their default values.

General Defaults
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Options

Output Queue - Specify the preferred output queue for PRINT and REPORT output or use the
Browse button to navigate to the desired output queue.

Job Queue - Jobs submitted from Viewpoint will only use the job description and submit to the
job queue specified on the job description.

Job Description - This job description will be used when requests are submitted for batch
execution. The job description will govern the submitted job’s attributes (run and output
priority, etc.) in all cases where the Submit Job (SBMJOB) command’s parameter default
values specify *JOBD. Specify the name of a job description or use the special value
*USRPRF to indicate that the job description named in the submitted job’s user profile
should be used.

Option File - Specify the preferred option file, member, and library to be used or use the
Browse button to navigate to the desired option file.

Product Installation Library - Select the library that contains the Sequel product files.

Execute - When creating a physical file, this controls whether records are added to the file, or
the file is replaced.

Help Button - Press Help to open the online help system.

OK Button - Press OK to close this window and apply any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close this window without applying any changes.

Print / Report Defaults
The Print and Report defaults effect only the creation of new reports and printouts. To change an
existing Report, you must change it’s properties.

Options

Page Setup - Specify preferred settings for page length, width, overflow, LPI, and CPI.
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Forms Type - Specify a pre-defined forms type to use for reports.

Copies - Specify the number of copies to produce.

Print SQL Summary Page - Check the is box include an SQL page when printing View results.

Hold and Save - Specify whether PRINT and REPORT output should be Held or Saved.

Help Button - Press Help to open the online help system.

OK Button - Press OK to close this window and apply any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close this window without applying any changes.

Design View Defaults
The Design View defaults effect only the creation of new View objects. To change an existing
View, you must change it’s properties.

Options

Public Authority - Specify the value you want Sequel to supply as the public authority (AUT)
parameter when views and reports are created. This authority will be given to the users
who have no specific authority to the view and without specific authority granted to their
user profile group. Use one of the following values:

*SAME - Indicates that the current attributes should apply to the new object. If the view
or report does not exist, the command default for the AUT parameter is used.

*LIBCRTAUT - Public authority is taken from the value specified on the Create Authority
(CRTAUT) parameter of the library into which the view or report is being created.

*USE - Allows other users to examine and run the view or report.

*ALL - Allows others to examine and run and change the view or report.

*EXCLUDE - Prevents other users from accessing the view or report in any way.
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Object Authority Checking - Choose whether standard system object authority (*SYSTEM)
should be used to validate user requests, or whether Sequel's inclusion/exclusion
dictionary should be used to augment standard object level authority.Choose one of three
available levels of object authority:

*SYSTEM - Use standard system object authority to validate user requests. If you use
object level authority, the user will require *USE authority to the libraries, files, and
views that are accessed through the user interface or "Work With" display.

*SEQUEL - Use Sequel Security to supplement system object level authority. An Exclusion
(or Inclusion) Dictionary is used by the design interfaces to restrict user access to
libraries, files and fields. This option does not restrict complete runtime access for the
user.

*STRICT - Provides the same functionality as *SEQUEL plus an additional layer of security
to restrict design and runtime access based on the entries in the Sequel Security
Dictionary. See the Viewpoint Administrator topic, Enabling Sequel Security for more
information.

From-file Prompt Library - Identify the default library to be used in displaying the initial list of
files or libraries when the FROM prompt is selected.

View and Outfile Library - Specify the default target library to be used when views and output
files are created.

Viewpoint Template Library - Specify the library containing templates. If the value is set to
*NONE, the New View Wizard will not be invoked. This value is overlooked starting in
version R11M03 and is instead controlled by using the Viewpoint Administrator
Assistance Level, and Template Library values.

Number of Unique Keys - If an ORDER BY clause is specified, UNIQUEKEY can be used to
retrieve only the first record in a series that matches a given ordering value. The
parameter is ignored unless the ORDER BY clause is specified. Refer to the description of
the ORDER BY clause in the Structure of Sequel Statements section for a complete
explanation of ORDER BY and UNIQUEKEY.

Use of UNIQUEKEY restricts the view to input operations. It is not updateable - the
UPDATE and DELETE commands cannot use a view with UNIQUEKEY specified. In
addition, the OPNSQLF command will not allow any open options except input (*INP).

*NONE - indicates that the uniqueness of the ordering paths not to be tested and used in
retrieving the records. All records included in the view will be presented.

*ALL - specifies that the entire ordering specification should be used in the uniqueness
test.

integer: only this number of fields (the leftmost being first) will be used in the uniqueness
test. The remaining ordering fields are used in determining which record from the
series with like values will be presented. The first record in each set will appear in the
view.
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Number of records to process - Also indicate the limit of the number of records that should be
processed or specify *ALL to indicate that all records selected by the view should be
placed into the output file.

Default Database - Use this Parameter to specify the target database for the request. For
queries running on the local machine, this parameter allows selection of the faster SQL
Query Engine (SQE) which can offer dramatic performance improvement for longer
running queries. Other queries can be created to run against any other remote system
that supports DDM, CLI or JDBC access that we can connect to through the local machine.

*SAME - The server specified when the view was created will process the request. If an
SQL statement is specified, then the request will be processed on the local machine
using Sequel.

*SEQUEL - The SQL statement must use Sequel statement syntax and the resulting view
is intended to run on the local machine using the CQE processor. At runtime, the view
may be run using the SQE processor by specifying SERVER(*LOCAL/*LOCALSYS) as
long as automatic conversion can take place.

*LOCAL - The SQL statement contains *SEQUEL or native SQL/400 statement syntax
and the request will be processed (using SQL naming – lib.file) on the local machine.
The default schema (usually the library with the same name as the current user, if it
exists) will be used to resolve the library name of unqualified UDFs or files in the
FROM clause. If the statement is written using *SEQUEL syntax, the SYNTAX
parameter must specify *SEQUEL. If native syntax is provided, the SYNTAX
parameter must specify *SERVER. The resulting view will be run by the machine using
the SQL Query Engine (SQE).

*LOCALSYS - The SQL statement contains *SEQUEL or native SQL/400 statement syntax
and the request will be processed (using system naming or *SYS – lib/file) on the local
machine. The library list of the current job will be used to resolve the library name of
unqualified UDFs or files in the FROM clause. If the statement is written using
*SEQUEL syntax, the SYNTAX parameter must specify *SEQUEL. If native syntax is
provided, the SYNTAX parameter must specify *SERVER. The query will be run by
the machine using the SQL Query Engine (SQE).

server-name - The SQL statement will be processed on a remote database server. The
server-name must correspond to a valid server definition in the Sequel Host Server
file. The SQL statement can be written in *SEQUEL or in the native statement syntax
for the specified database server. If written in *SEQUEL, the following SYNTAX
parameter must specify *SEQUEL.

Default SYNTAX - This parameter specifies the specific SQL syntax used in the SQL statement.
The SERVER and SYNTAX parameters work together to allow for designing views using
*SEQUEL syntax using elements such as JOIN, CVTDATE and named references to
derived fields while connecting to a remote database or local machine. For local queries,
this also allows using *SEQUEL syntax for ease of use while running the query against the
faster SQE.
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*SAME - The syntax specified when the view was created will process the request. If an
SQL statement is specified, then this Parameter will be treated like SYNTAX
(*SERVER).

*SERVER - The SQL statement is written in the syntax of the database (Sequel, MySQL,
SQLServer, Oracle, etc.) specified on the SERVER Parameter. No conversion from
*SEQUEL to native SQL takes place.

*SEQUEL - The SQL statement is written and saved in *SEQUEL syntax. At runtime, if a
SERVER other than *SEQUEL is specified, the statement is automatically converted to
the standard SQL syntax of that database (MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, etc.);
references to multi-member files, multi-format files and ambiguous field names
(unqualified field names that exist in more than one file in the FROM clause) cannot be
converted and will cause the execution of the view or SQL statement to fail. See our
Sequel Reference Guide appendix for a more complete list of *SEQUEL features that
will not automatically convert to native SQL.

Join Type -Controls what happens when a multi-file (join) request is made, and no secondary
records can be found to match a given primary record. The value specified for the JTYPE
parameter will affect join clauses for which no specific join type is provided. That is, if the
query specifies join clauses as specifically INNER JOIN, PARTIAL OUTER JOIN, or ONLY
DEFAULT JOIN, the join type keyword will have no effect.

*INNER: extraneous primary records will be dropped from the view. Only records that
match all joining criteria will be returned to the user.

*PARTOUT - primary records are included and missing secondary records will be filled
with default values (usually blanks and zeros) when the joined record is created.

*ONLYDFT - only the primary records which do not have a matching secondary will be
included in the view. For example, if you needed to know all the parts which are not
currently on order you could construct a query joining the part master to the order
file. Requesting *ONLYDFT will show all records in the primary (part master) which
have no correspondent in the secondary (order file).

The JTYPE parameter cannot be used unless the JOIN BY clause is specified. You cannot
acquire either partial outer or only-default join results if the joining specification is placed
in the WHERE clause.

Join Order - Controls the order which is used in joining files together. It is ignored unless JTYPE
(*INNER) is specified. Sometimes the system will be able to improve performance of the
query if it is given the freedom to choose the order of the join. An inner join will produce
the same record set regardless of which file is used as primary, secondary, etc. but the
order of the records presented to the user may be different.

*ANY - indicates that the system has the freedom to choose the joining order.

*FILE - the first file specified in the FROM clause will be used as the primary file, and all
others as secondary files. This value is always assumed when the JTYPE parameter
indicates *PARTOUT or *ONLYDFT.
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Date and Time Format - Specifies the "preferred" style for date and time values. Date/time
values will be presented in this format when displayed and/or printed. The DTSTYLE
value also indicates the form of non-international character strings used in the Sequel
statement. All date/time literals and character strings in the Sequel statement must
conform to the format indicated by the DTSTYLE parameter, or must have USA, ISO,
EUR, JIS, or JL1 form.

USA eg. mm/dd/yyyy 12/31/2002

ISO eg. yyyy-mm-dd 2002-12-31

EUR eg. dd.mm.yyyy 12.31.2002

JIS eg. yyyy-mm-dd 2002-12-31

JL1 eg. yyyyddd 2002366

Four values are provided by the DTSTYLE parameter. They are (in order): Date format,
Date, Time format, and Time separator

The default value, *JOB, indicates that the current format specified for your job will be
used as the preferred date format for the date/time values returned by the view.

*FIELD can be specified for the format and/or separator values. This causes the preferred
format of each field’s definition to be used when presenting data from the record. The
values specified on the DDS keywords DATFMT and DATSEP determine each field’s
preferred format. If DTSTYLE(*FIELD) is specified, character strings used in date/time
expressions must conform to one of the international formats (*USA, *ISO, *EUR, *JIS,
*JL1) or to the default format for your job.

Date and Time Separator - Specify the character values to use when separating values in dates(   
/ . - ) and time ( : . ).

Ignore Decimal Errors - Specifies how decimal data errors will be treated if they are
encountered while the view is processed. A decimal data error occurs when a numeric
(zoned or packed) field contains non-numeric information. Each digit position in the field
must have a value from 0-9 and the sign portion of the field must have a range from A-F.

*NO - decimal data errors will not be ignored. Processing may or may not continue
depending on the type of operation being performed.

*YES - decimal data errors will be ignored and processing will continue when possible.
Each invalid decimal digit will be replaced with a zero digit, an invalid sign will be
coded as a positive sign.

Help Button - Press Help to open the online help system.

OK Button - Press OK to close this window and apply any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close this window without applying any changes.

Client Report Defaults
The Client Report defaults effect only the creation new Client Reports. To change an existing
Client Report, you must change it’s properties.
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Options

Max Records for previewing - Specify the number of records to process for print preview.

Paper Orientation - Choose the portrait or landscape orientation.

Report Font - Choose the default font for the report.

Paper Size - Use the drop down menu to select a default paper size.

Suppress Report Header - Select to suppress the report header.

Suppress Group Headers - Select to suppress group headers.

HTML and Excel Exporting - Select the default version for HTML and Excel files. These defaults
will be use when saving CRO results as a PC file for these file types.

Help Button - Press Help to open the online help system.

OK Button - Press OK to close this window and apply any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close this window without applying any changes.

Recover View Definition
In the unlikely event that a view is deleted or corrupted, the definition can be recovered from
any Report or Table that was built using the view.

1. In the Viewpoint Explorer, right click on th Report or Table object, and select Recover View from the
nemu.
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2. The ‘Recover View’ dialog is displayed. Specify a name, description, and library for the recorvered
view. Press Save.

Open an Existing View
To open an existing View (or any object), first navigate to a library that contains Sequel objects.
Then highlight the object and select File\Open from the menu, or right click the object and
choose Open from the drop-down menu. This will open the appropriate designer for the object.

See the `Viewpoint Explorer' section for more information about this display.
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Open Underlying View
Use this feature to open the underlying view for Report and Table objects. In the Viewpoint
Explorer, right-click any report or table object and select Open Underlying View from the drop-
down menu. You can also highlight a report or table, and then select File\Open Underlying View
on the Explorer menu.

The view will open in the view designer so you can review or make changes. If you make
changes to the view you can save the view on top of itself or save it as a new view.

If you choose to save the view as a new object, you will be prompted to update the link between
the new view and the report or table you started with to open the underlying view.
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Viewpoint Properties
To view or change the properties of a given Viewpoint object, select File\Properties... from the
Explorer Display menu. The Properties display is controlled by the object type (View, Report,
Table, Script) you are working with.

See Also:
View Properties on page 244

Table Properties on page 322

Report Properties on page 285

Client Report Properties on page 1

Script Properties on page 387

Viewpoint Explorer Menu-Bar Reference
File

New Create a new View, Table, Script, CRO Report or
Viewpoint Report.

Design Edit the selected item.
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Design Underlying
View

This option is only available for report or table objects
and will open the views these objects were built over.

Display Results Displays the results of the selected View, Table, Report,
Application, Client Report, or Client Table.

Display Results
in Excel

Display the view or table results directly in an Excel
spreadsheet.

Display Results
in PDF

Display the report results directly in Adobe Acrobat
(Reader or Pro) as PDF

Save Results As Save the results of the selected View as a PC file, a
System i physical file, a System i document, or a remote
database table.

Run Script Run the selected script.
(available only when a script object is selected)

Submit Script Submit the selected script to run in batch.
(available only when a script object is selected)

Email Send the results of the selected item via E-mail or FTP.

Print Print the results of the selected item locally or on the
System i.

Create Shortcut Create a Desktop shortcut to the selected item.

Delete Delete the selected items.

Rename Rename the selected items.

Properties View Properties of the selected object.

Import Import a System i Query Definition, Query Management
Query, or Query Management Form.

Exit Exit Viewpoint.

Edit

Cut Copy selected view to clipboard. When pasted in
another library, the original view is deleted.

Copy Copy selected view to clipboard.

Paste Paste copied view.

Select All Select all object in the current list.

View

Show Toolbar Show or hide the toolbar (toggle).

List Display just the object name in the explorer.

Details Display the object with details.

Refresh Refresh the current list.
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Tools

Logging Record / Open / Send a Viewpoint Log
Create a System i joblog
Display the System i job summary
Record / Open / Send a System i Access error or trace
log
Log Script Commands

Edit Library List Add or remove libraries to/from your library list.

Font Change the Font used for the Object List.

Viewpoint Options Set Viewpoint Options.

Sequel Defaults Display or modify User defaults.

Viewpoint
Administrator

Launch Viewpoint Administrator.

Help

Contents Open the Table of Contents tab of the on-line help.

Index Open the Index tab of the on-line help.

About Viewpoint Display the current version of Viewpoint.

Viewpoint Explorer Toolbar Reference

Tool Function

Create a new view, table or report

Open the selected object for editing

Display results for the selected View

Save the results to the PC

Create a System i Outfile (physical file)

Create a shared folder document or IFS stream file on the
System i

Create a table on a remote database

Send results to email or FTP recipient
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Print results to a local printer

Print results to an System i printer

View objects with or without detail

Press to refresh the display.

Open the on-line help
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Viewpoint Results
In addition to printing and displaying views, tables and reports, output can be directed to a file, a
document in a folder, sent to an email address or transferred using File Transfer protocol (FTP).

Viewpoint Output Options
The following is a chart of the available output options for the different Viewpoint objects. They
are discussed in detail further on in this section.

This table shows the various output options available for each Viewpoint object. Each of the
output options are explained in the sections that follow.

Display
or

Launch

PC
File

Host
File

(PF)

IFS
Document

PC
Print

Host
Print

Email
As...

View
Host Table
Script View

D .pdf,
.txt

.rtf, .xls
.xml

Y .pdf, .txt
.rtf, .xls

.xml

Y Y .pdf, .txt
.xls,

.xml
.html

Dashboard D n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Report D .pdf,
.txt,

.html

N .rtf, .txt,
.html, .pdf

Y Y .pdf,
.txt,

.html

Client
Report

D .pdf,
.txt

N N Y Y .pdf, txt

Client Table D N N N Y N .html

Script L n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Application D n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Note: Client Table results are explained in the section Client Table Results on page 427.

Displayed Results
The Results screen (shown below) will be displayed whenever the Display Results option is
chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer, Design View, or Table Designer screens.

Once the data is displayed it can be further manipulated using any of the following:

l Reposition the Display Results on page 60

l Re-sort the Display Results on page 61

l View Single Record on page 61
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l Dynamic Regrouping / Show Detail on page 62

l Group and Sum on page 64, and Quick Sum on page 67

l Export to Excel on page 68

l Display Results in Excel on page 76

l Graph Results on page 78

The menu bar and toolbar provide access to the various functions.

Reposition the Display Results
Select Options\Reposition... from the menu to open The Reposition dialog.

Enter a new value and press OK to reposition or Cancel to exit back to the Results display.
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Re-sort the Display Results
First select a column of data by clicking the column heading with the mouse. Then use the Sort
Ascending or Sort Descending buttons to re-sort the displayed data.

View Single Record
To display a single record, press the View Single Record button after displaying a view or table’s
results.

Use the Next and Previous record buttons to move through the data.

Press the View Multiple Records button to return to the initial list of records.
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Dynamic Regrouping / Show Detail
Any grouping view, once it is displayed, can be regrouped using any of the fields from the file(s)
in the view plus any derived fields. Also, the supporting detail can be ‘drilled into’ for any
grouped record.

This feature is automatic and does not require pre-built user options or drill-down paths.

Two options are available either by right-clicking on a summary (grouped) record, or from the
menu bar - Options\Additional Options: Regroup and Show Details.

Regroup
First simply display a grouping view. The display on the left is order detail summed and grouped
by product number.

Right click on a record (BMXCARTON) and select Regroup from the menu.
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The Regroup Data window will list all fields from all files used in the view that are also defined
in the Dynamic Drill Down Field List in Viewpoint Administrator. If no fields from the starting
view exist in the Dynamic Drill Down List, then a dialog will appear so you can list all fields for
the view.

Place a check next to all the fields for which you want to regroup the data. Our example will
regroup using the state field. Press the OK button and a second window will open with the new
results.

If the view is using Excel as a data source (server *EXCEL), the drill-down fields are limited to 10
characters.

Show Detail
This option shows the supporting detail for the chosen grouped record; in effect allowing you to
‘drill-into’ the data that created the summary information.

Right click on a record (Illinois) and select ‘Show Details from the menu.

In the Regroup Data window, select the fields you want to display. As with the Regroup feature,
the view fields must be defined in the Dynamic Drill Down Fields List.
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The original summary columns (quantity ordered and extended price in our example) will
automatically be added to the display.

The data set is ‘filtered’ based on the record selected above - customers in IL.

Group and Sum
This feature allows for quick summing in the results window. The concept is similar to the host
and client report designers where you 'break' the data on a logical group (like state, customer
type, or region—usually based on how you sort the data), perform an aggregate function on a
specified field (like SUM on amount due), and display the result at the break level.

In the results display, subtotals can be displayed before and/or after a break level and a Grand
total (on the selected field) can be displayed at the top and/or the bottom of the results window.

To access the feature, run any view and press the Subtotals button on the result display
toolbar to access the Subtotals properties dialog.
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Subtotals Dialog
Use the Subtotals dialog to show or hide grand totals, select the break field, and apply an
aggregate function (SUM, Average, Count, MIN and MAX) to an available field. Also, you can
select to display subtotals above and/or below the break group.
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Screen Options

Show Grand Totals - Check to display grand totals for the select field(s).

Show Subtotals at Change in - Select to show Subtotals and use the drop-down to select 'when'
to show the subtotal (the break level).

Field and Functions - Select the field from the list and the Function (SUM, Average, Count, MIN
and MAX) to apply using the drop-down list.
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Show Totals Above Data - Select to display subtotals above the break group. This also displays
the Grand total at the top of the results if the Show Grand Totals option is selected.

Below Data - Select to display subtotals below the break group. This also displays the
Grand total at the bottom of the results if the Show Grand Totals option is selected.

Save with View Definition - This option is only available when displaying results from the view
designer (open a view, display results, set subtotals, and save the view). Use this option to
save any subtotal settings with the view definition.

Clear Subtotals - Press to remove all subtotal settings from the results display.

NOTE:
The colors and font style used for the subtotals can be changed in your Viewpoint Defaults
for View Layout.

Quick Sum
This feature is similar to the Group and Sum on page 64 except it doesn't involve any dialogs or
settings.

After displaying any view or host table, simply click and drag across multiple cells (or records) to
see a total and count in the lower right corner of the display like so:

Six cells selected for a total of 29,739.02
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Also, if you click a column header, like you would to sort, the whole column will be counted and
totaled providing super-quick grand totals and record counts.

Export to Excel
The option to export results to Excel is only available after a view or table has been displayed.
This is different than using the Save Results as PC File option or the Display Results in Excel
because Export to Excel will include any custom formatting you created for this view.

Select File\Export to Excel from the results menu.

Specify a name and location for your file and press Save to create your file.
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Using the Viewpoint Excel Add-In
The Viewpoint Excel Add-In is an optionally installed component available for Excel 2010 (32
and 64-bit) and higher. With the add-in you can pull Viewpoint view results directly into your
Excel spreadsheets. You can select individual columns (or all) from the view, with or without
headings and control the number of rows to return.

Extendable view areas can be added and linked to view results that will shrink and grow with the
view results. These areas allow for adding calculations that will always relate directly to the view
results.

The Viewpoint Tab
Once installed a new Viewpoint tab with five options is added to the Excel ribbon. Each is
explained in the topics linked below.

Add View
Adding views and host tables to an Excel spreadsheet is very easy. Depending on mode (see
Repository Mode Overview on page 501 for more on modes), you will see slightly different Add
View dialogs and options. These differences are noted in the steps below to add a view to the
current sheet, and position it at the selected cell.

Steps
1. Click the cell in the spreadsheet where you want the first column and row of view results

to appear.

2. Press the Add View button to open the Add View screen.

Host Mode Repository Mode
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3. Fill in the screen options (described below) and press OK to add the view (prompted
views will prompt for input as you add them, and again on refresh or open).

Options

For Host Mode:
System - Use the drop-down to select a system. This is the same list of hosts displayed in the

Viewpoint Explorer and defined in IBM i (System i, iSeries, Client) Access for Windows.
This value defaults to the System Default set in your Viewpoint options (page 25).

Library - Enter a library name, or use the drop-down to select a library containing your views.
This entry will retain the last library accessed. SEQUEL Object Name - Enter the name,
or use th Browse button to navigate to an object.

For Repository Mode:
Repositories - Use the drop-down to select a repository. This is the same list of repositories

displayed in the Viewpoint Explorer and defined on the Sequel Web Server.

Repository File - Enter the name, or use th Browse button to navigate to an object.

For both modes:
Include Column Headings - Check to include the column headings defined in the view.

Return Top X Rows - Enter a value to limit the number of records returned to the spreadsheet.
After the view is added, the number of rows can be altered using the View References
option.

Reference - This value defaults to the selected cell for your data. Press the Excel button to
change the location.

Refresh Data - Check to refresh the data when the spreadsheet is opened.

Columns Button - Press to open the Fields Selection screen. Use this to select (or deselect)
specific columns from the selected view. By default all columns are chosen. Press OK to
return to the Add View screen.

After the view is added, the number of columns can be altered using the View References
option.
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NOTE:
JDE E1 users will now be prompted for Environment and Role information when adding
views in Repository mode.

Refresh
Press the Refresh button to refresh all views in the workbook,
or use the drop-down arrow to select specific views to refresh.

Place a check next to any view and press the Refresh Selected button.

View References
Press the View References button to see a list of views along with information about their

location and range, number of columns and rows, and any associated extendable view areas.

Highlight a view and use the buttons and value areas to:
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l Press the Unlink button to remove the link between the selected view and the host. THIS
VIEW CAN NO LONGER BE REFRESHED.

l Press the Delete button to remove the view from the workbook.

l Press the Jump button to jump to and highlight the selected view in the workbook. You
can also double-click any view to jump.

To jump to and highlight the extendable view area for a
selected view, double click the Extendable Area range value
in the display.

Either jump option closes the References window and
highlights the view or extendable view area in the
workbook.

l Press the Columns button to open the Fields Selector screen so you can add or remove
view columns.

To change the number of rows displayed for a view, click
twice on the Number of Rows value, overtype with a new
value, and press enter.

l Press the Delete Extendable button to delete the
expendable area associated with the selected view.

l Press the Close button to close this window.

Extendable Area
When you add an Extendable Area to a workbook, no data is actually returned to the cells
referenced. Instead, the range defined by the extendable area will shrink and grow based on the
number of records returned by the view. The extendable area option is useful when you want to
consistently manipulate the view data returned to the spreadsheet each time you run the view,
regardless of how much data are returned.

For example, suppose you previously added a view
to your spreadsheet that returns the outstanding
balance each customer owes. Now you want to
calculate the percentage of total for each row of
data. First, you would summarize the Amount Due
column in your spreadsheet to generate a Total
Amount Due. Second, enter a formula that calculates
the percentage of total by taking the value in the
Amount Due column and dividing it by the Total
Amount Due. This formula will work fine until the
number of rows of data returned in the Amount Due
column changes. If it does, your percentage of total
calculations will be inaccurate.

However, if you define an Extendable Area (shown
in grey) for the percentage of total column, the rows
in the column automatically adjust to match the
number of returned rows of data. In turn, the percentage of total formula is extended to any
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new data rows, ensuring that the percentage of total values is always accurate.

Steps

1. Press the Extendable Area button (your workbook must contain results from at least

one view, and the extendable area must be placed on the same sheet as the associated
view).

2. When the Range Selection dialog appears, click and drag to highlight the desired area and
press OK.

3. A list of views currently added to the workbook displays. Click on the view to be
associated with the new extendable area and press the Link buton.
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4. When finished, you are returned to the worksheet with the new extendable area selected
like so:

TIP:
While the range is selected, you might consider coloring this range using the Excel cell fill
option to make it easier to distinguish. You can also use the References\Jump to Extendable
feature to highlight an extendable area.

Quick Go To
Quick GoTo is another way to jump quickly to your views.

Enter the view name (or part of the name), or press the down-arrow to select from a list of
views.

The order of the views in the list changes based on the order they were added, or refreshed.
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Prompted Views
If you add a prompted view to a worksheet, or refresh a worksheet containing prompted views, a
prompt dialog displays like so:

After selecting input depending on data type and prompt definition, the view is added, or the
data is refreshed.

If a worksheet contains more than one prompted view, the prompts are combined into a single
dialog so all variable can be supplied in a single pass. This prompt dialog combines the prompts
from two separate views.

Query Variable
For prompted views, you can define a cell in the spreadsheet to provide the value for the
prompt.

Steps

1. Press the Query Variable button to open the Set Query Variable window.
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2. Highlight the view (if more than one) and press the Set button.

The Cell selection panel displays.

3. Click the cell in the spreadsheet you want to define as the variable cell and press OK.

The specified cell will be configured and formatted with yellow fill like so:

4. Enter a value to be used by the view prompt and press Enter.

Whenever the view is refreshed, or the spreadsheet is opened, the prompted view will
use the cell value.

To remove a variable, repeat step 1 above and press the Remove Variable button after
selecting a view in the list.

Display Results in Excel
Viewpoint view, script view and table results can be opened directly in Excel without first
running the view or creating a file. This is different than the Save Results as PC File or Export to
Excel options you may be familiar with. This feature is supported in Excel 2003 / 2007.
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NOTE:
Excel 2003 or higher is required for this feature.

To use this option, you must first select a starting view in the explorer screen. Then select the
Display Results in Excel option from the main menu, or the right-click menu as shown below.

The view will run in the background and the results will open directly in Excel.

If you have Excel open already, you can use the Viewpoint toolbar as shown above, and pull
view results into an open spreadsheet.

Display Results in PDF
ViewPoint report results can be opened directly in Adobe Acrobat (Reader or Pro) as PDF
without first running the report or creating a file. This is different than the Save Results as PC
File option you may be familiar with.
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To use this option, you must first select a starting report in the explorer screen. Then select the
Display Results in PDF option from the main menu, or the right-click menu as shown below.

The report will run in the background and the results will open directly in Acrobat.

Graph Results
It's a simple matter to graph view and table results.

First use your mouse to highlight the data you want to graph. (The Total Order Value column is
selected in this example.)

Next, select the Create Graph option from the menu or toolbar.
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Viewpoint automatically graphs your data in a default graph layout.

You can select another type of graph or edit the graph attributes any way you want. Select the
Chart\Toolbar option from the pull down menu.

This will display the edit toolbar at the top of the graph.
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When you click on one of the toolbar buttons the Graph Control window is displayed. The
contents of the window will vary depending on the toolbar option you selected. From here, you
can select from 6 types of 3-dimensional graphs or 12 types of 2-dimensional graphs. You can
change background or foreground colors, add descriptions, change axes, create overlay graphs,
or modify any other attributes to graph your data just the way you want.
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After you customize the graph to your specifications, you can save it as a window definition. This
lets you display the same graph again in the future, but with new data. Select File\Create
Shortcut from the View Results window if you want to save the graph definition.

You can also create multiple graphs over a single view. In our example, we could graph both
Total Order Value and Total Orders for each customer. If you save the window definition with
multiple graphs open, each will be displayed when you run the view in the future. (You can set
up an icon to run and display the graphs, too.)

Saving Results as a PC File
The Windows Save As screen (shown below) will be displayed whenever the ‘Save Results as PC
File’ option is chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer, View Results, or any of the designer screens.

Specify a name for the file, choose a file type from the drop-down menu, specify a path and
press Save to create the file or Cancel to exit.

PC Formats

If you decide to send the results to a PC document you can choose which of the different
formats to create. Depending on what you will do with the information, you should choose one of
the options listed below.
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*dBASE - Results are placed into a dBASE document. This form is especially useful when you
want to import the data into a spreadsheet or a PC database program.

*MERGE - Fields are placed into the document in text form and separated by commas.
Quotation marks will surround alphanumeric fields, records will be terminated with a
carriage return and linefeed. Numeric fields are edited according to the edit code or edit
word supplied by the view. If one is not supplied, a minus sign and decimal point are
included where appropriate. A "header" record listing the name of each field precedes
the data. This form is especially useful when you want to use a word processor to merge
the data with another document.

*DELIMITED - Like the *MERGE form, fields are placed into the document in text form and
separated by commas. Numeric fields are edited to include a minus sign and decimal point
where appropriate. No "header" record is provided. This form is especially useful for
more general word processing, spreadsheet, or database applications.

*TDELIM - Records will be placed into the PC document in a tab delimited fashion. Fields will
be separated with tabs, quotation marks will surround alphanumeric fields, records will be
terminated with a carriage return and linefeed.

*WKS - The results from the view will be placed into a Lotus worksheet file. Use this form when
you want to import the data into a spreadsheet program that accepts Lotus worksheet
files.

*XLS, XL8 - View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 97 (BIFF8)
workbook format Multiple worksheets will be created if more than 65,535 rows are
returned by the view.

*XL5 - View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 5.0/95 workbook
format.

*XLSX - View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 2007 format.
Maximum file size generated is limited to either 4GB of total data, or the Microsoft
imposed limit of 16,384 columns by 1,048,576 rows per sheet—whichever is reached
first. Use this format if you want more than 65,535 records in the same sheet. Otherwise,
use *XLS

*XMLXLS - View results will be placed into the PC document in 'Excel-formatted' XML format
(an XML file is created).

*SDF - Field values are placed in the output record without separators. Each record is
terminated by a carriage return and linefeed. Numeric values are unedited except that
leading zeros are replaced with blanks and a leading negative sign is added where
appropriate. Decimal values have a decimal point inserted. Columns edited with EDTCDE
(X) are completely unedited – leading zeros are not suppressed, and no sign or decimal
separator is inserted. You should not use this form unless you have an application
requiring unformatted data.

*XLM - The results from the view will be placed into a document compatible with Microsoft
Excel. Use this form when you want to import the data into a spreadsheet program that
accepts BIFF4 files.

*HTML - Records are written to the indicated file in HTML (hypertext markup language) format.
You should use this form if you want to make the view results available through a web
browser.
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*WEBSPHERE - The selected DB2 data will be converted into attribute-formatted XML that is
compatible with WebSphere Commerce Suite applications. When the designated output
file is created, it can be imported into WebSphere with the mass Import Utility.

*PCFILE - The filename extension on the STMF or TODOC value will be used to infer the PC
format. (i.e. .xls=*XLS, .htm=*HTML). An extension of .txt or .csv will be translated to
*DELIMITED format.

*RTF - Spool files are sent converted to RTF (Rich Text Format).

*PDF - Spool files are sent converted to PDF. This is the format recognized by the Adobe
Acrobat Reader.

Saving Results as a System i File
The Create File Results dialog (shown below) displays whenever the System i Outfile option is
chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer or the View and Table designer screens.

This screen allows you to direct View or Table results to a physical file on the System i. If the
file does not exist, it will be created.

At a minimum you should specify the name of the file to create and the library to place it into.
By default the values will come from the View name and library.

Options

File, Member, and Format Name - Specify a name for the file to be created. You can use the
default values for Member and Format name. These values are derived from the View
name and library.

Library Name - Specify the name of a library to place the new file into, or select a library from
the list of available libraries. This list can be altered using the radio buttons to the right.

Run Job - Choose whether create the file as a submitted job or to run immediately.

Job Descriptions - Enter or browse for a job description.
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File Attributes - Enter a description for the new file.

Key Count - Use this parameter to specify how many of the fields in the ORDER BY clause
should be used in creating an access path description for the output file. This parameter
(KEYFLDCNT) is only used when a new file is created. It has no significance if EXECUTE
places records in an existing file. It is also ignored if the view does not specify an ORDER
BY clause.

*ALL - all fields in the ORDER BY will be used in creating the key description.

*NONE - the new file will not have an associated access path.

number - the number of fields from the ORDER BY clause that will be used to form the
key description for the output file.

Allow Null - Use this parameter to specify whether the newly created file should allow null
capable fields within the record format definition.

*NO - No null capable fields will be created in the record format. Null capable fields
returned by the view will be overridden so that they are not null capable.

*YES - The format is allowed to contain null capable fields. The ALWNULL attribute for
fields in the created format will be determined by each field's definition within the
view.

Use Schedule Settings - Not visible by default, this box become active (checked) any time the
Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the job, or un-check to
run normally.

Help Button - Press help to open the online help system.

Schedule... - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job
scheduler. Feature not supported in Repository Mode.

OK Button - When ready press the OK button to create the file.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit the display without creating a file.

Saving Results as a Remote Database
Table

The Create Remote Table Results dialog (shown below) displays whenever the Save as Remote
Table option is chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer or the View and Table designer screens.

This screen allows you to direct View or Table results to a table on a predefined remote
database server. If the table does not exist, it will be created.

Use the Database drop-down menu to select a remote database and specify a table name.
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Options

Intermediate Physical File - When creating a table on a remote server, a work file must be
created first in a permanent library (not qtemp) on the connected System i. Specify the
name of the work file and a library. This file will be used by the process to create the
remote table based on the ‘Result Table’ values specified below.

Result Table - Specify the database and schema you want to write the data to. Select or name a
table to create.

Number of Records to Process - Use *ALL to add all records to the file.

Run Job - Choose whether create the file as a submitted job or to run immediately.

Job Descriptions - Enter or browse for a job description.

Current Table - Choose whether to add or replace records for an existing table, or to create a
new table.

Help Button - Press help to open the online help system.

Schedule... - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job
scheduler. Feature not supported in Repository Mode.

OK Button - When ready press the OK button to create the file.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit the display without creating a file.

Saving Results as a System i Document
The Create Document Results dialog displays whenever the Save Results as IFS file option is
chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer or the View and Table designer screens.
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This screen allows you to direct View results to a PC Document on the System i in one of seven
formats. The document will be placed in a shared folder.

Options

File Name - Specify a name for the file to be created.

Save As Type - Choose the PC format from the list.

Job Description - Specify a job description or use the default.

Use Schedule Settings - Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the
job, or un-check to run normally.

PDF Attributes - Not visible by default, this button becomes visable only when PDF is selected
for the file type. Use this to set or review PDF Image Overlay settings when creating a
pdf file.

Help Button - Press help to open the online help system.

Schedule... - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job
scheduler. Feature not supported in Repository Mode.

OK Button - When ready press the OK button to create the file.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit the display without creating a file.

Sending Results
The Send Email Results screen displays whenever the Send Results option is chosen from the
Viewpoint Explorer or any of the designer screens.

The results can be sent, via E-mail or FTP, as an attachment in one of several formats (as shown
in the topic Saving Results as a PC File on page 290) depending on the object type.

At a minimum you should specify an E-mail recipient, attachment name, and PC format.
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Options

To: Cc: Bcc: - Specify a Recipient, Carbon Copy recipient, or Blind Carbon Copy recipient.
Note: For FTP the string must begin with 'ftp:' or '(ftp)' followed by the remote system address.
(ex. ftp:111.222.333.444)

Message Text - Specify a subject for the E-mail and any message text you want to include.

Attachment Name - Specify the name of the attachment to send. The default is derived from the
View name.

Attachment Type - Choose the PC Format from the list.

Use Schedule Settings - Not visible by default, this box becomes active (checked) any time the
Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the job, or un-check to
run normally.

OK Button - When ready press the OK button to create the file.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit the display without creating a file.

Schedule... - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job
scheduler. Feature not supported in Repository Mode.

Sequel uses IBM’s AnyMail mail server framework to support the e-mail feature. This approach
does not require SNADS to be running or force you to set-up the SNADS (SNA Distribution
Services) directory, distribution queues, or system routing tables. If you have a System i e-mail
system that already sends SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) messages to the Internet, you
will probably not need to perform any additional setup.

E-mail features and requirements are discussed in depth in the Esend User Guide.

Print Preview
Print Preview is available from the Results display for a View, Scrip View or Table.
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Options

Page Movement Controls - Use the inner arrows ( < > ) to move forward or backward through
the printout one page at a time. Use the outer arrows ( |< >| ) to move to the first page or
the last page.

Zoom Options - Zoom in and out of the printout. Use the drop down list to select the zoom
percentage.

Page Setup - Set margins, alignment, and orientation for the page.

Print - Press the Print button to send output to a local printer.

Close - Close the Print Preview display.

Report Results
Display
Choose the Display option from the Viewpoint Explorer or the Report Designer Display to view
the report results on the desktop.
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Options

Page Movement Controls - Use the inner arrows ( < > ) to move forward or backward through
the printout one page at a time. Use the outer arrows ( |< >| ) to move to the first page or
the last page.

Zoom Options - Zoom in and out of the printout. Use the drop down list to select the zoom
percentage.

Page Setup - Set margins, alignment, and orientation for the page.

Print - Press the Print button to send output to a local printer.

Close - Close the Print Preview display.

Printing Results Locally
A standard Windows Print Dialog (shown below) displays whenever the Print to PC option is
chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer, View Results and all designer screens.

Choose a local printer from the drop-down menu and press OK to print or Cancel to exit.
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System i Print
The Print Results At dialog (shown below) displays whenever the Send Results to Output Queue
option is chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer, or the designer screens for a Viewpoint View or
Table object.

This screen allows you to submit a batch PRINT job on the System i.

Options

Job Description - Change the default Job Description.

Output Queue - Change the default Output Queue.

Page Attributes and Print Density - Change the default page attributes and print densities.
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Print SQL Summary Page - Check the is box include an SQL page when printing View results.

Use Schedule Settings - Not visible by default, this box become active (checked) any time the
Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the job, or un-check to
run normally.

OK Button - Press the OK button to submit the job.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit this screen without submitting a job.

Schedule... - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job
scheduler. Feature not supported in Repository Mode.

Create a PDF Image Overlay
Graphic files can be merged with spool file data as an overlay(or watermark) when creating PDF
output.

PDF output can be created from views, tables, and reports either when saving output as an
IFS/PC document, or sending results as an email attachment.

PDF output can be created from view, tables, and reports either when saving output as an
IFS/PC document, or when sending results as an email attachment.

Save as
PC pdf

Save as
IFS pdf

Send
Email
pdf

View
&

Table

N Y Y
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Report N Y Y

The selection of the files used, and their individual placement and scale attributes is controlled
using the Change Image Overlay display.

Change Image Overlay
The Change Image Overlay screen is used to import images to create an overlay for PDF
output.

This screen is accessed from either of the View, Table, and Report Properties PDF Tabs as well
as Create a IFS/PC document screen.

The display is divided into two main sections - the Thumbnail List and the Preview Pane.

Images are added to and organized in the Thumbnail List. Drag images from the thumbnail list to
the Preview Pane and to place over the sample 'page'.

This display is used to add and remove images, place images, control order, and set image scaling
for the merged PDF/Spool document. Overlay templates can be created and applied to any
report.

Overlay settings are stored with the report and view objects they are designed over.

Add Images
Overlay images are first added to the Thumbnail list and then placed on the preview pane of the
Change Image Overlay screen.

To add images either right-click in the Thumbnail pane, and select 'Add Images', or select
File\Add Images from the menu.
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A file selection window is used to select your images. These files should be placed/stored on the
IFS of the iSeries (tmp is a good place).

Select the file and press Select to add to the Thumbnail list.

Remove Images
To remove images from either the thumbnail list, or the preview pane, simply right-click and
select ‘Remove Image’.

Remove thumbnail Remove from overlay

Removing an image from the Preview Pane only removes the image from the overlay. The
thumbnail is still available for later placement.

Place and Move Images
Images are moved from the Thumbnail List and placed on the Preview Pane.

Simply drag and drop the image onto the sample printout. Once placed, images can be moved
again by dragging them around the screen.
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Resize Images
Place the mouse cursor over any of the image edges. The cursor will change to a double arrow.
Click and pull the edge to the desired size.

Create an Overlay Template.
Once you have images placed and sized on the sample printout in the Preview Pane, these
settings can be saved in an Overlay Template. This template can be applied to other report or
view printout files.

Select File \ Save Template from the menu.
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Give the template a name, and press Save.

PDF Attributes
This screen is accessed from the Send Email Results, PDF Attributes button.

This screen is similar to the View, Table, and Report Properties PDF Tabs.
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Options

Title, Subject, Author/Creator, and Keywords - Provide these values for the selected report.
Entries here will be reflected in the document properties of the resulting PDF file. This
provides users with basic data about the document and various ways to search for
information.

Owner Pwd - An owner password will limit modification access to the PDF document.

User Pwd - A user password will limit view access to the PDF document.

Page Size - Select a page size from the drop-down for the generated PDF document.

Image List - Existing images for the report are listed here along with their respective placement
and scale values.

Edit Image Layout Button - Press Edit Image Layout to modify the images for the pdf output.

Print Definition Button (only available on the Report Properties – PDF tab) - Press the Print
Definition button to see a print preview of the report definition.

Help Button - Press Help to open the online help system.

OK Button - Press OK to close this window and apply any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close this window without applying any changes.

Schedule a Viewpoint Job
Most Viewpoint output can be scheduled to run at a future date and/or time using
Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job scheduler.

The following output types can now be scheduled when:

l Printing Viewpoint Reports

l Printing Viewpoint View and Table results
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l Creating a System i physical file

l Creating a table on a remote database

l Creating a System i PC Document

l Submitting a Viewpoint Script

l Sending results via Email

If you currently use Robot/SCHEDULE, you will be presented with a Robot screen when you
choose the Schedule option from the dialogs for any of the output options listed above,
Otherwise, you will be able to schedule the above output options using the IBM job scheduler.

Scheduling a Sequel job places a Sequel command in the job definition of the job scheduler. The
command must either be qualified with the Sequel library (i.e. SEQUEL/EXECUTE...) or the
Sequel library must be added to the library list of the job description for the scheduled job.

NOTE:
Feature is not supported in Repository Mode.

Schedule a Viewpoint Job with
Robot/SCHEDULE
If you own HelpSystems’ Robot/SCHEDULE, you will be able to use it to schedule all of your
Viewpoint output.

Robot/SCHEDULE provides an easy, one-panel entry for your jobs. You enter the times it should
run and the days of the week or month it should run. These are detailed below.
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If you press the IBM Schedule tab you will see the following:

Robot/SCHEDULE Run Times
On the lower part of the job setup window, you can enter a basic run schedule for the job. A
basic run schedule gives the times at which Robot/SCHEDULE should submit the jog and the
days of the week on which the job should run.

You can enter up to eight times a day when Robot/SCHEDULE is to submit the job. Enter the
times in 24-hour clock format with no separating characters. For example, enter 15 minutes
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after midnight as 15; enter 3:30 a.m. as 330; enter 4 p.m. as 1600; and enter 11:50 p.m. as
2350.

Robot/SCHEDULE Run Days
You can also enter the days of the week on which the job should run. If you specify a week
number, the run days are determined by the month-end dates on the calendar used by the job.

Use the drop-down menu to select a Run Code for each day of the week on which the job should
run.

Robot/SCHEDULE Run Codes

Blank - Do not run the job on this day each week.

Last Week of the Month - Run the job on this day only during the last week of the month
following a traditional month-end calendar.

Every Week - Run the job on this day each week (for example, every Monday).

1st Week of Month-5th Week of Month - Run the job on this day during this week number of
the month. If you select 5th Week of Month, the job will run on that day only if there are
five of those days in the month (for example, five Mondays).

The following sample run schedule would be interpreted by Robot/SCHEDULE as follows:

1st Week of
Month

Monday Run the job on the first Monday of the
month.

Blank Tuesday Do not run the job on Tuesdays
Every Week Wednesday Run the job every Wednesday.
Blank Thursday Do not run the job on Thursdays
5th Week of
Month

Friday Run the job on the fifth Friday if there
is a fifth Friday in the month.

Schedule a Viewpoint Job with IBM Schedule
If you do not have HelpSystems' Robot/SCHEDULE you will be able to schedule Viewpoint
output with the System i job scheduler.

Jobs can be scheduled to run Once, Weekly, or Monthly. Each of the Frequency options has a
different combination of scheduling choices. These are detailed below.
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NOTE:
Use the command WRKJOBSCDE at a command line to review / access the jobs submitted to the
iSeries Job Scheduler.

If you press the Robot/SCHEDULE button, you will see the following:

Schedule Once
To set the Schedule Once option:

1. Select the frequency of 'Once'

2. To set the date for the job to run, choose only one of the following:

l Select a date from the drop down calendar (see below).

l Select Beginning of Month or End of Month.

l Select one of the week days.
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3. Select the time for the job to execute.

Check the Retain Schedule Entry box to keep this job definition for future use.

Use the Action if Missed drop down to select what to do with the job if it is missed by the
scheduler.(due to power down or the iSereis was in a restricted state)

Run - Run the job once the scheduler is operational.

Hold - Hold the job until released.

Skip - Do not run the job once the scheduler is operational.

Schedule Weekly
To set the Schedule Weekly option:

1. Select the frequency of 'Weekly'.

2. Select the time for the job to execute.
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3. Select one or more of the week days.

The Retain Schedule Entry box is unavailable. All weekly jobs are automatically retained.

Use the Action if Missed drop down to select what to do with the job if it is missed by the
scheduler.(due to power down or the iSereis was in a restricted state)

Run - Run the job once the scheduler is operational.

Hold - Hold the job until released.

Skip - Do not run the job once the scheduler is operational.

Schedule Monthly
To set the Monthly option:

1. Select the frequency of 'Monthly'.

2. To set the date for the job to run, choose only one of the following:

l Select Beginning of Month, or End of Month.

l Select one or more of the week days, plus one or more of the weeks of the month.
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3. Select the time for the job to execute.

The Retain Schedule Entry box is unavailable. All weekly jobs are automatically retained.

Use the Action if Missed drop down to select what to do with the job if it is missed by the
scheduler.(due to power down or the iSereis was in a restricted state)

Run - Run the job once the scheduler is operational.

Hold - Hold the job until released.

Skip - Do not run the job once the scheduler is operational.

Prompted Views
Prompted Views allow for user input prior to displaying results. Prompted Views have an object
type of SQLVIEWP.

Prompts are most commonly used in the WHERE clause for record selection purposes, however,
they can be used anywhere in the SQL statement.

Any other process or object (Report, Table, Report, Script) that uses a Prompted View will
require input.
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The AutoPrompt screen displays for any Prompted View that is chosen for Display, Print, Send,
or Create a file. A repeatable run feature is available to allow a prompted view to be re-run
from the results display.

If the variable uses the ‘Values’ integrity check, the AutoPrompt will contain a drop down list.

If the variable is defined as a Date type, a calendar is available for selecting dates.

If the Date prompt has been designed to allow for the *OMIT keyword (remove the date prompt
to return all dates), a check box is displayed. Leave the box checked to select a date.

Uncheck the box to use the *OMIT keyword.
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See Adding Prompts to a View on page 208 for more information.

Prompted Views - Repeatable Run
ViewPoint supports a ‘repeatable run’ capability for runtime prompted views. It works like this:

The AutoPprompt screen is displayed for a prompted view.

Enter prompt value(s), and press OK to display results for this view.

On the toolbar for the view’s results, there is a Repeatable Run button.

Press Repeatable Run to re-display the AutoPrompt screen.

Enter a new value and press OK to see new results.
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Multi Select
Used in conjuction with the DBLIST integrity test, for a prompted view, the Multiselect
parameter will present a check box next to the fields listed in the menu.
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Use the Integrity Test Builder on the Variables tab to add the Multiselect feature.

Simply check the Multiselect box. The variable type must be EXPR.

View and Table Results Menu Bar
Reference

File

Save Results As Save the View results locally.

Export to Excel Export to an xls file with Custom Layout settings.

Create Shortcut Create a shortcutfor the current results.

Page Setup Change page printing defaults.

Print Preview Display an onscreen Print Preview.

Print Print View results locally.

Properties Display view properties.

Exit Close the results window.

Edit

Copy Copy View Results to the clipboard.

Copy With
Headings

Copy View Results to the clipboard with column
headings.
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View

Sort Sort the selected column Ascending or
Descending.

Hide Selected
Columns

Hide the selected column results

Unhide Selected
Columns

Redisplay the hidden columns.

Expand All Expand hidden detail lines.

Collapse All Collapse all detail lines.

Options

Additional Options Display any User Defined Options (drill down)
for this view. Regroup and Show Details are
available for grouping views.

Reposition Reposition the View results based on sort
sequence.

Refresh Data Refresh the results of this view.

Library List Add or remove libraries to/from your library list.

Option File Change the default option file.

Format

Layout Create a custom layout for the result display.

Window

Create Graph Create a graph for selected columns and rows.

View Joblog View the joblog for the current View.

Session Joblog View the joblog for the session.

Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint on-line help.

About Display current version of Viewpoint.

View and Table Results Toolbar Reference

Tool Function

Save Results locally
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Print Results locally

Display an Onscreen Print Preview

Display single record / multiple records

View Next Record (single record mode only)

View Previous record (single record mode only)

Sort Results Ascending

Sort Results Descending

Refresh view results

Graph Results

Changing the Option File
Option Files are used most commonly for drill down views.

Choose Options \ Option File from the Results Display menu to select a different option file.
Navigate to a given library and select the file from the list.
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There are several ways to design a view in Viewpoint. Each is documented in the following
sections of this guide:

l Create a New View with the View Builder on page 111

l Create a New View from a Template on page 125

l Create a New View Manually on page 135

l Import Query Objects on page 220, or Import Showcase Objects on page 229

The Viewpoint Administrator user default setting for Assistance Level and Template Library
controls the creation method used.

Create a New View with the View Builder
The Viewpoint View Builder is a new feature in Viewpoint designed to assist beginning users
with view creation. The idea is to get right to the process of view creation and limit exposure to
some of the more detailed/technical aspects of the process.

With the Viewpoint View Builder, users work through seven steps to create views that will
satisfy the majority of their needs. As users become more comfortable with the process, the
concepts, and the elements, their assistance level can be changed to provide greater access to
some of the more advanced features and options.

To access the Viewpoint View Builder a user’s assistance level must be set to *LIMITED,
*BASIC, or *INTERMEDIATE. The assistance level is set in the Viewpoint Administrator for each
user’s User Default file, and provides increasing levels of access to various elements of the final
view or editing of the SQL statement.

The View Builder is not designed to create complex views containing UNION, or subqueries. In
these cases yo will be prompted to use the standard View Designer.

From the Viewpoint Explorer, select and connect to a host IBM i, then press the New button on
the tool bar, or select File \ New \ View from the menu to start the View Builder.

The View Builder display is divided by seven tabs—each representing the steps or elements that
can make-up a view. Each is described in the sections that follow.
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You can skip all but the required elements: Data Source, Files (you need at least one), and Fields
(you need at least one of these too).

Data Source
Use the Data Source tab to select where the data is coming from—the IBM i you are connected
to (in one of three server variations), or a supported remote database server (SQL Server,
Oracle, MySQL, or JD Edwards).

Select one of the available data sources and press Next to continue.

Files / Tables
This tab name changes depending on the selected data source. For an IBM i host, you will see
‘Files’. For everything else you will see ‘Tables’. Each is an object on their respective server that
stores data—same concept, different names.
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Use the Files / Tables tab to choose files (or tables) for your query. For IBM i files, you can enter
a library, or first enter a group filter to limit the number of libraries displayed. For tables you
select a schema. Each will produce a list of available files or tables that can be added to your
query.

You will notice the remaining screens starting with the Files display have a similar layout:
Available items or objects appear in the top-half of the display, and selected items or objects
(these will appear in the final query) are displayed in the bottom-half of the screen.

The controls located between the available objects (top half) and the selected objects (bottom)
are common to most of the displays and allow you to modify (or create) the items in the list.

Depending on the tab you are working with, you may see some or all of the following:

Delete the selected item from the list.

Move (re sequence) the selected item up in the list.

Move (re sequence) the selected item down in the list.

Add (create) a new item to the list.

Edit the selected item.

In the screen below we see the files available in the SEQUELEX library starting with “ORD”—
wild cards can be used in the File box—and below that we see two selected files.

When you have a list of files, simply double-click the files you need to add them to the bottom
half of the display.

By default the View Builder will select the first member of a multi-member file.

When the files you need are selected press Next to continue.

Join
If you select more than one file or table, they must be joined (linked). If common field names
exist between two files, a join expression is created automatically and added to the display.
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If you select syntax *SEQUEL on the Data Source tab, the Join tab will show a Join Type
selector (as shown above).

NOTE:
This sets one join type for all file pairs. To specify different join types for each file pair, you
must use syntax *SERVER.

Use the Join Type drop-down to select one of the following:

l Inner Join(*INNER) - Only records which have a match in all files.

l Partial Outer Join(*PARTOUT) - All records from the primary file with default values
from other files if no match exists.

l Only Default Join(*ONLYDFT) - Only those records from the primary file which do not
have a match in all files.

If you select syntax *Server, the Join Type selector is not displayed (below). You will use the
Join Edit screen described below to select a join type.

Join Edit
You can alter the join statements for each file pair using the Edit button, or create a new join
statement withe the Add button.

This Join Edit display shows the current join. This panel does not show the join type because
*SEQUEL was selected for the syntax.
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For syntax *SERVER, the panel includes the Join Type.

NOTE:
For syntax *SERVER the join type can be set to any value for each file pair.

After your changes are made press Done.

When the join statements are complete press Next to continue.

Fields / Columns
This tab name also changes depending on the selected data source. For an IBM i host, you will
see ‘Fields’. For everything else you will see ‘Columns’.

The display lists all the fields from all the files selected—one file at a time. Use the file selector
to choose the file you want to work with.
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Double-click to add fields to the selected fields list at the bottom of the screen.

Summary Results
Apply an aggregate function (SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX, VAR) to a selected field to create a
summary or grouping result. (the number of fields on the Group By is limited to 120)

First highlight a field (usually numeric) and press the SUM button,

or choose a different function from the drop-down list

A new field is created with a name based on the selected field and function like so:
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Modify or Add a Filed
The controls between the two lists provide functions to resequence, delete, add, or create
selected fields.

Highlight a field and press the Edit button to see or alter any of the field’s attributes, or press the
Add button (without highlighting any fields) to open the Edit dialog. With the exception of the
File, and Field/Expression options, both the Edit and Add are very similar:

Modify Field Add Field

Options

File - Lists the name of the database file associated with the selected field.

Field - Lists the name of the selected database field.

Expression - For a derived column, the expression is displayed.

Editor - Press this button to open the Expression Editor to create a new field or value.
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A list of available fields are displayed on the left side of the screen and functions are
listed on the right side of the screen. The completed expression will be displayed in the
top portion of the editor.

To create the example expression above, simply double click the QUANO field, the minus
button in the middle of the screen, and then the QUANS field.

The expression can also be entered manually. Press the OK button to create the
expression.

Alt Name - Used to give a derived field a name, or to rename a database field.

Alias - Similar to Alt Name, but allows for longer names where supported.

Type - List the type of field/column (character, numeric, date, and so on).

Size - Lists the length for the field as designed in the file, or the length specified for a derived
field.

Heading 1, 2, 3 - Three lines are available for column headings

Edit - Field editing (edit codes) used for numeric fields. Use the drop down menu to select
different editing types.

Description - This value is entered for derived fields, or is displayed for selected fields based on
the file definition.

When all fields are selected press Next to continue.

Filters
Use the Filters screen to create expressions that limits the number of record or rows that are
displayed in the final query.
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Start by highlighting a field in the display and press the Add button or double-click the field to
open the Filter Edit panel.

The File and Field values are filled in for you. All you need to choose is a condition from the
drop-down list, select what to compare to (value or variable), and add a test value.

By default, the filter is based on a Value. Enter the value you want to use for the filter (for
character, be sure to use quotes around the value).

If you want to prompt for the filter value, change the Compare to option to Variable. A variable
will be added based on the name of the starting field appended to an ampersand (&).
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You can also create a filter that compares one field against another.

Press OK to return to the Filter tab. Add as many filter statement as you need. Notice in the
screens shown above there are options to add an ‘AND’ or ‘OR’ for each filter statement.

Parentheses
For any of the comparison types you can add left and/or right parentheses by entering in the
boxes provided.

Using the And/Or operators along with parentheses, the following expression:

WHERE CSTTE='IL' And ((CRLIM>10000 And AMTDU<5000) Or
(CRLIM>20000 And AMTDU<10000))

Displays like so in the View Builder Filter section:
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Fetch First
When using syntax *SERVER, the Fetch First option is available on the Filters tab. Check the box
and enter a number of rows to limit the view. A new clause is added to the underlying SQL
similar to:

SELECT field1, field2, field3,...

FROM library/table

FETCH FIRST 25 ROWS ONLY

When your filters are complete press Next to continue.

Sort
Double-click any of the available fields to sort. Ascending is the default.

Double-click a selected sort field, or press the Edit button to alter the sort option.
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Press OK to return to the Sort tab. Press Next to continue.

Variables
This is the last step of the View Builder. If you did not specify a variable in the Filter tab, this
screen will be blank and you can press Finish.

If you want to add a variable, you can press the Filter tab to change or add a variable to any of
the filter statements.

If you have variables listed, you can review or modify them here.

To modify a variable definition, double-click or highlight and press the Edit button to open the
Variable Edit screen.

The most important option on this screen is the Type value. In most cases the type is selected
correctly based on the field type—QSTRING for quoted string (character data), NUMBER for
numeric, DATE for date fields, and so on.
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All of the options on this screen are explained in great detail in the ‘Create Views Manually’
section, in the Variable Specifications topic.

When you are satisfied with the definition press OK to return to the Variables tab.

You are almost done with the View Builder. To continue press the Finish button.

Actions Tab
At the completion of the View Builder process you are presented with Actions Tab. With this
screen you can save your view, go back and edit the view, and direct the view results to
different output options.

See the Viewpoint Results sections for a discussion of the different output options.
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Create a New View from a Template
Overview
A Viewpoint Template is simply a Viewpoint View used as the starting point to create a new
view. A Template can be any view (non-prompted views only) on the system, but typically they
are views that are designed ahead of time to join specific files, to use certain fields, or to rename
fields with more meaningful names.

You might design a template for the following scenarios:

Simplify File Joins
Most requests, depending on business type and job function, usually involve the same files (or
different combinations of the same files) joined in the same manner. By creating a template with
the files already joined, the end users don't have to worry about file relationships, and join types.
The operation staff doesn't have to worry about run-away queries.

Field Names and Calculations
Give cryptic or vague field names in your files more meaningful names and column headings in a
template view. When this view is used as a template, the end user might see a field like 'Sales
Region' instead of a field called 'REGON'.

You can also create complex calculations in a template that the end user can select as simply as
choosing any field.

Control
If you want users to create views in a very controlled environment, templates will limit users to
only the tables and columns defined in the template view. In addition, the SQL and Files & Fields
tabs of the designer will be locked down and are inaccessible to template users.

Implementation
Prior to R11M03 templates, and the New View Wizard are invoked only if a template library is
specified in theViewPoint Options Design View Defaults.

Starting with R11M05, two settings must be set using the Viewpoint Administrator: Assistance
Level of 9 (*LIMITED), and a Template Library of any library other than *NONE. This allows
only an administrator-level user to set and maintain these values.

In Repository mode, only the existence of a Template Library other than *NONE is needed to
invoke the template wizard. This will give the user access to the _Templates folder where
template views (.vptview) should be stored. Sub-folders can be created under the _Template root
and access can be limited to any or all of these folders.

*SEQUEL vs. *SERVER Syntax
Starting with R11M12 the syntax of the view will determine whether the current template
wizard or a new version of the template wizard is invoked. Views with *SEQUEL syntax will
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invoke the current template wizard, and views with *SERVER syntax will invoke the new
template wizard. This new wizard removes some of the limitations of the current wizard as
shown below.

*SEQUEL Limitations (using the current wizard)
Views with the following items should not be used as templates:

l Variables (runtime prompts)

l Hidden (WDATA) Fields

l Grouping Expressions (SUM, MIN, MAX, AVG, COUNT)

l UNION

l Derived Join Expressions

*SERVER Limitations (using the new wizard)

l Hidden (WDATA) fields

l Grouping Expressions (although grouping functions can be added in the template wizard)

l UNION

As an added benefit, the new wizard provides a process to restart the wizard after the view is
built.

NOTE:
Templates are used only when a creating a new view.

Template View Wizard
The Template View Wizard provides an easy to use process to create a view using pre-built
Viewpoint Templates. You can select the fields or columns of information, filter the records to
display and sort the output.

Select File\New\View from the Explorer Menu or press the New button on the toolbar.

These two options will take you to Step 1 - Choose a Template on page 127 of the wizard.

You can also right-click an existing view (or a repository mode, .vptview object), and select New
\ Use This View as a Template. This step will skip step 1, and take you directly to Step 2 - Select
Fields on page 128 of the wizard.
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Step 1 - Choose a Template
The first step of the Template View Wizard is to choose a Template.

*SEQUEL Syntax Views

The Template Wizard is available on an ad-hoc basis from the Viewpoint Explorer by right-
clicking on a view and selecting New \ Use This View as a Template.

*SERVER Syntax Views

In Host mode, the list of templates is controlled by the Template library value specified in the
user's view design defaults. The list is sorted by the Template description. The Template name is
in parenthesis.

When in Repository mode, the wizard will always look for repository view objects (.vptview) in
the ‘_Templates’ folder and any sub-folders. The user defaults must have a library for the
Template library even though objects are not retrieved from that library.
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For either wizard select a template and press Next to continue.

Step 2 - Select Fields
The second step of the Template View Wizard is to select the fields to display. They can be
added one at a time, or they all can be added. Once selected, they can be rearranged or
removed.

Press Next to continue. When the view is completed you will see these field listed in the
SELECT clause.

*SEQUEL Syntax Views

*SERVER Syntax Views
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Options

Available Fields / Template Columns - List of fields or columns defined in the template view.

Selected Fields / Selected Columns - As fields or columns are chosen, they appear in this list.

New to the *SERVER version of the wizard is the ability to create grouping views by
adding a grouping function to columns once selected. Use the drop-down next to the
desired column to add one of the available functions like so:
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Move One (>) Button - Press to move highlighted fields/columns to the Selected
Fields/Columns window.

Move All (>>) Button - Press to move all fields to the Selected Fields/Columns window.

Remove One (<) Button - Press to remove highlighted fields/columns from the Selected
Fields/Columns window.

Remove All (<<) Button - Press to remove all fields/columns from the Selected Fields/Columns
window.

Step 3 - Filter Results
The third step of the Template View Wizard is to filter the records. First, check the field to use.
Then, specify a condition and a value for comparison. When two or more fields are chosen, the
AND/OR Boolean operators are available.

Press Next to continue. When the view is completed these values will be added to the WHERE
clause.

*SEQUEL Syntax Views

*SERVER Syntax Views
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Options

Check Box (leftmost) - Choose the field/column to use in the record selection statement.

Boolean Operator - The AND and OR operator is available when two or more fields are chosen.

Field - Field/Column names from the template.

Condition - Select the condition for the record selection statement.

Test Value(s) - Enter a test value for the record selection statement.

New to the *SERVER version of the wizard is the ability to add a variable to the record
selection statement. Use the drop-down to select the Variable value type option. See
Adding Prompts to a View on page 208 for more on variables.

Step 4 - Sort Results
The fourth step of the Template View Wizard is to select fields for sorting output. Check the
field(s) to use for sorting. The Sequence number is used to specify sort precedence (major sort to
minor sort). For each field chosen, select the Sort Type (Abs is for absolute value).

Press Finish to complete the process. When the view is completed these values will be added to
the ORDER BY clause.
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*SEQUEL Syntax Views

*SERVER Syntax Views

Options

Check Box - Choose the fields/columns to use in the ORDER BY clause.

Sequence - Specify the hierarchy for the sorting.

Field - Fields names from the template.

Sort Type - Choose the sort type for each field.

Select All Button - Press this to select all fields for sorting.

Unselect All Button - Press to unselect any selected fields.
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Action Tab
The Actions Tab is presented when the Template Wizard is finished. From this screen the view
can be saved, displayed, output to various kinds of files, printed and emailed. You also can use
the SQL, Files and Fileds and Variables Tabs to modify the view or see what the Wizard created.

*SEQUEL Syntax Views

*SERVER Syntax Views
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New to the *SERVER version of the wizard is the ability to go back into the Template Wizard
using the Back button.

See the section, Viewpoint Results on page 59 for a discussion of the different output options.
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Create a New View Manually
When creating a new View, the process will usually involve the following steps. (only the FROM
and SELECT clauses are required)

l Add a file or files to the FROM clause. See Adding Files to the FROM Clause on page 142

l If using more than one file, they must be linked or joined with the JOIN clause. See
Linking Files with the JOIN Clause on page 146

l Add fields or columns for display to the SELECT clause; including any derived fields. See
Adding Fields to the SELECT Clause on page 150

l Limit or filter the records with the WHERE clause. See Choosing Records with the WHERE
Clause on page 201

l Sort the output with the ORDER BY clause. See Sorting Records with the ORDER BY Clause
on page 205

Each of the above 'steps' will be discussed further along with their associated displays, but first
you should review the layout and features of the Viewpoint view designer.

Design View Display
The Design View screen is displayed whenever the ‘New’, or ‘Edit’ option is chosen from the
Viewpoint Explorer, or the Design View display.

The menu bar and toolbar provide access to the various design functions.

The View can be created manually by typing SQL in the SQL Statement window, or by using the
various dialogs for adding files, fields and so on.

The View definition is separated into three sections. Each section is represented by the three
tabs of the display: SQL, Files and Fields, and Variables.

SQL Tab
The SQL tab shows the complete SQL statement as it is being built. The statement can be
entered directly on the screen.

As an alternative, the menus and tool buttons provide access to functions that can assist in the
construction of the SQL statement.
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Files and Fields Tab
The Files and Fields tab is also made up of three sections. Each section provides the ability to
control and construct all the clauses of the SQL statement:

FROM and JOIN with the Files Section.

SELECT and ORDER BY with the Fields Section.

WHERE, HAVING, and GROUP BY with the Record Selection Section.

Files Section
The Files Section (shown below) displays all selected files and how the files are linked or joined.
Files can be added, moved, and deleted. Join properties can be modified or removed.

In the example below, two files are selected and they are joined on the customer number field
(CUSNO).
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Fields Section
The Fields Section displays all selected or derived fields and their attributes. Fields can be
added, deleted, rearranged, created, and modified. Sorting of the records is controlled in this
section as well.

In the example below, three fields are selected. The data will be sorted by the customer name
values (CNAME) ascending.

Record Selection and Grouping Section
The Record Selection and Grouping Section displays record filtering criteria for either detail
(WHERE) or summary (HAVING) data. The WHERE and HAVING clauses allow you to enter
comparison tests so that detail or grouped records can be selected or omitted from your view.
Within the clauses, you can create comparisons between database fields, numeric or character
values, or expressions that combine fields and values.

Neither the WHERE nor HAVING clause are required in a query statement. They only serve to
limit the rows that are returned by the FROM and JOIN clauses. The HAVING clause can only
be used in summary (grouping) queries that contain the GROUP BY clause or summary functions
(SUM, AVG, MIN, etc.). Check the Record Grouping box to access the HAVING statement.
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Although they both serve to select records, the WHERE and HAVING clauses are different. The
WHERE clause chooses "detail" records from the files listed in the FROM clause. The HAVING
clause should be used when you want to perform tests on the "grouped" result, for example
choosing groups with total, average, or minimum values that meet your criteria.

Viewpoint provides an expression editor, which can help you create expressions within the
WHERE or HAVING clause.

In the example above, only state values equal to "IL" will be displayed. Also, record grouping has
been turned on.

Fetch First
When using syntax *SERVER, the Fetch First option is available on the Filters tab. Check the box
and enter a number of rows to limit the view. A new clause is added to the underlying SQL
similar to:

SELECT field1, field2, field3,...

FROM library/table

FETCH FIRST 25 ROWS ONLY

Variables Tab
The Variables Tabs keeps track of all variables (if they exist) used in the View. Variables can be
displayed, modified, or added to the View definition.
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Design View Menu Bar Reference
File

New Design a new View, Table, Report, Client Table,
or Client Report.

Open Open an existing View.

Save Save a new or modified View definition on the
System i.

Save As…. Save an existing View on the System i with
different attributes.

Save to Repository Save a Viewpoint shortcut file (.vptview) in the
Viewpoint Repository.

Import Import a System i Query Definition, Query
Management Query, or Query Management
Form.

Display Results Display the current View results.

Save Results As Save the current View results locally, as a
physical file or as System i document, or a remote
database table.

Send Results To Send the current View results via E-mail or FTP.

Print Print the current View results locally or on the
System i .

Properties Display or modify the View Properties

Print SQL
Statement

Print the SQL statement for the view.

Exit Close the Design View display.

Edit

Undo Undo typing.

Redo Redo undone typing.

Cut Cut the highlighted SQL and place on the
clipboard.

Copy Copy to the clipboard the highlighted SQL.

Paste Paste the contents of the clipboard into the SQL
window.

Delete Delete the highlighted section.

Select All Highlight the entire SQL statement.

Find Search the SQL statement for a text string.
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Find Next Find the next occurrence of the specified text
string.

Replace Replace this occurrence with a new text value.

Format SQL
Statement

Formats and left-justifies the SQL statement in
the display.

Auto Join Join files using SQLJOINDB values.

Step Out Step out of the highlighted Select Statement.

Step Into Step into the highlighted Select Statement.

Reorder Selected
Files

Change the order of the files on the FROM
clause.

Clear All Fields Remove all fields from the SELECT clause

Expression Editor Open the Expression Editor to derive a new field.

View

SQL Statement Open SQL tab.

Files & Fields Open the Files and Fileds tab.

Variables Open the Variables tab.

Joblog View the session joblog.

Toolbars Display or hide the Design and Results Tools.

Properties Display the properties of the selected file.

Substituted SQL Display the formatted SQL with variable input.

Insert

All SQL Clauses Add all SQL clauses to the view.

UNION Add a UNION clause to the View.

Database Files Add files to the FROM clause.

Find Fields and Files Search for Fields and Files.

Expression Use the Expression Editor to create and insert a
new field.

Options

Edit Library List Add or remove libraries on the library list.

Font Open the Font dialog to change the look of the
SQL statement.

Viewpoint Options Set Viewpoint Options.

Sequel Defaults Display or modify User Defaults.

Disable Syntax
Checking

Use for non-*Sequel syntax views to ensure
perceived erroneous SQL is not discarded.
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Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint Help System.

About Viewpoint Display the current version of Viewpoint.

View Designer Toolbar Reference

Tool Function

Design a New View

Open an existing View

Save View

Cut

Copy

Paste

Format the SQL statement

Auto Join Files

Add Database File

Find Fields and Files

Expression Editor

Step into highlighted Select Statement

Step out of current Select Statement

Display View Results

Save Results locally
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Create System i Physical File

Create System i Document

Send View Results via Email

Print View Results Locally

System i Print

Adding Files to the FROM Clause
A list of available files will be displayed when the Add Database Files option is chosen from the
Design View screen. All files in a given library that the user has access to are displayed along
with the attributes and description.

The default library is derived from the Viewpoint User Default settings.

Use the default library or select a different library for a given system, and press the Refresh
button to list files from that library.

Select a file from your Favorites List via the drop down library list. This list is created
dynamically as views are designed or modified. To manually edit the list use the Edit Favorite
Files List from the Viewpoint Options screen.
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Highlight a file and press the Open button, or double click the file to add it to the View. Press
the Cancel button when finished.

NOTE:
As an alternative, you can search for files and fields.

Find Files and Fields
The Search for Database Fields/Files screen is accessed through the Design View Toolbar, the
Design Menu on the menu bar, or right click menu in the Files and Fileds Tab.

This function can be used to locate libraries, files or fields anywhere on the system. You can also
search for a fields text and column attributes. Wildcards (*) can be used to broaden the search.
Leave any value blank to search for all occurrences of that value.

In the example below, all files that start with ‘cus’ in any library that starts with ‘sequel’ will be
returned.

Check the ‘Search for Fields’ box to expand the seach. In the expanded search below, any field
that starts with ‘ord’ will be returned.
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Search Results
When results are found, the display expands to list the items. Information is displayed to the
field level (for field level search). Drag or double click an item to add to the view.

If a file seach was performed, selected items will be automatically added to the FROM clause (if
not previously chosen).
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If a field search was performed, selected items will be added to the SELECT clause. This will also
place the file on the FROM clause (if not previously chosen).

If the results are incorrect, you can re-enter the search criteria or start a new search.

Reorder Selected Files
The Reorder Selected Files screen is displayed when the Reorder option is chosen from the
Design menu, or right clicking in the body of the Files and Fileds panel.

Files can be easily moved. Simply highlight and file and use the up or down arrows to move the
file. All file qualifiers will be reassigned automatically.

Edit the Favorite Files List
A list of favorite files can be created and then used when views are modified or created. When
adding files to a view (new or existing), this list is available from the Select File to Add dialog.
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The Favorite Files screen is used to modify the list. Access to this screen is through the
Viewpoint Options - Design dialog.

To add a file to the list, press the Add Files button to open a file selection screen (below). To
remove a file, first highlight a file and press the Remove Button. Press Apply to make any
changes permanent.

The screen below is used to locate a file.

Navigate to the desired library, and select a file or files. Use Ctrl-click or Shift-click to select
multiple files. Press the Open button to return to the Favorite File List screen above.

Linking Files with the JOIN Clause
When working with more than one file, a join statement is necessary to link the files together.

The join is based on a pair, or pairs, of fields that are common between the files. These fields
and the Join Type establish the relationship between the files and control the records that are
returned.

If the Auto Join feature is enabled, the join may already be built for you.

To join the files manually, simply drag a field from one file and drop it onto the corresponding
field in the second file. A line well be drawn between the files indicating a join.
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You can control the join type by right clicking the line that links the files and select the Join
Options, or choose the View Properties option from the File menu.

Work with Files on the FROM Clause
In the Files and Fileds Tab, files on the FROM clause can be further manipulated with some
useful right click menus.

Files and Fields Right Click Menu on page 147

File Right Click Menu on page 148

Join Right Click Menu on page 149

Files and Fields Right Click Menu
Right clicking in the body of the Files and Fileds panel displays a menu. This menu provides
quick access to Add Database Files, Find Files, Show Derived Fields, and Reorder Selected Files.
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File Right Click Menu
Right click the title bar on any of the selected files to access the File Properties dialog or to
remove the file from the SQL.

File Properties
The File Properties screen is displayed by right clicking any file in the Selected Files and Field
Tab.

Use the File Properties screen to control the type of file information to display and how to sort
that information. The file name and member name will be displayed. A correlation can be
specified as well.

Choose how to qualify the files in the SQL by selecting one of the four options in the drop down
menu.

File Qualification
Type:   Example:
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None  fieldname

File name fieldname.filename

Number fieldname.1

Correlation fieldname.correlationname

Join Right Click Menu
Right click the line that links any two files to access the Join Options dialog or to remove the
Join from the SQL.

Join Options
The Join Options display shows how the files are currently joined. The join type will affect
which records are returned.

The join statement is listed below. The join operator ( =, <,>, etc. ) can be changed using the drop
down menu.

Use the radio buttons to select the join type.

Join Types
*INNER Only records which have a match in all files.

*PARTOUT All records from the primary file with default values from other files if no match
exists.

*ONLYDFT Only those records from the primary file which do not have a match in all files.
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Adding Fields to the SELECT Clause
After choosing at least one file, adding fields is very easy to accomplish using one of the
following methods:

l While working in the Files and Fields Tab, fields can be dragged from the listed files
section to the field section.

-or-

l Double click any of the fields in the listed files and they will be added automatically.

-or-

l Type directly in the SQL screen. Use keyboard shortcuts to enter the SQL statement
quickly and move around the screen.

After adding fields you can change their attributes in the bottom section of the display.

Work with Fields on the SELECT Clause
Once fields are added to the SELECT clause, they can be manipulated further in the selected
fields section. Fields can be moved and deleted. Field attributes can be changed and functions
can be applied.
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Options

Field - Lists the name of the selected database field, or the expression for a derived field.

Alt Name - Used to give a derived field a name, or to rename a database field. Adds NAME(xxx)
to the SELECT clause (where xxx is the Alt Name).

File - Lists the name of the database file for the selected field.

Type - Lists the type of field. (Character or numeric)

Length - Lists the length for the field as designed in the file, or the length specified for a derived
field.

Header 1 (2,3) - Three lines are available for column headings.

Editing - Field editing (edit codes) is displayed for numeric fields. Use the drop down menu to
select different editing types.

Description - This value comes from the file definition and is for display only.

Sorting - Select Ascending or Descending from the drop-down menu to add this column to the
ORDER BY clause.

Sort Order - When more than one column is selected for sorting, select the sort priority from
the drop-down menu.

Move Fields

With the left mouse button, click in the grey
area above the field and hold. Your mouse
pointer will change to the ‘Field’ icon shown
below.

Drag the column left or right. A blue insertion
bar will jump between the columns. Release
the mouse to place the column at the
insertion point.
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Delete Fields

Click the grey section above the column you
want to delete. The selected column
highlights in blue.

Right click and select Remove Column from
the menu. Alternatively, after you highlight
the column, press the Delete key on the
keyboard.

Change Field Attributes
Click on any of the chosen fields attribute’s to make changes. Depending on the attribute, you
will either see a drop-down menu, or an entry box. Your mouse will change to the I-bar type
pointer shown below.
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Apply a function

Right click a given column to apply one of the
summary fuctions from the menu. You can select the
Hidden Field option to apply the WDATA function.
The expression editor is also available from this menu.

In this example, the SUM function was
applied.

Creating Derived Fields with the Expression
Editor
The Expression Editor is used to create new fields or values. This dialog can be accessed by
choosing the Expression Editor option from the Design View Edit menu or the Toolbar.

A list of available fields are displayed on the left side of the screen and functions are listed on
the right side of the screen. The completed expression will be displayed in the top portion of the
editor.
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To create the example summed expression above, simply double click the SUM function and
then the AMTDU field. The expression can also be entered manually.

Press the OK button to add the expression to the View definition.

Viewpoint Functions
Alphanumeric
CASE
Conditional results can be created with a CASE expression . A CASE expression can occur
anywhere that another expression can be used - in the SELECT , WHERE, or HAVING clauses. A
CASE expression can be used to define a new column, to perform a test against another
expression, or to be used as a further component of another expression.

The CASE expression has two forms. The first simpler form, lists an expression to be evaluated,
then one or more WHEN-THEN clauses, and an optional ELSE clause.

CASE expression

WHEN expression THEN expression

WHEN expression THEN expression

.

.

ELSE expression

END…

The more complex form to the CASE expression lets you specify separate conditional
expressions and non-equal tests in each WHEN clause.

CASE
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WHEN search-condition THEN expression

WHEN search-condition THEN expression

.

.

ELSE expression

END…

GREATEST
Finds the greatest value within the list. All arguments must have the same data type: character,
numeric, date, time, or timestamp. The result is null if any of the list values are null.

GREATEST(expression,expression...)

LEAST
Finds the lowest value within the list. All arguments must have the same data type: character,
numeric, date, time, or timestamp. The result is null if any of the list values are null.

LEAST(expression,expression...)

LENGTH
Obtain the length of the expression provided as an argument. The result is a large (4 byte)
integer. The result is null only if the argument is null. The value of the result depends on the
data type of the expression. Fixed length strings return the length of the string (including length).
Varying length strings return the actual length of the string, not the maximum length. Other data
types return results as follows:

LENGTH(expression)

Data type LENGTH result

Small Integer 2

Large Integer 2

Single precision floating point 4

Double precision floating point 8

Zoned decimal numbers (n,m) n
Packed decimal numbers (n,m) INT(n+1)/2

Date 4

Time 3

Timestamp 10

PREV
Return the previous records value based on the first 100 characters.
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PREV(expression)

VALUE
Returns the first (leftmost) non-null value within the list. All arguments must have the same data
type: character, numeric, date, time, or timestamp. If all list elements are null, the null value is
returned.

VALUE(expression,expression…)

WDATA
Creates a hidden result. The named result can be referenced elsewhere in the Sequel
statement, but it is not shown in the output. Dynamic Drill-down options (regroup / show details)
are not supported if WDATA is used in a non-*SEQUEL server view.

WDATA(expression)

Character
BCAT
CAT and insert one blank at concatenation.

The TCAT and BCAT functions trim the trailing blanks from the first expression, leading blanks
from the last expression, and both leading and trailing blanks from all intervening expressions
prior to concatenating them.

If BCAT is specified, a single blank is inserted between all expressions prior to concatenation.

The result of the function is a varying length field with a maximum length equal to the sum of
the lengths of the expressions involved.

BCAT(expression,expression,…)

CAT
Concatenate the values of the expressions supplied as arguments. The CCSID of the result is
based on the CCSID values of the argument expressions. The result is null only if the argument
is null.

The CAT function is equivalent to the concatenation operator (CAT or ||) and combines the
results of the alphanumeric expressions without removing leading or trailing blanks. The result
of the function is a fixed length field with a length equal to the sum of the lengths of the
expressions involved.

CAT(expression,expression,expression...)

CENTER
Center a field
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CENTER(charexp,exp)

This example view:

SELECT cname, center(cname,25)

FROM sequelex/custmast

Will produce the following:

Name Centered string

NBCO Corporation Inc. NBCO Corporation Inc.

Obell Group Sales Obell Group Sales

PCE Corp. PCE Corp.

UCE Corp. UCE Corp.

Xcme Corp. Xcme Corp.

State Corp. State Corp.

Lim-Equipment Co. Lim-Equipment Co.

CHAR2NUM
Right adjust a left-adjusted numeric string so it can be converted to decimal

CHAR2NUM(charexp, exp)

This example view:

SELECT "12" LEN(5) NAME(cfld1), DECIMAL(char2num(cfld1,5),5,0)
NAME(numfld)

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

CFLD1 NUMFLD

12 12

DIFFERENCE
Returns an integer, 0 through 4, which represents the relative phonetic difference between two
character expressions. The interpretation of DIFFERENCE may be counterintuitive. The more
alike the two expressions are spelled, the higher the number DIFFERENCE( ) returns. If the
character expressions spelled very similarly, DIFFERENCE( ) returns 4. For two character
expressions with little in common phonetically, DIFFERENCE( ) returns 0. DIFFERENCE( ) is
useful for searching tables when the exact spelling of an entry is not known.

Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400.

DIFFERENCE(char-expression, char-expression)
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DTAARA
Returns a variable length character string up to 200 characters long containing the extracted
substring from the indicated data area. Only the first 2000 positions of the data area are
accessible. The 'object name' string can contain a fully qualified name (lib/obj) or an unqualified
name, or one of the special values *LDA, *GDA, or *PDA.

DTAARA(["objname",] start, length)

GETLAST
Return the remainder of a string after the last occurrence of a specified character.

GETLAST(expr, character)

GETLASTLOC
Return the position of the last occurrence of a specified character in a string.

GETLASTLOC(expr, character)

Examples (using the email address - a.b.c@company.com):

GETLAST(email, “.”) returns 'com'
GETLASTLOC(email, “.”) 14

TIP:
These two functions used with SST or SUBSTRING create a very powerful string
manipulation tool.

HEX
Convert an alphanumeric value to a hexadecimal (base 16) string. The result is a string that is
twice as long as the character expression. The string is not prefaced with a ‘X’ to denote its
nature as a hexadecimal string.

HEX(expression)

INDEX
Characters in the expression are checked against the literal value specified as a search string.
The result is the position of the leftmost character in the expression that can be found in the
search string.

INDEX(expression,search string)

JUSTIFY
Right-justify a character string and include an optional leading pad character.

JUSTIFY(expression, length [,"pad-character"])
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LAND (Logical AND)
Perform a bitwise `AND' operation upon two or more character strings. Each bit in the result will
be "on" if all of the corresponding bits in each of the operand expressions is also "on". If not the
same length, the shorter expressions are padded with blanks on the right until they match the
length of the longest expression. The result will be the length of the longest expression.

The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the result is a
varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is null only if the argument is
null.

LAND(expression,expression,expression...)

LNOT (Logical NOT)
Perform a bitwise `NOT' operation upon two or more character strings. If not the same length,
the shorter expressions are padded with blanks on the right until they match the length of the
longest expression. The result is the length of the longest expression.

The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the result is a
varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is null only if the argument is
null.

LNOT(expression,expression,expression...)

LOR (Logical OR)
Perform a bitwise `OR' operation upon two or more character strings. Each bit in the result will
be "on" if any of the corresponding bits in each of the operand expressions is "on". If not the
same length, the shorter expressions are padded with blanks on the right until they match the
length of the longest expression. The result is the length of the longest expression.

The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the result is a
varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is null only if the argument is
null.

LOR(expression,expression,expression...)

LOWER
Translates upper case letters in the argument to lower case. The result is a character string of
the same length, with upper case letters (A-Z) converted to lower case (a-z).

Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400

LOWER(expression)

LTRIM
Remove specified character from left side of the expression. If a character is not supplied, a blank
is assumed and the leading and/or trailing blanks will be removed from the expression.
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The result of the function is a varying length string with the same maximum length as the length
of the expression argument. The CCSID of the result is the same as the CCSID for the
expression argument. The result is null only if the expression argument is null.

LTRIM(expression,character)

LXOR (Logical Exclusive OR)
Perform a bitwise `XOR' operation upon two or more character strings. If not the same length,
the shorter expressions are padded with blanks on the right until they match the length of the
longest expression. The result is the length of the longest expression.

The result is a fixed length string if the arguments are fixed length. Otherwise the result is a
varying length string. The CCSID of the result is 65,535. The result is null only if the argument
is null.

LXOR(expression,expression,expression...)

POSSTR
Search the source-expression and return the starting position of the leftmost character of the
search-string if it can be found. If it cannot be found, a zero is returned. The result is an integer.

POSSTR(source-expression,search-string)

PROPER
Capitalize the first character of each word in a string, force all others to lowercase

PROPER(charexp)

This example view:

SELECT UPPER(cname) NAME(ucase), proper(ucase) LEN(25) COLHDG
("Proper" "Case")

FROM sequelex/custmast

Will produce the following:

ucase proper(ucase)

NBCO CORPORATION INC. Nbco Corporation Inc.

OBELL GROUP SALES Obell Group Sales

PCE CORP. Pce Corp.

UCE CORP. Uce Corp.

XCME CORP. Xcme Corp.

STATE CORP. State Corp.

LIM-EQUIPMENT CO. Lim-Equipment Co.
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REPLACE
Replace all occurences of a given character from a string with a different character.

REPLACE(charexp, charexp, charexp)

RTRIM
Remove specified character from right side of the expression. If a character is not supplied, a
blank is assumed and the leading and/or trailing blanks will be removed from the expression.

The result of the function is a varying length string with the same maximum length as the length
of the expression argument. The CCSID of the result is the same as the CCSID for the
expression argument. The result is null only if the expression argument is null.

RTRIM(expression,character)

SOUNDEX
Returns a 4 character value representing the English ‘sound’ of the expression. The idea is that
you can sort or compare the SOUNDEX result and similar sounding expressions will have similar
values ("Smith", "Smithe", "Smyth", "Smythe" all evaluate to the same value). The return value
begins with the character of the expression, and has a 3 digit value representation the sound of
the remaining characters. (e.g. Smith=S350).

Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400

SOUNDEX(char-expression)

SPLIT
Extract delimited values from a string

SPLIT(charexp, charexp, int) or (charexp, charexp)

This example view:

SELECT TRIM(cname) NAME(str),

split(str," ") LEN(15) COLHDG("First" "name"),

split(str," ",2) LEN(15) COLHDG("Second" "name"),

split(str," ",3) LEN(15) COLHDG("Third" "name")

FROM sequelex/custmast

Will produce the following:

STR
First
name

Second
name

Third
name

NBCO Corporation Inc. NBCO Corporation Inc.

Obell Group Sales Obell Group Sales
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PCE Corp. PCE Corp. n/a

UCE Corp. UCE Corp. n/a

Xcme Corp. Xcme Corp. n/a

State Corp. State Corp. n/a

Lim-Equipment Co. Lim-Equipment Co. n/a

SST
Use SST or SUBSTRto break a character field or expression into smaller pieces. Specify three
arguments: a character expression, a numeric expression indicating the substring starting
position, and a numeric expression indicating the substring length. Separate the arguments with
commas.

The result is a fixed length string if the initial expression is a fixed length string and the length
value is an integer constant. Otherwise the result is a varying length string with a maximum
length equal to the maximum length of the initial string expression. The CCSID of the result is
the same as that of the initial string expression. The result is null only if one of the arguments is
null.

SST(expression,start,length)

STRIP
Performs the same operation as LTRIM, RTRIM, and TRIM.

The type is optional but must be specified if a character is supplied. If specified, the type value
indicates the method of character removal and must specify L, LEADING, T, TRAILING, B, or
BOTH. As with the trim functions, if the final operand (the trim character) is omitted, a blank is
assumed and the leading and/or trailing blanks will be removed from the expression.

The result of the function is a varying length string with the same maximum length as the length
of the expression argument. The CCSID of the result is the same as the CCSID for the
expression argument. The result is null only if the expression argument is null.

STRIP(expression,type,character)

STRIPX
Remove all occurences of a given character from a string

STRIPX(charexp, charexp)

This example view:

SELECT cname, stripx(cname," ") LEN(25) COLHDG("Blank"
"stripped")

FROM sequelex/custmast

Will produce the following:
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Name
Blank
Stripped

NBCO Corporation Inc. NBCOCorporationInc.

Obell Group Sales ObellGroupSales

PCE Corp. PCECorp.

UCE Corp. UCECorp.

Xcme Corp. XcmeCorp.

State Corp. StateCorp.

Lim-Equipment Co. Lim-EquipmentCo.

SUBSTR (Substring)
Use SUBSTR or SST to break a character field or expression into smaller pieces. Specify three
arguments: a character expression, a numeric expression indicating the substring starting
position, and a numeric expression indicating the substring length. Separate the arguments with
commas.

The result is a fixed length string if the initial expression is a fixed length string and the length
value is an integer constant. Otherwise the result is a varying length string with a maximum
length equal to the maximum length of the initial string expression. The CCSID of the result is
the same as that of the initial string expression. The result is null only if one of the arguments is
null.

SST(expression,start,length)

TCAT
CAT and trim blanks at concatenation. The TCAT and BCAT functions trim the trailing blanks
from the first expression, leading blanks from the last expression, and both leading and trailing
blanks from all intervening expressions prior to concatenating them. If BCAT is specified, a single
blank is inserted between all expressions prior to concatenation. The result of the function is a
varying length field with a maximum length equal to the sum of the lengths of the expressions
involved.

TCAT(expression,expression,expression...)

TRANSLATE
Characters in the expression are translated one at a time by searching the from-string. If the
character is found, the corresponding character in the to-string is substituted. If the to-string is
shorter than the from-string and a corresponding character does not exist, the pad-character is
used as a replacement character. The result is a character string of the same length as the initial
string.

TRANSLATE(expression, [to-string, [from-string, [pad-char]]])
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TRIM
Remove specified character from both ends of the expression. If a character is not supplied, a
blank is assumed and the leading and/or trailing blanks will be removed from the expression.

The result of the function is a varying length string with the same maximum length as the length
of the expression argument. The CCSID of the result is the same as the CCSID for the
expression argument. The result is null only if the expression argument is null.

TRIM(expression,character)

UPPER
Translate lower case letters in the argument to upper case. The result is a character string of the
same length, with lower case letters (a-z) converted to upper case (A-Z).

UPPER(field)

VARCHAR
The VARCHAR function creates a varying length field and allows you to specify its maximum
and allocated length. Because the output from the DISPLAY, PRINT, and REPORT shows all
varying length results as fixed length columns with the maximum defined length, the usefulness
of this function is limited to EXECUTE and OPNSQLF commands that require varying length
results.

The expression must yield an alphanumeric result. The function will return a column with a
maximum length matching the specified maximum. If an allocated length is specified, it will also
be used in the column definition. If no allocated length is provided, an allocated length of zero
will be assumed.

VARCHAR(expression, max [,alloc])

VERIFY
Characters in the expression are checked against the literal value specified as a search string.
The result is the position of the leftmost character in the expression that can not be found in the
search string.

VERIFY(expression,search-string)

NOTE:
When using *SEQUEL syntax, and if no characters in the search string satisfy the criteria,
the result displays the length of the string plus one.
When using *LOCALSYS syntax, and if no characters in the search string satisfy the criteria,
the result displays zero.

XLATE
Characters in the expression are translated one at a time using the translation table specified by
the second argument. The translation table may be qualified or unqualified. If qualified, it must
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have the form "library/table". The special value *LIBL is allowed as a library name, and is
assumed if a library name is not specified.

XLATE(expression,translation-table)

Date/Time
CHAR
Returns a character string result from a date, time, or timestamp expression. The type (if
supplied) must be one of the recognized date/time types. If it is not specified, JOB is assumed. If
the expression returns a date, the type must be USA, ISO, EUR, JIS, SAA, MDY, YMD, DMY, JUL,
JL1, or JOB. If the expression returns a time, the type must be USA, ISO, EUR, JIS, or HMS. If
the expression returns a timestamp, the type must be SAA or TS1.

CHAR(expression,type)

where Type is:

TYPE FORM EXAMPLE

USA mm/dd/yyyy 12/31/1999

ISO yyyy-mm-dd 1999-12-31

EUR dd.mm.yyyy 31.12.1999

JUL yy/ddd 99/365

JL1 yyyyddd 1999365

MDY mm/dd/yy 12/31/99

YMD yy/mm/dd 99/12/31

DMY dd/mm/yy 31/12/99

CVTDATE
Converts a field or expression containing a date value to a value with a date data type. The
expression must contain a valid date in either numeric or character form. The length and format
of the expression is given by the type operand.

CVTDATE(expression, type)

where Type is:

TYPE FORM EXAMPLE

MDY mmddyy 123199

MDY1 mmddyyyy 12311999

DMY ddmmyy 311299

DMY1 ddmmyyyy 31121999

YMD yymmdd 991231
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YMD1 yyyymmdd 19991231

CYMD cyymmdd 0991231

JUL yyddd 99365

JUL1 yyyyddd 1999365

CJUL Cyyddd 099365

Date types CYMD and CJUL require a century digit preceding the year value. The century digit
must have a zero value for years between 1900 and 1999. It must have a one value for years
between 2000 and 2999.

Date types without a century representation (MDY, DMY, YMD, JUL) are converted in such a
way that year values between 40 and 99 will fall between 1940 and 1999, and year values
between 00 and 39 will be converted to years 2000 to 2039.

If the expression supplied to the function contains an invalid date value, a mapping error will
result.

CVTTIME
Creates a time value from either a single 6-digit value or from three 2-digit values. Values may
be supplied in either numeric or character form. The combination of values must specify a valid
time or a mapping error will result.

CVTTIME(hhmmss)

-or-

CVTTIME(hh,mm,ss)

CYYDDD
Convert a date value to a decimal(6,0) value of the form CYYDDD

CYYDDD(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

cyyddd(d1) EDTWRD(" / / ") NAME(cyyddd),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Date CYYDDD

04/04/03 1/03/094

CYYMMDD
Convert a date value to a decimal(7,0) value of the form CYYMMDD

CYYMMDD(date)
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This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

cyymmdd(d1) EDTWRD(" / / / ") NAME(cyymmdd),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Date CYYMMDD

04/04/03 1/03/04/04

DATE
Creates a date value from the expression argument. The result is null if the expression value is
null.

If the argument is a timestamp, the result is the date part of the timestamp. If the argument is a
date, the result is the date value. If the argument is a number, it must be a positive number less
than 3652060. The result is the date that is n-1 days after January 1, 0001 where n is the
integral part of the expression value.

If the argument is a string, it must be in a recognizable date format with an appropriate
separator. That is, it must conform to either USA, ISO, JIS, EUR or JL1 form, or must have the
preferred date format and separator indicated in the DTSTYLE parameter.

DATE(expression)

DATE
Creates a date value from the expression argument. For use with *LOCALSYS, ADS and JDE
connections. Expression must be a character or numeric field in a recognizable format. Type tells
DATE how to interpret the expression.

DATE(expression, 'type')

where type values are as follows:

TYPE EXAMPLE

MDY 123199

MDY1 12311999

DMY 311299

DMY1 31121999

YMD 991231

YMD1 19991231

CYMD 0991231

JUL 99365

JUL1 1999365
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DAY
Returns the day portion of a date, timestamp, date duration, or timestamp duration. The result is
a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a date or timestamp value, the result will be in the
range of 1 to 31. If the expression is a date duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in
the range of -99 to 99. The result will be null only if the expression is null.

DAY(expression)

DAYOFWEEK
Returns values from 1 to 7 representing the days of the week for the given date expression.
Sunday corresponds to a value of 1.

DAYOFWEEK(expression)

DAYOFYEAR
Returns values from 1 to 366 representing the days of the year for the given date expression.
January the 1st corresponds to a value of 1.

DAYOFYEAR(expression)

DAYS
Returns an integer representation of a date. The result is a large integer (4 bytes) which has a
value of 1 more than the number of days from January 1, 0001 to the date indicated. The
expression must create a date, timestamp, or a valid string representation of a date.

If the argument is a string, it must be in a recognizable format with an appropriate separator.
That is, it must conform to either USA, ISO, JIS, EUR or JL1 form, or must have the preferred
date/time format and separator indicated in the DTSTYLE parameter.

The result will be null only if the expression is null.

DAYS(expression)

DDMMYY
Convert a date value to a decimal(6,0) value of the form DDMMYY

DDMMYY(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

ddmmyy(d1) EDTWRD(" / / ") NAME(ddmmyy),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Current Date DDMMYY
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04/04/03 4/04/03

DDMMYYYY
Convert a date value to a decimal(8,0) value of the form DDMMYYYY

DDMMYYYY(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

ddmmyyyy(d1) EDTWRD(" / / ") NAME(ddmmyyyy),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Current Date DDMMYYYY

04/04/03 4/04/2003

DURATION
Accepts two time stamps as input and returns the practical number of units between them.

Specify a unit value (upper or lower case) of ‘microseconds’, ‘seconds’, ‘minutes’, ‘hours’, ‘days’,
‘weeks’, ‘months’, or ‘years’.

DURATION('unit', startTIMESTAMP, endTIMESTAMP)

HOUR
Returns the hour portion of a time, timestamp, time duration, or timestamp duration. The result
is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or timestamp value, the result will be in the
range of 0 to 24. If the expression is a time duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in
the range of -99 to 99. The result will be null only if the expression is null.

HOUR(expression)

MICROSECOND
Returns the microsecond portion of a timestamp or timestamp duration. The result is a large
integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or timestamp value, the result will be in the range of
0 to 999,999. If the expression is a time duration or timestamp duration, the result will be in the
range of -999,999 to 999,999. The result will be null only if the expression is null.

MICROSECOND(expression)

MINUTE
Returns the minute portion of a time, timestamp, time duration, or timestamp duration. The
result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or timestamp value, the result will be
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in the range of 0 to 59. If the expression is a time duration or timestamp duration, the result will
be in the range of -99 to 99. The result will be null only if the expression is null.

MINUTE(expression)

MMDDYY
Convert a date value to a decimal(6,0) value of the form MMDDYY

MMDDYY(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

mmddyy(d1) EDTWRD(" / / ") NAME(mmddyy),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Current Date MMDYYY

04/04/03 4/04/03

MMDDYYYY
Convert a date value to a decimal(8,0) value of the form MMDDYYYY

MMDDYYYY(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

mmddyyyy(d1) EDTWRD(" / / ") NAME(mmddyyyy),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Current Date DDMMYYYY

04/04/03 4/04/2003

MONTH
Returns the month portion of a date, timestamp, date duration, or timestamp duration. The result
is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a date or timestamp value, the result will be in
the range of 1 to 12. If the expression is a date duration or timestamp duration, the result will
be in the range of -99 to 99. The result will be null only if the expression is null.

MONTH(expression)
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QUARTER
Returns values from 1 to 4 representing quarters of the year for the given date expression.
Months 1–3 return quarter value 1, 4–6 return quarter value 2, 7–9 return quarter value 3, and
10–12 return quarter value 4.

QUARTER(expression)

SECOND
Returns the second portion of a time, timestamp, time duration, or timestamp duration. The
result is a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a time or timestamp value, the result will be
in the range of 0 to 59. If the expression is a time duration or timestamp duration, the result will
be in the range of -99 to 99. The result will be null only if the expression is null.

SECOND(expression)

TIME
Creates a time value from the expression argument. The result is null only if the expression
value is null. If the argument is a timestamp, the result is the time part of the timestamp. If the
argument is a time, the result is the time value. If the argument is a string, it must be in a
recognizable time format with an appropriate separator. That is, it must conform to either USA,
ISO, JIS, EUR, or HMS form, or must have the preferred time format and separator indicated in
the DTSTYLE parameter.

TIME(expression)

TIMESTAMP
Creates a timestamp value from either one or two values passed as arguments. The result is null
if any of the argument values are null.

If only one argument is specified, it must be a timestamp, or a character string in one of these
forms:

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.mmmm
yyyymmddhhmmss

If both arguments are supplied, the first argument must be a date or a valid string representation
of a date; the second argument must be a time or a valid string representation of a time.

TIMESTAMP(expression [,expression])

NOTE:
This function is not available for SQL Server connections. Use DATETIME instead.

VALID_DATE
Accept an incoming date value and a date type and return TRUE (1), FALSE (0), INVALID
LENGTH(-1), or INVALID TYPE(-2) integer result if the date value is a valid date according to
the RPG TEST function.
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VALID_DATE(value, "type")

The valid date types and lengths are:

*MDY, *YMD, *DMY (6,7,8,9) - For use with 2 digit year forms with or without separators. 6/7
digit values are assumed to be without separators. 8/9 digit values are assumed to have a
leading century digit.

*CMDY,*CYMD,*CDMY (7,9) - With or without separators, having leading century digit.

*JUL (5,6,7,8) - With or without separator. 5 and 6 digit values are assumed to be without
separators. 7 and 8 digit values are assumed to have LONGJUL (yyyy) format.

*LONGJUL (7,8) - With or without separator. 4-digit year.

*USA,*ISO,*EUR,*JIS (8,10) - For use with 4 digit year forms with or without separators.

ANY OTHER VALUE for date type returns INVALID with result -2. An invalid data input length
returns INVALID with result -1. The incoming date value can be a character or numeric
(packed) value.

Three alternative VALID_DATE formats are available:

VALID_DATE(y, m, d) - Year value may be 4 digits or 2 digits.

VALID_DATE(c, y, m, d) - Year value must range from 00-99; century must be a 2 digit
value. (19, 20, etc.)

VALID_DATE(date_value) - Included for completeness sake. The date_value must be a valid
system date type value.

VALID_TIME
Accept an incoming time value and a time type and return TRUE(1), FALSE (0), INVALID
LENGTH(-1), or INVALID TYPE(-2) integer result if the time value is a valid time according to
the RPG TEST function.

VALID_TIME(value)

In this form, the function accepts a single character or numeric time value. *HMS format is
assumed.

VALID_TIME(value, "type")

In this form, the function accepts a single character time value. One of the following type values
(formats) are required:

*EUR, *ISO, *JIS, *HMS (6,8) - With or without separators.

ANY OTHER VALUE for time type returns INVALID with result -2. An invalid data input length
returns INVALID with result -1. The time value must character.

Two alternative VALID_TIME formats are avialable:

VALID_TIME(h, m, s) - Accepts three separate numeric values.

VALID_TIME(time_value) - Included for completness sake. The time_value must be a valid
system time type value.
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VALID_TSTP
Accept an incoming tstamp value and return TRUE (1), FALSE (0), or INVALID LENGTH(-1)
integer result if the value is a valid timestamp according to the TEST function. The value may be
19, 26 (with separators), 14, or 20 (with separators) positions.

VALID_TSTP(value)

An alternative VALID_TSTP format is avialable:

VALID_TSTP(timestamp_value) - Included for completeness sake. The value must be a
valid system timestamp value.

WEEK
Returns values from 1 to 54 representing weeks of the year for the given date expression.
Weeks begin on Sunday and are numbered so that January 1 falls in the first week.

WEEK(expression)

WEEKDAYS
The WEEKDAYS function accepts two dates as input and returns the number of week days
between them. Input values must be date data type.

WEEKDAYS(startDATE, endDATE)

The calculation determines the integer representations of the two dates and returns the
difference between them after first subtracting the number of weekend days that would
otherwise be counted. For example:

l Mon - Tue is 1 day (24 hour period).

l Mon - Fri is 4 days.

l Fri - Sun is 0 days (no full weekdays).

l Fri - Mon is 1 day .

l Sun - Sun is 5 days.

Sample:

SELECT weekdays(CVTDATE(20120101,ymd1), CURRENT DATE) LEN(9,0)

NAME(wkdays)

FROM sqlexec

YEAR
Returns the year portion of a date, timestamp, date duration, or timestamp duration. The result is
a large integer (4 bytes). If the expression is a date or timestamp value, the result will be in the
range of 1 to 9999. If the expression is a date duration or timestamp duration, the result will be
in the range of -9999 to 9999. The result will be null only if the expression is null.

YEAR(expression)
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YYMMDD
Convert a date value to a decimal(6,0) value of the form YYMMDD

YYMMDD(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

yymmdd(d1) EDTWRD(" / / ") NAME(yymmdd),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Current Date YYMMDD

04/04/03 3/04/04

YYYYDDD
Convert a date value to a decimal(7,0) value of the form YYYYDDD

YYYYDDD(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

yyyyddd(d1) EDTWRD(" / ") NAME(yyyyddd),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Current Date YYYYDDD

04/04/03 2003/094

YYYYMMDD
Convert a date value to a decimal(8,0) value of the form YYYYMMDD

YYYYMMDD(date)

This example view:

SELECT CURRENT DATE COLHDG("Current" "Date") NAME(d1),

yyyymmdd(d1) EDTWRD(" / / ") NAME(yyyymmdd)

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

Current Date YYYYMMDD
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04/04/03 2003/04/04

Grouping
AVG (Average)
Computes the averages for the specified expression across all records in the group. The result is
null only if all values in the group are null.

AVG([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

This is one of several Grouping Functions used in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. It work on a single expression across the entire set of records within the group. Unlike
non-grouping functions, constants are not allowed as function arguments. All functions except
COUNT require a single argument. COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX
accept only numeric expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.

Each function can be qualified by the reserved work DISTINCT or ALL. If no qualifier is
specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate values in the selected record
set to be discarded prior to performing the function. Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts only
the number of distinct state values in the record set.

COUNT
Return the number of records within the group.

COUNT(*)or COUNT([DISTINCT | ALL ] expr)

This is one of several Grouping Functions used in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. It work on a single expression across the entire set of records within the group. Unlike
non-grouping functions, constants are not allowed as function arguments. All functions except
COUNT require a single argument. COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX
accept only numeric expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.

Each function can be qualified by the reserved work DISTINCT or ALL. If no qualifier is
specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate values in the selected record
set to be discarded prior to performing the function. Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts only
the number of distinct state values in the record set.

MAX
Determines the largest value for the specified expression (numeric or alphanumeric) within the
records in the group. The result is null only if all values in the group are null.

MAX([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

This is one of several Grouping Functions used in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. It work on a single expression across the entire set of records within the group. Unlike
non-grouping functions, constants are not allowed as function arguments. All functions except
COUNT require a single argument. COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX
accept only numeric expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.
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Each function can be qualified by the reserved work DISTINCT or ALL. If no qualifier is
specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate values in the selected record
set to be discarded prior to performing the function. Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts
only the number of distinct state values in the record set.

MIN
Determines the smallest value for the specified expression (numeric or alphanumeric) within
the records in the group. The result is null only if all values in the group are null.

MIN([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

This is one of several Grouping Functions used in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. It work on a single expression across the entire set of records within the group. Unlike
non-grouping functions, constants are not allowed as function arguments. All functions except
COUNT require a single argument. COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX
accept only numeric expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.

Each function can be qualified by the reserved work DISTINCT or ALL. If no qualifier is
specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate values in the selected record
set to be discarded prior to performing the function. Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts
only the number of distinct state values in the record set.

SDEV
Statistical standard deviation (n-weighting) for the values of the expression within the group of
records. The result is null only if all values in the group are null.

SDEV([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

This is one of several Grouping Functions used in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. It work on a single expression across the entire set of records within the group. Unlike
non-grouping functions, constants are not allowed as function arguments. All functions except
COUNT require a single argument. COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX
accept only numeric expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.

Each function can be qualified by the reserved work DISTINCT or ALL. If no qualifier is
specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate values in the selected record
set to be discarded prior to performing the function. Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts
only the number of distinct state values in the record set.

SUM (grouping)
Accumulates all the values for the expression across all records in the group. The result is null
only if all values in the group are null.

SUM([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

This is one of several Grouping Functions used in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. It work on a single expression across the entire set of records within the group. Unlike
non-grouping functions, constants are not allowed as function arguments. All functions except
COUNT require a single argument. COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX
accept only numeric expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.
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Each function can be qualified by the reserved work DISTINCT or ALL. If no qualifier is
specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate values in the selected record
set to be discarded prior to performing the function. Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts only
the number of distinct state values in the record set.

VAR
Statistical variance (n-weighting) for the expression values within the group of records. The
result is null only if all values in the group are null.

VAR([DISTINCT | ALL ] expression)

This is one of several Grouping Functions used in the SELECT and HAVING clauses of grouping
queries. It work on a single expression across the entire set of records within the group. Unlike
non-grouping functions, constants are not allowed as function arguments. All functions except
COUNT require a single argument. COUNT accepts no arguments. All except MIN and MAX
accept only numeric expression references. MIN and MAX accept character expressions as well.

Each function can be qualified by the reserved work DISTINCT or ALL. If no qualifier is
specified, ALL is assumed. A DISTINCT qualifier causes duplicate values in the selected record
set to be discarded prior to performing the function. Thus, COUNT(DISTINCT state) counts only
the number of distinct state values in the record set.

HTML
HREF
This function builds the HREF tag needed to create a link to another view, report, script, or
query object—a ‘drill-down’ link. Each operand can be a field name, a literal, or an expression.
The first two operands are required. The first one is the item to appear on the page as an
underlined "linkable" item. The second operand names the object to be run. If supplied, the third
operand names the library for the object.

Subsequent operands are pairs of expressions. The first item in the pair names a variable used by
the view, script, or report. The second item specifies its value.

HREF(item,"object"[,"library"[,"variable1",value1
[,"variable2",value2,...]]])

Item - An expression (numeric or character) that will appear as the underlined link.

Object - A character expression result to appear in the OBJ= parameter.

Library - An optional character expression result to appear in the LIB= parameter.

Variable1, value1 - Define the variable name (character expression) and value for each variable
to appear. Numeric values are automatically converted to character.

The following example causes the value (1129.67) to appear underlined on the HTML page and
the query string to reference object ARQRY.

HREF(amtdu,"ARQRY")

A HTML tag like the following will be generated
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<a href="SEQUEL?obj=ARQRY">1129.67</a>

This example causes the customer number to appear as the link, and the corresponding cname
value to be passed in the query string to the NAME variable on the SEQUELEX/CUSTLIST
object.

HREF(cusno,"custlist","SEQUELEX","name",cname)

A HTML tag like the following will be generated:

<a href="SEQUEL?obj=custlist&lib=SEQUELEX
&%26name=NBCO+Corporation+Inc.">100200</a>

HYPERLINK
HYPERLINK is a dual purpose function provided by Sequel.

Used in Viewpoint and SWI:
HYPERLINK creates hyperlinks in your Viewpoint view results to launch Windows or Web-
based objects (on the Internet or a network drive) like Excel spreadsheets, PDF documents,
Sequel objects, Web sites, or any other type of application. You can run your views locally in
Viewpoint or in the Sequel Web Interface using dataabind=N or databind=A.

Create the underlined link field by using the HYPERLINK function in conjunction with the
required hyperlink keyword in the column heading. Key elements are bold:

HYPERLINK(URL, CHARDATA) NAME(FLDNAME)
COLHDG("Column" "Heading" "HYPERLINK")

Here is important information about the key elements:

l URL is a field or expression that contains the Web or network drive address of the link to
the document or object. It must be a character value that provides a valid URL or UNC
path such as:
"http://www.sequel-software.com"

or
"file://///POWERi/path/filename.xls"

l CHARDATA is a field or expression that supplies the data that appears under¬lined in the
view results. It must be a character value.

l For Viewpoint only: The COLHDG parameter must contain the value "HYPERLINK" (or
"hyperlink") as one of the column heading entries.

l For SWI, with databind=A, the link will automatically open in a new window or new tab
depending on browser settings.

Used in Classic SWI:
The HYPERLINK function can be used with an HREF expression (for creating drill-down links) to
cause the link to open in a new window like so:

HYPERLINK(HREF(link,"object","library","variable1",value1))
NAME(FLDNAME) COLHDG("Column" "Heading")
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NOTE:
Neither HREF nor HYPERLINK(HREF()) give a result that will work in SWI Explorer.

Used in SWI Explorer (host mode):
The HREF function (for creating drill-down links) is not supported in the SWI Explorer
environment, so the link must be built manually like so:

CAT('"http://POWERi/secure/SEQUEL?obj=OBJECT
&lib=LIBNAME&%26variable=',VALUE,'">',ITEM)

This is a general example for running a ‘drill to’ view from SWI that runs in the same window as
the ‘drill from’ view.

In order to run the ‘drill to’ and open results in a new window, simply add the HYPERLINK
function like so:

HYPERLINK(CAT('"http://POWERi/secure/SEQUEL
?obj=OBJECT&lib=LIBNAME&%26variable=',VALUE,'">',ITEM))

IMG
This function will build the IMG tag needed to reference an image file through the SWI. The first
must be a varying length character expression, a literal, or a field name that specifies the location
of the image file. This value will be appended to the current URL and processed by the HTTP
configuration file to locate the image. The second operand specifies an integer which is the pixel
height of the image on the page.

IMG(source[,height])

Source - A character expression result that will be appended to <img src="SEQUEL/ to form the
path to the image object.

Height - An optional numeric expression result that will appear in the height definition of the
image.

Example:
To use a jpg image of your logo:

IMG("logo.jpg",40)

A HTML tag like the following will be generated:

<img src="SEQUEL/logo.jpg" height="40">

To concatenate the customer number into the image file:

IMG(cat("images/C",trim(char(cusno)),".jpg"),100)

A HTML tag like the following will be generated causing the customer number to be converted
to character, trimmed, and concatenated into the name of the image file:

<img src="SEQUEL/images/C100200.jpg" height="100">
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IMGREF
This function is an enhanced version of the IMG function. It allows for the inclusion of additional
attributes for image links such as alt, width, longdesc, and so on.

IMGREF(source[,height[,optional tags]])

Source - A character expression result that will be appended to <img src="SEQUEL/ to form the
path to the image object.

Height - An optional numeric expression result that will appear in the height defini¬tion of the
image.

Optional Tags - Typically this is an attribute (alt, width, etc.) set equal to a quoted value.

Example:
To use a jpg image of your logo along with alternate text:

IMGREF("logo.jpg",40, 'alt="HS Logo"')

A HTML tag like the following will be generated:

<img src="SEQUEL/logo.jpg" height="40" alt="HS Logo">

The same link with a second optional tag for width:

IMGREF("logo.jpg",40, 'width="40" alt="HS Logo"')

Will generate this tag:

<img src="SEQUEL/logo.jpg" height="40" width="40" alt="HS Logo">

URLSTRING
This function will build the HREF tag needed to create a link to another view, report, script, or
query object. URL format doesn't allow most "special" characters. That means that often, a HREF
function in a Sequel statement might create results that can't actually be used. The URLSTRING
function can be used to translate a character string that may contain "special" characters into an
acceptable URL form.

URLSTRING(charexp)

Most likely, the URLSTRING function will be used within the HREF function.

Given:

href("linkname","objectname","libraryname","varname",URLSTRING
(charcolumn))

If a charcolumn value of "a@b#c$d%e&" is supplied, Sequel will create a resulting value of:

<a href="SEQUEL?obj=objectname&lib=libraryname
&%26varname=a%40b%23c%24d%25e%26">linkname</a>
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Multisystem
HASH
Returns the partition number associated with one or more values. The result is an integer with a
value between 0 and 1023. If any of the arguments are null, the result is zero. The result cannot
be null.

HASH(expression,expression,expression...)

This function is useful primarily in applications of the DB2 Multisystem feature. It returns
information about how the database has been distributed among more than one AS/400
locations. See the DB2 Multisystem For AS/400 guide (SC41-5705) for more information.

NODENAME
Returns the relational database name of where a row is located. The argument is an integer that
corresponds to a file number in the request.

NODENAME(expression)

This function is useful primarily in applications of the DB2 Multisystem feature. It returns
information about how the database has been distributed among more than one AS/400
locations. See the DB2 Multisystem For AS/400 guide (SC41-5705) for more information.

NODENUMBER
Returns the node associated with a returned row. The argument is an integer that corresponds to
a file number in the request.

NODENUMBER(expression)

This function is useful primarily in applications of the DB2 Multisystem feature. It returns
information about how the database has been distributed among more than one AS/400
locations. See the DB2 Multisystem For AS/400 guide (SC41-5705) for more information.

PARTITION
Returns the partition number of a row obtained by applying the hashing function on the
partitioning key value of the row. The argument is an integer that corresponds to a file number
in the request.

PARTITION(expression)

This function is useful primarily in applications of the DB2 Multisystem feature. It returns
information about how the database has been distributed among more than one AS/400
locations. See the DB2 Multisystem For AS/400 guide (SC41-5705) for more information.
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Numeric
ABS (Absolute Value)
Extracts the magnitude of the field. Returns the amount in the field expressed as a positive
number. The returned value has the same format and length as the input argument, except that a
large integer (4 bytes) is returned when the argument is a small integer (2 bytes). The result can
be null only if the argument is null.

ABS(expression)

ACCUM
Accumulate a value across retrieved rows to create a 'running' sub-total. The result is a floating
point number. The optional second argument allows for the specification of a 'bucket' value. If
supplied, the second argument is limited to 50 characters. When using the two argument form,
the function will accumulate simultaneously for up to approximately 1130 different bucket
values.

ACCUM(exp,charexp) or (exp)

This example view:

SELECT ctype, cstte, cname, amtdu,

accum(amtdu,cstte) NAME(statetot),

accum(amtdu,ctype) NAME(typetot),

accum(amtdu) LEN(11,2) NAME(total)

FROM sequelex/custmast

ORDER BY ctype, cstte

Will produce the following:

Cust
Type State Name

Current
Due STATETOT TYPETOT TOTAL

CS CA L.M. Corp. 3000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00

CS GA Media Plumbing .00 .00 3,000.00 3,000.00

CS IL State Corp. 808.80 808.80 3,808.80 3,808.80

CS IL Lickton's City
Corp.

341.12 1,149.92 4,149.92 4,149.92

CS IL Books and Things .00 1,149.92 4,149.92 4,149.92

CS IN Panasonic Corp. .00 .00 4,149.92 4,149.92
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CS IN Pinnacle
Investments

2754.00 2,754.00 6,903.92 6,903.92

CS KY LBC Supplies 4854.14 4,854.14 11,758.06 11,758.06

CS LA Horse Chesnuts,
Inc.

3562.80 3,562.80 15,320.86 15,320.86

CS MN Penn Sports 16227.46 16,227.46 31,548.32 31,548.32

CS NJ Clean Liquors 6586.22 6,586.22 38,134.54 38,134.54

CS NM TBA Corp. 1784.08 1,784.08 39,918.62 39,918.62

ACOS
Arc cosine of the argument returned in radians. The ACOS and COS functions are inverse
operations. The value of the expression must be in the range of -1 to 1.

The result is in the range of 0 to p. The argument values and results are always in radians.
Function requires a single numeric argument and accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or
an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

ACOS(expression)

ASIN
Arc sine of the argument returned in radians. The ASIN and SIN functions are inverse
operations. The value of the expression must be in the range of -1 to 1.

The result is in the range of -p/2 to p/2. The argument values and results are always in radians.
Function requires a single numeric argument and accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or
an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

ASIN(expression)

ATAN
Arc tangent of the argument returned in radians. The ATAN and TAN functions are inverse
operations.

The result is in the range of -p/2 to p/2. The argument values and results are always in radians.
Function requires a single numeric argument and accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or
an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

ATAN(expression)
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ATAN2
Calculates the arc tangent of y/x. If both parameters of ATAN2 are 0, the functions returns 0.
ATAN2 returns a value in the range p to p radians, using the signs of both parameters to
determine the quadrant of the return value.

Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400

ATAN2(y/x)

ATANH
Hyperbolic arc tangent of the argument returned in radians. The TANH and ATANH functions
are inverse operations. Returns double precision floating point results. The value of the
expression must be in the range of -1 to 1. Function requires a single numeric argument and
accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

ATANH(expression)

AVG (Average)
Averages two or more numeric expressions and returns the result. This function is equivalent to
adding the expressions together and dividing by the number of expressions. The result is null if
any of the arguments are null.

AVG(expression,expression...)

CEIL
Rounds the expression result upwards (away from zero) to the number of decimal digits
specified. Values above zero in the place below the indicated precision are rounded up (e.g.
CEIL(1.09) = 2). Zero digits (an integer result) are assumed if a second operand is not provided.
A negative value for the digits operand causes rounding to occur to the left of the decimal point.

CEIL(expression [,digits])

CHAR
Returns a character representation of the numeric expression value. If the value includes
decimal digits, the indicated decimal point character will appear in the result. If a decimal point
character is not provided, the decimal point character for the job creating the view will be used.
The result is left aligned and zero suppressed.

The CHAR function can also be used to convert a date, time, or timestamp expression to a
character string.

CHAR(expression[,decimal-character])
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COS (Cosine)
Takes an angle and returns the ratio of two sides of a right triangle. The ratio is the length of the
side adjacent to the angle divided by the length of the hypotenuse.

The COS and ACOS functions are inverse operations. The result is in the range of -1 to 1
(double precision floating point). The argument values and results are always in radians. Function
requires a single numeric argument and accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or an
expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

COS(expression)

COSH
Hyperbolic Cosine or radian argument. Returns double precision floating point results. The
argument values and results are always in radians. Each function requires a single numeric
argument and accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

COSH(expression)

COT (Cotangent)
Cotangent of radian argument. Returns double precision floating point results. The argument
values and results are always in radians. Function requires a single numeric argument and
accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

COT(expression)

DECIMAL
Returns a result that is truncated to a packed value.

DECIMAL(expression[,len[,dec]])

DECIMAL(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1<=len<=31, 0<=dec<=len default 15,0
ZONED(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1<=len<=31, 0<=dec<=len default 15,0
INTEGER(expr[,len]) len = 2 or 4 default 4 bytes
FLOAT(expr[,len]) len = SINGLE or DOUBLE default DOUBLE

Numeric results can be "cast" into a specific type of representation with these Sequel functions.
This can be especially valuable when fields created by the EXECUTE command must have a
specific data type or internal coding.
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Each function forces the expression result to have the indicated format and the specified length
(and precision) attributes. Reduction in the precision of the expression truncates (does not
round) the non-integer portion of the value. The difference between DECIMAL and ZONED
format lies in their internal coding; no external difference is apparent to the user.

The length (and precision) may be omitted. The default values indicated above will be used if
specific values are not provided. The result is null only if the expression has the null value.

DIGITS
Convert numeric to character. Accepts a binary, decimal, or zoned number and returns all digits
in the number as a character string. The length of the result string equals the maximum number
of digits in the numeric field. The result is null only if the argument is null.

DIGITS(expression)

DIST_KM
Display the straight-line distance between two locations in kilometers. Supply starting latitude
and longitude and ending latitude and longitude as 8,6 numeric values (e.g. 42.051927).
Function uses a reference fille (sequel/distance) pre-loaded with U.S. Dept. of Commerce data
for US zip codes.

DIST_KM(latitude1, logitude1, latitude2, logitude2)

This example view:

SELECT dist_km(42.051927,-88.048140,41.891978,-88.205021) NAME
(dist_km)

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

DIST_KM

21.9911

DIST_MILES
Display the straight-line distance between two locations in miles. Supply starting latitude and
longitude and ending latitude and longitude as 8,6 numeric values (e.g. -88.048140). Function
uses a reference fille (sequel/distance) pre-loaded with U.S. Dept. of Commerce data for US zip
codes.

DIST_MILES(latitude1, logitude1, latitude2, logitude2)

This example view:

SELECT dist_miles(42.051927,-88.048140,41.891978,-88.205021)
NAME(dist_miles),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:
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DIST_MILES

13.6591

DIST_REF_KM
Display the straight-line distance between two locations in kilometers. Supply starting and
ending zip codes as 5 position character values (e.g. '60173'). Function uses a reference fille
(sequel/distance) pre-loaded with U.S. Dept. of Commerce data for US zip codes.

DIST_REF_KM(zipcode1, zipcode2)

This example view:

SELECT dist_ref_km("60185","60173") NAME(ref_km)

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

REF_KM

21.9911

DIST_REF_MILES
Display the straight-line distance between two locations in miles. Supply starting and ending zip
codes as 5 position character values (e.g. '60173'). Function uses a reference fille
(sequel/distance) pre-loaded with U.S. Dept. of Commerce data for US zip codes.

DIST_REF_MILES(zipcode1, zipcode2)

This example view:

SELECT dist_ref_miles("60185","60173") NAME(ref_miles),

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

REF_MILES

13.6591

EDIT
Edit a decimal value using an edit code/word and return a string result

EDIT(dec,len,int,charexp)

This example view:

SELECT amtdu, edit(amtdu,11,2,"J$") LEN(15) COLHDG(" Edit" "
J$"),
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edit(amtdu,11,2," . . $0, ") LEN(15) COLHDG(" Edit" " word")

FROM sequelex/custmast

Will produce the following:

Current
Balance

Due
Edit

J$
Edit

word

1129.67 $1,129.67 $1.129,67

543.21 $543.21 $543,21

95.60 $95.60 $95,60

1815.00 $1,815.00 $1.815,00

.00 $.00

808.80 $808.80 $808,80

3587.62 $3,587.62 $3.587,62

1801.90 $1,801.90 $1.801,90

9748.62 $9,748.62 $9.748,62

80.40 $80.40 $80,40

EXP
Exponentiation. The irrational value e (2.71828..) raised to the power indicated by the
expression value. The result is a double precision floating point value. The null value is returned
only if the argument is null.

EXP(expression)

EXP10
Base 10 exponentiation. 10 raised to the power indicated by the expression. The result is a
double precision floating point value. The null value is returned only if the argument is null.

EXP10(expression)

FLOAT
Cast numeric expression as single or double precision floating point number.

FLOAT(expression[,len])

DECIMAL(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1<=len<=31, 0<=dec<=len default 15,0
ZONED(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1<=len<=31, 0<=dec<=len default 15,0
INTEGER(expr[,len]) len = 2 or 4 default 4 bytes
FLOAT(expr[,len]) len = SINGLE or DOUBLE default DOUBLE
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Numeric results can be "cast" into a specific type of representation with these Sequel functions.
This can be especially valuable when fields created by the EXECUTE command must have a
specific data type or internal coding.

Each function forces the expression result to have the indicated format and the specified length
(and precision) attributes. Reduction in the precision of the expression truncates (does not round)
the non-integer portion of the value. The difference between DECIMAL and ZONED format lies
in their internal coding; no external difference is apparent to the user.

The length (and precision) may be omitted. The default values indicated above will be used if
specific values are not provided. The result is null only if the expression has the null value.

FLOOR
Rounds the expression result downwards (towards zero) to the number of decimal digits
specified. Non-zero values in the place below the indicated precision are rounded down (e.g.
FLOOR(1.99) = 1). Zero digits (an integer result) are assumed if a second operand is not
provided. A negative value for the digits operand causes rounding to occur to the left of the
decimal point.

FLOOR(expression[,digits])

INTEGER
Truncate to integer.

INTEGER(expression[,len])

DECIMAL(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1<=len<=31, 0<=dec<=len default 15,0
ZONED(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1<=len<=31, 0<=dec<=len default 15,0
INTEGER(expr[,len]) len = 2 or 4 default 4 bytes
FLOAT(expr[,len]) len = SINGLE or DOUBLE default DOUBLE

Numeric results can be "cast" into a specific type of representation with these Sequel functions.
This can be especially valuable when fields created by the EXECUTE command must have a
specific data type or internal coding.

Each function forces the expression result to have the indicated format and the specified length
(and precision) attributes. Reduction in the precision of the expression truncates (does not round)
the non-integer portion of the value. The difference between DECIMAL and ZONED format lies
in their internal coding; no external difference is apparent to the user.

The length (and precision) may be omitted. The default values indicated above will be used if
specific values are not provided. The result is null only if the expression has the null value.

LN
This is a base e function. A special logarithm function to ‘reverse’ exponentiation and return the
root of a number. The result is a double precision floating point value. The null value is returned
only if the argument is null.

LN(expression)
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LOG
This is a base 10 function. A special logarithm function to ‘reverse’ exponentiation and return
the root of a number. The result is a double precision floating point value. The null value is
returned only if the argument is null.

LOG(expression)

MOD (Modulus)
This operator returns the remainder of a division of the first operand by the second. It is
especially useful when you are trying to extract part of a numeric field.

operand MOD operand

ex. 123199 MOD 100 = 99

PCTCHG
Compute the percentage change between two numbers

PCTCHG(exp,exp)

This example view:

SELECT listp NAME(lp), actsp NAME(ap),

pctchg(lp,ap) COLHDG("Pct" "Change" "list->actual") NAME(lpap),

pctchg(ap,lp) COLHDG("Pct" "Change" "actual->list") NAME(aplp)

FROM sequelex/ordline

Will produce the following:

List
Price

Actual
Price

Pct
Change

list->actual

Pct
Change

actual->list

200.000 180.000 10.00- 11.11

110.599 94.009 15.00- 17.65

85.000 55.250 35.00- 53.85

110.599 105.069 5.00- 5.26

110.599 110.599 .00 .00

85.000 84.000 1.18- 1.19
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RAND
Returns a random number between 0 and 1. The same sequence of random numbers for a given
seed value is returned each time RAND() is used.

Requires V4R5M0 of OS/400.

RAND(seed-value)

To achieve the most random sequence of numbers, issue:

RAND(microsecond(current Timestamp))

ROUND
Rounds the expression result to the number of decimal digits specified. Values less than 5 in the
place below the indicated precision are rounded down, values 5 and above are rounded up. Zero
digits (an integer result) are assumed if a second operand is not provided. A negative value for
the digits operand causes rounding to occur to the left of the decimal point.

ROUND(expression[,+/-digits])

SIGN
Sign of the numeric expression. Returns a 1,0 packed decimal field with a value of –1 if the
expression result is negative, 0 if it is zero, and +1 if it is positive. The result is null if the
expression evaluates to null.

SIGN(expression)

SIN
Sine of radian argument. The SIN and ASIN functions are inverse operations. The result is in the
range of -1 to 1 (double precision floating point). The argument values and results are always in
radians. Function requires a single numeric argument and accepts either a field value, literal
(constant), or an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

SIN(expression)

SINH
Hyperbolic sine of a radian argument. Returns double precision floating point results. The
argument values and results are always in radians. Function requires a single numeric argument
and accepts either a field value, literal (constant), or an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

SINH(expression)
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SQRT (Square Root)
Returns the square root of the expression as a double precision, floating point value. The null
value is returned only if the argument is null.

SQRT(field)

SUM
Intra-record sum for a list of fields or expressions. Accumulates two or more numeric
expressions supplied as parameters and returns the result. The equivalent of using the addition
operator (+) between all of the expressions. The result is null if any of the arguments are null.

SUM(expression,expression,expression...)

TAN
Returns the ratio of two sides of a right triangle. The ratio is the length of the side opposite the
angle divided by the length of the side adjacent to the angle.

Returns a double precision floating point results. The argument values and results are always in
radians. Function requires a single numeric argument and accepts either a field value, literal
(constant), or an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

TAN(expression)

TANH
Hyperbolic Tangent. Returns double precision floating point results. The argument values and
results are always in radians. Each function requires a single numeric argument and accepts
either a field value, literal (constant), or an expression.

The function result is null capable if the argument is null capable. The result is null only if the
argument is null.

TANH(expression)

UNPACK
Convert a packed or binary value inside a string to a numeric

UNPACK(charexp, int, int)

This example view:

SELECT WDATA(X'12345D') NAME(packed) LEN(3),

HEX(packed) NAME(pkdvalue),

unpack(packed,5,2) NAME(dec4_2) LEN(7),

WDATA(X'FFFE') NAME(bin2) LEN(2),
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HEX(bin2) NAME(short),

unpack(bin2) NAME(shortnum),

WDATA(X'0000FFFE') NAME(bin4) LEN(4),

HEX(bin4) NAME(long),

unpack(bin4) NAME(longnum)

FROM sqlexec

Will produce the following:

PKDVALUE DEC4_2 SHORT SHORTNUM LONG LONGNUM

12345D -123.45 FFFE 2- 0000FFFE 65,534

VAL2WRD
This UDF converts numeric values into word strings.

VAL2WRD(value, 'currency string', 'mask codes')

The three parms are defined as follows:

Value - Any numeric amount (30,9) from 0.00000001 to 999999999999999.9999999999.
This can be a numeric literal, number variable or numeric field.

Currency String - A character string (30) enclosed in single quotes for the name of the currency
used. The default is blank which infers no currency is specified in the output.

Mask Codes - Broken into Types A, C, G, H, J, L, M, P, S and X. Each type is followed by a colon
and a value. Each type can be separated by a space, comma, period or not separated at all.
Use as many types as needed. Make sure they are enclosed in a single set of quotes.

Mask Types:

A The full mask used to represent the value of the whole number if equal to zero, enclosed
in double quotes. A plus sign, following the second double quote indicates the remaining
masks should be used even for a 0.00 value.
Default is blank

C Case of the words.
C = Capitalized
L = All lower
U = All upper.
Default is no conversion

G Country group for word format.
This represents the way the number is represented in specific locations.
1 = US format (typically no commas, and no ‘and’)
2 = UK format (uses commas, and ‘and’)
Default 1

H Half Adjust Precision
2 = Precision to 2 decimal places (8.575 = 8.58)
Default 2
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L Word group delimiter to separate groups of numbers, such as in 7,200
” ” (default for country group 1-US) produces - Seven Thousand Two Hundred
“,” (default for country group 2-UK) produces - Seven Thousand, Two Hundred

L Specify location of currency word
A = After the precision value (default for country group 1-US)
B = Before the precision value (default for country group 2-UK)

M Precision Mask
The full mask used to represent the precision value enclosed in double quotes.
Default "##/100" (where # represents a number in the precision such as, 0.87 = 87/100)

P Precision = .0 handling
0 = Ignore
1 = Use the mask in type M
2 = Use the word "only".
Default 0

S Number Word Scale.
For values exceeding 999 million, some countries use different words to describe the
values. These are known as short scale and long scale. The table below shows some of
the differences. This mask type affects the use of words past "million".
S = Short Scale. Used in the US and UK. (1,000,000,000=one billion)
L = Long Scale. Used in Europe. (1,000,000,000=one thousand million)
Default scale is S

Value Short Scale
(US, UK,
Canadian-
English, and
most English
speaking
countries)

Long Scale
(Canadian-French,
France and most
other non-English
speaking countries)

1,000,000,000 109 one billion one thousand
million

1,000,000,000,000 10
12

one trillion one billion

1,000,000,000,000,000 10
15

one quadrillion one thousand billion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000 10
18

one quintillion one trillion

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 10
21

one sextillion one thousand
trillion

X:nx Filler to close the word string
n = value of 1 - 9 denotes the number of repetitions of the
character X
x = filler character (such as * or =)
Default - filler is ignored

Examples
Each example uses an amount of 1234.99 and is followed by the generated result.
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VAL2WRD(amount,' ',' ')

One Thousand Two Hundred Thirty Four 99/100

VAL2WRD(amount,'Dollars',' ')

One Thousand Two Hundred Thirty Four 99/100 Dollars

VAL2WRD(amount,'Dollars','G:2')

One Thousand, Two Hundred and Thirty Four Dollars 99/100

VAL2WRD(amount,'Dollars','X:5*')

One Thousand Two Hundred Thirty Four 99/100 Dollars *****

VAL2WRD(amount,'Pounds','G:2 M:”##p” X:5*')

One Thousand, Two Hundred and Thirty Four Pounds 99p *****

ZONED
Cast character or numeric expression as fixed decimal field.

ZONED(expression[,len[,dec]])

DECIMAL(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1≤len≤31, 0≤dec≤len default 15,0

ZONED(expr[,len[,dec]]) 1≤len≤31, 0≤dec≤len default 15,0

INTEGER(expr[,len]) len = 2 or 4 default 4 bytes

FLOAT(expr[,len]) len = SINGLE or DOUBLE default DOUBLE

Numeric results can be "cast" into a specific type of representation with these Sequel functions.
This can be especially valuable when fields created by the EXECUTE command must have a
specific data type or internal coding.

Each function forces the expression result to have the indicated format and the specified length
(and precision) attributes. Reduction in the precision of the expression truncates (does not round)
the non-integer portion of the value. The difference between DECIMAL and ZONED format lies
in their internal coding; no external difference is apparent to the user.

The length (and precision) may be omitted. The default values indicated above will be used if
specific values are not provided. The result is null only if the expression has the null value.

Where/Having
ALL
When ALL is specified the comparison will be true if every row returned by the subquery yields
a true result for the test or if no rows are returned at all. The result is false if it is false for any
row returned by the subquery. Otherwise, the result is unknown.
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Using these rules, it is easy to see that the following query will return part records only if the
list price for the part is greater than the price paid on any open order for it or if the part is not
found in the order file.

SELECT * FROM partmast p
WHERE lstpc > ALL (SELECT actsp FROM ordline o
   WHERE p.prdno=o.prdno)

The example above illustrates the potential confusion between the English meaning of the word
"any" and the SQL logic of ANY and ALL. In general, you should try to avoid formulating queries
that use SOME, ANY, or ALL by creating Subqueries that use IN or EXISTS comparisons instead.

AND
One of four Boolean operators used in the WHERE clause for record selection.

Expressions and conditions within the WHERE clause can grow to become quite complex.
Several comparisons can be made within a single statement by using AND, OR, NOT, and XOR
(exclusive or - either one or the other but not both) between comparisons. Boolean precedence
tests any NOT conditions first, then the AND conditions and finally the OR and XOR.
Parentheses can be used to alter the normal evaluation method or to clarify your clause.

The result of an AND condition is true if both comparisons are also true.

ANY
When SOME or ANY is specified (they are equivalent) the comparison will be true if the
subquery returns at least one values that yields a true result for the test. The result is false if the
comparison returns a false result for every row in the subquery or if no rows are returned at all.
Otherwise, the result is unknown.

A simple variation of the basic subquery comparison allows several records to be included by
the subquery. By using the reserved word SOME, ANY, or ALL prior to the subquery, a set of
values can be compared against a field or expression result, much like the IN test For instance,

SELECT * FROM ordline
WHERE prdno = ANY (SELECT prdno FROM partmast
    WHERE ittyp="B")

Conceptually, the subquery creates an intermediate result listing part numbers in the part
master that have a "B" item type value. Rows from the order line file are selected if the product
number given in the order matches any item in the list.

Subqueries involving a quantified comparison must, like their basic comparison counterparts,
identify only a single column in the SELECT clause. As indicated above however, the subquery
is not constrained to returning only one row.

BETWEEN
A comparison operator used in the WHERE clause for a range of values. This test will evaluate
to true only if the first expression is equal or greater than the second and equal or less than the
third.

ex. (The two statements below are equivalent.)
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AMTDU BETWEEN 1000 AND 5000

AMTDU >= 1000 AND AMTDU <= 5000

CONTAINS
This search operator is useful for searching character fields (and expressions) to determine if
they include a specific sequence of characters. You cannot use the CONTAINS operator with
numeric fields or expressions.

While either a character field or an expression can be used on the left side of the CONTAINS
operator, only a character constant, enclosed in quotation marks, can be specified on the right
side.

CONTAINS searches the first expression for an occurrence of the second. For instance, the
contents of a name field may be searched to determine if it contains "SMITH". As with all
character comparisons, upper and lower case letters are treated as different values.

The result of the comparison will evaluate to unknown only if the expression operand has the
null value. Otherwise, the result will always be true or false.

Examples:
SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE cname CONTAINS "Sport"

SELECT * FROM partmast WHERE descp CONTAINS "Nut"

EXISTS
The EXISTS test is the most powerful subquery operator. Unfortunately, it can also lead to the
most complicated query statements. It is used simply to determine if the subquery that follows it
returns any rows at all. The specific values returned by the subquery are inconsequential. They
are never used in the query.

The result of the test is true if one or more rows is returned by the subquery. If the subquery
returns no rows, the result is false. The result of the EXISTS test can never be unknown.

The example below uses an EXISTS test to return only the customers that have one or more
records in the order file. It is equivalent to the example of the IN subquery shown in the
previous section.

SELECT cusno,cname FROM custmast cust
WHERE EXISTS (SELECT * FROM ordhead ord
   WHERE cust.cusno=ord.cusno)

IN
The IN operator allows you to find out if a field matches one of a list of values. The first
expression is checked against a list of values (up to 50) supplied in parentheses. If a match is
found, the predicate value is true, and the record is selected. Otherwise the record is rejected.
The result of the comparison will evaluate to unknown only if the expression operand has the
null value.

The IN comparison is similar to the VALUES concept in DDS, and is equivalent to expressing a
series of tests separated by OR.
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The following SQL statements select only customers in Illinois, Minnesota, or Missouri and
presents them in state and zip code order.

SELECT * FROM custmast
 WHERE cstte="IL" OR cstte="MN" OR cstte="MO"
 ORDER BY cstte,czipc

SELECT * FROM custmast
 WHERE cstte IN ("IL","MN","MO")
 ORDER BY cstte,czipc

Either character or numeric comparisons can be performed with the IN operation. Naturally, all
items within the list must have the same data type and it must match the data type of the
expression to the left of the IN operator.

SELECT * FROM ordhead
 WHERE coody IN (6,7,8)

This statement will select records from the order header file in which the order day falls on the
6th, 7th, or 8th of the month. As you gain experience with SQL you will learn that there is
usually more than one way to phrase a query. Some are simpler and easier to understand than
others.

For instance, assume that a date field (6,0) is stored in MMDDYY format. Selecting records that
have a month value of June, July, or August can be done in either of two ways. Obviously the
second method is more easily understood than the first.

IN (subquery)
The subquery IN comparison provides a simple and familiar way of testing a field or expression
result against a list of values. Like the basic and quantified Subqueries already described, the IN
subquery must identify only a single column in the SELECT clause. This column value from
every row chosen by the subquery is compared for an equal match with the field or expression
preceding the IN operator. For instance,

SELECT cusno,cname FROM custmast
 WHERE cusno IN (SELECT cusno FROM ordhead)

The subquery returns a list of customer numbers in the order file. The "outer" query chooses
only the customer rows with a customer number in the list. Customers without a record in the
order file will not be returned by the query.

The IN subquery must return only one column. Any number of rows can be selected. Like the
IN comparison, the data type (numeric, character, date) of the subquery column must be
compatible with the field or expression used in the comparison.

The IN (subquery) test is equivalent to an = ANY (subquery) comparison. Most people also find it
easier to understand.

The result of the IN test will be true if there is at least one row in the subquery with a value
matching the field or expression given in the comparison. The result is false if the comparison is
false for every row returned by the subquery, or if the subquery returns no rows at all.
Otherwise the result is unknown.
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IS NOT NULL
IS NOT NULL can be used to test whether a field or expression is not null.

WHERE cstte IS NOT NULL
WHERE NOT cstte IS NULL

are equivalent and return only the rows where the cstte field does not have the null value.

If your database contains null values, IS NULL and IS NOT NULL comparisons should be used in
all of your queries. Handling the null values explicitly will clarify the intent of your query and
decrease the possibility of unexpected results.

IS NULL
The NULL operator allows you to find out if a field or expression contains the null value. The
operand can be any data type. The result of the comparison is either true or false. The statement

SELECT * FROM custmast WHERE cstte IS NULL

will retrieve only the rows in which the cstte field has a null value.

If your database contains null values, IS NULL and IS NOT NULL comparisons should be used in
all of your queries. Handling the null values explicitly will clarify the intent of your query and
decrease the possibility of unexpected results.

LIKE
The LIKE operator is similar to CONTAINS, but more powerful. It too is a character operator
and allows only a character field or expression on the left and a quoted string on the right.

Unlike CONTAINS, the right side of a LIKE predicate specifies a pattern string which is used to
determine a match with the left hand side. Generic and wild card characters can be used in
creating the pattern. An asterisk (*) indicates that any number of characters (zero or more) can
appear in the searched string; a question mark (?) allows any single character to appear.

For instance, the mask *Anders?n* will locate strings containing Anderson or Andersen. The first
asterisk allows any number of characters to precede the "A". Likewise, the trailing asterisk is
necessary since without it the mask would demand that the desired string be right justified
within the field.

The result of the comparison will evaluate to unknown only if the expression operand has the
null value. Otherwise, the result will always be true or false.

Notice that CONTAINS is a subset of the LIKE comparison. Any test made with CONTAINS can
be translated into a LIKE comparison, but the reverse is not true. For instance:

SELECT * FROM partmast WHERE descp LIKE "*Nut*"

is equivalent to the last example in the section above.

LIKE can be used to create comparisons that cannot be done any other way. For example:

WHERE lstnam LIKE "*Jo*ns?n*"

will find any record with a last name value of Johnson, Johnsen, Johansen, Jonson, etc.
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The LIKE operator can be prefaced with the word NOT in order to return only the records with
a false result of the LIKE test. For example,

WHERE lstnam NOT LIKE "*Jo*ns?n*"
WHERE NOT lstnam LIKE "*Jo*ns?n*"

are equivalent and will both return records where the lstnam field is not like the pattern mask.
Since the NOT operator will only return rows that have a false result, rows with a null value for
the LSTNAM field will not be returned.

NOT
One of four Boolean operators used in the WHERE clause for record selection.

Expressions and conditions within the WHERE clause can grow to become quite complex.
Several comparisons can be made within a single statement by using AND, OR, NOT, and XOR
(exclusive or - either one or the other but not both) between comparisons. Boolean precedence
tests any NOT conditions first, then the AND conditions and finally the OR and XOR.
Parentheses can be used to alter the normal evaluation method or to clarify your clause.

The result of a NOT condition is true if the comparison is false.

OR
One of four Boolean operators used in the WHERE clause for record selection.

Expressions and conditions within the WHERE clause can grow to become quite complex.
Several comparisons can be made within a single statement by using AND, OR, NOT, and XOR
(exclusive or - either one or the other but not both) between comparisons. Boolean precedence
tests any NOT conditions first, then the AND conditions and finally the OR and XOR.
Parentheses can be used to alter the normal evaluation method or to clarify your clause.

The result of an OR condition is true if either one of the comparisons are true.

SOME
When SOME or ANY is specified (they are equivalent) the comparison will be true if the
subquery returns at least one values that yields a true result for the test. The result is false if the
comparison returns a false result for every row in the subquery or if no rows are returned at all.
Otherwise, the result is unknown.

A simple variation of the basic subquery comparison allows several records to be included by
the subquery. By using the reserved word SOME, ANY, or ALL prior to the subquery, a set of
values can be compared against a field or expression result, much like the IN test For instance,

SELECT * FROM ordline
 WHERE prdno = ANY (SELECT prdno FROM partmast
    WHERE ittyp="B")

Conceptually, the subquery creates an intermediate result listing part numbers in the part
master that have a "B" item type value. Rows from the order line file are selected if the product
number given in the order matches any item in the list.
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Subqueries involving a quantified comparison must, like their basic comparison counterparts,
identify only a single column in the SELECT clause. As indicated above however, the subquery is
not constrained to returning only one row.

XOR
One of four Boolean operators used in the WHERE clause for record selection.

Expressions and conditions within the WHERE clause can grow to become quite complex.
Several comparisons can be made within a single statement by using AND, OR, NOT, and XOR
(exclusive or - either one or the other but not both) between comparisons. Boolean precedence
tests any NOT conditions first, then the AND conditions and finally the OR and XOR.
Parentheses can be used to alter the normal evaluation method or to clarify your clause.

The result of an XOR condition is true if exactly one of the comparisons are true.

Choosing Records with the WHERE Clause
The WHERE clause indicates which records from the underlying files are to be chosen during
query execution. In essence, it provides an expression which can be evaluated either true, false,
or unknown for each record retrieved by the data manager. If it evaluates to a true condition,
the record is accepted and presented to the user. Otherwise, the record is rejected and another
is retrieved from the database.

Fields, expressions and constants can be used within the WHERE clause. A derived field, created
in the SELECT clause and given a name with the NAME attribute, can be used in a WHERE
comparison by using its assigned name. A subquery can also be added to the WHERE clause to
solve more complex record selection problems.

Enter a field or expression, a test and a value, or press the WHERE button to use an Expression
Editor to build the statement.

In this example, only records where the state field is equal to ‘IL’ will be displayed.

Adding a Subquery
If your WHERE or HAVING clause requires a subquery, you can get help in building it by using
the Expression Editor from the Selectied Files and Fields tab. After choosing the subquery type,
you will be prompted for files and fields to add to the subquery.
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There are three different types of subqueries that you can create:

Basic Subqueries
Basic subqueries must define one column and return only one row (or none) so that the value
can be compared to the preceding expression. Basic subqueries have the form:

SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE expression rel-op (subselect)

If a quantifier (SOME, ANY, ALL) precedes the subselect, the subquery is allowed to return
several rows, each of which is compared to the expression result.

IN Subqueries
IN subqueries may return more than one row, but are still constrained to a single column in the
SELECT clause. The column’s values are compared for a match against the expression result. IN
subqueries have the form:

SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE expression IN (subselect)

EXISTS Subqueries
EXISTS subqueries can return any number of rows and columns. Existence subqueries have the
form:

SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE EXISTS (subselect)

WHERE / HAVING Expression Editor
Expressions (calculations) are created in the same manner as with the SELECT clause and can be
used at any point in the comparison.
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All non-grouping functions are valid in the WHERE clause. Grouping functions are not valid.

The WHERE clause is composed of one or more comparison tests, also called search conditions.
Each search condition involves testing fields or expressions against other fields or expressions
using Viewpoint’s comparison operators. The result of each test is either true, false, or unknown.
The results are processed by any boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) in the clause in order
to determine whether the complete condition is true for the record.

While the HAVING clause could conceivably be as complex as a WHERE specification, some
simple HAVING examples produce powerful queries:

SELECT ordno,SUM(quano*actsp) NAME(ordval) LEN(7,2)

FROM ordline

GROUP BY ordno

HAVING ordval > 10000

ORDER BY ordval DESC

The example above calculates the order value by gathering together all lines for each order,
multiplying the quantity ordered on each line by the selling price, and totaling the result. Only
orders exceeding $10,000 will be included in the view.

SELECT salno,avg(amtdu) len(7,2),count(*) name(nbr)

FROM custmast GROUP BY salno

HAVING nbr > 5 AND avg(amtdu) > 5000
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This example accumulates the customer amount due by salesman, and shows the salesmen with
more than five customers and an average amount due more than $5,000 for those customers.

Adding Fields to the GROUP BY Clause
The GROUP BY clause allows you to identify the fields that group records into sets so that the
aggregate functions (SUM, MIN, MAX, etc.) specified in the SELECT clause can present total
results for the group.

Grouping records into sets can be very useful when you want to create "summary only" queries.
In a grouped query you can count records, calculate totals or averages, or find the highest or
lowest values within each record set.

When the ‘Group Records’ box is checked, any fields on the SELECT clause that are not part of
a grouping expression (using an aggregate or grouping function), will be placed automatically on
the GROUP BY clause.

In the example above, the amount field will be summarized for each state value. Only this
summary information will be presented. None of the supporting detail for the states will display.

Grouped data can easily be regrouped or drilled into after it is initially displayed.

NOTE:
The number of fields on the Group By is limited to 120.

Choosing Grouped Records with the
HAVING Clause

Once the files have been partitioned into groups, a boolean condition can be applied to them in
order to further filter your view. This is accomplished through the use of the HAVING clause.
The HAVING clause is similar to the WHERE clause, but it applies to the grouped record rather
than the underlying "un-grouped" records.
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The tests allowed in the HAVING clause are the same as those allowed in the WHERE clause.
Unlike the WHERE clause however, the HAVING clause can include aggregate field references
and aggregate expressions. These items can be compared with each other or with constants using
the standard comparative functions and operators. A subquery can also be added to the HAVING
clause to solve more complex record selection problems.

To access the HAVING clause, the ‘Group Records’ box must first be checked.

Specify a summary field or expression, a test and a value, or press the HAVING button to use an
Expression Editor to build the statement.

In this example, only records having a sumamtdu value greater than 20,000 will be displayed.

NOTE:
A HAVING clause is never required, but it cannot appear unless the view requests grouping
by specifying a GROUP BY clause.

Sorting Records with the ORDER BY
Clause

The ORDER BY clause controls how the data is sorted for display. After fields have be chosen,
right click the Sorting box and chose one of the options listed in the drop down list.

In the example below, the data will be sorted ascending by customer name.

When sorting on multiple fields, the Sort Order determines which field is the primary sort,
secondary sort, and so on.
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Merge Records with UNION
Union provides the ability to merge or stack data and process files sequentially. Union views are
useful when information from multiple files can not be joined to create a single row of data.

A Union view will have more than one set of SELECT and FROM clauses separated by the
UNION clause as in the example below.

The idea is to ‘stack ’ the data. The attributes of the fields have to be the same for all the
columns created. For example, cname lines up with vname. Both are character fields.

Each Select statement can use any or all of the clauses (JOIN, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING) –
but only one ORDER BY.

The example above can be created in 4 simple steps.
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Create a UNION View - Example
1. Start out by creating the first Select statement for the view.

2. Next, on the menu bar select Insert \ Union

This will add another SELECT and FROM clause. To make changes to this new Select
statement, you can enter directly on the screen, or you can ‘Step Into’ the second part of
the view.

3. Place your cursor anywhere on the second Select statement and press the Step Into
button.

4. Create the second part of the view. When finished, press the Step Out button to return
to the outermost level of the view.
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Finished View

Adding Prompts to a View
Variables are added to a View and defined in the Variables tab. Variables prompt the user for
input whenever the View is displayed, printed, executed to a file, or when a Viewpoint Report
or Table is run using the prompted View.

Variables can be placed anywhere in the SQL statement, but most typically can be found in the
WHERE clause for record selection. All variable names must be prefaced with an ampersand ‘&’.

See how to add and define prompts step-by-step.

See the View:
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This example shows a variable (&state) that
will prompt the end-user for a state value.
The variable is defined as a QSTRING, one
of five prompt types, with a length of 4.
This is to allow for quotes. Prompt text is
defined which will ask the user for input as
well as a default value. (see the end user
prompt below)

Pass your mouse over the different variable
parameters (Name, Type, etc.) for more
information.

Options

Variable Name - The variable reference used in the SQL statement. It must be preceded by the
ampersand (&).

Variable Type - One of five separate types of entries that are allowed for the variable:

QSTRING - Use for character data. Quotes are provided.

NUMBER - Use for numeric data.

NAME - Use when prompting for field name, library, file name or SQL clause.

EXPR - Will allow any SQL expression or fraction thereof, including blanks, operators and
functions.

DATE - Use for date data type values. Automatically defaults to the system date.
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Variable Length - Specify a value from 1 to 1085 to indicate the allowed length of the
substitution value. If the variable type is NAME, the maximum length is 256. If the
variable type is NUMBER, the maximum length is 29. If the variable type is QSTRING, the
quotes are included in the length. If you are passing a QSTRING variable up to 5
characters long, the length should be 7 to include the quotes.

Decimal - If the variable is type NUMBER, specify a value between 0 and the maximum length
indicated by the length element (above). If the variable type is not NUMBER, this value
must be 0.

Prompt Text - Up to 32 characters of text can be entered. The text will appear on the prompt
display. Prompting of the variable can be bypassed and the default value can be used by
specifying *NOPROMPT, *NP or *NOPMT for prompt text element (above). *NOPROMPT
should only be used if the default value will be used for the variable value.

Default Value - Specify a value that will appear on the prompt prior to the user’s entry. The
value must conform to the type indicated by the prompt type element. Specify up to 80
characters for the default value but do not exceed the maximum length indicated by the
variable length element. If a default value is not specified, a zero value will be used for
NUMBER variables, the current date will be used for DATE values, and a blank will be
used for other variable types.

Keywords can be used to retrieve system values for use as the default value. The
keywords include the following:

In addition to keywords, view and sql derived expressions can be returned as a default
value.
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VIEW(lib/viewname) - The value of the first row and column returned by the view will be
used as a default value. For example:

VIEW(sequelex/custlist)

SQL(expression) - Use this to return a specific column from a file or a derived value for
use as a default. For example:

SQL(current date - 2 days), or
SQL(select cname from sequelex/custmast)

NOTE:
l To ensure Scripts will run in the green-screen environment, the resulting VIEW

and SQL default values must be character. This is only a requirement for
prompted Scripts in the green-screen environment.

l If displayed in the Sequel Web Interface (SWI), the view or SQL used for this
default must be designed to return only one record, and the field must be
character with a max length of 50.

Integrity Test - Specify one or more rules that must be satisfied by the value entered when the
view is run. The rule must conform to one of the following DDS−equivalent formats.
Sequel will validate the user’s entry according to the specified rule and issue an error if
the rule is violated. The special value *BLANK can be used within a rule to indicate a blank
value for NAME, EXPR, and QSTRING variables.

COMP(rel-op value) - Choose one of six relational operators (EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE) and
specify a value that conforms to the variable type and variable length elements. For
example:

COMP(GT 0) or COMP(EQ "ABC")

[NOT] VALUES(value,value,value ...) - Specify a list of values separated by commas, that
will constrain the user’s entry. Only a value matching one of the items in the list will
be accepted when the view is run. If the keyword NOT precedes the VALUES
keyword, then only values not included in the list will be accepted. For example:

VALUES("Y","N")or NOT VALUES(0,1,2,3,4,5)

[NOT] RANGE(low−value high−value)

The user’s entry must be between the low value and high value (inclusive) indicated in
the rule. If the keyword NOT precedes the RANGE comparison, then only values outside
the range will be accepted when the view is run.
Ex.RANGE(1 12) or NOT RANGE (50 75)

CHECK(len)

Forces the user’s value to match the full length of the variable.

CHECK(uc)

Automatically translates lowercase input to uppercase.

CHECK(multi)
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Use with DBLIST below to add check boxes to a list of selectable values.

SPCVAL(value,value,value…)

Specify a list of values separated by commas that will bypass any other checking. It is
especially useful in the case of passing *ALL to a parameter on a command instead of
using *ALL/*OMIT to remove text from the SQL statement as in a view.

SST(*LDA,mmmm,nnnn)

Write the prompted value to the local data area (LDA) where mmmm is the starting
position and nnnn is the length of the substring. Values in the LDA can be retrieved by
high level programs or a calculation in Sequel Report Writer.

PASSWORD

This integrity test hides the prompted value as it is entered.

DBLIST(QSYS-Object[,Field[;Description[,Filter]]]),Check(Multi)

Show users values from the database in the runtime prompt. The function can retrieve
values from a database file or a non-prompted, non-tabling, Sequel view.

l The QSYS-Object can be a qualified or unqualified reference to a database file or non-prompted,
not tabling Sequel view. For database files, specify a member using the format - lib/file(member).

l The Field is optional and, if specified, must match one of the fields in the file or view specified by
the first value. If a field name is not specified, the first field or column in the file or view is used.

l The Description is optional and can be used as an alias list for the Field above. For example:
show a customer name associated with a customer number.

l The Filter is also optional and is a test that is applied to the rows in the file or view. The syntax
of the test is the same as the syntax of an expression in the WHERE clause. I.e. (AMTDU >
15000) If the qsys-object is a file or a Sequel view without a where clause, this test is
concatenated with "WHERE" to become a where clause. If the object is a Sequel view having an
existing WHERE clause, this test is concatenated with the existing where clause and "AND ", so
that the existing WHERE clause is not lost. If a filter is specified, the field name must also be
specified.

l The optional Check(Multi) feature will add multiselect check boxes to the drop-down list of
values defined by the Field parameter. The Variable Type must be set to EXPR.

Ex. DBLIST(sequelex/custmast,cusno;cname,amtdu>15000),check(multi)

Sample

You can enter multiple rules for a variable. Separate rules with commas. VALUES, RANGE, and
COMP rules are mutually exclusive. That is, only one of these rules can be specified. CHECK(len)

and CHECK(uc) can be used in conjunction with any other rule.

CHECK(len) and CHECK(uc) can be combined as CHECK(uc len) or CHECK(len uc).

A VALUES and CHECK can be combined by separating the two tests with a comma such asVALUES
("IL","CA","TX"), CHECK(UC).
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Comparisons involving NAME and EXPR variables are not case sensitive. The value(s) specified
in the rule can be entered in upper, lower, or mixed case. When the view is run, the user’s value
is compared against the value(s) in the rule in a case independent manner. Values for QSTRING
variables are case sensitive and must be entered by the user in the exact form indicated by the
rule.

Omit Leading/Trailing Text (view and table)
Specify text in the SQL statement that should be removed if the special value *OMIT or *ALL is
entered into the field when the view is run. The comparison with unquoted text entered into
these elements is not case sensitive. Quoted strings within the text are case sensitive. Blanks
between the leading (trailing) text and the variable are ignored. That is, blanks within the
statement that follow the leading text and precede the trailing text string are automatically
stripped with the indicated text. Both text values are limited to 32 characters.

Extended Help
Specify up to 256 characters of "extended" help text. When the prompt appears, a message
indicating extended help text is available will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

Design Value
Specify a value to bypass the prompt screen during the edit session.

View:

Prompt:
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Press the Show SQL button to see the SQL with the prompted value inserted into the SQL
string. This feature is only available when running the view in ‘design mode’.

Adding Prompts to a View - Step-by-Step
Creating a prompted view is a simple process that involves placing the variable in your view and
defining the variable. The steps below outline how a variable is added that will be used to select
customer state values.

1. Add a variable to the SQL.. The variable can be named anything, but it must be preceded by
an ampersand (&). In this example the variable is placed in the WHERE clause and it is given
the same name as the field it is supplying values to (cstte).

2. Open the Variables Tab. At a minimum, give the prompt a length and choose a prompt type.
All the other items on this screen are explained in the Variable Specifications section.
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3. After the variable is defined, the view is ready to run.

Alternative Method
1. On the Files and Fileds Tab, add the variable to the WHERE entry box at the bottom of the

display.
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2. If the variable name is not the same as a database field (&state in this example), the Variable
Definition screen will display so you can enter the variable specifications.

3. Press OK when finished.

Integrity Test Builder
Adding integrity tests is much easier and less prone to error when using the Integrity Test
Builder.

After adding the variable to the SQL, open the Variables Tab and click in the integrity test
window. Select a test from the drop down list. Each test has its own parameters or values that
need to be added as well.

The different builder screens are discussed in more detail below.
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Integrity Test Options

Select None and check any or all of the following:

’Length must match variable’ to create the CHECK(len) integrity
test.

‘Uppercase entries’ to create the CHECK(uc) integrity test.

‘Password’ to create the PASSWORD integrity test.

You can add any combination of these tests. Most can be used in
combination with the tests listed below. If grayed out, they cannot
be added to that test.
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Select Compare to create the COMP(rel-op, value) integrity test.

Use the ‘Value Is’ drop down to select a different comparison
operator.

Enter the value in the window provided. (ex. 100200)

If needed, add the integrity tests CHECK(len), CHECK(uc) or
PASSWORD by checking the boxes next to these items.

Select Values to create the VALUES(value, value, value,...)
integrity test.

Use the drop down to choose if the values must be in or NOT in
the list.

Enter the list in the window provided. Separate values with a
comma or carriage return.

If needed, add the integrity tests CHECK(len), CHECK(uc) or
PASSWORD by checking the boxes next to these items.
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Select DBLIST to create the DBLIST(qsys-obj [, field [, filter]])
integrity test.

Enter the name of a file or view in the Object window or use the

search button to select an object

Enter the Field name, or use the drop down list. (optional)

Enter a Filter to limit the list that is created. (optional)

Enter a more descriptive field as an alias in the Desc window.
(optional)

If needed, add the CHECK(uc) integrity test by checking the
Uppercase box. Add the CHECK(multi) inegrity test by checking
the Multiselect box.

Select Within Range to create the RANGE(low-value high-value)
integrity test.

Use the drop down to choose if the values must be between or
NOT between the low and high range.

Enter the low value and high values in the left and right windows
respectively.

If needed, add the integrity tests CHECK(len), CHECK(uc) or
PASSWORD by checking the boxes next to these items.
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Import Query Objects
Existing System i Query Definitions, Query Management (QM) Queries, and Query
Management Forms can be imported into Viewpoint.

Based on the type of Query object, there are limitations on the types of Viewpoint objects that
can be created. The chart below shows the types of Viewpoint objects that can be created from
the supported Query objects.

By default, Viewpoint Reports created by importing Query Definitions or QM Forms will have
embedded SQL (no dependent view). See the topic Create a Separate View from Embedded SQL
on page 226 to learn more.

Query objects can be imported using one of two methods:

Import Query Objects from Viewpoint Explorer on page 221

or

Import Query Objects While Designing a New View (or Report) on page 223

NOTE:
All file join types in query will be converted to an Inner Join in Sequel.

SERVER and SYNTAX Parameter Considerations
For the converted query you can specify the target database for the request and the specific
SQL Syntax to use in the SQL statement. All views from converted queries will default to
SERVER(*SEQUEL) unless you change the parameters. The available options are as follows:

SERVER (Database) Parameter
Use this parameter to specify the target database for the request.
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*SEQUEL - The view will be created to use the Classic Query Engine (CQE) and the request will
be processed on the local machine using *SEQUEL syntax.

*LOCALSYS - The view will be created to use the SQL Query Engine (SQE) using *SEQUEL
syntax. This generally has better performance over *SEQUEL which uses the CQE.

*LOCAL - The view will be created with *SEQUEL or native SQL/400 statement syntax and the
request will be processed (using SQL naming – lib.file) on the local machine. The default
schema (usually the library with the same name as the current user, if it exists) will be
used to resolve the library name of unqualified UDFs or files in the FROM clause. If the
statement is written using *SEQUEL syntax, the SYNTAX parameter must specify
*SEQUEL. If native syntax is provided, the SYNTAX parameter must specify *SERVER. The
resulting view will be run by the machine using the SQL Query Engine (SQE).

SYNTAX Parameter
This parameter specifies the specific type of SQL syntax used in the SQL statement. The
SERVER and SYNTAX parameters work together and will determine which query processor
(SQE or CQE) the view will use and whether the view will be written in Sequel syntax or native
SQL.

*SERVER - The SQL statement is written in native SQL.

*SEQUEL - The SQL statement is written and saved in *SEQUEL syntax. At runtime, if a SERVER
of *LOCALSYS is specified, the statement is automatically converted to the standard SQL
syntax. If syntax of *SEQUEL is used with SERVER(*LOCALSYS), references to multi-
member files, multi-format files and ambiguous field names (unqualified field names that
exist in more than one file in the FROM clause) cannot be converted and will cause the
execution of the view or SQL statement to fail. See the SEQUEL 10 SQL Reference Guide
appendix for a more complete list of *SEQUEL features that will not automatically convert
to native SQL.

Use the Convert Query (CVTQRY) Command with Wild-cards
You can quickly convert many queries at once by using the CVTQRY command (at a command
line) along with wild-cards.

When converting a query to just a a report, the SQL statement becomes embedded and there is
no place to save the SERVER parameter. Because of this it is best to convert to just a view, or a
view and report.

Convert to a View
CVTQRY QRY(SEQUELEX/*ALL) REPORT(*NONE) VIEW(*QRYLIB/*QRY) SERVER(*LOCALSYS)

Convert to a View and Report
CVTQRY QRY(SEQUELEX/*ALL) REPORT(*QRY) VIEW(*QRYV) SERVER(*LOCALSYS)

Import Query Objects from Viewpoint Explorer
Using this method allows for the conversion of multiple query objects at once.

1. Start Viewpoint and navigate to a library into which the converted queries will be saved.

2. On the Explorer menu select File\Import\Query Definition (QM Query or QM Form)
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3. In the selection screen below, navigate to the library that contains Query Definition
objects.

4. Click on the desired object (use Ctrl-click for multiple objects or Shift-click for a range of
objects).

5. For Query Definitions, use the radio buttons to select whether to import as a Viewpoint
View (SQLVIEW), or a Viewpoint Report (sqlrpt).

6. Set the Database (SERVER) and Syntax parameters using the drop-down options for each.
(see SERVER and SYNTAX Considerations for more information)

7. Press Import to convert the object(s). The new Viewpoint

QM Queries will be converted to Viewpoint view objects (SQLVIEW). Simply select the QM
Query and press the Import button. The new Viewpoint view object will be saved into the
library selected in step 1 above.
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QM Forms will be converted to Viewpoint report objects (SQLRPT) Simply select the QM Form
and press the Import button. The new Viewpoint report object will be saved into the library
selected in step 1 above.

Delete this text and replace it with your own content.

Import Query Objects While Designing a New
View (or Report)

1. Start to design a new view by using the New View Wizard, or by selecting
File\New\Sequel View from the Explorer or View Designer menu.

2. In the View Designer screen select File\Import\Query Definition (QM Query or QM
Form)
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3. In the selection screen below, navigate to the library that contains Query Definition
objects.

4. Click on the desired object.

5. For Query Definitions, use the radio buttons to select whether to import as a Viewpoint
View (SQLVIEW), or a Viewpoint Report (SQLRPT).

6. Set the Database (SERVER) and Syntax parameters using the drop-down options for each.
(see SERVER and SYNTAX Considerations for more information)

7. Press Import to convert the object.

The new Viewpoint object will be displayed in the View Designer screen (or Report Designer).
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QM Queries will be converted to Viewpoint view objects (SQLVIEW). Simply select the QM
Query and press the Import button.

The new Viewpoint view object will be displayed in the View Designer screen.

QM Forms will be converted to Viewpoint report objects (SQLRPT) Simply select the QM Form
and press the Import button.
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The new Viewpoint report object will be displayed in the Report Designer screen.

Create a Separate View from Embedded SQL
If you examine the properties of a newly imported Query Definition(as report) or QM Form,
you will notice the view name and library values are blocked and theEmbedded SQLbox is
checked. When these two objects are converted to a Viewpoint report the SQL is embedded by
default.
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Follow the steps below to create a new view for this report from the embedded SQL.

1. From the Report Designer screen, press the SQL tab to see the embedded SQL.

2. Make any changes to the SQL.

3. On the menu, select File \ Save.

4. Navigate to a library and give the view a name.
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5. Press Save to create the new view.

6. Back at the View Designer screen, press the Report tab to open the Report Layout
display.

7. On the menu, select File=Save As... This is to make sure you resave the report with its
‘new’ view.

8. Navigate to a library and give the report a name, or use the existing name.

9. Press Save.

Now the properties of the report will show the name of the new dependent view.
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Import Showcase Objects
Many Showcase users create query and report objects and save them locally. These items need
to be converted (imported) to make them compatible with Showcase 10.

Each user needs to download and install both the Viewpoint client and the C&DS Migration
Utility to migrate local Showcase objects. Although Viewpoint doesn't open the migration utility,
it does use its functions to convert the objects.

The conversion and migration process results in the creation of a user space (USRSPC) object
that is saved on the IBM i. This has several advantages including the ability to share resources
and eliminate duplication of effort as well as being eligible for scheduled backups.

Import with Viewpoint
Start Viewpoint (Start\All Programs\ShowCase 10\ViewPoint Explorer) and connect to the IBM
i host where you want the migrated objects to reside.

On the menu, select File\Import ShowCase Object(s) to open the Import Showcase Objects
display.
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The Import Showcase Objects Display
This utility simply converts a Showcase query (.dpq) or report (.rpt) and creates a new Showcase
10 user space object on the IBM i. You can select single objects, or an entire folder of objects.

Optionally, you can also create Viewpoint shortcut files (.vpt*) and save them to the repository,
locally, or on a shared drive.

Import Single File Import Folder
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Options

Select Showcase object or folder - Select the type of import to perform: Single dbq or rpt object,
or and entire folder of objects. This option will change the remaining options displayed on
this screen.

Single File
Select File to Import - Use the Browse button to navigate to the object you wish to migrate.

SEQUEL Object to Create - Specify the library and object name (in the format
LIBNAME/OBJNAME) for the user space object created by the migration. You can use a
single library for all your user’s objects, or a library for each user. You can also use the
Browse button to navigate to a library on the host.

Public Authority - Specifies the authority given to the users who have no specific authority to
the object and without specific authority granted to their user profile group. Use one of
the following:

*LIBCRTAUT: The authority for the view is taken from the value specified on the Create
authority (CRTAUT) parameter (of the CRTLIB command) of the library into which the
view is being created.

*USE: Allows other users to examine and run the view.

*ALL: Allows others to examine and run and change the view.

*EXCLUDE: Prevents other users from accessing the view in any way.

VPT File to Create - This is an optional function to create a .vptxxx shortcut file in one of three
locations: SEQUEL (Viewpoint) Repository, Local PC/Network location, or IFS.

VPT File - After selecting the VPT type above, specify a name for the file, or use the browse
button to navigate to the location and folder.

Entire Folder
Select Folder Containing Showcase files - Use the Browse button to navigate to the folder you
wish to migrate. Check the Include Subfolders box to migrate subfolders.

SEQUEL iSeries for Objects - Specify the library name for the user space objects created by the
migration. You can also use the Browse button to navigate to a library on the host. Because
multiple objects are being migrated, each new object will be automatically named during
the conversion.

VPT File to Create - This is an optional function to create a .vptxxx shortcut file in one of three
locations.

Public Authority - Specifies the authority given to the users who have no specific authority to
the object and without specific authority granted to their user profile group. Use one of
the following:
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*LIBCRTAUT: The authority for the view is taken from the value specified on the Create
authority (CRTAUT) parameter (of the CRTLIB command) of the library into which the
view is being created.

*USE: Allows other users to examine and run the view.

*ALL: Allows others to examine and run and change the view.

*EXCLUDE: Prevents other users from accessing the view in any way.

Root Folder location - After selecting the VPT type above, specify the root folder for the
shortcut files, use the browse button to navigate to the location and folder.

Analyze Only - Check this option—regardless of import type (single vs. folder)—to check the
import for potential errors.

Steps
1. Fill in the import options for a single object or and entire folder.

2. Press OK to begin the import.

3. You will be presented with the Map Data Sources display that lists all the unique data
source names found in all the objects selected to import. Because each Showcase object
can be built on different data sources, you need to replace (or map) the old data source to
a new one. In most cases, you should select the ‘*LOCAL’ data source.

Press OK to continue. A dialog will display indicating whether the conversion succeeded
or failed.

4. Back at the Import Showcase Objects display enter values for more Showcase objects, or
press Cancel to close the window.
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Review Import Results
Using Viewpoint you can navigate to the library specified for converted objects. You should see
new host objects (views and reports). Double-click any object to display its results.

If you chose to create .vptxxx shortcut files, they will appear in the repository folders under the
host system in the left-hand navigation panel.

Start a browser and navigate to your Sequel Web Server (SWS) at:
http://SWSname/sequel/web/index.htm (where SWSname is your Sequel Web Server name).

Review the Logs
Two logs are created by the migration process in the c:\Program Files (x86)\ShowCase 10\logs
folder: hs_migration_<date>.log, and migration_report_<date>.txt.
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Review these files after a migration for a complete accounting of the entire process. If you need
to contact HelpSystems Support, these files will be a valuable tool is solving any issues you
might encounter.

Custom Display Layout
The display for View and Table results can be customized using colors (fonts and backgrounds)
and by creating levels of grouping and summary information.

You can create a custom display for each of your views and tables, or apply a user default
format.

The before and after example below illustrates the difference between the standard results
(before) and the same results with custom formatting (after).

NOTE:
Because the custom formatting is saved with the view object, you need to be in design
mode for a given view in order to create a custom display.

Elements of the Custom Display
The elements noted below are either turned on or off, formatted with colors and fonts, or
created and added to the display. The following is a cross reference of the noted items below
and the Format tab where they are located:
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Group By Cell Box
Color and Font - Style
Editor

Group Header
Color and Font - Style Editor

Group By Box
Color and Font - Style
Editor
Hide or Display - Grouping

Heading
Color and Font - Style
Editor

Group Footer
Color and Font - Style Editor
Summary Calculation -
Grouping
Text Value - Grouping

Grid Background
Color and Font - Style
Editor

Merged Column
Color and Font - Style Editor
Hide or Display - General

Odd/Even
Color - General

Frozen Column
Color and Font - Style Editor
Select number - General

Conditional Format
Color and Font- Column Editor
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Apply a User Default Format
The fastest way to create a Custom Layout is to apply your default layout.

First you have to set the View Layout defaults in Viewpoint Options.

Then, open an existing view, or create a new view and display the results.

On the results window, select Format\Layout.

This will open the Layout Format Display.

Press the Reset Format button and press OK.

Your View Layout defaults will be applied to the display.

Whether applying a default format, or creating custom formatting, do no resort the results by
clicking the columns in the data grid. This action will override the sorting defined in the view
when the format changes are saved.

Create a Custom Layout
In this simple example, formatting will be
added to a basic result set.

The final result will look like the following:
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1. You must be in the View Designer to create a custom layout. Open an existing view (or
create a new view), and display the view results.

2. Drag a column to the Group By Box to create a group level. In this example a group is
created for each state.

3. From the Results Menu, select Format \ Layout.

This will open the Layout Format screen below. This display uses tabs to access the
different elements that can be configured when creating a custom display.

4. On the General Tab:

l Check the box to Apply Odd/Even Colors and select these colors using the drop down
palettes.

l Set the Number of Frozen Columns to zero.

l Press the Apply button.
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5. On the Grouping Tab:

l Uncheck the Group By Box Visible option.

l Check the box to Hide Grouped Columns

l Select a Field to Calculate using the drop-down list, and a function (SUM) in the
Calculation column.

l Enter a value for the Group Footer Text.

l Press the Apply button.

6. On the Style Editor Tab:

l Use the Choose Style to Update dropdown list to select the Style Section to change.
In the final result above the Heading, Group Header, and Group Footer were set to
different shades of orange.

l Once the Style Section is selected, use the color palettes to choose Background Color
(usually the 'fill' color for a given section), and the Foreground Color (usually the Font
color).

l Press the Apply button before selecting a different style.
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No changes were made to the Column Editor Tab.

No changes were made to the Printing Options Tab.

7. Press OK to close the Format Layout display and see the changes.
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Custom Layout Settings
General Layout
The General Tab has settings to control the overall look of the results display.

NOTE:
If setting View Layout options (for reset), the Merged and Frozen cell options are not available.

Options

Apply Odd/Even Colors - Check this box to apply the selected odd and even colors. Use the
palettes to select the odd and even color.

Hint:If you want a solid color for all records, use the same color for both odd and even.

Gridline Type - Use the drop-down menu to select from the different gridline types.

Gridline Color - Use the color palette to select a gridline color. This color is only used for the
'flat' gridline types.

Fit Last Column to Grid - Check the option to automatically size the results display to the
columns displayed.

Merge Cells in first N Columns - Merge works like print suppression. Repeating values are
suppressed until a value in that column changes. Check the box and select the number of
columns the merge function is applied to.

Number of Frozen Columns - Starting with the leftmost column, select the number of frozen
columns to display. A frozen column is a column that you want to differentiate from the
rest of the body of data.
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OK Button - Press OK to close the tab and apply changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close the tab and not apply any changes (since last Apply).

Apply Button - Press Apply to add changes to the results display. The Format Layout display will
remain open.

Hint:If you position the results window and the Format Layout window apart from each other,
you can see your changes when pressing the Apply Button.

Restore Default Button - Press to apply user-defined default to the current results display.

Grouping Layout
The Grouping Tab contains the settings for group level formatting and functions.

NOTE:
If setting View Layout options (for reset), the Footer Calculation and Text options are not
available.

Options

Group By Box Visible - Check this box to leave the Group by Box visible.

Group By Text - Change the default text that displays in the Group by Box.

Hide Grouped Columns - Check this box to hide the column of data for the field that is added to
the Group By Box.

Field to Calculate - Select a field from the drop down list to use in a calculation (below). The
final calculation will appear in the Group Footer.

Calculation - Select a function to apply to the field chosen above.

Display Format - Choose one of the format templates to apply to the calculation.

Group Footer Text - Enter a text string to appear at the Group Footer.
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OK Button - Press OK to close the tab and apply changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close the tab and not apply any changes (since last Apply).

Apply Button - Press Apply to add changes to the results display. The Format Layout display will
remain open.

Hint:If you position the results window and the Format Layout window apart from each other,
you can see your changes when pressing the Apply Button.

Restore Default Button - Press to apply user-defined default to the current results display.

Style Editor Layout
The Style Editor Tab is used to change the colors and fonts for the different elements of the
results display.

Options

Choose Style to Update - Use the drop-down menu to select a style (element) to change.

Background Color - Use the color palette to set the background color for the selected style
(above).

Foreground Color - Use the color palette to set the foreground color. For most styles, this sets
the font color.

Font - Use the font dialog to choose font type, size and style.

OK Button - Press OK to close the tab and apply changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close the tab and not apply any changes (since last Apply).

Apply Button - Press Apply to add changes to the results display. The Format Layout display will
remain open.

Hint:If you position the results window and the Format Layout window apart from each other,
you can see your changes when pressing the Apply Button.

Restore Default Button - Press to apply user-defined default to the current results display.
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Column Editor Layout
The Column Editor Tab is used to apply conditional formatting to a column. For instance, if a
customer's outstanding balance is above a defined limit, display that number as red in a yellow
background.

NOTE:
If setting View Layout options (for reset), the Column Editor Tab is not available.

Options

IF: 'Choose a Field' - Select a field from the list to conditionally format.

Test - Select the type of test for the chosen field.

Value - Enter a value for the test.

Upper Value (between) - If using the 'Between' test, specify an upper value.

'If the above condition is met, set the cell as follows:'
Background Color - Use the color palette to select the background color if the condition above
is 'true'.

Foreground Color - Use the color palette to select the foreground color if the condition above is
'true'.

Font - Set the font for the conditional column.

Alignment - Change the alignment for the conditional column.

OK Button - Press OK to close the tab and apply changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close the tab and not apply any changes (since last Apply).

Apply Button - Press Apply to add changes to the results display. The Format Layout display will
remain open.

Hint:If you position the results window and the Format Layout window apart from each other,
you can see your changes when pressing the Apply Button.

Restore Default Button - Press to apply user-defined default to the current results display.
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Printing Options Layout
The Printing Options Tab is used to set print defaults for the results display.

Options

Header - Enter a value to appear at the top of each page.

Height - This value determines where above the data the header value will print.

Footer - Enter a value to appear at the bottom of each page.

Height - This value determines where above the bottom page margin the footer value will print.

Translate Colors for Black/White Printing - Check this box to translate colors to grayscale
values for printing.

Margins - Use to change default page margin values.

Orientation - Select Portrait or Landscape page orientation.

OK Button - Press OK to close the tab and apply changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close the tab and not apply any changes (since last Apply).

Apply Button - Press Apply to add changes to the results display. The Format Layout display will
remain open.

Hint:If you position the results window and the Format Layout window apart from each other,
you can see your changes when pressing the Apply Button.

Restore Default Button - Press to apply user-defined default to the current results display.

View Properties
Choose the Properties option from the Design View File menu, or the Sequel Properties option
from the Viewpoint Explorer File menu to display view properties.

Use the Print Definition Button to produce a hard copy of the view definition.

View attributes will remain unchanged from your previous request for the view.
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View Properties - View

Options

Description - Change or add descriptive text to the view. This value will be used to describe the
view in the main Viewpoint Explorer.

Optimization - Allows you to indicate one of four optimization goals for the query processor
during execution of the retrieval.

These parameters affect the speed of execution primarily by controlling the query
processor's ability to create indexes over the data. If performance for a particular query is
unacceptable, modifying this keyword may improve it. Often the best optimization
technique can be determined only through trial and error, trying each technique in order
to find the one which gives the best performance characteristics.

*TOTAL: the query processor will attempt to minimize the entire time required in
executing the query and retrieving the data. Indexes are created if they can be used to
improve access time. This will usually be the best choice when you expect to process
all the records in the view.

*FIRSTIO: the query processor will attempt to minimize the time necessary to open the
query files and return the first set of records. This precludes most discretionary
indexes from being built. The first set of records will appear faster, but the total time
to process all of the records will be longer.

*MINWAIT: optimizes the time the user must wait for records from the file. This will
usually cause indexes to be built so that only the records requested by the query will
be read during processing.

*FINISH: instructs the query to complete immediately and create a temporary result
which contains the records indicated by the view. This parameter is not recommended
if the query returns a large number of records as the time
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Allow Copy - Controls whether the query processor is allowed to create a copy of the data and
work with the copy rather than the underlying files. Sometimes this can result in
enhanced performance. If the system uses a copy of the data, changes made to the
underlying data after the copy is created will not be reflected in the query. If a copy is
created, a status message will be sent indicating the fact.

*YES: the query processor is allowed to create a copy of the data. It may choose to create
a copy if a significant performance advantage will result.

*NO: a copy of the data cannot be used by the query. If the nature of the query is such
that a copy is required in order to complete the request, the query will abort and not
complete normally.

*IFRQD: data copying is allowed only if it is required in order to complete the query. A
copy of the data is not allowed if it will only serve to improve performance.

Unique Keys - If an ORDER BY clause is specified, UNIQUEKEY can be used to retrieve only
the first record in a series that matches a given ordering value. The parameter is ignored
unless the ORDER BY clause is specified. Refer to the description of the ORDER BY
clause in the Structure of Sequel Statements section for a complete explanation of
ORDER BY and UNIQUEKEY.

Use of UNIQUEKEY restricts the view to input operations. It is not updateable - the
UPDATE and DELETE commands cannot use a view with UNIQUEKEY specified. In
addition, the OPNSQLF command will not allow any open options except input (*INP).

*NONE: indicates that the uniqueness of the ordering paths not to be tested and used in
retrieving the records. All records included in the view will be presented.

*ALL: specifies that the entire ordering specification should be used in the uniqueness
test.

integer: only this number of fields (the leftmost being first) will be used in the uniqueness
test. The remaining ordering fields are used in determining which record from the
series with like values will be presented. The first record in each set will appear in
the view.

Join Type - Controls what happens when a multi-file (join) request is made, and no secondary
records can be found to match a given primary record. The value specified for the JTYPE
parameter will affect join clauses for which no specific join type is provided. That is, if the
query specifies join clauses as specifically INNER JOIN, PARTIAL OUTER JOIN, or
ONLY DEFAULT JOIN, the join type keyword will have no effect.

*INNER: extraneous primary records will be dropped from the view. Only records that
match all joining criteria will be returned to the user.

*PARTOUT: primary records are included and missing secondary records will be filled
with default values (usually blanks and zeros) when the joined record is created.

*ONLYDFT: only the primary records which do not have a matching secondary will be
included in the view. For example, if you needed to know all the parts which are not
currently on order you could construct a query joining the part master to the order
file. Requesting *ONLYDFT will show all records in the primary (part master) which
have no correspondent in the secondary (order file).
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The JTYPE parameter cannot be used unless the JOIN BY clause is specified. You cannot
acquire either partial outer or only-default join results if the joining specification is placed
in the WHERE clause.

Join Order - Controls the order which is used in joining files together. It is ignored unless JTYPE
(*INNER) is specified. Sometimes the system will be able to improve performance of the
query if it is given the freedom to choose the order of the join. An inner join will produce
the same record set regardless of which file is used as primary, secondary, etc. but the
order of the records presented to the user may be different.

*ANY: indicates that the system has the freedom to choose the joining order.

*FILE: the first file specified in the FROM clause will be used as the primary file, and all
others as secondary files. This value is always assumed when the JTYPE parameter
indicates *PARTOUT or *ONLYDFT.

Date and Time Format - Specifies the "preferred" style for date and time values. Date/time
values will be presented in this format when displayed and/or printed. The DTSTYLE
value also indicates the form of non-international character strings used in the Sequel
statement. All date/time literals and character strings in the Sequel statement must
conform to the format indicated by the DTSTYLE parameter, or must have USA, ISO, EUR,
JIS, or JL1 form.

USA: eg. mm/dd/yyyy  12/31/2002

ISO: eg. yyyy-mm-dd  2002-12-31

EUR: eg. dd.mm.yyyy  12.31.2002

JIS: eg. yyyy-mm-dd  2002-12-31

JL1: eg. yyyyddd  2002366

Four values are provided by the DTSTYLE parameter. They are (in order):

Date format

Date

Time format

Time separator

The default value, *JOB, indicates that the current format specified for your job will be
used as the preferred date format for the date/time values returned by the view.

*FIELD: can be specified for the format and/or separator values. This causes the preferred
format of each field’s definition to be used when presenting data from the record. The
values specified on the DDS keywords DATFMT and DATSEP determine each field’s
preferred format. If DTSTYLE(*FIELD) is specified, character strings used in date/time
expressions must conform to one of the international formats (*USA, *ISO, *EUR, *JIS,
*JL1) or to the default format for your job.

Date and Time Separator - Specify the character values to use when separating values in dates( 
/ . - ) and time ( : . ).
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Database - Use this Parameter to specify the target database for the request. For queries
running on the local machine, this parameter allows selection of the faster SQL Query
Engine (SQE) which can offer dramatic performance improvement for longer running
queries. Other queries can be created to run against any other remote system that
supports DDM, CLI or JDBC access that we can connect to through the local machine.

*SAME: - The server specified when the view was created will process the request. If an
SQL statement is specified, then the request will be processed on the local machine
using Sequel.

*SEQUEL: The SQL statement must use Sequel statement syntax and the resulting view is
intended to run on the local machine using the CQE processor. At runtime, the view
may be run using the SQE processor by specifying SERVER(*LOCAL/*LOCALSYS) as
long as automatic conversion can take place.

*LOCAL: The SQL statement contains *SEQUEL or native SQL/400 statement syntax and
the request will be processed (using SQL naming – lib.file) on the local machine. The
default schema (usually the library with the same name as the current user, if it exists)
will be used to resolve the library name of unqualified UDFs or files in the FROM
clause. If the statement is written using *SEQUEL syntax, the SYNTAX parameter
must specify *SEQUEL. If native syntax is provided, the SYNTAX parameter must
specify *SERVER. The resulting view will be run by the machine using the SQL Query
Engine (SQE).

*LOCALSYS: The SQL statement contains *SEQUEL or native SQL/400 statement syntax
and the request will be processed (using system naming or *SYS – lib/file) on the local
machine. The library list of the current job will be used to resolve the library name of
unqualified UDFs or files in the FROM clause. If the statement is written using
*SEQUEL syntax, the SYNTAX parameter must specify *SEQUEL. If native syntax is
provided, the SYNTAX parameter must specify *SERVER. The query will be run by
the machine using the SQL Query Engine (SQE).

server-name: The SQL statement will be processed on a remote database server. The
server-name must correspond to a valid server definition in the Sequel Host Server
filea. The SQL statement can be written in *SEQUEL or in the native statement syntax
for the specified database server. If written in *SEQUEL, the following SYNTAX
parameter must specify *SEQUEL.

SYNTAX Parameter - This parameter specifies the specific SQL syntax used in the SQL
statement. The SERVER and SYNTAX parameters work together to allow for designing
views using *SEQUEL syntax using elements such as JOIN, CVTDATE and named
references to derived fields while connecting to a remote database or local machine. For
local queries, this also allows using *SEQUEL syntax for ease of use while running the
query against the faster SQE.
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*SAME: The syntax specified when the view was created will process the request. If an
SQL statement is specified, then this Parameter will be treated like SYNTAX
(*SERVER).

*SERVER: The SQL statement is written in the syntax of the database (Sequel, MySQL,
SQLServer, Oracle, etc.) specified on the SERVER Parameter. No conversion from
*SEQUEL to native SQL takes place.

*SEQUEL: The SQL statement is written and saved in *SEQUEL syntax. At runtime, if a
SERVER other than *SEQUEL is specified, the statement is automatically converted to
the standard SQL syntax of that database (MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, etc.);
references to multi-member files, multi-format files and ambiguous field names
(unqualified field names that exist in more than one file in the FROM clause) cannot be
converted and will cause the execution of the view or SQL statement to fail. See our
Sequel Reference Guide appendix for a more complete list of *SEQUEL features that
will not automatically convert to native SQL. Note: This syntax is not supported for
JDE connectioins.

Ignore Decimal Errors - Specifies how decimal data errors will be treated if they are
encountered while the view is processed. A decimal data error occurs when a numeric
(zoned or packed) field contains
non-numeric information. Each digit position in the field must have a value from 0-9 and
the sign portion of the field must have a range from A-F.

*NO: decimal data errors will not be ignored. Processing may or may not continue
depending on the type of operation being performed.

*YES: decimal data errors will be ignored and processing will continue when possible. Each
invalid decimal digit will be replaced with a zero digit, an invalid sign will be coded as a
positive sign.

Print Definition Button - Press the Print Definition button to see a print preview of the object
definition.

Help Button - Display the online Help system.

OK Button - Press OK to accept any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit this display without making changes.

View Properties - SQL
The SQL for the object is displayed on this screen.

The maximum size of the SQL statement in a Sequel view has been expanded from 5,000 to
20,000 bytes. This new size limit will benefit views using database-specifc SQL in which named
expressions (WDATA) are not allowed, specifically when Sequel statements are translated to
standard SQL. The current size of the SQL is displayed in the lower-left corner of the screen.
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View Properties - Variables
The variable definitions are available for a runtime prompted view.

View Properties - Object
More detailed information about the view is displayed on the Object tab.
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Options

Size - The size of the User Space object stored on the iSeries in bytes.

Owner - Name of the user profile which owns the object.

Creator - Name of the user profile who created the object.

Create Date - The date the object was created.

Save Date - The date the object was last saved.

Restore Date - The date the object was last restored.

Last Used - The date the object was used last. The date is only updated once per day.

Days Used - The number of days an object has been used on the system.

Create System - The name of the system the object was created on.

Print Definition Button - Press the Print Definition button to see a print preview of the object
definition.

Help Button - Display the online Help system.

OK Button - Press OK to accept any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit this display without making changes.

View Properties - Remarks
Use this tab to enter any notes or remarks about the view. There is a 2000 character limit.
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View Properties - PDF
Images can be added to view and table results when creating PDF output as an email attachment
or as a file on the IFS. Select the PDF tab to review or change the pdf settings for a given view.

Use the Edit Image Layout Button to add or remove images for pdf output.

Options

Title, Subject, Author/Creator, and Keywords - Provide these values for the selected report.
Entries here will be reflected in the document properties of the resulting PDF file. This
provides users with basic data about the document and various ways to search for
information.

Owner Pwd - An owner password will limit modification access to the PDF document.

User Pwd - A user password will limit view access to the PDF document.
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Page Size - Select a page size from the drop-down for the generated PDF document.

Image List - Existing images for the report are listed here along with their respective placement
and scale values.

Edit Image Layout Button - Press Edit Image Layout to modify the images for the pdf output.

Print Definition Button - Press the Print Definition button to see a print preview of the object
definition.

Help Button - Display the online Help system.

OK Button - Press OK to accept any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit this display without making changes.

Saving View Definitions
The Save View As dialog is displayed when the Save or Save As option is chosen from the
Design View Screen.

Specify a name for the View (or leave the name unchanged if saving an existing View), a
description or title, the public authority, and a library. A message will inform you the View was
saved.

If your Repository Replace Action user default is set to *VER, versioned archives of your view
will be saved in the library specified by your ‘Repository Library’ user default. See the topic
Viewpoint Versioning for more information.

Save to the Viewpoint Repository
The Viewpoint Repository is a new feature in Sequel 11 that provides a centralized location to
manage objects, automate processes and share results using a web browser.

The Repository is available via the Sequel Web Interface (provided a Sequel Web Server is
installed and configured).

To save a link to your view (as a shortcut file), use the following steps:
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Steps
1. To save to the repository, select the File \ Save to Repository from the view design

screen (If you are working in repository mode, select File \ Save.)

2. Navigate to the to the repository ‘root’ located at: \\IBM_i_
name\root\sequel\swi\repository.

3. Select the root, or a folder listed under the root for the view.

You can create a new folder by pressing the New Folder button .

Enter the name of the new folder and press OK.

Enter a file name for the view, and press Save to continue.

A new user space is created in your default repository library (usually SEQUELREPO), along
with a shortcut file in the repository on the IFS.

The new shortcut file is linked to the copy of the original dashboard saved in your default
repository library, not the original view you started with.
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Host Report Concepts

There are two primary reasons to use the report writer instead of the PRINT command:

l to produce output that conforms to a specific format

l to create totals, subtotals, or other calculated results

Creating totals and subtotals is easy once you understand a few simple concepts.

Report Totaling
Totals can be accumulated for up to 100 numeric fields in the view. Your report can include
grand totals as well as subtotals. You have complete control over whether the subtotals print and
where they should be placed.

Report subtotals can be printed each time the value of one of the view’s ordering fields changes.
This change in an ordering field’s value is called a report break. You decide which breaks are
important, and whether subtotals that have accumulated up to the break should be printed.

Report Breaks – Subtotal Levels
Suppose that a particular Viewpoint view requests customer information ordered by national
territory, state, and city. The report will be printed so that all customers in a given city are
grouped together. All the cities within a given state will also be grouped together and printed
before the next state in the territory is addressed. Finally all states within a given territory will
be processed before the report lists the next territory.

A report break occurs each time the city, state, or territory changes. Subtotal values can be
printed after the last line in each group. In our example, subtotal amounts can be printed at the
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city level, the state level, and/or the territory level. Grand totals can be printed at the end of
the report.

All reports have at least three levels of print: heading, detail, and grand total. Reports based on
views with ordering criteria will have an additional level for each field listed in the ORDER BY.

A report level can be referenced by its level number. The lowest reporting level is the detail
level; it has level zero. Level numbers increase in reverse order of the fields in the ORDER BY
clause. The highest level of the report is always the grand total level. It has a level number
which is one greater than the number of fields in the ORDER BY clause.

It is important to realize that although the view’s ORDER BY clause specifies the
most important field first and the least important field last, the report works "inside
out" − creating subtotals for the least important level first and the most important
(grand total) last. Level numbers are assigned in the opposite order of the fields in
the ORDER BY clause.

You may choose to print information at each of these levels if you wish. As you build the report
by using the editor, you will add fields and literals to each report level that you want printed. If
you want to omit subtotals from a certain level, you should not place any fields or literals on it.

Report Formats
To make report editing easy, each report level is assigned a name. The name of each level
corresponds to its function (@HEADING, @DETAIL, @TOTAL) and to the field names in the
view’s ORDER BY clause. Your placement of fields and literals at the various levels on the
report will control when and where they are printed.

Heading Level (@HEADING)
The heading level of information usually contains all the items that should print at the top
portion of the page. Items such as date, time, page number, etc., are usually placed here in
addition to column headings which appear above the details in the report. Each time the report
writer senses a page boundary, sometimes called an "overflow", the heading line(s) will be
printed.

Detail Level (@DETAIL)
The report detail level is usually used to print each record in the view. Each time a record from
the view is processed, its values can appear in the @DETAIL format. The @DETAIL format has a
level number of zero. Items in the format can be printed only on certain level breaks by
conditioning them with a level break number.

Subtotal Levels
When a record is processed, its ordering fields are checked against the fields in the next record
to determine if the end of a subtotal level has been reached. If so, each subtotal, or break level
that has been reached will be printed.

Subtotal levels are named according to the fields in the ORDER BY clause and are assigned in
reverse order - the minor most ordering field is assigned level 1. These report levels will be
printed whenever the value in the corresponding ordering field changes. Subtotal formats
usually contain subtotal fields and constants, but can also include database fields incorporated in
the view records.
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Grand Total Levels (@TOTAL)
The report grand total level is printed at the end of the report. As with the subtotal levels, it
usually contains only the total fields and constants such as field labels. The @TOTAL format has a
level number which is one greater than the number of fields in the ORDER BY clause.

Report Designer Display
The Report Designer is displayed whenever an existing report is opened for modification, or as
the final step of the New Report Wizard.

The screen is divided into two major sections: The Available Fields Pane and the Editor Pane.
There is also a menu bar and toolbar to provide access to various report design functions.

The tabs make it easy to jump from the Report Designer to the view and all its attributes.
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New Report Wizard
The New Report Wizard is invoked any time a new report is started and it will step through four
screens to assist in the creation of most reports. You can set print attributes, select fields for
display, create summary fields, and choose the level of summarization.

If you choose to create a new report without selecting a view first, you will be prompted to
Select an Existing View. If you do not select an existing view the SQL will be embedded in the
Report.

From the
Viewpoint
Explorer, highlight
a view, script view
or table in the list
on the right and
then select
File\New\Report
from the menu bar.

-or-

Right-click the
desired view,
script view or
table and select
New\Report
from the drop
down menu.

-or-

From the menu bar
on the Design View
display or the
Table Designer,
select
File\New\Report
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Step 1 - Report Attributes
The first step of the New Report Wizard is to define basic report attributes. Specify title and
footer, default format, and forms attributes.

Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Next button to go to Step 2. Press the
Finish button to complete the report and go directly to the Report Layout screen. (defaults will
be supplied for any skipped steps)

Options

Title - Supply a title for the report. The title usually appears at the top of the report but its
location can be changed. When working with Sequel objects (Viewpoint Explorer), the
title is the 'description' of the report object.

Footing - Supply a footing for the report. The footing will always be centered on the last line of
the form. The location for the footing can not be changed. Footing text can be changed via
the Report Attributes display from within the Designer Screen.

Format - Indicate whether the Report Designer should use a default layout for the report. In
most cases, you can significantly reduce the time it takes to design a report by letting
Sequel create an initial layout as a starting point.

Use the drop down list to specify *AUTO for the ‘standard’ default, *NONE for no initial
report layout, or select the name of an existing layout.

Form Attributes - Forms and printing attributes are determined by the paper the report will
use. Specify a length up to 255 lines, a width between 1 and 378, an overflow less than or
equal to the page length, and correct print density attributes.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Report Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the report and go directly to the Report Layout screen.
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Step 2 - Select Fields
The second step of the New Report Wizard is to select fields from the view to display on the
report.

Usually, you will want to leave all the boxes ‘checked’. Bear in mind that a single view can drive
more than one report. For instance, some of the fields from a view can be used in one report,
and a different set of fields, from the same view, can be used in a second report. This screen will
assist in the selection of the fields.

Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 1. Press the
Next button to go to Step 3. Press the Finish button to complete the report and go directly to
the Report Layout screen. (defaults will be supplied for any skipped steps)

Options

Include - A check mark denotes the field(s) that will be displayed in the new report.

Field Name - Displays the name (alias) of the field as defined in the view.

Headings - Displays column headings as defined in the view. These headings can be modified by
clicking in the desired box.

Description - Displays the description of the field as defined in the view.

Up and Down Arrows - Use these arrows to rearrange the order of the fields. The top-to-bottom
sequence of the fields will be transferred to the report layout display left-to-right. The
default sequence of the columns is determined by the sequence of the fields in the
SELECT clause of the view. Highlight the desired field and use the up or down arrow to
move.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Report Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the report and go directly to the Report Layout screen.
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Step 3 - Subtotals
The third step of the New Report Wizard is to choose which summary level function to apply to
any of the numeric columns.

All numeric fields from the view will be displayed. Check the field (column) that is to be
subtotaled. One of four summary level functions can be applied to the column.

Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 2 Press the
Next button to go to Step 4. Press the Finish button to complete the report and go directly to
the Report Layout screen. (defaults will be supplied for any skipped steps)

Options

Total - Place a check next to the field to be subtotaled.

Calculation - By default, the SUM function is selected. Click once in the desired calculation box
to select a different break level function (SUM, MIN, MAX, AVG) from the drop-down
list.

Field Name - Displays the name (alias) of the field as defined in the view.

Total Length - The total length defaults to the overall length of the original field as defined in
the view. The total length can be changed here for the new break level calculation that is
being created.

Len, Dec - Displays the overall length and decimal attributes of the field as defined in the view.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Report Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the report and go directly to the Report Layout screen.
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Step 4 - Break Levels
The fourth and final step of the New Report Wizard is to choose when (at which break level) the
break level calculations will print their results.

Review the Break Levels Parameters

Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 3. Press the
Finish button to complete the report and go to the Report Layout screen.

Options

Print Subtotals - Select the break level on which the summary calculations should print.

More on Break Levels.

Space After - Specify the number of blank lines (line feeds / carriage returns) after the subtotal
is printed. Use the drop-down list to select a value of 1 to 9 or ‘Page break’ if you want to
advance to a new page after the subtotal.

More on Skipping and Spacing

Break Level Field - This column is informational only. This column is derived by looking at the
ORDER BY clause of the view in reverse. Each break level in the Report Designer is
associated with a field on the ORDER BY.

More on Break Levels

Description - Displays the description of the field as defined in the view.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Report Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the report and go directly to the Report Layout screen.
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Report Editor
The Report Editor presents a report divided into different levels or formats. Each format
dictates how, when and if the elements in the section are to be printed.

Fields from the view are laid out on the editor along with their column headings. Any summary
calculations that were created, are placed on the specified level breaks. Special Fields are
placed on the editor according to the default layout chosen when the report was created.

Fields, calculations, and text items can easily be added, moved, copied, deleted, or modified.

Formats
The editor is divided into levels or formats. The name of each level corresponds to its function
(@HEADING, @DETAIL, @TOTAL) and to the field names in the view's ORDER BY clause. The
placement of fields and literals at the various levels on the report will control when and where
they are printed.

Special Fields
One of four elements available for placement on the Report Editor, Special fields are typically
system values and are filled in when the report is run. Special Fields are added to the report to
provide dates, times, titles, etc.

Text Fields
Text or literal values can be added anywhere on the Report Editor. The column heading values
from the view will be added to the @HEADING format if the *AUTO format is chosen during
the creation process.

View Fields
Fields from the view can be placed anywhere on the editor. Usually they will be added to the
@DETAIL format.
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Report Designer Menu Bar Reference
File

New Design a new View, Table, Report, Client Table, or
Client Report.

Open Open an existing Report.

Save Save a new or modified Report definition on the
AS/400

Save As…. Save an existing Report on the AS/400 with
different attributes.

Save to Repository Save a Viewpoint shortcut file (.vptreport) in the
Viewpoint Repository

Import Import a Query Definition, QM Query, or QM
Form.

Display Results Display the current Report results.

Save Results As. Save the current Report results locally, or as an
AS/400 document.

Send Results To Send the current Report results via E-mail or FTP.

Print Print the current View results locally or on the
AS/400.

Sequel Properties Display or modify the Report Attributes

Print SQL Statement Print the SQL statement of the view.

Exit Close the Report Designer display.

Edit

Cut Cut the selected fields or literal values.

Copy Copy to the clipboard the selected fields or literal
values.

Paste Paste the contents of the clipboard.

Delete Delete the selected fields or literal values.

Select All Select all fields.

Edit Text Edit the selected literal value.

Auto Join Join files using SQLJOINDB values.

Calculations Create a new report calculation.

View

SQL Statement Open the SQL tab.

Files & Fields Open the Files and Fields tab.
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Variables Open the Variables tab.

Report Open the Report tab.

Joblog View the session joblog.

Toolbars Display or hide the Design and Results Tools.

Show Grid Toggle the design grin on and off.

Show Available
Fields

Toggle the Available Fields Pane on and off.

Show Field Names Toggle the field names on and off.

Field Properties Display properties for the selected field.

Properties Display the Report Attributes.

Insert

Line Insert a new line to the format above the selected
line.

Field Insert a new field (View, Special, Calculation) at
the selected position.

Text Insert a new text string (literal value) at the
selected position.

Options

Edit Library List Add or remove libraries on the library list.

Font Open the Font dialog to change the look of the
SQL statement.

Viewpoint Options Set Viewpoint Options.

Sequel Defaults Display or modify User Defaults.

Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint Help System.

About Viewpoint Display the current version of Viewpoint.

Adding, Copying, and Deleting Lines
The number of lines for each of the formats is determined by the number and size of the fields
or literal values that are used in the report when it is created. After a report is laid out, lines can
easily be added, copied, or deleted for any format in the report.

Use one of the following methods to add or remove lines.
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Move the mouse to the far left end of a given line.

The mouse pointer will change from to .

Right click to select a function
from the drop down menu.

-or-

Hold the mouse pointer over the desired format
until the mouse pointer changes to a two-headed
arrow.

Click and drag the format bar to
either add or remove the desired
lines.

Line Attributes
Each line in a format has its own set of attributes or properties. These properties are applied to
all elements on the line. The Line Attributes display is also used to control the Skipping and
Spacing characteristics of each line.

To access a lines attributes:
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First move the mouse to the far left
end of a given line. The mouse pointer

will change from to .

Right click to select the Properties option
from the drop down menu.

Options

Field Properties - When checked, Underline, Bold and 'Print if Blank or Zero' will be applied to
ALL fields and literals on the line.

Field Editing - Use the drop down list to select the type of editing to apply to a numeric field.
Each option in the list has it's own settings.
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Detail Field Properties - Choose whether to print the field(s) on overflow. Use the Break Level
value to suppress the printing of a field except when a record causes a change in one of
the ordering levels.

Line Properties - Skipping and Spacing - Specify any skipping and spacing values to control line
feeds and page breaks.

Skipping and Spacing
There are two ways to control page movement in the Report Designer – Skipping and Spacing.

Skipping
Page skipping controls are similar to line controls and are specified using the Skip Before and
Skip After entry boxes. Entering values in these fields will cause the paper to be positioned to a
specific line number prior to or after printing. You can make the report writer skip to a new page
by using a skip after (or before) value. When you specify a P on the space after column of the
New Report Wizard, Step 4, a skip after 1 specification is created for the format. It causes the
paper to be ejected following the current line. The next line will start at the top of the next page.

Spacing
Line spacing controls are placed next to the entry boxes Space Before and Space After. You can
specify values from 0 to 99 for line spacing controls. These values will cause the corresponding
number of lines to be skipped prior or subsequent to printing. Overprinting can be specified by
placing a zero or blanking out the control fields. When Sequel creates a default layout, a space
before value of 1 is specified for each line.

To access a lines skipping and spacing
attributes, first move the mouse to the
far left end of a given line. The mouse

pointer will change from to .

Right click to select the Properties option
from the drop down menu.

Specify any skipping and spacing values in the Line Properties section below.
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Options

Skip Before/After - Check the box to skip, (before or after) and specify the line number to skip.

Space Before / After - Check the box to space, (before or after) and specify the number of lines
to space.

Adding Fields and Literals
Adding fields (view, special, calculated) and literal values (text) to the Report editor is very easy.

Adding Fields
To add a field, use the mouse and right click on the line and position for the new field. Choose
Insert Field from the drop down menu.

As an alternative, click the left mouse
button at the line and position for the
new field and press the Insert key.

Also, any of the items in the Available
Fields pane can be dragged and
dropped onto the Editor.

The Insert Field screen presents a list of all available View, Special and Calculated fields. Select
the desired field with the mouse and press the Insert button.
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Adding Text
To add a literal value, use the mouse and right click on the line and position for the new field.
Choose Insert Text from the drop down menu.
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Type the desired text and press the enter key when finished.

As an alternative, click once with the mouse at the desired location for the literal value, and
simply start typing the value. Press the Enter key when finished.

Copying, Moving, and Deleting Fields and
Literals
Once fields are placed on the editor they can be easily copied, moved, or deleted.

To select the desired field or fields use one of the following methods:

l Click a single field with the mouse.
The field handles will be turned on for the field

l Hold down the ALT key while clicking on multiple fields. They will all have field handles.

l Click and drag the mouse across several fields. A box is drawn that selects all the fields within the box.
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Copy (and Paste)

Right click any field or literal and choose Copy
from the drop down menu.

Right click anywhere else on the editor
and choose Paste from the menu.

Move
To move the selected field(s), simply click (don’t release the mouse button) and drag the field(s)
to the desired location and release the mouse button.

Delete
To delete the selected field(s) press the Delete key, or right click and select Delete from the
drop down menu.

Field Attributes
Fields and literals can be printed with an Underline or overprinted so that they appear more
Bold than other fields on the report.

The ‘Print if Blank or Zero’ attribute will prevent printing of fields or literals with blank or zero
values. If each field or literal on the line for the print if blank or zero option is unchecked, and if
all field values are blank or zero, the entire line will be suppressed.

This can be especially useful in printing addresses when a second or third address line may or
may not be present.

The Break Level and Print on Overflow indicators are only present when adding or modifying
fields in the @DETAIL format. The Break Level option can be used to suppress printing of the
field except when a record causes a change in one of the ordering levels.

For instance, a report showing customers in state order need not print the state code next to
each customer since it will be the same for each customer in the state. By placing the state level
number in the break field of the state field, its value can be suppressed so that it only appears
when the state changes.
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The Print on Overflow indicator will override print suppression caused by the level break
value. If the Print on Overflow option is checked, the field will print each time a new page
occurs regardless of the level break setting.

To access a field’s properties, right click any field or literal and choose Properties from the drop
down menu.

Check or uncheck any of the attributes you would like to change.
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Field Editing
Each of the Field Editing options has a subset of items to select. Most of the time the defaults are
the best choice. The different options are explained below.

1000 Separator - Check this option to show commas.

Show Zero Values - Check this option to display zero values.

Negative Symbol - Choose from the drop down list the
format for negative values.

1000 Separator - Check this option to show commas.

Show Zero Values - Check this option to display zero values.

Negative Symbol - Choose from the drop down list the
format for negative values.

No options. A slash is used as the separator.

Show Leading Zeros – Select to display any leading zeros.

Suppress Zeros / No Sign – Select to suppress leading zeros
and negative sign formatting.
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Edit Mask – This is similar to the Edit Word in the View.
Typical uses would be for adding dashes to a social security
number or phone number. Enter the mask as a series of
character separators and spaces. The spaces are represented
by the pound sign (#). For example:
##-##-####

Select a User Defined edit code. These are created at the
Operating System level.

Special Fields
In addition to the fields specified in the view, and those created in report calculations, several
Special Fields are provided by the Report Designer. Each Special Field begins with @@. Each of
these fields can be placed on the report in any location desired. Meanings of the fields are as
follows:

Field Name Description Note/Example

@@CMPNAM Company name Text in the first 60 positions of
the ASC#SQ data area.

@@DATE Runtime job date (6,0) Format (mdy, ymd, dmy) defined
by job.

@@DATE1 Runtime job date (8,0) Same as @@DATE, except using
a 4-digit year.

@@DATEC Runtime job date (character) Ex: October 4, 2005

@@DAY Runtime job day (2,0)

@@DAYC Runtime job day (character) Ex: Monday

@@JOB Job name at runtime

@@JOBNBR Job number at runtime
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Field Name Description Note/Example

@@LDA Reference the job's local data
area as a 1024 character string

@@MONTH Runtime job month (2,0)

@@MONTHC Runtime job month (character) October

@@PAGE Current page number (4,0)

@@RPTNAM Report Name Ex: ORDERPRINT

@@SYSDATE Runtime system date (6,0) Format (mdy, ymd, dmy) defined
by job.

@@SYSDATE1 Runtime system date (8,0) Same as @@SYSDATE, except
using a 4-digit year.

@@TIME System time when the report
started running

Ex: 14:25:32

@@TITLE Report title specified on the
level break and report exit
displays, or passed as the
TITLE parameter (Char 50)

@@USER User profile name at runtime

@@VIEWNAM View name

@@YEAR Runtime job year (2,0)

@@YEAR1 Runtime job year (4,0)

Creating Calculations
Use the calculation entry display to assign expression results to a field. Numeric or alphabetic
expressions can be used to create new result fields or to assign new values to view fields.
Calculations can be conditioned based on values in other fields or results of other expressions
used in the report. They can also be conditioned on the level break number.

The order of the calculations and assignments can be specified so that you can even create a
"mini-program" that uses a combination of view fields and calculation results. Using Sequel
Viewpoint, you will be able to create some very complex reports in just a few minutes.
Equivalent reports could require hours of effort by an experienced programmer.

The calculation entry screen is accessed by selecting Edit\Calculations from the Report
Designer display, or by selecting <New> Calculation from the Insert Field dialog.
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Elements of the Calculation Screen
The display is made of three sections: Existing Calculations at the top, Calculation Creation
section in the middle and Available Fields and Functions at the bottom.

With this screen, new calculations are created and existing calculations can be modified, copied
or deleted.

Entry Fields

Existing calculations can be modified by keying over them.. The sequence, level number, result
field, and calculation can be changed simply by replacing them with different values. To remove
a calculation, right click the calculation and select Remove from the drop down menu.

Calculations are entered using the same form allowed by the SELECT, WHERE, and HAVING
clauses in SQL statements. Each calculation is given an internal sequence number. This
sequence is represented by the order in which they are displayed on the screen. When the
report is run, calculations are performed in the order they are displayed on the screen.

New calculations are added by entering the result field name, level break, and the calculation
expression in the middle portion of the display.
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If the calculation creates a new field, you must specify its length and decimal count. You may
specify an edit code/word to be used as the default when this field is placed on the report. If the
expression involves alphabetic fields or literals, omit the number of decimal places and the edit
code/word.

Numeric and character constants can be used in expressions in the same manner as with Sequel
statements. Surround character constants with double quotation marks (") and ensure that at
least one digit precedes any decimal point in numeric values.

Date, time and timestamp operands are treated as character strings by the report writer. All
operations against date, time and timestamp values will occur as if they were character data and
not according to their defined data type.

Each calculation will be evaluated in turn for every record in the view unless the level break
selector indicates otherwise. A non-zero level field indicates that execution of a calculation is
limited to those records causing a change at the break level indicated. In the example below, the
ORDCNT and TOTWGT calculations occur only when a change at level 3 (the state break) is
sensed. Results created in this way should be placed only at the corresponding level on the
report since they will usually be meaningless at any level other than the one in which they are
assigned.

Calculation Sequence
The sequence of the calculations on the display specify the order in which calculations occur.
Calculations at the top of the list will be performed before those at the bottom of the list. There
are also two sections that classifies each calculation as a before read (yellow section) or after
read (white sections) calculation.

In essence, the report writer repeats the following four steps until all records in the view have
been processed.

l perform ‘before record read’ calculations

l read a record from the view and determine its break levels

l perform ‘after record read’ calculations

l print headings (if necessary), record details, and subtotal lines (if appropriate)
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In most cases, you will not need to use the additional capabilities afforded by the "before read"
calculations. Usually, any calculations that initialize or reset variable values can be placed at the
beginning of your "after read" calculations. The real usefulness of "before read" calculations will
be explained in a moment.

As each record is read, Sequel determines if it is the last record in a group. If so, it sets the
appropriate break level values so that calculations and printed lines can be conditioned on the
end of a group. The Break Level section introduced the idea that reporting levels are numbered
in the opposite order of the view’s ordering fields. For instance, if the view has an ordering
specification like:

ORDER BY REGION, STATE, CITY, ZIP CODE
Break level 4 3 2 1

and the current record is the last record in a given state, break values 1, 2, and 3 will be turned
"on" when the record is read. Break values 4 (region) and 5 (the last record on the report) will
remain "off".

As described earlier, calculations can be conditioned on a level number. Conditioned
calculations are performed with other, "unconditioned" calculations according to their sequence
number. If a conditioning number is used, the calculation will only be performed if the current
record is the last one in the indicated group. Continuing with the example above, when the last
record in a given state is read, all calculations conditioned on level 3 will be performed, as well
as those at level 2 (state) and 1 (ZIP code). Calculations conditioned on level 4 (region) or 5
(grand total) will not be performed.

Because the break level value is set only when a record is read from the view, the "before
read" calculations are performed using the break level number and record values from the
previously read record. This reveals the primary value of the "before read" calculations — use
them when you need to do "post printing" operations on the final values in a group.

There is one other notable "feature" about level breaks. Before the very first record is read, all
the level indicators are turned "on". If you need to perform a calculation only one time, at the
beginning of the report, you can condition a "before read" calculation on the highest break level.
The calculation will only be performed once, because the only other time that break indicator
will be "on" is after the last record is read.

In the example below, the TOTWGT calculation will execute after a record has been read, but
only if it signals a state break (level 2) or higher. Either the last record for a state (level 2) or the
final record on the report (grand total) must be read in order for TOTWGT to be performed.

The very first calculation will zero the SUMWGT field after a level 2 (state value) break has
occurred, before the first record for the next state is read. It would be inappropriate to place
the calculation at the beginning of the ‘before record read’ section although it would still zero
the field on the level break. At this position, SUMWGT would be set to zero before it had been
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printed on the report! As a result, each time SUMWGT printed, it would be zero. The "before
read" capability lets you perform calculations after a record has been printed, but before its
values and group level are lost due to reading the next record.

Operators and Functions
The report designer is capable of evaluating expressions involving numeric, alphabetic, and
operators. The tables below show the operators and functions you can use in report calculations.
Several functions allowed in standard Sequel Viewpoint statements are not supported by the
report designer. The table below shows all functions allowed. The syntax and usage rules are
consistent with their Sequel Viewpoint statement counterparts. Refer to the explanation and
examples in the Viewpoint Functions section.

Subtotaling and Aggregate Functions
In addition to the standard "record oriented" operators, the Viewpoint report designer provides
three aggregate or subtotaling functions: SUM, MIN, and MAX.

The report designer’s aggregate functions have similar syntax as their Sequel statement
counterparts, but are different in that they create separate results for each level of the report
instead of a single result for the group. As a result, an aggregate function will create a series of
results (also called a vector) instead of just a single value. For instance, placing the result of a
SUM function on the print line at break level 1 causes the subtotal for that level to be printed.
Placing the same field name at the final total level (@TOTAL) causes the grand total for the field
to print.

Aggregate functions can be mixed within expressions with constants, field names, and other
aggregate functions.

Aggregate functions can be placed in the assignment or the conditional "IF" portion of a
calculation. If aggregate functions are used in the assignment clause, an "IF" conditional clause is
not allowed.
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An aggregate result field cannot be used in a subsequent calculation. This restriction can be
circumvented by specifying the aggregate expression where you would otherwise have
specified a result field.

The table below describes the aggregate functions of the report writer.

When the @@EXTEND field from the example below is placed at level 2, the extended amount
for the entire state is printed. If placed on the @TOTAL line, the total amount for the entire
report will print.

Running Total
The result field can also be placed on the @DETAIL line. When the SUM function is used in this
way, the report will show a running subtotal. Placing the MIN or MAX result on the @DETAIL
line will create similar output showing the lowest (highest) number reached so far within the
subtotal level.

Aggregate expressions and level numbers
If a level number is used in a statement that specifies an aggregate function, the result will only
be assigned at the level indicated, not at all levels of the report. In this case, the statement will
not generate a series of values, as it normally would, but only a single result - based on the
aggregate value at the evaluation level.

If level number 2 had been specified for the @@EXTEND calculation for instance, the
@@EXTEND field would only hold the extended amount at the state level. @@EXTEND could
then be used in other calculations because it represents a single number, rather than a series of
values. It is important to realize that result fields used in this way will only contain valid values
during the level break associated with the calculation. As with the earlier example, you should
ensure that these fields are placed only at the same level on the report.

SUM function
The SUM function accepts a field name or a constant value (not expressions) as an operator and
returns the subtotal for each level of the report. Both view fields and results of earlier report
writer calculations can be used in Subtotaling. The SUM function can be used in calculations
with other SUM functions and constants (e.g. (SUM(QTY1)+SUM(QTY2))/2) but the result of a
SUM operation (a series of numbers) cannot be further used in other calculations.
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Counting items using SUM
One interesting feature of the SUM function is that it can be used for counting purposes. Notice
that the LINCNT calculation in the example above indicates SUM(1). This is an excellent way to
count the number of detail lines and print the number of records involved at each subtotal level.
In our example, the number of lines on each order will be counted so that it can be printed at
each state break. By placing the LINCNT value at the @DETAIL level, we can create a running
sum, incrementing once for each line and thus giving each line its own sequence number.

MIN/MAX functions
The MIN and MAX functions produce the same results in the report designer as when the SQL
GROUP BY clause is used. The smallest (MIN) or largest (MAX) value within a break level will be
printed.

Conditional Calculations
Just as you can use the level number to condition the calculation on a change in a field, you can
use the report writer’s IF statement to condition calculations on the values of fields.

The conditional calculation that you create with the report designer can be nearly as complex as
any search condition in the SQL WHERE clause. The list below shows all the comparison
operators that you can use. You can create complex conditions by using AND, OR, NOT, and
XOR to combine search conditions. Refer to the information about the WHERE clause –
Choosing Records with the WHERE Clause - for details about conditioning operators and search
conditions.

Comparison Operators
You can use any Sequel comparison operator except LIKE in the conditional statement of a
report writer calculation. The table below lists the allowed operators and their function:

Entry Fields
To create a conditional calculation is the same as a standard calculation except that two new key
words , IF and ELSE, are used.

An IF condition may be specified without an ELSE assignment. You cannot enter an ELSE
assignment unless an IF condition is also specified. The conditioning expression is evaluated
according to its sequence. If the conditioning expression is true then the primary assignment (the
‘THEN’ value) will take place. Otherwise, the alternative assignment (represented by the ELSE
portion) will take place. If the ELSE statement is not present, no action will be taken.

The primary or ELSE assignment of a conditional "IF" calculation can indicate an aggregate
function (SUM, MIN, MAX) only if a level break number is also present.
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When aggregate functions are used in the conditional "IF" portion of the statement, a series of
results (also called a vector) can be created even though the assignment portion does not
reference an aggregate function. For instance, if a simple message assignment similar to the one
below (ORDMSG) is conditioned on the expression SUM(price)>SUM(cost) the message will be
available at each level of the report - different message values could appear at order line level,
order total, customer total, and final total level. Specifying a level break value, as in the example
below, limits the result to a single value, assigned at the level break indicated.

Explanation of Example
The ORDMSG calculation above has both an IF portion and an ELSE portion. Remembering that
the break indicator causes this calculation to be performed only when the state is about to
change, you can see that if the order total (SUM(EXTEND)) plus the customer’s current open
order amount (OROPN) exceeds his credit limit (CRLIM), then the message will be assigned to
the ORDMSG field. Otherwise, if the credit limit has not been exceeded, a different message
will be placed into the ORDMSG field.

Notice that the ELSE portion is required in order to get correct results. Without it, the error
message would remain in the ORDMSG field for all orders following one which exceeds a
customer’s limit. The message will "hang around" unless the ORDMSG field is reset to another
value (or blanks) for those orders where the limit is not exceeded.

There are several ways to ensure that the field is initialized. The simplest and most convenient
method is the one which is shown above. Sometimes an alternate method will be needed,
especially if more than one condition will be tested.

One way to guarantee that prior results are not retained is to place an unconditioned calculation
prior to the conditioned one(s). For instance, we could have accomplished the same result by
placing ORDMSG = " " ahead of the conditioned ORDMSG, again at level 2. This will have the
effect of always changing the message field to a blank value, then sometimes placing the
warning into it, based on the result of the comparison .

An alternate method is to use the "prior to record read" sequences to reset a field value
following record processing - before the next record is read. Our example uses this method to
reset the total order weight after each state break (level 2), and to fill the message field with
blanks before each record is read.
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Report Properties
Choose the Properties option from the Report Designer File menu, or the Sequel Properties
option from the Viewpoint Explorer File menu to display report properties.

Use the Print Definition Button to produce a hard copy of the report definition.

Report attributes will remain unchanged from your previous request for the report.

Options

Title - Specify a title or description for the report. This value will be used in the main Viewpoint
Explorer (explorer).

Report Based On.. - A report can be based on a View or a Table. In design mode, this value is
display only.

Browse Button - From the Viewpoint Explorer, the view or table the report is based on can be
changed by typing over the values or by using the browse button to navigate to a different
view.

Embedded SQL - This box is checked if the Report was not built over an existing view. The SQL
is embedded in the report object. A separate, new view can be created from the
embedded SQL.

Footing - Footing text can be added or modified. The footing will always be centered on the last
line of the form. The location of the footing cannot be changed.

Copies - Specify the number of copies to create with this report.

Type - Specify the forms type to use. *STD is the default.

Length - Specify a length up 255 lines. This value is determined by the paper size, orientation
and lines per inch.

Line Per Inch - Specify the number of print lines per inch.

Overflow Line - Specify an overflow value that is less than or equal to the page length.
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Width - Specify a width between 1 and 378. This value is determined by the paper size,
orientation, and characters per inch.

Characters Per Inch - Specify the number of characters to print per inch.

Hold on Output Queue - Check this box to hold the generated spool file in the Output Queue.
The report will have to be released manually.

Save After Printing - Check this box to save the generated spool file in the Output Queue after
it prints.

Print Definition Button - Press the Print Definition button to see a print preview of the script
definition.

Help Button - Display the online Help system.

OK Button - Press OK to accept any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit this display without making changes.

Report Properties - PDF
Images can be added to reports when creating PDF output as an email attachment or as a file on
the IFS. Select the PDF tab to review or change the PDF settings for a given report.

Use the Edit Image Layout Button to add or remove images for PDF output.

Options

Title, Subject, Author/Creator, and Keywords - Provide these values for the selected report.
Entries here will be reflected in the document properties of the resulting PDF file. This
provides users with basic data about the document and various ways to search for
information.

Owner Pwd - An owner password will limit modification access to the PDF document.

User Pwd - A user password will limit view access to the PDF document.

Page Size - Select a page size from the drop-down for the generated PDF document.
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Image List - Existing images for the report are listed here along with their respective placement
and scale values.

Edit Image Layout Button - Press Edit Image Layout to modify the images for the pdf output.

Print Definition Button (only available on the Report Properties – PDF tab) - Press the Print
Definition button to see a print preview of the report definition.

Help Button - Display the online Help system.

OK Button - Press OK to accept any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit this display without making changes.

Saving Report Definitions
The Save Report Based On dialog is displayed when the Save or Save As option is chosen from
the Report Designer Screen.

Specify a name for the Report (or leave the name unchanged if saving an existing Report), a
description or title, the public authority, and a library. A message will inform you the Report was
saved.

Report Results
Display
Choose the Display option from the Viewpoint Explorer or the Report Designer Display to view
the report results on the desktop.
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Options

Page Movement Controls - Use the inner arrows ( < > ) to move forward or backward through
the printout one page at a time. Use the outer arrows ( |< >| ) to move to the first page or
the last page.

Zoom Options - Zoom in and out of the printout. Use the drop down list to select the zoom
percentage.

Page Setup - Set margins, alignment, and orientation for the page.

Print - Press the Print button to send output to a local printer.

Close - Close the Print Preview display.

Printing Results Locally
A standard Windows Print Dialog (shown below) displays whenever the Print to PC option is
chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer, View Results and all designer screens.

Choose a local printer from the drop-down menu and press OK to print or Cancel to exit.
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System i Report
The Print Report Results dialog (shown below) displays whenever the Print AS/400 option is
chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer for a host Report object or while in the Report Designer.

This screen allows you to submit a batch REPORT job on the System i.

Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job scheduler.

Options

Job Description - Change the default Job Description.

Output Queue - Change the default Output Queue.

Title - Change the default title for the report.

Copies - Specify the number of copies.

Hold and Save - Check the boxes to hold or save the generated spool file.
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Use Schedule Settings - Not visible by default, this box become active (checked) any time the
Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the job, or un-check to
run normally.

OK Button - Press the OK button to submit the job.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit this screen without submitting a job.

Schedule... Button - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the
System i job scheduler.

Saving Results as a PC File
The Windows Save As screen (shown below) will be displayed whenever the ‘Save Results as PC
File’ option is chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer, View Results, or any of the designer screens.

Specify a name for the file, choose a file type from the drop-down menu, specify a path and
press Save to create the file or Cancel to exit.

PC Formats

If you decide to send the results to a PC document you can choose which of the different
formats to create. Depending on what you will do with the information, you should choose one
of the options listed below.
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*dBASE - Results are placed into a dBASE document. This form is especially useful when you
want to import the data into a spreadsheet or a PC database program.

*MERGE - Fields are placed into the document in text form and separated by commas. Quotation
marks will surround alphanumeric fields, records will be terminated with a carriage return
and linefeed. Numeric fields are edited according to the edit code or edit word supplied
by the view. If one is not supplied, a minus sign and decimal point are included where
appropriate. A "header" record listing the name of each field precedes the data. This form
is especially useful when you want to use a word processor to merge the data with another
document.

*DELIMITED - Like the *MERGE form, fields are placed into the document in text form and
separated by commas. Numeric fields are edited to include a minus sign and decimal point
where appropriate. No "header" record is provided. This form is especially useful for more
general word processing, spreadsheet, or database applications.

*TDELIM - Records will be placed into the PC document in a tab delimited fashion. Fields will be
separated with tabs, quotation marks will surround alphanumeric fields, records will be
terminated with a carriage return and linefeed.

*WKS - The results from the view will be placed into a Lotus worksheet file. Use this form when
you want to import the data into a spreadsheet program that accepts Lotus worksheet files.

*XLS, XL8 - View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 97 (BIFF8)
workbook format Multiple worksheets will be created if more than 65,535 rows are
returned by the view.

*XL5 - View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 5.0/95 workbook
format.

*XLSX - View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 2007 format.
Maximum file size generated is limited to either 4GB of total data, or the Microsoft
imposed limit of 16,384 columns by 1,048,576 rows per sheet—whichever is reached
first. Use this format if you want more than 65,535 records in the same sheet. Otherwise,
use *XLS

*XMLXLS - View results will be placed into the PC document in 'Excel-formatted' XML format
(an XML file is created).

*SDF - Field values are placed in the output record without separators. Each record is
terminated by a carriage return and linefeed. Numeric values are unedited except that
leading zeros are replaced with blanks and a leading negative sign is added where
appropriate. Decimal values have a decimal point inserted. Columns edited with EDTCDE
(X) are completely unedited – leading zeros are not suppressed, and no sign or decimal
separator is inserted. You should not use this form unless you have an application
requiring unformatted data.

*XLM - The results from the view will be placed into a document compatible with Microsoft
Excel. Use this form when you want to import the data into a spreadsheet program that
accepts BIFF4 files.

*HTML - Records are written to the indicated file in HTML (hypertext markup language) format.
You should use this form if you want to make the view results available through a web
browser.
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*WEBSPHERE - The selected DB2 data will be converted into attribute-formatted XML that is
compatible with WebSphere Commerce Suite applications. When the designated output
file is created, it can be imported into WebSphere with the mass Import Utility.

*PCFILE - The filename extension on the STMF or TODOC value will be used to infer the PC
format. (i.e. .xls=*XLS, .htm=*HTML). An extension of .txt or .csv will be translated to
*DELIMITED format.

*RTF - Spool files are sent converted to RTF (Rich Text Format).

*PDF - Spool files are sent converted to PDF. This is the format recognized by the Adobe
Acrobat Reader.

Saving Results as a System i Document
The Create Document Results dialog displays whenever the Save Results as IFS file option is
chosen from the Viewpoint Explorer or the View and Table designer screens.

This screen allows you to direct View results to a PC Document on the System i in one of seven
formats. The document will be placed in a shared folder.

Options

File Name - Specify a name for the file to be created.

Save As Type - Choose the PC format from the list.

Job Description - Specify a job description or use the default.

Use Schedule Settings - Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the
job, or un-check to run normally.

PDF Attributes - Not visible by default, this button becomes visable only when PDF is selected
for the file type. Use this to set or review PDF Image Overlay settings when creating a
pdf file.

Help Button - Press help to open the online help system.

Schedule... - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job
scheduler. Feature not supported in Repository Mode.

OK Button - When ready press the OK button to create the file.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit the display without creating a file.
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Sending Results
The Send Email Results screen displays whenever the Send Results option is chosen from the
Viewpoint Explorer or any of the designer screens.

The results can be sent, via E-mail or FTP, as an attachment in one of several formats (as shown
in the topic Saving Results as a PC File on page 290) depending on the object type.

At a minimum you should specify an E-mail recipient, attachment name, and PC format.

Options

To: Cc: Bcc: - Specify a Recipient, Carbon Copy recipient, or Blind Carbon Copy recipient.
Note: For FTP the string must begin with 'ftp:' or '(ftp)' followed by the remote system address.
(ex. ftp:111.222.333.444)

Message Text - Specify a subject for the E-mail and any message text you want to include.

Attachment Name - Specify the name of the attachment to send. The default is derived from the
View name.

Attachment Type - Choose the PC Format from the list.

Use Schedule Settings - Not visible by default, this box becomes active (checked) any time the
Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the job, or un-check to
run normally.

OK Button - When ready press the OK button to create the file.

Cancel Button - Press the Cancel button to exit the display without creating a file.

Schedule... - Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job
scheduler. Feature not supported in Repository Mode.

Sequel uses IBM’s AnyMail mail server framework to support the e-mail feature. This approach
does not require SNADS to be running or force you to set-up the SNADS (SNA Distribution
Services) directory, distribution queues, or system routing tables. If you have a System i e-mail
system that already sends SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) messages to the Internet, you
will probably not need to perform any additional setup.

E-mail features and requirements are discussed in depth in the Esend User Guide.
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Prompted Views
Prompted Views allow for user input prior to displaying results. Prompted Views have an object
type of SQLVIEWP.

Prompts are most commonly used in the WHERE clause for record selection purposes,
however, they can be used anywhere in the SQL statement.

Any other process or object (Report, Table, Report, Script) that uses a Prompted View will
require input.

The AutoPrompt screen displays for any Prompted View that is chosen for Display, Print, Send,
or Create a file. A repeatable run feature is available to allow a prompted view to be re-run
from the results display.

If the variable uses the ‘Values’ integrity check, the AutoPrompt will contain a drop down list.

If the variable is defined as a Date type, a calendar is available for selecting dates.

If the Date prompt has been designed to allow for the *OMIT keyword (remove the date prompt
to return all dates), a check box is displayed. Leave the box checked to select a date.
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Uncheck the box to use the *OMIT keyword.

See Adding Prompts to a View on page 208 for more information.
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Table Overview

Viewpoint’s tabling views give you the ability to summarize and rearrange the information in
your database. You can create totals, perform ranking, calculate percentages, and count
underlying records. You can also reorganize your data, transforming a simple row and column
file into a multi–dimensional spreadsheet.

The summarizing capabilities of tabling views build on the basic concepts of SQL grouping. SQL
grouping functions let you collect database rows into separate sets and then calculate results for
each group. The fields listed in the GROUP BY clause determine how groups will be created.
Summary functions in the SELECT clause:

l count the number of records in each group

l calculate sum, average, standard deviation, or variance of all values for a column within the group

l find minimum or maximum values for a column within the group

Viewpoint’s tabling functions extend these capabilities in three significant ways.

Summary expressions
In addition to the standard counting, summarizing, and min/max functions, Viewpoint tabling lets
you determine ranking and percent of totals for numeric columns within a table. You can also
define calculations that operate on view fields, summary columns, or a combination of both.

Grouping control
SQL’s grouping operation creates a separate group for each set of values returned by the
GROUP BY clause. If your GROUP BY clause lists a single field such as STATE, a separate group
will be created for each unique value of the STATE field.

Viewpoint tables give you complete control over the creation of summary groups. The tabling
definition lets you define conditional assignments that test a field or expression and create a
summary group based on the results. Not only can you create a separate group for each state,
but you can easily create region groups by listing the states to be included or omitted from each
region. Subtotals and grand total results can also be created easily.

Column grouping
SQL’s grouping operation creates a very simple table. Each selected database record participates
in only one summary row. At the same time, it is involved in every summarized column in the
table. Viewpoint lets you create multi-dimensional tables that spread database information across
the table into separate columns. Each column is created by conditional assignments that test the
values within a record. New columns are automatically created based upon each new
occurrence of data. For instance, you can create multiple columns of amounts summarized for
each month by using a record’s transaction date to determine which column it belongs to.
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Viewpoint’s table definition components provide some very powerful table-building functions:

Dimensions are the leftmost columns on a table that define the depth of the table. More than
one dimension can be defined in a table in order to create a multi-dimensioned
spreadsheet. A table's dimension specifications determine how records will be grouped
into rows and how they will be labeled.

Subtotal rows can be created for the dimensions within a table.

Column specifications identify column fields and calculations that occur during tabulation.
Column specifications may include basic calculations for totals, ranking, percentages, and
counts of the underlying data.

Category definitions enhance the simple column specifications. They are not used with every
table. Category definitions allow you to dynamically generate columns based upon each
new occurrence of data and perform calculations involving a number of other columns.

Table Concepts
The Viewpoint Table Designer will tabulate large amounts of data into a few rows and columns
of useful information. The key elements that make up a Viewpoint Table are Dimensions,
Categories, and Column Fields.

Like a report definition, a Viewpoint table definition uses an underlying view (or SQL statement)
to get information from the database. The table definition can use either a static or a run–time
view. If it uses a run–time view, the view’s prompt will automatically appear when the table
definition is run.

When a tabling view is run, records from the underlying view are rearranged to create the
summarized or tabulated result.

Table Dimensions
Dimension definitions let you specify fields, literals, and expressions that group database
records together into the rows of the table. Each dimension definition is similar to a single field
in an SQL GROUP BY clause in that it defines one element of the complete grouped result.
Every table must have at least one dimension definition. Complex tables might have several.
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Each dimension definition creates one column at the left side of the result table. Your choices
for the dimension’s name and attributes determine the column’s name, length, editing, and
column heading.

To create the table rows, every dimension definition includes one or more pairs of comparison
and assignment statements.

The comparison expression determines whether a given database record belongs in the table row
created by the assignment statement. Similar to the SQL "WHERE" clause, the comparison can
be evaluated as either true or false. Each record in the view is evaluated against the comparison
statement(s) and, if a "true" result occurs, the corresponding assignment takes place. The
comparison can be left empty to indicate that no evaluation is to take place. If it is, the
corresponding assignment statement will always be triggered and each database record will
appear in the resulting row(s).

If the result of the comparison expression is "true", or the comparison is empty, the assignment
expression is triggered. It identifies a field, literal value, or a calculation that is applied to the
qualifying database record. The result of the expression creates a value for this dimension
column in the result table.

The assignment statement is often a simple field name. This causes the field’s value in each
database record to be copied directly into a table row. There will be a separate table row for
each unique field value retrieved from the view. Records with identical field values will be
grouped together into one table row. Simple field assignment creates the "non-total" rows
containing customer type (CTYPE) values in Example Table 1 and Example Table 3, and the
region (REGON) values in Example Table 2.

If the assignment statement is a literal value then all records that test "true" in the comparison
will be placed into a single row in the result. The "Grand Total" and "Retail" rows in Example
Table 4 demonstrate how several database record can be grouped into a single table row by
using a literal value in a dimension’s assignment statement.

Subtotals
Tables with two or more dimensions can include subtotals. If defined as a "Break" dimension, a
subtotal will be produced for each unique value of the dimension column. Example Table 5
specifies the REGON dimension as a "break" dimension to include subtotals for each region
value. The dimension definition also lets you define a break value that is placed into the table
row when subtotals are generated.

Table Columns
Elements inside the table are created by column specifications. Each one includes the name,
heading, editing, and field length for the result column and the calculation that will be used to
create its content.

Usually, the calculations will apply summary functions to the database records retrieved by the
view. Summary functions operate on the fields returned by the view in the same way that
column functions operate in the SELECT clause of a grouping view. Although several "grouping"
functions can be used, the most common operations involve summation, counting, ranking, and
percent.

SUM Values from the view are accumulated (totaled)
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AVG The average amount in the group
MAX The highest value in the group of positive numbers
COUNT Number of data rows in the group

Each function except COUNT requires an expression to appear in parentheses following the
function name. The "Sum of AMTDU" column in Example Table 5 is created using SUM
(AMTDU) for instance. The COUNT function is represented simply as COUNT(*) without adding
any additional fields or expressions.

Percent and ranking columns can be applied vertically and/or horizontally. A vertical application
determines rank or percent relative to the rows in the table, horizontal application computes
them relative to the columns of a category.

Total time results
The calculation specification can refer to other table columns or categories instead of simple
view fields or literal values. When this happens, "total time" calculations will be performed on
the table’s columns after all view records have been processed. This is an effective way to
create the total or difference between columns or categories, or to divide one category by
another to show relative values.

Table Categories
Most tables are simple summarizations that reduce a large number of database rows to a few
rows and columns. Occasionally, you may need to spread information across a table so that you
can compare columns that have common dimension values. For example, you may want to
categorize and compare amounts by month or compare actual results to budget. Viewpoint lets
you create tables with categories of columns. Category definitions allow you to create:

l repeating sets of columns (ex: actual and budget columns for each month)

l groups of related columns (ex: month, quarter, and year summaries)

l "total time" results of tabulated columns (ex: year to year difference)

Each category definition is composed of a comparison expression and one or more column
references.

The comparison expression determines whether a given database record belongs in the
category. The expression, like the Sequel WHERE clause, uses literal values and fields from the
view in conjunction with functions and operators to make a decision. If all rows from the view
are to be included in the category, the comparison can be omitted.

If the comparison expression is omitted, or the result of the test is "true" for a given database
record, the functions defined by the category’s column references will be applied to the record
and column results will be created. In addition to indicating the columns to be included, the
category definition also specifies whether subtotals, rank, or percentages should be calculated.

Dynamic category definitions
Each category definition can also include prefix and/or suffix expressions for the column names
within the category. This gives you a powerful ability to create table categories that are based
on the data returned by the view.

Prefix/suffix expressions make it easy to spread data across a table without forcing you to create
a separate definition for each column. Example Table 6 used this kind of definition. Columns 4–
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8 in the table were created with a single category definition. It contains one column definition,
SUM(AMTDU), that simply totals the amount due returned by the view. The column is named
REGTOT in the result table (the column headings are more descriptive). The category includes a
suffix definition that references the customer record’s REGON field value. As a result, each
unique REGON value in the database will create a separate suffix for the column. REGON
values 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 retrieved by the view create corresponding table columns named
REGTOT010, REGTOT020, REGTOT030, REGTOT040 and REGTOT050. Each column will
reflect the sum of the AMTDU values for its corresponding sales region.

Dynamic category definition using prefix/suffix definitions lets you create multi–category tables
easily. It also reduces the amount of information you need about the information retrieved by
your view. Table 6 could have been created with separate category definitions for each region
value. Each category could have used a simple test (e.g. REGON=1) to determine the qualifying
records for the category. This would have been more effort and would have limited the
flexibility of the table. Using a single suffix expression is considerably easier than creating five
separate categories, each with their own comparison expression. In addition, if the view ever
returns another region value, the table definition that employs suffix expressions will include a
column for it automatically – a table with "hard coded" category definitions would require
another one (with a specific comparison) before the new category could be included.

Table Examples
The Customer Master file included in the SEQUELEX example library can be used to
demonstrate some of the possibilities of tabling. It contains one record for each customer in the
sample database. Customer information includes customer type, geographic sales region and
current balance due, like this:

Viewpoint tabling functions let you summarize and rearrange the information in a variety of
ways. For instance, you can summarize it by customer type or sales region and produce the
tables shown below. They include the total amount due for each group, as well the group’s rank
within the table. A total row has also been included. SQL grouping functions cannot create these
results because there are dependencies between rows of the tables. Ranking can be done only
after all the data has been summarized and depends on the summary totals. Likewise, total
values at the end of the table are dependent on the results of earlier rows.

Table 1 Table 2
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Table 3 shows how a more complex result can be created by grouping records into columns
across the table. The example below spreads summary data for each sales region across the
table. The ranking column was dropped, but could have been included to show ranks down the
columns or across the rows (or both).

Table 3

Using conditional assignments, additional rows and columns can be added to the table. The
example below shows an extension to the previous table; regions 10–30 have been grouped
into a column called "East" and regions 40–50 have been grouped into a column called "West".
A subtotal row called "Retail" has been created by grouping the "CS" and "DS" customers
together. An edit code has been used to replace the table’s zero values with blanks for easy
readability.

Table 4

Table 4 shows how an effective comparison:assignment can be used to create different table
rows. The table uses three compare:assign statements for the CTYPE dimension:

The first several rows in the table were created with a statement that has no comparison test.
Its assignment statement places the CTYPE value directly into the table row. Each unique
CTYPE value retrieved through the view will create a separate row in the table.
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The "Retail" row was created by a statement that tests the CTYPE field for values of "CS" or
"DS". The assignment statement uses a single value, "Retail". All database rows with a CS or DS
value for the CTYPE field will be summarized into the "Retail" row in the table.

The final row is created by again omitting the comparison and using a literal value "Grand total"
in the assignment statement. All records in the view (regardless of their values) are compiled
into the total row. This method of creating a grand total row differs from the method in Example
Table 6 below. The addition of the "Retail" row in Table 4 makes simple "level break" totaling
impractical. That method would count all rows, including the results in the "Retail" row. CS and
DS customers would be "double counted" since they occur in two places – the row for their
type, and the "Retail" row.

Viewpoint’s table definition components can provide some very powerful table-building
functions:

Dimensions are the leftmost columns on a table that define the depth of the table. More than one
dimension can be defined in a table in order to create a multi-dimensioned spreadsheet.
Table 4 above has one dimension, CTYPE, defined in its specification. Table 5 has two
dimensions, REGON and CTYPE. A table's dimension specifications determine how records
will be grouped into rows and how they will be labeled.

Table 5

Subtotal rows can be created for the dimensions within a table. Table 5 creates subtotal rows for
each separate sales region.

Column specifications identify column fields and calculations that occur during tabulation.
Column specifications may include basic calculations for totals, ranking, percentages, and
counts of the underlying data. Table 5 uses column specifications to create the Sum of
AMTDU and Percent columns.

Category definitions enhance the simple column specifications. They are not used with every
table. Category definitions allow you to:
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Dynamically generate columns based upon each new occurrence of data. Example Table 3 uses
one category specification to automatically generate the 5 columns for REGION 10 - 50.
As data was found for each region, a new column was created in the table. This function
can also be used to group data by date, product or other criteria.

Perform calculations involving a number of other columns. Example Table 4 uses a category
named Grand Total to sum the amounts for REGION 10 - 50, a category named EAST to
sum the amounts for REGION 10 - 30 and a category named WEST to sum the amounts for
REGION 40 - 50.

Table 6 shows two dimensions. The leftmost dimension is labeled "Retail or Wholesale." It is
defined as a break dimension so a subtotal row will be created for each value in the column. A
grand total row is also created, and the dimension’s break value of "All types" is used for its text.

Table 6

The "Cust Type" dimension has an asterisk (*) as its break value. Each subtotal row has an
asterisk in this column.

Subtotaling can be controlled for each column within the table. Notice that the only column that
includes subtotal values is the "Total" column. It reflects the total of all regions for the table
row. Subtotaling was not requested for the individual region columns.
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New Table Wizard
The New Table Wizard is invoked any time a new table is started and it will step through 4
screens to assist in the creation of most tables.

If you choose to create a new table without selecting a view first, you will be prompted to Select
an Existing View. If you do not select an existing view the SQL will be embedded in the Table.

From the
Viewpoint
Explorer, highlight
a view or table in
the list on the right
and then select
File\New\Table

-or-

Right-click the
desired view or
table and select
New\Table from
the drop down
menu.

-or-

From the menu
bar on the Design
View display or
the Table
Designer, select
File\New\Table

NOTE:
A table cannot be created using a script view.
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Step 1 - Table Description
The first step of the New Table Wizard is to specify a title for the new table.

Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Next button to go to Step 2. Press the
Finish button to complete the table and go directly to the Table Designer screen.

Options

Title - Specify a title for the table. When working with Sequel objects (Viewpoint Explorer), the
title is the 'description' of the table object.

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 2 - Table Dimensions
The second step of the New Table Wizard is to define the dimension field(s) for the table. Drag
fields from the View Results section and drop them in the Dimension box.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 1. Press the
Next button to go to Step 3. Press the Finish button to complete the table and go directly to the
Table Designer screen.

Options

Dimensions - Drag fields from the Available Fields section and drop them in the Dimension box.
This will create the values that are listed 'down' the table.

Example - This graphic is a representation of a typical table. The highlighted area relates to the
element being added to the table (dimension, category, column).

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 3 - Table Category
The third step of the New Table Wizard is to define the category field(s) for the table.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 2. Press the
Next button to go to Step 4. Press the Finish button to complete the table and go directly to the
Table Designer screen.

Options

Category - Drag fields from the Available Fields section and drop them in the Category box.
This will create columns ‘across’ the table

Example - This graphic is a representation of a typical table. The highlighted area relates to the
element being added to the table (dimension, category, column).

Maximum Groups - Specify the maximum number of groups to generate based on the number
of distinct values in your category. The closer this number is to the actual number of
groups, the better the performance of your table.

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 4 - Table Columns
The fourth and final step of the New Table Wizard is to define column field(s) for the table.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 3. Press the
Finish button to complete the table and go to the Table Designer screen.

Options

Columns - Drag fields from the Available Fields section and drop them in the Columns box.
These calculations usually define totals, ranking percentages and counts.

Example - This graphic is a representation of a typical table. The highlighted area relates to the
element being added to the table (dimension, category, column).

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Table Designer Display
The Table Designer is displayed whenever an existing table is opened for modification, or as the
final step of the New Table Wizard.

Dimensions, Categories, and Columns can be added, modified or deleted. The screen is divided
into three major sections:

l The Dimensions Pane

l The Categories and Columns Pane

l The Available Fields Pane.
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There is also a menu bar and toolbar to provide access to various table design functions. The
tabs make it easy to jump from the Table Designer to the view and all its attributes.

Table Designer Menu Bar Reference
File

New Design a new View, Table, Report, Client Table, or
Client Report.

Open Open an existing Table.

Save Save a new or modified Table definition on the
System i

Save As…. Save an existing Table on the System i with
different attributes.

Save to Repository Save a Viewpoint shortcut file (.vptview) in the
Viewpoint Repository

Import Import a Query Definition, QM Query, or QM
Form.

Display Results Display the current Table results.

Save Results As. Save the current Table results locally, as a physical
file or as a System i document.

Send Results To Send the current Table results via E-mail or FTP.

Print Print the current Table results locally or on the
System i.

Properties Display or modify the Table Attributes.

Print SQL Statement Print the SQL statement for the view.

Exit Close the Design View display.
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Edit

Cut Cut the highlighted SQL and place on the
clipboard.

Copy Copy to the clipboard the highlighted SQL.

Paste Paste the contents of the clipboard into the SQL
window.

Delete Delete the highlighted section.

Select All Highlight the entire SQL statement.

Auto Join Join files using SQLJOINDB values.

View

SQL Statement Open the SQL tab.

Files & Fields Open the Files and Fields tab.

Variables Open the Variables tab.

Table Open the Table tab.

Joblog View the session joblog.

Toolbars Display or hide the Design and Results Tools.

Options

Edit Library List Add or remove libraries on the library list.

Font Open the Font dialog to change the look of the
SQL statement.

Viewpoint Options Set Viewpoint Options.

Sequel Defaults Display or modify User Defaults.

Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint Help System.

About Viewpoint Display the current version of Viewpoint.

Defining Table Dimensions
Dimensions can be modified, deleted or added very easily using the Edit Dimension screen
below. Use one of the procedures below.
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Right click on an existing dimension and
choose Edit Dimension from the drop
down menu.

You can also double click an existing
Dimension.

Right click anywhere in the Dimensions Pane
and choose New Dimension from the drop
down menu.

TIP:
A quick alternative is to simply click and drag a field from the Available Fields box and drop
it into the Dimensions box.

The Edit Dimension display will list the properties for an existing dimension or it will be blank
when creating a new dimension.

Use this display to create or change the definition for a dimension. You can create and change
all aspects of the dimension definition.

Options

Dimension - Specify a name for the new dimension.

Length - Specify the length and precision for the dimension column. The length must conform to
these rules:
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l Character fields must have a length between 1 and 120

l Numeric fields must have a length (1-31) followed by a comma and the number of decimal
places.

l Numeric values can be represented in floating point (scientific) notation by indicating
SINGLE or DOUBLE for their length.

Editing - Use the drop down list to select the type of editing to apply to a numeric field. Each
option in the list has it's own settings. See Field Editing on page 275 for field editing
options.

Break - Indicate whether subtotals are to be generated for this dimension. Use the drop down
list to select the option. The ‘yes’ value will create a subtotal row for each value in the
dimension. This selection is ignored if the current dimension is the right-most dimension in
the table-each row is already a subtotal row for that dimension. Example Table 6
demonstrates subtotaling for the outermost dimension.

Break Value - Type a value that should appear in this column when a subtotal row or the grand
total row is generated. If the dimension is a character column, the value must be enclosed
in quotes. If it is numeric, it must be valid numeric value. If the entry field is left blank, this
column’s value for total rows will be set to blanks or zeros, depending on its field type.

Column Heading - Up to three column headings can be entered. Place a heading on any one, two
or all three lines. Do not surround the column headings with quotation marks. Use the
special value *BLANK to create a blank line.

IF(compare) / THEN(assign) - The IF(compare) / THEN(assign) rules decide which database rows
(if any) will be grouped together and how they will be labeled as table rows. During
tabulation, each comparison statement is evaluated against every record returned by the
view. If the comparison result is "true", the record will be placed into the table row
created by the corresponding assignment statement. A single record can participate in
several table rows if it causes several "true" results among the dimension’s compare:assign
statements.

Enter or change expressions on the display by typing directly onto the entry lines. If your
expression is longer than the entry line, or you need additional assistance in creating the
statement, you can access an extended entry display by double clicking the IF or THEN
entry line. This will display either the Comparison Expression Editor, or the Assignment
Expression Editor.

Comparison Expression Editor
Specify a valid comparison by entering an expression on the ‘Compare’ line. You can create
comparisons between database fields, numeric or character values, or expressions that combine
fields and values. All Sequel comparison operators except LIKE can be used in the comparison.
Enter calculations and comparisons following the standard Sequel rules.

*NONE comparison
Leave the comparison field blank or use the special value *NONE to indicate that no comparison
is to take place. If you do, the assignment statement will be applied to all records returned by
the view.
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*OTHER comparison
The special value *OTHER can be used as a comparison expression to create an ‘Else’ condition.
A *OTHER comparison will return "true" if none of the preceding comparisons has generated a
"true" result. If the comparison list includes a previous *OTHER test, only the set of
comparisons since the previous *OTHER will be checked.

Assignment Expression Editor
Use the ‘Assign’ entry field to create values that will appear in the table rows for this dimension
column. The assignment entry must conform to the standard rules for Sequel expressions. In
addition, it must create a result that is compatible with the character or numeric nature of the
dimension column as shown at the top of the display.

The assignment statement is often simply a field name. This causes the field’s value in each
database record to be copied directly into a table row. There will be a separate table row for
each unique field value retrieved from the view. Records with identical field values will be
grouped together into one table row. Simple field assignment creates the "non-total" rows
containing customer type (CTYPE) values in Example Table 1 and Example Table 3 and the
region (REGON) values in Example Table 2.
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If the assignment statement is a literal value then all records that test "true" in the comparison
will be placed into a single row in the result. The assignments shown below will place all records
that satisfy the comparison tests into one of two rows – "Retail" or "Wholesale". See Example
Table 6 for the results.

Defining Table Categories
Categories can be modified, copied, deleted or added very easily using the Edit Category screen
below. Use one of the procedures below.
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Right click on an existing Category and choose Edit
Category from the drop down menu.

You can also double click an existing Category.

Right click anywhere in the Categories
Pane and choose New Category from
the drop down menu.

TIP:
A quick alternative is to simply click and drag a field from the Available Fields box and drop
it into the first available Category Field box.

The Edit Category display will list the properties for an existing Category or it will be blank
when creating a new Category.

Use this display to create or change the definition for a table category. You can create and
change all aspects of the category definition.

Options

Category - Specify a name for the new category or edit an existing category.

Comparison - The comparison expression determines which database records (if any) qualify for
the category. It will be evaluated as each record is returned by the view. If the result is
"true", the category’s prefix and/or suffix expression is evaluated so that the record can
be assigned to the proper group of columns. These columns’ calculations are performed
using values from the record. If your expression is longer than the entry line, or you need
additional assistance in creating the comparison statement, you can access the extended
selection prompt by pressing the Comparison (‘…’) button.
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Column Prefix / Column Suffix - These expressions create a series of characters that are placed
at the beginning (prefix) or end (suffix) of the category’s column names. As the table is
generated, the prefix or suffix values is applied to the internal field that is created for each
of the columns. This allows each column to have a unique field name. Also, if a file was
created with the table results, the prefix and suffix values ensures that each column in the
new file has a unique field name.

Prefix/suffix expressions must create a character result. The DIGITS, SUBSTRING, and
concatenation functions can be especially valuable in extracting and converting database
values to meaningful names.

When the expressions are evaluated, the prefix, column name, and suffix are concatenated
to create a "finished" column name for the category. Some additional adjustments may be
required.

l Blanks within a column name are replaced by underscore ( _ ) characters.

l If the column name is longer than 10 characters, only the leftmost 10 characters
will be used to determine its name. The first 30 characters will determine the field’s
alias name and will be used in determining unique columns in the table.

l If the column name is identical to another one in the table, it is changed to
RENAMEDxxx. (xxx begins at 001 and is incremented each time).

When a new category is created, the prefix expression value will be empty. If the category
name is the same as a view field name, the suffix expression will return the field value in
character form. This will automatically create separate column groups for each field value
returned by the view.

Description - This expression creates a character value that is appended to column headings
within the category. It lets you add descriptive text to further characterize a category’s
columns.

The expression is evaluated using values from the first record that qualifies for the
column. The result will become the last line of the column heading. If the column already
has three heading lines, this value will be appended to the last line.
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Maximum Number of Column Groups - If the category includes a prefix and/or suffix
expression, it can create several groups of columns, depending on the expression results.
Use the value in this field to limit the number of column groups that can be created for
the category. Column groups are created as records are processed from the view. The
order of the records in the view will determine which columns are created. Once the
maximum number of groups has been created, other groups that would be created by the
category’s prefix/suffix expressions will be ignored. Note: The closer this number is to the
actual number of groups, the better the performance of your table.

Minimum Number of Column Groups - Set this value to ensure the number of columns to be
generated.

Column (name) - Displays the column field used for the category creation.

Total - Creates a grand total value that accumulates the calculation result for all the rows in the
table. The grand total row will be placed at the end of the table. If one or more ‘Break’
dimensions are defined, subtotal values will also be created.

Percent - An additional column showing the calculation result as a percent of total will be
created. Percent of total will be returned with two digits of precision and appropriate
column heading and editing. The percent of total column will have the same name as the
calculated column with a leading ‘$$’. If one or more ‘Break’ dimensions are defined, a
percent of subtotal column will also be created. It will have the same name as the
calculated column with a leading ‘$’.

Rank - An additional column showing the calculation result’s rank relative to other table rows
will be created. The ascending or descending order of the ranking is conditioned by the
rightmost indicator below the "Rank" heading.

Rank Order - Use a ‘D’ to rank the list in descending order so that the highest value receives a
ranking value of 1. Use an ‘A’ to rank the list in ascending order so that the lowest value
receives a ranking value of 1. The ranking column will have the same name as the
calculated column with a leading ‘##’. If one or more ‘Break’ dimensions are defined, a
rank relative to subtotal will also be created. It will have the same name as the calculated
column with a leading ‘#’.

Category Assignment Expression Editor
Enter or change the comparison expression by typing directly onto the entry line. Your
comparison can reference database fields, numeric or character values, or expressions that
combine fields and values. All Sequel comparison operators except LIKE can be used in the
comparison.

Leave the comparison field blank or use the special value *NONE to indicate that no
comparison is to take place. If you do, all records returned by the view will be included in the
category.
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Defining Table Columns
Columns can be modified, deleted or added very easily using the Edit Column screen below. Use
one of the procedures below.

Right click on an existing Column and
choose Edit Column from the drop down
menu.

Right click anywhere in the Columns Pane and
choose New Column from the drop down
menu.

TIP:
A quick alternative is to simply click and drag a field from the Available Fields box and drop
it into the first available Column Field box.

The Edit Column display will list the properties for an existing Column or it will be blank when
creating a new Column.
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Use this display to create or change the definition for a table column. You can create and change
all aspects of the column definition.

Options

Column - Specify a name for the new dimension.

Length - Specify the length and precision of the column. The length must conform to these
rules:

l -Character fields must have a length between 1 and 120

l -Numeric fields must have a length (1-31) followed by a comma and the number of
decimal places.

l -Numeric values can be represented in floating point (scientific) notation by indicating
SINGLE or DOUBLE for their length.

Editing - Use the drop down list to select the type of editing to apply to a numeric field. Each
option in the list has it's own settings. See Field Editing on page 275 for field editing
options.

Assignment - The assignment expression determines the operation that take place each time a
record is retrieved by the view. Enter or change expressions on the display by typing
directly onto the entry lines. If your expression is longer than the entry line, or you need
additional assistance in creating the statement, you can access the expression editor
display by pressing the ‘…’ button.

The assignment statement must conform to the standard rules for Sequel expressions. In
addition, it must create a result that is compatible with the character or numeric nature of
the column as shown by its length.

Calculation statements can include references to view fields, literals, and other calculated
column names. If a calculated result has the same name as a view field, future references
will cause the column’s value to be used, not the view field. Several functions and
operators are available for expressions as well as subtotaling functions.

Column Heading - Up to three column headings can be entered. Supply the values you want on
the three lines of the prompt. You can choose to place a heading on any one, two, or all
three lines. Do not surround the column headings with quotation marks.

Use the special value *BLANK if you want a column heading line specifically left blank.
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Column Assignment Expression Editor
The Expression Editor allows for easy access to available fields and functions for column
assignment. Fields and functions can be dragged and dropped into the editor. Use the operator
buttons (+, -, *, /, etc.) to insert these items into the expression.

Functions and Operators
The table designer is capable of evaluating expressions involving numeric, alphabetic, and
operators. The tables below show the operators and functions you can use in table calculations.
Several functions allowed in standard Sequel Viewpoint statements are not supported by the
table designer. The table below shows all functions allowed. The syntax and usage rules are
consistent with their Sequel Viewpoint statement counterparts. Refer to the explanation and
examples in the Viewpoint Functions section.
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Subtotaling Functions
Column calculations can also reference the subtotaling functions: SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX, and
COUNT. The table below describes the aggregate functions available:

These functions create results for each row in the table by including values from each database
record that belongs to the row. For instance, a calculation that uses the SUM function will
accumulate the indicated field for each record that qualifies for a given table row.

Aggregate functions can be used in expressions with constants, field names, and other aggregate
functions.

SUM function
The SUM function computes a total. It operates on an expression of view fields and/or literal
values. The simplest expression is just a field name (e.g. SUM(AMTDU)). The expression is
calculated for each record retrieved from the view and added to the previous result for the
table row(s) that the record belongs to. The result is the accumulated value of the expression for
all the records in the row.

AVG function
The AVG function returns the average of all the values included a table row. It operates on an
expression of view fields and/or literal values. The expression is calculated for each record
retrieved from the view and averaged into the proper table row(s). The result is the average
value of the expression for all the records in the row.

COUNT function
The count function (COUNT(*)) works like its counterpart in the Sequel SELECT clause. It
returns the number of records that are included in each table row. Each time a record is
retrieved from the view and incorporated into the table row, the count column is incremented
by 1. The result is the total number of records that comprise each row of the table.

MIN/MAX functions
The MIN and MAX functions also work like their SELECT counterparts. The expression result is
calculated for each record retrieved from the view. The smallest (MIN) or largest (MAX) value
for all records included in a table row will be stored in the table.

Table Properties
Choose the Properties option from the Table Designer File menu, or the Sequel Properties
option from the Viewpoint Explorer File menu to display table properties.

Use the Print Definition Button to produce a hard copy of the table definition.

Table attributes will remain unchanged from your previous request for the table.
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Options

Title - Specify a title or description for the table. This value will be used in the main Viewpoint
Explorer (explorer).

Table Based On.. - Displays the View the table was built over. In design mode, this value is
display only.

Browse Button - From the Viewpoint Explorer, the view the table is based on can be changed by
typing over the values or by using the browse button to navigate to a different view.

Embedded SQL - This box is checked if the Table was not built over an existing view. The SQL is
embedded in the table object. A separate, new view can be created from the embedded
SQL.

Print Definition Button - Press the Print Definition button to see a print preview of the script
definition.

Help Button - Display the online Help system.

OK Button - Press OK to accept any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit this display without making changes.

Saving Table Definitions
The Save Table Based On dialog is displayed when the Save or Save As option is chosen from
the Table Designer Screen.

Specify a name for the Table (or leave the name unchanged if saving an existing Table), a
description or title, the public authority, and a library. A message will inform you the Table was
saved.
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Table Results
Table results display the same as a view. SeeDisplayed Results on page 59 for information on
table and view results.
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A Viewpoint Dashboard provides a quick access screen to Viewpoint objects, web pages, gauges,
and Windows programs. A Dashboard can be used to group common or often-used queries and
reports. Action buttons can be added to kick off Viewpoint scripts or other processes. Add
images and text elements to customize the look of your dashboard anyway you like.

Dashboards are run using Viewpoint (Explorer screen or Viewpoint shortcut), or with a web
browser. Review the topic on Web Compatibility if you want to design a dashboard for web
access. When opened, all items in the Dashboard are 'turned on' and run.

Dashboards can be saved in two formats (and locations): locally on your PC as a Viewpoint
shortcut file, or as a user space object (USRSPC) on the System i.

Dashboard Web Compatibility
Dashboards can be displayed two ways: natively on your PC using Viewpoint (Explorer screen or
Viewpoint shortcut), or using a web browser in conjunction with Sequel Software's Sequel Web
Interface (SWI) product.

Dashboards must be saved as user space objects (USRSPC) if you wish to display them in SWI.

Each format supports various elements—some with limitations. Special consideration is required
when designing dashboards depending on the format you want to use, and the way you want to
view them.

Dashboards must be saved as user space objects (USRSPC) in order to display them in SWI.
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Displayed In:
Saved As

Viewpoint
Shortcut File or
User Space

SWI
User Space

Views, Host and Client
Tables, Script Views, Host
and Client Reports (CRO),
Drill-Down Applications
Scripts

Via an Action Button. Via an Action Button.

Chartsa

Action Buttonsb

To launch views and
tables, or to refresh
and reprompt. (will
not launch .exe files)

Textb

Web Pages

Gauges

Graphics

See note about
file location.

Windows Objects

Not executables.

See note about
file location.

a.) When displayed in SWI, legends for bar charts with a single data series, will be converted to labels.

b.) Due to browser font availability, sizing, and screen resolution, some text in action buttons and
text boxes will display differently in SWI than they did when designed.

File Location
Graphics (gif, jpg), and Windows objects (non-executable) used in dashboards designed for web
access (using SWI) must be stored on the IFS of the System i.

When creating your dashboards for the web, (SWI or SWS) copy these files to the IFS -
\\systemi\root\sequel\swi\dashboards - and add them to your dashboard from this location.(see
the note below if you are using a Sequel Web Server)

If you choose to save these files to a different location, and you are using Firefox, you must
change (or create) settings in your Firefox User.js file.

The User.js file is in your profile folder. On Windows it is generally:

AppData\Mozilla\Firefox\Profiles\xxxxxxxx.default\, where xxxxxxxx is a
random string of 8 characters.
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The User.js is a text file and can be edited using Wordpad or Notepad. Make sure the file
contains the following lines:

user_pref("capability.policy.policynames",
"localfilelinks");

user_pref("capability.policy.localfilelinks.sites",
"http://www.sequel-software.com");

user_pref
("capability.policy.localfilelinks.checkloaduri.enabled",
"allAccess");

You can list multiple entries in the sites line—just separate with spaces like so:

user_pref("capability.policy.localfilelinks.sites",
"http://www.helpsystems.com http://www.sequel-
software.com");

NOTE:
If using a Sequel Web Server, copy the same files to the following location on the server:
C:\Program Files
(x86)\SEQUEL\SEQUELWebServer\webapps\Sequel\dashboards.
The dashboard reference to the IFS is automatically redirected to the SWS server path
when displaying the dashboard via SWS.

Create a New Dashboard
A Viewpoint Dashboard is created by inserting Viewpoint objects, web pages, action buttons,
gauges, and windows objects (programs) into a blank Dashboard display.

To enhance the look of your Dashboard, add text boxes, graphics, and hide Viewpoint object
Menu/Tool bars and borders, and much more.
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To create a new Dashboard, start Viewpoint and double-click the Sequel Dashboard icon on the
New tab.

You will be presented with a blank Dashboard screen in 'Design Mode'.

Notes:
l Special consideration is required when designing dashboards depending on the format you

want to use, and the way you want to view them. See Dashboard Web Compatibility on
page 325 for more on this.

l The Insert menu option is only available in design mode.

l Dashboards for use in repository mode are supported in Viewpoint ONLY if they are
created in Repository mode. Currently, dashboards created in one mode are not
supported in another.

Insert Menu
Each of the items above are added using the Menu
Bar options,

or Right-Click Menus and are explained
below with their associated dialogs and
screens.

All objects, once inserted, can be individually moved and resized inside the Dashboard screen.

Add a Viewpoint Object
Use one of the methods above to select the Insert\Sequel Object option (see Insert Menu on
page 328).
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The Select Sequel Objects window allows you to navigate to the View, Table or Report you want
to add to the Dashboard. Use the System drop-down to select objects from different systems
(System i) on your network.

Select the desired Viewpoint object, and press Open to add the object.

In Repository Mode:
Navigate through the repository folders to select a viewpoint object.

Press Select to add the object.

NOTE:
In repository mode, all Viewpoint objects must be in the same repository. Cross-repository
objects are not supported.

Add a Web Page
Use one of the methods above to select the Insert\Sequel Object option (see Insert Menu on
page 328).
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The Web Browser window allows you to enter the URL for the web page you want to add to the
Dashboard.

Enter the desired web address, and press OK to add the page.

Add a Windows Object
Use one of the methods above to select the Insert\Sequel Object option (see Insert Menu on
page 328).

Use the External Program screen to enter the name of the program you want to add to the
Dashboard.

Enter the name of the desired program, (or use the Browse button to navigate to the program)
and press OK to add to the page.

Add an Action Button
Use one of the methods above to select the Insert\Sequel Object option (see Insert Menu on
page 328).

The Action Button window allows you to create a button to run a selected object or command.
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Add text, and chose the font style and color for the button. You can also set the font as a default
for future design.

Use the Sequel Object or Windows Object buttons to select the object the Action Button will
run.

Press OK to add the Action Button to the Dashboard.

NOTE:
The results of the Action Button will generate a separate window outside of the Dashboard
window. This is a good method to use in order to run a script, launch a web page, or open an
Excel spreadsheet.

Add a Text Box
Use one of the methods above to select the Insert\Sequel Object option (see Insert Menu on
page 328).

Create a text box with the Dashboard Text screen. Set the font, style and colors for the text you
want to add to the Dashboard. You can also set the font as a default for future design.

Press OK to add the text box.

Add a Graphic
Use one of the methods above to select the Insert\Sequel Object option (see Insert Menu on
page 328).

The Dashboard Graphic screen allows you to enter the name of the graphic file you want to add
to the Dashboard.
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Enter the name of the desired graphic, (or use the Browse button to navigate to the graphic) and
press OK to add to the page.

Snap to Grid
To help align objects as they are added and moved, you can turn on snap-to-grid. On the menu
select Options \ Snap to Grid. This option is a toggle.

The designer will now display a dot-grid.

You can change the grid spacing by selecting Options \ Grid Spacing from the menu.

Enter the spacing in pixels and press OK.

Add a Gauge
Because a gauge is based on the results of a view or table, make sure you have added either of
these Sequel Objects to your dashboard before you add a gauge. The view or table results
window can be hidden inside the dashboard.

Once you have your view or table results, use one of the methods above to select the
Insert=Gauge option.

This will start the New Gauge Wizard, which will guide you through six steps to create your
gauge and add it to your dashboard.

Step 1 - Select a Gauge Type
The first step is to choose your gauge type: Radial (shown below), Horizontal, Vertical, Digital
Panel, or Custom Image. Within each type you can select from a number of different styles.

Use the radio buttons on the left to choose the gauge type, and then select a style by clicking
one of the sample images displayed on the right.
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Press Next to continue to the next step of the process.

Step 2 - Select Source Values
The next step is to choose the data values from your view or table that will be used by your
gauge.

Select a value,or a range of values from your view results. You can also indicate minimum and
maximum values by selecting from the view or entering by hand.
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Press Next to continue to the next step of the process.

Step 3 - Format Labels
The next step allows you to customize the labels that are displayed in your gauge.

Check the boxes to select or deselect the main value, reference bar and labels. You can specify
the label step (the incremental value) andedit the label values.

Press Next to continue to the next step of the process.

Step 4 - Data Ranges
In this step you can add color to the gauge value scale based on a data range.

For instance, the band under the needle between 0 and 5 can be red, 5 to 10 blue, and so on.
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Press Next to continue to the next step of the process.

Step 5 - Gauge Colors
Use this panel to specify a color scheme which will change most of the elements of the gauge.

You can use the other options to change the border, inside color, add an image file and set the
indicator or cap color.

Press Next to continue to the next step of the process.

Step 6 - Gauge Format
All the gauge styles have a background (the gauge below has a square, white background).

Use the color selector to change the background.
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Press Finish to complete your gauge.

Place the Gauge in the Dashboard
When the wizard process is finished, you will be able to place and move your gauge anywhere
within the dashboard.

Hide the Data
Sometimes you may want to see just the gauge and not the view that selects the data.

To do this, select the Hidden Data option on the menu. You will be presented with a list of all
views and tables currently in the dashboard. Choose the view or table associated with your
gauge. This feature is not limited to just views and gauges—any view results window can be
hidden.
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Here is the completed gauge in the dashboard:

Dashboard Properties
Use one of the methods above to select the Insert\Sequel Object option (see Insert Menu on
page 328).

The Dashboard Properties window lists all objects in the dashboard. From this screen you can
change the dashboard title, dashboard background color, object load order, and the system or
library value for a Sequel object.
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Enter the title and select the background color for the Dashboard in the Dashboard Properties
screen.

Options

Dashboard Title - Overwrite or add a dashboard title.

Workspace (background) Color - Use the drop-down to open a color pallet.

Change Sequel object load order: Highlight a Sequel object, and use the up or down arrows to
move the object in the list.

Change Sequel object System and/or Library values: Highlight a Sequel object (or use Ctl-click
for multiple objects), and press the Change button.

Using the Change System/Library window, specify a new library or system for the
selected object(s).

You will see a message if you select an invalid library, or if the object does not
exist in the new system/library.

The changed values will update in the properties display for the selected objects.
Press OK to apply the changes or Cancel to undo changes.
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WARNING:
Warning: If you change the system or library value for a view or table that has a dependent
graph or gauge, you should recreate the graph or gauge to ensure it is linked to the correct
cell range of the new view or table.

OK - Press to apply any changes.

Edit an Existing Dashboard
User Space Object
To edit an existing dashboard saved as a user space (on the System i), navigate to the object in
the Viewpoint Explorer, right-click the object and select Open.

The dashboard will open in ‘Design Mode’.

Shortcut File
To edit an existing dashboard saved as a shortcut, locate the vpt file on your desktop, or navigate
to the vpt file on your local drive. Right click the file, and select Design from the menu.

The Dashboard will open in 'Design Mode'. (the Insert menu option is only available in design mode)

You can make changes by adding new objects, as described in the section for creating a New
Dashboard, by deleting existing objects, or by modifying existing objects (described below).

After making any changes or additions select File\Save (or Save As) on the Menu Bar to save the
new Dashboard definition.

Edit Text
Right-click the text object and select Edit from the menu.
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Use the Text dialog to change the font, style and color.

Press OK to make the change.

Edit Graphic
Graphics cannot be truly edited. You need to use the original program that created the graphic
to make changes to the picture. Right-click the graphic object and select one of the options from
the menu that can be applied to the graphic.

Change Background
Right-click anywhere on the background to select Properties from the menu.

Use the Properties dialog to change the title and pick a different color for the background.
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Press OK to make the change.

Copy and Paste Objects
This feature is only available for Graphics, Text, and Actions Buttons.

Right-click and select Copy.

Right-click anywhere else in the designer and select Paste.
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Move the new object anywhere in the designer.

Delete Objects
For Text and Graphics:

Right-click and select Delete from the menu.

For Sequel Objects, Web Pages and Windows Objects:

Press the Close Window Button in the upper right hand corner of the object window.
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Move/Resize Object Windows
Simply grab the title bar of an object and drag to a new position.

To resize, grab a window border or the lower-right corner and drag to a new size.

Object Properties
You can right-click the title bar for any object to access the object properties. This will provide
information about the object's name and where it came from.

Auto Refresh
Right-click the title bar for Viewpoint Views or web pages and select Auto Refresh from the
menu.

dash auto refresh
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Enter a number of seconds for the refresh value, or zero for no refresh. Press OK to apply the
change.

Hide Menu/Toolbar and Borders
Right-click the title bar for any Viewpoint object to select the Hide Menu/Toolbar and/or Hide
Borders option.

You will see effect of the Hide Menu/Toolbar option in the designer and at runtime. The effect
of the Hide Borders option is only visible at runtime.
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Below, you can see a view with both options applied, a view with only the menu and toolbar
hidden, and the graph without either option applied.

NOTE:
When opening a dashboard (on the PC) for design, Viewpoint "uses" the System i defined by
the first reference to a Sequel object in the dashboard, and will allow you to save the
dashboard to that iSeries (if supported). If no Viewpoint objects are referenced, it uses the
system as defined in the Viewpoint Defaults on the PC.

Preview in a Browser
If you are designing dashboards for browser viewing, you can see how the dashboard will look in
a browser. This feature is only available if you have Sequel Web Interface (SWI) configured.

1. First, select Options \ Preview URL from the design menu.

2. Enter the correct URL for your SWI server. Viewpoint will attempt to guess the URL
based on the IBM i you are connected to in your current design session. You may have to
ask an administrator for this information.
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Press OK when the address is correct.

3. From the menu, select File \ Preview in Browser.

The dashboard displays in a browser.

Dashboard Menu Bar Reference
File

New Create a New Dashboard.

Open Open an existing Dashboard.

Save Save a new or modified Dashboard definition.

Save As Save an existing Dashboard with different attributes.

Save to
Repository

Save a new or modified dashboard to the Viewpoint
Repository.

Preview in
Browser

Preview the dashboard in SWI.

Properties Set the Dashboard title and background color.

Copy to Clipboard Copy the Dashboard to the clipboard as a graphic.

Exit Close the Dashboard display or design window.

Insert

Sequel Object Insert a Sequel View, Table, or Report.

Graphic Insert a graphic object.

Text Insert a text box.

Web Page Insert a Web page URL.

Windows Object Insert a Windows program.

Action Button Insert an Action Button.

Gauge Insert a Gauge.

Options

Snap to Grid Toggle on/off to assist in object layout..

Grid Spacing Set the size of the grid in pixels.

Preview URL Set the URL to preview the dashboard in SWI.

Hidden Data

View Name(s) Display a list of views that can be hidden or revealed.
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Help

Contents Open the Table of Contents tab of the online help.

Index Open the Index tab of the online help.

About Web Compatibility

Web Compatibility Help.

Dashboard Right-Click Menu Reference
Insert

Sequel Object Insert a Sequel View, Table, or Report.

Graphic Insert a graphic object.

Text Insert a text box.

Web Page Insert a Web page URL.

Windows Object Insert a Windows program.

Action Button Insert an Action Button.

Gauge Insert a Gauge.

Properties
Set the Dashboard title and background color.

On a Sequel Object

Bring to Front Bring the object to the front of an overlapping
object.

Send to Back Send the current object behind.an overlapped object.

Hide Data Hide or reveal results window.

Hide Menu/Toolbar Select to hide or reveal the Menu and Toolbar.

Hide Border at
Runtime

Select to hide the object border. (you will only see
this change at runtime)

Auto Refresh Specify in seconds when to refresh the data.

Properties Open the view properties display.

On a Graphic Object
Copy Copy the graphic to the clipboard.
Paste Paste a copied graphic to the dashboard.
Delete Delete the graphic.

Set as Background Set the graphic as a full screen background.
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Bring to Front Bring the object to the front of an overlapping
object.

Send to Back Send the current object behind an overlapped
object.

Properties Display the graphic name and location.

On a Text Object
Copy Copy the text object to the clipboard.
Paste Paste a copied text object to the dashboard.
Edit Edit the text object.

Delete Delete the text object.

Bring to Front Bring the object to the front of an
overlapping object.

Send to Back Send the current object behind an overlapped
object.

On a Web Page

Bring to Front Bring the object to the front of an overlapping
object.

Send to Back Send the current object behind an overlapped
object.

Auto Refresh Specify in seconds when to refresh the data.

Properties Display the URL for the web page..

On a Windows Object

Bring to Front Bring the object to the front of an overlapping
object.

Send to Back Send the current object behind an overlapped
object.

Properties Display the name of the Windows program.

On an Action Button
Copy Copy the action button to the clipboard.
Paste Paste a copied action button to the

dashboard.
Edit Edit the text object.

Delete Delete the text object.

Test Action Press to test the Action Button.
Bring to Front Bring the object to the front of an overlapping

object.
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Send to Back Send the current object behind an overlapped
object.

On a Gauge
Copy Copy the gauge to the clipboard.
Paste Paste a copied gauge to the dashboard.
Delete Delete the text object.

Bring to Front Bring the object to the front of an overlapping
object.

Send to Back Send the current object behind an overlapped
object.

Properties Open the gauge wizard to review/change
settings.

Saving Dashboard Definitions
Dashboards can be saved in two formats (and three locations) in Host mode: locally on your PC,
or in the Viewpoint Repository as a Viewpoint shortcut file, or as a user space object (USRSPC)
on the System i. In Repository mode, dashboards are saved to the IFS.

A shortcut file can be displayed only on a PC that has Viewpoint installed. It is most often saved
to the desktop for easy access and execution.

A user space object is the format of all the other Viewpoint objects (such as views, reports,
tables, and applications), and is saved on the System i. This format has many benefits, including:

l Accessible to all Viewpoint users

l Can be included in System i backup routines

l Easier management and deployment

l Display using Viewpoint, or in a web browser using Sequel Web Interface (SWI).

Each format supports various elements—some with limitations. Special consideration is required
when designing dashboards depending on the format you want to use, and the way you want to
view them.

Save as a User Space on the System i
The Save Sequel Dashboard As dialog is displayed when the Save or Save As System i Object
option is chosen from the Dashboard Design Menu.

Specify a name for the Dashboard (leave the name unchanged if saving an existing Dashboard), a
description or title, the public authority, and a library. Press the Save button. A message will
inform you the Dashboard was saved.
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Save as a Shortcut file on the PC
The Save As dialog is displayed when the Save or Save As PC Object option is chosen from the
Dashboard Design Menu.

Navigate to a location, and enter a name for the Dashboard (leave the name unchanged if saving
an existing Dashboard). Press the Save button. A message will inform you the Dashboard was
saved.

Save to the Viewpoint Repository
The Viewpoint Repository is a new feature in Sequel 11 that provides a centralized location to
manage objects, automate processes and share results using a web browser.

The Repository is available via the Sequel Web Interface (provided a Sequel Web Server is
installed and configured).

To save a link to your dashboard (as a shortcut file), use the following steps:
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Steps

1. To save to the repository, select the File \ Save to Repository from the dashboard design
screen.

2. Navigate to the to the repository ‘root’ located at: \\IBM_i_
name\root\sequel\swi\repository.

3. Select the root, or a folder listed under the root for your result files. Enter a file name and
press Select to continue.

A new user space is created in your default repository library (usually SEQUELREPO), along
with a shortcut file in the repository on the IFS.

The new shortcut file is linked to the copy of the original dashboard saved in your default
repository library, not the original view you started with.
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Scripting Features

Occasionally, the need arises to create a multiple step job stream in order to complete a
complex task. Viewpoint’s Scripting function allows you to include multiple commands in a script
definition, thus avoiding the technical requirements of writing CL programs. In fact, script
definitions could be used to replace most CL programs used for running Sequel functions. Scripts
provide a means for running a multiple step process interactively or in batch from Viewpoint,
from the Sequel Web Interface, or from classic Sequel at a command line.

Script definitions are created using the Viewpoint Script Designer or by importing commands
from a CL source member. The Script Designer allows you to create, change and view your
script definition. You define and change the script using a combination of direct entry, pull down
menus and tool bar. With the Script Designer, you can even test the script by running it one step
at a time while you work on it.

When the definition step is completed, the script can be saved in a library with the name you
provide. Like other Viewpoint objects, script definitions can be run interactively or submitted to
batch using the RUNSCRIPT command.

Summary of Features:
l Script definitions allow multiple step processes to be linked together without writing a

program.

l The Script definition process does not require a compile step.

l Scripts may be run or modified from the Viewpoint Explorer display.

l Sequel variables can be passed to multiple command steps within the script without
writing a CL program.

l CL source members can be imported into script definitions.

l Script definitions can be written to a source member.

l Script definitions can be run in a "step mode" to analyze each command while in the
design process.

l CL-like programming features such as: code loops, internal variable declaration,
conditional expressions, and more.

l Script Views, a special type of script, create a single result set of data that can be directed
to different outputs as easily as a view.

NOTE:
Most script examples in this chapter have been reformatted so the full lines can be read in
this help system. Your displays will be slightly different in appearance.
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Viewpoint Scripting Overview
Scripts (standard)
If you know how to solve complicated problems by reducing them to a series of relatively
simple problems, you already know most of what you need to take advantage of Viewpoint
scripting. While the concepts behind scripting may come more easily to programmers and
‘power’ users, anyone willing to learn a few Sequel commands and some basic command
concepts will quickly learn how to create very useful Viewpoint scripts.

The simplest scripts will just automate a series of commands that someone might enter on a
command line. While simple, these basic scripts will help many users connect 2 or 3 related
Sequel functions used to produce a report. But the real value of scripting is found in its ability to
run a series of commands that depend on user input to perform the desired function. A typical
example might be a month end process where several reports require the same date range.

The most important concept in scripting involves the idea of passing variable information from a
Viewpoint-generated prompt screen to the commands used throughout the script. Viewpoint
takes care of the programming details leaving you free to list the required commands and
supply the proper variable names as needed by the various commands.

Script variables are defined exactly like the familiar runtime prompting variables used in
Viewpoint views. Variable definitions require just a variable name, length, type attribute and
prompt text to be fully functional. Script commands that must be supplied with user input are
entered into the script and reference the required variables by name in any parameter that
needs the user input.

Because script variables can be supplied to any command parameter, Viewpoint scripting can
perform tasks that previously required programmer assistance. In addition, a script can be
designed and tested as an interactive process and then, without modification, placed into
production to run in a batch environment. Viewpoint handles the details of collecting user input
from an interactive prompt and making that input available to the batch process.

Viewpoint script definitions can be created and run from the Viewpoint Explorer just like other
views and reports. Therefore, special menus do not have to be created for users to access and
run scripts.

Script building is less cumbersome than creating CL programs and supports interactive
debugging as you work. Scripts do not require a source file or a compile step during the creation
process.

Existing CL programs can be converted to Viewpoint script definitions. When creating a script, a
source member can be specified to import source.

Script Views
Script Views combine the multi-step processing capabilities of standard scripts with the multiple
output options of a view. Script views are created in the same manner, in the same designer,
with full support for most of the same commands used in a standard script. Unlike a standard
script, and more like a view, you can right-click a script view in the Viewpoint Explorer and
select display, print, create a file and more.
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Definitions and Concepts
Viewpoint Scripting gives users a tool for creating an organized process that can be run at any
time to perform any series of functions the user wishes to include in the script. The functions to
be performed by the script are specified by entering the required commands into the script and
using runtime variables to supply command parameters with user input supplied each time the
script is run.

Commands are the standard IBM i object used to initiate almost every end user process on the
machine. Many commands are supplied by IBM with the operating system, but most IBM i
products, like Sequel, also supply commands that facilitate use of the product. Since most end
user jobs require some degree of user input to control and direct the process, commands support
a consistent parameter passing interface to meet that need. Viewpoint scripting is designed to
work with any command that can perform its function when supplied with appropriate input.
Scripting does not support commands that retrieve values and return them through parameters.
These commands can only be used within CL programs.

Parameters are the elements of a command definition that describe the types of input that the
process can accept. Each parameter specifies the type and size of the data it can accept, and also
serves as the entry mechanism for accepting the user input. Viewpoint scripting can supply any
value entered on a prompt screen to any command parameter. In Sequel commands, the
parameter of greatest interest is the ‘SET VARIABLE’ parameter. By using the ‘SETVAR’
parameter, a user can run a script and enter the required input on a single prompt screen.
Viewpoint scripting can pass the user input to each ‘SETVAR’ parameter throughout the script.
The ‘SETVAR’ parameter is the mechanism that allows the runtime variables in each Viewpoint
view or report to receive the user input it requires.

Runtime variables are the standard Sequel method for allowing users to control Viewpoint
requests at runtime. In Viewpoint views, most variables are used to control the action of the
‘WHERE’ clause in determining which records to process. With Scripting, variables can not only
be used to modify Sequel statements, but also to provide values to any parameter on any
command that can be used in scripting.

Script objects are stored as IBM i user space objects. An attribute value of SQLSCRIPT or
SQLSCRIPTP distinguishes them from views, reports, and Sequel user spaces. The attribute of
SQLSCRIPTP denotes a script with Sequel runtime variables. SQLSCRIPT user spaces do not
contain variables.

Design a New Script
Use one of the three methods below to design a new Viewpoint Script:

All of the methods below will display a blank Script Designer screen.
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From the
Viewpoint
Explorer menu
bar, select
File\New\Script.

-or-

Right Click any
object in the
right panel and
select
New\Script from
the drop down
menu.

-or-

From the menu
bar on the Script
Designer, select
File\New\Script

Design Script Display
he Viewpoint Script Designer is the work area used to create, modify and troubleshoot script
definitions.

The display is divided into three main sections:
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l The Menu Bar and Tool Bar provide access to the different scripting functions.

l The Script Editor is where new commands and comments are added and existing
commands are modified or deleted.

l The Command Preview Pane displays the full command string (wrapped). Any part of the
command can be copied to the clipboard.

You will either enter new commands to be run, enter comments, or import commands from an
existing CL source member.

Design Script Menu Bar Reference
File

SEQUEL Script Open a blank Script Design screen.

Import Import CL source member.

Save Save the script definition to the iSeries.

Save As... Save an existing script with a different name.

Toggle Script
Type

Press to toggle the script type between a Script or
a Script View.

Print Script... Print the script definition.

Exit Close the Script Design screen.

Edit

Undo Undo last action(s).

Redo Redo undone action(s).

Cut Cut the selected text and place on the clipboard.

Copy Copy to the clipboard the selected text.

Paste Paste the contents of the clipboard.
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Delete Delete the selected text.

Select All Select the entire script.

Comment Block Add comment tags to the selected line(s).

Uncomment Block Remove comment tags from the selected line(s).

Prompt Prompt the selected command.

Choose Sequel
Object

Insert a Sequel view, table, or report into the
script.

Search

Find Search the script for a text string.

Find Next Find the next occurrence of the specified text
string.

Replace Replace found text with a new text value.

Goto Line Go to a specific line number in the script.

Toggle Bookmark Add (or remove) a bookmark to a line.

Next Bookmark Jump to the next bookmark in the script.

Previous Bookmark Jump to the previous bookmark in the script.

Clear Bookmarks Clear ALL bookmarks from the script.

View

Script Open the script tab of the Design Script display.

Variables Open the variables tab of the Design Script
display.

Internal Variables Review and Edit Internal variables.

Joblog View the session Joblog.

Toolbars Display or hide the Design toolbar.

Run

Run Script Run the script.

Next Run the next step in Step Mode.

End Stop running the script.

Toggle
Breakpoint

Add (or remove) a breakpoint.

Clear all
Breakpoint

Clear ALL breakpoints from the script.

Options

Edit Library List Add or remove libraries on the library list.
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Font Open the Font dialog to change font used in the
editor.

Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint Help System.

About Viewpoint Display the current version of Viewpoint.

Adding Commands and Comments
Commands can be added by typing the command directly in the editor or by using the command
prompter. Comments are added by typing directly or by adding comment tags to a line.

Adding Commands – Typing
To enter the commands directly, simply start typing the command on a new line. This method
requires you to be familiar with the commands you need as well as the parameters for that
command. In the example below, the MONMSG and EXECUTE commands are typed directly in
the editor.

Adding Commands – Prompting
Because there are many commands that can be used in a script (not just Sequel commands),
prompting the command makes it easy to fill in any parameters. This also makes sure the syntax
of the command is correct.

First type the desired command in the editor and then press either the Prompt Button on the
tool bar, F4 on the keyboard, or choose Edit\Prompt from the menu. You will be prompted to
sign on to the command server. Provide your user name and password.
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NOTE:
When adding the SCRETURN command for a script view, be sure to use the File\Toggle
Script Type option on the design menu.

A command prompt screen similar to the one below will be displayed. Enter values for the
desired parameters. Press the OK button to return to the Script Designer. (see Prompting Commands for
more information on the command prompter)

The completed EXECUTE is shown with two parameters.

Adding Comments
Comments can be added by typing text in the editor and marking the text with comment tags.
The comment text must be preceded by a ‘slash-asterisk’ (/*) and followed by an ‘asterisk-slash’
(*/). In the example below, the tags are typed in with the text.

As an alternative, the comment tags can be added after the line is entered.
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First place the cursor on the line to comment (line 3) and then either press the Comment button
on the tool bar, or choose Edit \ Comment Block from the menu. Comment tags will be inserted
before and after the line.

In the example below, changing line 3 to a comment will ‘turn off’ the command when the script
is run.

NOTE:
Most script examples have been reformatted so the full lines can be read in this help system.
Your displays will be slightly different in appearance.

Working With Commands and Comments
Existing commands and comments can be copied, modified and deleted. All work is done in the
script editor.

Copy (and Paste)
Just like in most word processors, you can copy all or part of a line and paste it elsewhere in the
script. To copy, first highlight the text to be copied, right click with the mouse, and choose Copy
from the drop down menu. You can also press the Copy button on the tool bar or choose
Edit\Copy from the main menu.

Modify
Making changes to the script can be done by positioning the cursor to a given line and inserting
into or overtyping the line. By double clicking a line, a text box the width of the edit window and
tall enough to fit the complete command is opened. Press the Escape key to cancel any changes
made in the text box. Doing anything else will save the text from the box to the edit window.
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The command prompter can also be used to make changes. First select a line by placing your
cursor on the line and then press either the Prompt button of the tool bar, or choose Edit \
Prompt Command from the menu.

A command prompt screen similar to the one below will be displayed. Enter values for the
desired parameters. Press the OK button to return to the Script Designer. (see Prompting Commands for
more information on the command prompter)
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Delete
Deleting all or part of a line can be done simply by using the delete key. To remove more than
one character at a time, select part of line (highlight with the mouse), and press the Delete key
on the keyboard, or press the Cut button on tool bar.

NOTE:
Most script examples have been reformatted so the full lines can be read in this help system.
Your displays will be slightly different in appearance.

Prompting Commands
Any command used in scripting (not just Sequel commands) that has parameters can be entered
using the command prompter.

Enter a command in the script editor, or place your cursor on an existing command and press the
Prompt button on the tool bar, or choose Edit\Prompt from the menu.

NOTE:
Client Access Express version 5.1 is required to prompt commands.

A command prompt screen similar to the one below will be displayed. Use this screen to enter
values for the desired parameters. The Command Prompter Menu Bar provides access to
different options.
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Command Prompter Menu / Button Options
File

Cancel Close the command window without saving
changes.

Edit

Cut Clear the selected parameter.

Copy Copy selected parm to the clipboard.

Paste Paste clipboard contents to the.

Select All Select entire parameter string.

View

Advanced Show parameters that are not commonly
used.

Keywords Show the keyword for each parameter.

All Parameters Show all parameters that are available for the
command.

Command String Show the command that results from the
values currently entered.

Reset Reset the values to defaults.
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Help

How to use... Displays general prompter help.

Help Display help about the current command.

Options

Advanced Button - Shows the parameters that are not commonly used.

OK Button - Press the OK button to accept the changes made.

Cancel Button - Exit and close the screen without making changes.

Help Button - Display help about the current command.

? Button - Press the ? button and then click any field to get a list of valid values.

Inserting Viewpoint Objects into a Script
In most Scripts, commands are used in conjunction with Viewpoint objects. The ‘Choose Sequel
Object’ function allows you to easily insert a Viewpoint object into a script and apply a command
at the same time.

The process involves navigating to the desired Sequel object and selecting a command to use
with it.

1. In the script editor, position to a new line and press the Choose Sequel Object button on
the tool bar, or select Edit\Choose Sequel Object from the menu.

A navigation screen similar to the one below will be presented.

With the exception of the command drop-down list, this screen is visually and functionally
similar to the Viewpoint Explorer. You can control library lists, create a custom list, and
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alter the display columns.

2. Navigate to the library that contains your views, tables, and reports.

3. Next, highlight the desired object and then choose a command from the drop-down list.

4. Finally, press the Select button.

The chosen command, along with the Sequel object will be inserted into the script.

NOTE:
Most script examples have been reformatted so the full lines can be read in this help
system. Your displays will be slightly different in appearance.

Working With Script Lines
Because the Script Designer is a very basic text editor, working with lines is easy to do.

Add Lines
To add a line after an existing line, position the cursor at the end of the line and press the Enter
key. The cursor will move down, and to the beginning of the new line. Also, a line number will
be assigned to new line. (use the End key to move quickly to the end of a line)

To add a line before an existing line (insert), position the cursor at the beginning of the line and
press the Enter key. The line will move down, leaving a blank line. (use the Home key to move
quickly to the beginning of a line)

Delete Lines
The easiest method to delete a line, or part of a line, is to place the cursor in the line and use
the Delete key.
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To select an entire line, use the mouse to click just to the left of a given line number. This will
highlight the entire line. Press the Delete key to remove the whole line.

Move Lines
Moving lines in the Script Designer is similar to moving text in Word or Wordpad. First highlight
the line(s) to move. Then left-click with the mouse and drag the line(s) to a different location in

the editor. The cursor will look like this - . Release the mouse to place the line(s) at the cursor
position.

Copy Lines
Highlight with the mouse part of a line, or the entire line. Right-click with the mouse and choose
Copy from the drop-down menu. There is also a Copy button on the tool bar. This places the
selection on the clipboard. Paste the clipboard contents where ever desired.

TIP:
Change a command string to a comment block instead of deleting it completely. If you decide
you need the command, simply uncomment the block. Also, remember there is an Undo
button if you change your mind after performing any of the above items.

Import a CL Source Member
A quick method to create a new Script is to import commands from an existing CL source
member.

An imported source member should only contain CL command statements. Not all CL command
statements are valid as script statements. Most ineligible statements are converted to comments
on import, such as PGM, DCL, CHGVAR, IF, ELSE, ENDDO, GOTO and ENDPGM. Some source
statements may not be valid in a script but not converted to comments.

In the Script Designer, select File\Insert Source from the main menu.

A navigation screen similar to the one below will be presented. The Source Selection screen is
visually and functionally similar to the Viewpoint Explorer. You can control library lists, and
create a custom list.
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Navigate to a library that contains your source files, and select a source file to work with. All
members will be listed below the file name. Choose the appropriate member and press the
Select button. The converted source will be inserted into the script designer.

Notice in this section how comments are added to the source statements that cannot be
imported, as in lines 2 through 7.

This next section shows two commands (EXECUTE and PRINT) that were successfully imported.

Most script examples have been reformatted so the full lines can be read in this help system.
Your displays will be slightly different in appearance.

Using Runtime Variables
The most important concept in scripting involves the idea of passing variable information from a
single Viewpoint-generated prompt screen to the commands used throughout the script.
Viewpoint takes care of the programming details leaving you free to list the required commands
and supply the proper variable names as needed by the various commands.

Script variables are defined exactly like the familiar runtime prompting variables used in
Viewpoint views. Variable definitions require just a variable name, length, type attribute and
prompt text to be fully functional. Script commands that must be supplied with user input are
entered into the script and reference the required variables by name in any parameter that
needs the user input. For Sequel views, tables, and reports that require user input, the SETVAR
parameter is used to pass prompted values from the script to the view referenced in Sequel
command.

Variables used within the script definition must be defined using the Variables Tab. You can
define up to 50 different variable substitutions that can occur when the script is run or a default
value can be used instead of prompting at runtime.

Using runtime variables involves three basic steps: Placing the variables into the script, defining
the variables and running the script.
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Placing Variables in a Script
Variables can be used in a script in many different ways to provide user input for almost
anything. When placing a variable in a script, the variable name must be proceeded by an
ampersand (&).The variable can be the same name as the view variable or be unique. Once a
variable is placed in the script, it must be defined before the script can be run.

Below are some example script lines that show three areas where variables are most commonly
used: SETVAR, SQL and Command Parameters.

Each of the examples is followed by some general rules or guidelines for the syntax of the
variable. These are not ‘hard and fast’ rules. There are many ways syntactically to use the
variable, but these guidelines will help to avoid errors in most cases.

SETVAR
A very powerful use of variables is the ability to pass user input into a Sequel view using the Set
Variable (SETVAR) parameter. Most Sequel commands that generate output (Display, Execute,
Print, Report, etc.), have a SETVAR parameter for this purpose.

The SETVAR parameter will contain pairs of variables. The first variable in the pair is a variable
defined in the view – the variable user input will be passed to. The second variable is the
variable defined in the script – the value that will set the view variable. For example, &TEXT is
the view variable and &EXPR is the script variable.

The SETVAR above has five pairs of variables. Each represents the five different prompt types.
Quoted String and Number type prompts are used most often to pass input to the WHERE clause
of the view for record selection purposes.

As a general rule, it is best to use single-quotes around the variable in case the value has spaces
or punctuation, inside the SETVAR parameter. When a script variable is enclosed in quotes, two
ampersands(&&) are required to ensure substitution.
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SQL
All Sequel commands that generate output (Display, Execute, Print, Report, etc.), can be used
with a pre-built Sequel View, or an in-line SQL statement. This is another area that might
require user input at runtime. Each of the examples in this section show how the different
prompt types might be used in an SQL statement. It demonstrates their use in the SELECT
clause - for display, and in the WHERE clause - for record selection.

The first example below shows the use of a prompt that is defined as a Quoted String type
(QSTRING). Quoted Strings are typically character values that require quotes. This is one of the
most often used prompt types. When user input is provided, quotes are automatically wrapped
around the string.

As a general rule, two ampersands(&&) are needed when using a QSTRING prompt type in an
SQL statement because the entire SQL string is enclosed in quotes.

The second example below shows the use of a prompt that is defined as a Number type
(NUMBER). A Number type is used to pass numeric values. This also, is one of the most often
used prompt types.

As a general rule, two ampersands(&&) are needed when using a NUMBER prompt type in an
SQL statement.

The third example below shows the use of a prompt that is defined as a Name type (NAME). A
Name type is used to pass object name values. It is used most often to prompt for a field name, a
library name, or a file and member name. The Name type limits input to 10 characters, which is
the same limit for object names.

As a general rule, two ampersands(&&) are needed when using a NAME prompt type in as SQL
statement.

The fourth example below shows the use of a prompt that is defined as a Date type (DATE). A
Date type is used to supply a date value. Use a Date type if you want to compare a prompted
date value to a date data type field.
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As a general rule, double-quotes, and two ampersands(&&) are required when using a DATE
prompt type in an SQL statement.

This last example below shows the use of a prompt that is defined as an Expression type (EXPR).
Expressions are typically character strings. Expression is the least used type for an SQL string,
but is necessary if the string contains double quotes.

As a general rule, double-quotes, and two ampersands(&&) are required when using a EXPR
prompt type in an SQL statement.

Command Parameters
Another powerful use of Script Variables is supplying user input to a command parameter. In the
example below, two parameters of the EXECUTE command (PCFMT, and TOSTMF) and two
parameters of the ESNDFILE command (RECIPIENT, and STMF) are being supplied by prompts.

Values for command parameters are usually in two forms; a value without quotes, or a value with
quotes. Any parameter that allows values that might be mistaken for a delimiter ( _ . , @) will
require single quotes around the value. In the example below, the RECIPIENT parameter
requires a quoted value whereas the PCFMT parameter does not.

The syntax of the variable is dictated by the syntax of the value for a given parameter. If the
parameter value requires quotes then the variable name, preceded by two ampersands(&&),
must be wrapped in single quotes as in the RECIPIENT parameter above. If the value for a
parameter does not require quotes then the variable name only requires a single ampersand(&)
as in the PCFMT parameter above.

The syntax for the &PCFILE prompt used in the TOSTMF and STMF commands is slightly
different. Because we are tying to insert a prompted value (the pc file name) into a parameter
that requires single quotes, the variable name requires two ampersands(&&) and DOUBLE-
quotes.

Also, notice the &PCFILE variable is used in more than one place. When this script is run, the
user is asked to supply a pc file name only once, but it is passed to every occurrence of that
variable in the script.

NOTE:
Most script examples have been reformatted so the full lines can be read in this help system.
Your displays will appear slightly different.
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Defining Script Variables
After placing variables in the script, jump to the variables tab to define them. At a minimum
specify the variable name, type and length.

The options on this tab are explained in the view definition section of this guide. See Variable
Specifications for more information.

When the script is run, items on the prompt display will appear in the order, top to bottom,
based on the left to right order of the variable in the list above. Variables in the list need not
appear in the same order they appear within the script statements

Enhanced Scripting Commands
Viewpoint scripts can now be made more powerful and 'CL-like' by employing the following
features:

l Code Loops

l Internal Variable Definition

l Variable Modification

l Conditional Expressions

l Calculation Expressions

l Substring Expressions

l Concatenation Expressions

Internal Commands
The following commands are available in Viewpoint Scripting. Although many share the same
name as some CL commands, they are syntactically different.

CHGVAR DCL DO
DOLOOP DOWHILE [DLYJOB]
ELSE ENDDO ENDIF
GOTO IF INIT
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LEAVE MONMSG RETURN
SCRETURN

CHGVAR
Allows only internal variables defined by a DCL statement, to be modified. The modified value is
stored for use either in the current script only (*LOCAL variable) or in the job in which the
script is run (*GLOBAL).

CHGVAR VAR(variable name) VALUE(expression)
or

CHGVAR VAR(variable name) VALUE(%BIN(expression))
or

CHGVAR VAR(variable name) VALUESQL(SEQUEL SQL statement)

Parameters:

VAR - Up to 10 character name preceded by an &. This variable name must be defined in a DCL
statement.

VALUE - A constant, a variable or any expression that Sequel can resolve to a value. May be as
simple as VALUE(10) or as complex as VALUE(DAYS(Current Date) – DAYS
(CVTDATE(19970501,ymd1))). Maximum expression length is 256 characters.
-or-

VALUESQL - This is a Sequel statement that returns a single piece of information that is
used to change the variable (VAR). Maximum statement length is 512 characters.

SERVER - If VALUESQL specified, this identifies the SQL server. If excluded, *SEQUEL is
assumed. The user is responsible for making a valid entry.

CHGVAR Examples

Character
Returns a value of ‘IL’ into variable &A2. SERVER(*SEQUEL) assumed.

CHGVAR VAR(&A2) VALUESQL(‘select CSTTE from
SEQUELEX/CUSTMAST where cusno=100200’)

Expressions can include Substrings (SST) and concatenation (CAT, BCAT and TCAT).

Returns a value of ‘variable’ into &A2.

CHGVARVAR(&A2) VALUE(sst(&A1,11,8))

The CHGVAR, IF and DOWHILE can use Sequel expressions for result determination.

CHGVAR VAR(&A) VALUE(DAYS(current date)-DAYS(CVTDATE
(19480312,ymd1)))

Script variables used in an expression are substituted into the expression before the expression
is processed.

CHGVAR VAR(&A2) VALUESQL(‘select "1" from sqlexec’) SERVER
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(*SEQUEL)

orVAR(&A2) VALUESQL(select ‘1’ from sqlexec) SERVER(*LOCAL)

Numeric
Change &N1 to 50.

CHGVARVAR(&N1) VALUE(50)

Change &N2 = &N1 = 50.

CHGVARVAR(&N2) VALUE(&N1)

Change &N2 = &N1+10 = 60.

CHGVARVAR(&N2) VALUE(&N1+10)

Change &N2 = &N2+10 = 70.

CHGVARVAR(&N2) VALUE(&N2+10)

NOTE:
A run time prompted variable can be used in an expression, but cannot be the result of an
expression.

Extracting Substrings and Binary Values
Two functions are available that can be used to extract binary and character data from a
variable in the VALUE parameter of the CHGVAR command similar to that used in CL.

%SST(varname strpos length)
or
%BIN(varname strpos length)

where:

%SST extracts data from a variable with a character result

%BIN extracts data from a variable with a decimal result

Parameters

varname - Name of the internal variable (required).

strpos - Start position of the data in the variable (required).

length - Length of the data to be extracted (required).

Example:

DCL    VAR(&NAME) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(30)

DCL    VAR(&FNAME) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(15)

DCL    VAR(&LNAME) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(20)

CHGVAR VAR(&NAME) VALUE('Rupert T Hardboard')

CHGVAR VAR(&FNAME) VALUE(%SST(&NAME 1 6))
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CHGVAR VAR(&LNAME) VALUE(%SST(&NAME 10 20))

DCL
The DCL statement defines Internal Variables of type *CHAR, *DEC and *LGL (Character,
Decimal and Logical/Boolean). If creating the script using the host script designer on the IBM i,
the DCL command is automatically placed following other DCL statements and above all other
script statements, i.e. not DCL, unless a line number is specifically entered by the user.

When designing the script in Viewpoint, the DCL statements may be placed anywhere in the
script, although before it is used would be suggested.

DCL VAR(variable name) TYPE(variable type) LEN
(length,precision) USAGE(usage)

DCL can be defined as *LOCAL or *GLOBAL. *LOCAL variables can be used only in the script in
which they are defined. *GLOBAL variables can be retrieved / modified in multiple scripts,
within the same script process, and the same job.

A list of internal variables is stored in the application that defines the script. At runtime, Global
and Local variable contents are stored and maintained in temporary user spaces that are deleted
at the end of the script run process.

Parameters:

VAR - Up to 10 character name preceded by an ampersand(&).

TYPE - *CHAR - Character, max 1024.

*DEC - Numeric, max 30 digits, 1 sign and one decimal point (the number of precision digits is
included in the length).

*LGL - Logical Condition; True=‘1’ or False=‘0’

LEN - Variable Length. Precision must be 0 if not *DEC. Ignored if *LGL.

Defaults:   

*CHAR - 32
*DEC - 15,5
*LGL - 1

USAGE - *GLOBAL - Content is stored for use in multiple scripts within the same job.
In its simplest form, the variable can be defined identically in multiple scripts and then
accessed and modified from the same storage area.

*LOCAL - Content is stored for use only in the script that defines it. (default)

DCL Examples

All DCL statements are placed in the script above all the other script commands regardless of
when it is inserted into the script.

Character
The simplest form. The length(LEN) defaults to 32.

DCL VAR(&A1) TYPE(*CHAR)
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Variable is defined for use inside and outside of the script. Use outside is determined by the
process, but additional scripts in the same job can simply define the variable exactly the same
and can use and change the data modified by a different script.

DCL VAR(&A2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10)

DCL VAR(&A3) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(50) USAGE(*GLOBAL)

Variable is defined for use only inside the script in which it is defined.

DCL VAR(&A4) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(50) USAGE(*LOCAL)

Numeric
The simplest form. LEN defaults to 15,5.

DCL VAR(&N1) TYPE(*DEC)

Assumes a precision of 0. Same as LEN(5,0).

DCL VAR(&N2) TYPE(*DEC) LEN(5)

Assumes 3 integers and a precision of 2 decimal places. Max 999.99, min -999.99

DCL VAR(&N3) TYPE(*DEC) LEN(5,2)

Logical
The simplest form. LEN defaults to 1.

DCL VAR(&L1) TYPE(*LGL)

NOTE:
USAGE of *GLOBAL and *LOCAL can be used for all types of internal variables.

DO / DOLOOP
Defines an unconditional function that determine which statements are to be processed next.

DO

DOLOOP

LEAVE

ENDDO

DO/ENDDO - Process the statements in the group only once.

DOLOOP/ENDDO - Process the statements in the group continuously until the group is exited
using the LEAVE statement.

The DO statement performs one untested iteration of the group. It will exit when the ENDDO is
met or can be forced to exit by the LEAVE statement.

The DOLOOP statement performs a continuous untested iteration of the group. The only way
to leave a DOLOOP is to use the LEAVE statement
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DLYJOB
The DLYJOB function has been improved to work in a manner very similar to CL, but instead of
putting the job on hold, a countdown timer is started.

DLYJOB  DLY(seconds)
or
DLYJOB RSMTIME(time)

Parameters:

DLY - Specifies the number of seconds to delay the job. The DLY keyword allows a maximum
value of 999999 seconds (approximately 11 days, 14 hours). This is a required parameter
if the Resume job time prompt (RSMTIME parameter) is not specified.

 -or-

RSMTIME - Specifies the time of day the job resumes running. When specifying a resume time,
the date is implied by the time specified. If the resume time is later than the current time
of day, the date is assumed to be the current date. If the resume time is earlier than the
current time of day, then tomorrow's date is assumed (the delay lasts until that time
tomorrow). This is a required parameter if the Job delay time, or prompt (DLY parameter)
is not specified.

GOTO
Defines a branch to a label or a statement that is preceded by a label.

GOTO  LABEL1
or
MONMSG CPF0000 EXEC(GOTO CMDLBL(LABEL1))

LABEL1: [command statement]  
or
LABEL1: [no statement on the line]

IF / DOWHILE
Defines a conditional function that determine which statements are to be processed next.

IF       COND(expression)
ELSE
ENDIF

--------------------------

DOWHILE  COND(expression)
LEAVE
ENDDO

--------------------------

DOWHILE  CONDSQL(select “1” from file where testcond=”true”)
SERVER(*SEQUEL)
LEAVE
ENDDO

(where ‘testcond’ represents the record selection logic needed to meet your requirements)
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Parameters:

COND - A condition that returns a true ‘1’ or false ‘0’ response. May be as simple as COND
(&N>10) or as complex as a Sequel expression, such as COND((DAYS(Current Date)
– DAYS(CVTDATE(&ORDDAT,ymd1)))<100). Maximum expression length is 256
characters.
- or -

CONDSQL - This is a Sequel statement that either returns 0 records or it returns 1 or
more records. CONDSQL evaluates to false if 0 records are returned. It evaluates to
true if 1 or more records are returned and the SELECTed value is "1". If the SELECT
clause returns a value other than "1", results are unpredictable. Maximum statement
length is 512 characters.

SERVER - If CONDSQL specified, this identifies the SQL server. If excluded, *SEQUEL is
assumed. The user is responsible for making a valid entry.

The IF statement always has a matching ENDIF and may have an intermediary ELSE.

If ELSE is used, and the condition is true, the statements between the IF and ELSE are used,
then processing continues after the ENDIF. If the condition is false, the statements between the
ELSE and ENDIF are used, then processing continues after the ENDIF.

If ELSE is not used, and the condition is true, the statements between the IF and ENDIF are
processed, otherwise those statements are ignored and processing continues after the ENDIF.

The DOWHILE statement infers that the statements between the DOWHILE and ENDDO will
process in a loop, i.e. multiple times, and will continue to do so as long as the condition is true.
When the condition is no longer true, processing will continue after the ENDDO statement.

One exception to this is the LEAVE statement. If met, the DOWHILE loop will be exited
immediately and processing will continue after the ENDDO statement.

INIT
A simple statement that will reset the stored values of all the Global or Locally defined internal
variables to an initial value of blank (*CHAR), 0 (*DEC) and ‘0’ (*LGL).

INIT (*LOCAL)
or
INIT (*GLOBAL)

MONMSG
The MONMSG function has been improved to work in a manner very similar to CL.

The Monitor Message (MONMSG) command is used to monitor escape, notify, and status
messages sent to the message queue of the script in which the command is used. Completion
and diagnostic messages cannot be monitored.

A MONMSG command establishes a monitor for the arrival of the specified messages in a CL
command that is run from a script. The script monitors the command for messages. If these
match the specific or generic message id’s on the MONMSG command or MONMSG group, the
command or group is processed. When a MONMSG is processed, all other MONMSG’s for the
same command statement are bypassed. If a command is not specified on the MONMSG, an
instruction is sent to the script to continue processing at the step following the remaining
MONMSG’s for the command.
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The MONMSG command can be coded following most CL commands in a script. A MONMSG
command that is placed prior to any statement that is not a DCL or comment, is a Global
MONMSG and is used to monitor any message that fails to monitor a message locally. Other
MONMSG’s apply only to the immediately preceding command; this is called a Local MONMSG
command. The Local MONMSG command monitors only messages sent by the previous
command. If the message sent by that command meets the conditions specified in the MONMSG
command, the action specified in the same MONMSG command is taken. As many as 100
MONMSG commands or command groups, coded immediately after a command, can monitor the
messages sent by that command.

The only command allowed on a Global MONMSG is the GOTO command. Any other command
is ignored and treated as if it does not exist.

Local MONMSG commands can be a single command or a DO command. The DO command
specifies a MONMSG group which consists of script statements ending with an ENDDO
statement.

MSGID specifies up to 50 specific or generic message identifiers that can be used in a single
MONMSG command. Generic MSGID’s are those that end in "00" or "0000". The zeros are used
as a mask. E.g. CPF0000 monitors for all messages beginning with CPF and CPF9800 monitors
for all messages beginning with CPF98, such as CPF9801 and CPF9815.

MONMSG MSGID(CPF0000)

MONMSG MSGID(CPF2100 CPF9800)

MONMSG MSGID(CPF9801)

MONMSG MSGID(CPF9801) EXEC(GOTO CMDLBL(LBL1))

MONMSG MSGID(CPF9801) EXEC(CRTPF FILE(QTEMP/X) RCDLEN(512))

A command group is one or more script statements between a DO and ENDDO for a single

MONMSG.

MONMSG MSGID(CPF0000) EXEC(DO)

CHGVAR &A 10

CHGVAR &B 50

ENDDO

TIP:
For reliable, consistent results, scripts should end with a line that contains an executable
command like RETURN. Avoid ending a script with a MONMSG or a TAG statement (except
script views which must end with the SCRETURN command).

MONMSG Examples

Using the example below:

MONMSG MSGID(CPF9800) EXEC(GOTO CMDLBL(ERR))

CHKOBJ FILE(QTEMP/XYZ) OBJTYPE(*FILE) MBR(MBR1)

If the File is not found - create it.
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MONMSG MSGID(CPF9801) EXEC(DO)

CRTPF FILE(QTEMP/XYZ) RCDLEN(1) MBR(MBR1)

ENDDO

If the Member is not found - add it.

MONMSG MSGID(CPF9815) EXEC(DO)

ADDPFM FILE(QTEMP/XYZ) MBR(MBR1)

ENDDO

If the user is not authorized to the file "CPF9802" the script would end in error, however the
Global MONMSG picks up the error and skips to the script statement with the ERR: label.

RETURN
This command is only allowed in a standard script and is used to force the script to end.

RETURN

Script Views
 By combining the multi-step processing power of a standard script with the output flexibility of
a Sequel View, a script view can run almost any multi-step process behind the scenes, and
provide single-click output to display, print, create files and more. (In standard script you have
to hard code the output using a command at the end of the script like DISPLAY, PRINT,
EXECUTE, and so on)

Using the new command SCRETURN as the final statement, a script view will return a single,
final result set of data—just like a view. Because a script view ‘acts’ like a view, you can direct
its output from the Viewpoint Explorer with the same ease that you can with a Sequel view.
Right-click a script view and select display or print, create IBM i or remote database tables, save
PC results locally or on the IFS and more. This gives your scripts a level of flexibility they never
had before.

In addition to the output options above, you can:

l Easily join data from across multiple supported databases to bring all of your enterprise
data together in one object.

l Add a script view to a Dashboard and it acts like a view by displaying the results—even
after processing multiple steps or joining across databases like a script.

l Add powerful presentation capabilities to results by designing host or client reports over
a script view.

l View script output in Sequel Web Interface just as you would a view.

How is a Script View different from a Script?
l Script views act like a view and return a single result set of data via the SCRETURN

command which defines the view that returns the data.
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l Script views require the command SCRETURN as the last instruction in the script (a script
view object can't be saved without a final SCRETURN).

l Script views have their own object type: SQLSCRV (un-prompted) and SQLSCRVP
(prompted).

l Commands DISPLAY, PRINT, REPORT (and other output commands), RETURN, and END
are not allowed in a script view object.

Everything else about a script view—designing, editing, saving—is the same as with standard
scripts. Exceptions between the two types are noted where applicable.

SCRETURN (Return a Script View Command)
The SCRETURN command is the key to a script view and it is what defines the result set
returned by the script view. SCRETURN can occur multiple times in the script view, but a script
view can't be saved without this command as the final instruction. Conversely, SCRETURN is not
allowed anywhere in a standard script. SCRETURN creates a final, single result set of data by
naming the Sequel view or providing the SQL statement to be run.

The parameters are the same as the DISPLAY command. You can prompt the command in the
designer, or refer to the Sequel 10 Programmer’s Guide for parameter information.

SCRETURN Examples

A Simple Script View
With this very simple script view, a work file is created (line 20) in a library (you can use
QTEMP if you like), and the file is returned (line30) using an SQL statement with the
SCRETURN command.

10 MONMSG MSGID(CPF2105)

20 EXECUTE VIEW(viewlib/view1) OUTFILE(worklib/file1)

30 SCRETURN SQL(‘select * from worklib/file1’)

Multi-system Join (cross database)
This script view shows the true power behind script views—multi-system (cross database) join.
With a script view like this, you can pull data from any supported database and join all the files
in a final result set.

Here we create a work file from an SQL Server (line 10) and join it to a DB2 file on the IBM i
(line 20). This script view can just as easily put all the work files on a different server/database
and run the final SCRETURN against the remote database server.

10 EXECUTE SQL(‘select * from dbo.custmast’) OUTFILE
(qtemp/cmast2005)
       REPLACE(*YES) SERVER(slqserver)

20 SCRETURN SQL(‘select cusno.1, cname.1, ordno.2
        from qtemp/cmast2005, sequelex/ordhead
        join by cusno.1 = cusno.2’)
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Convert a Standard Script to a Script View
As a final example, we will look at a standard script and see how easy it is to ‘convert’ it to a
script view.

This standard script uses conditional logic to run one of two views based on a user profile. A
variable for the user profile (see the VALUE parameter in line 30) is filled in at runtime based
on the user who runs the script. If Fred runs the script, he sees the results of ViewA (line 50)
and if Bob runs the script, he sees ViewB (line 80). Anyone else who runs the script will see a
message that they don’t have a view (line120).

10 MONMSG

20 DCL VAR(&USER) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10)

30 CHGVAR VAR(&USER) VALUE('&&usrprf')

40 IF COND(&user = 'FRED')

50 DISPLAY VIEW(viewlib/viewA)

60 RETURN

70 ENDIF

80 IF COND(&user = 'BOB')

90 DISPLAY VIEW(viewlib/viewB)

100 RETURN

110 ENDIF

120 DISPLAY SQL('SELECT "No view for user &&usrprf" FROM
SQLEXEC')

NOTE:
We know this is a standard script because it does not contain the SCRETURN command.

Changing this to a script view is very simple. Remove the RETURN commands (lines 60 and
100), and change the DISPLAY commands (lines 90 and 120) to SCRETURN (notice how
SCRETURN can also specify an existing view). It’s that easy!

10 MONMSG

20 DCL VAR(&USER) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10)

30 CHGVAR VAR(&USER) VALUE('&&usrprf')

40 IF COND(&user = 'FRED')

50 DISPLAY VIEW(viewlib/viewA)

60 ENDIF

70 IF COND(&user = 'BOB')
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80 SCRETURN VIEW(viewlib/viewB)

90 ENDIF

100 SCRETURN SQL('SELECT "No view for user &&usrprf" FROM
SQLEXEC')

NOTE:
Unless you first toggle to a script view (File\Toggle Script Type on the design menu), you will
see an error message when you add SCRETURN to the script as this command is not allowed
in a standard script. Also, you will not be able to save the script until you toggle it to a script
view.

Working with Existing Scripts
Use the Viewpoint Explorer to work with existing scripts. Run, edit and create new scripts from
this display.

This screen and all its functions are discussed in the Viewpoint Explorer section.

Running a Script
In the Viewpoint Explorer, navigate to a script and either double-click the script in the object list
pane, select File\View Results from the menu, or press the View Results button on the tool bar.
You can also open the script and use Step Mode to trouble shoot the script.

Scripts can also be submitted to run in batch.
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Prompted Scripts
The AutoPrompt screen is displayed for any Prompted Script. Fill in the values and press the
OK button to run.

If a variable uses the ‘Values’ integrity check, the AutoPrompt will show values in a drop down
list.

If a variable is defined as a Date type, a calendar is available for selecting dates.
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See Placing Variables in a Script and Defining Script Variables for more information.

Submit a Script
To submit a script to run in batch, locate the script in Viewpoint Explorer, right-click on the
script and choose ‘Submit Script’ from the menu.

Using the Run Script display, select whether to run in batch or immediately (interactive) and
specify a job description. Press OK to run the script.

Press the Schedule button to add this job to Robot/SCHEDULE or the System i job scheduler.
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The Use Schedule Settings option is greyed out by default. This box become active (checked)
any time the Schedule settings have been accessed. Leave checked to schedule the the job, or
un-check to run normally.

Trouble Shoot with Step Mode
ViewPoint Scripting provides the ability to run a script one step at a time using Step Mode.
When Step Mode is activated each step is run providing completion and error messages (if any).
Used in conjunction with Breakpoints, this is a powerful method to ‘debug’ a script.

To activate Step Mode, press the Step button on the tool bar, or select Run\Step from the
design menu.

After each step completes, press the Next button to continue.

Press End any time to turn off Step Mode.

Working with Bookmarks and Breakpoints
Bookmarks and breakpoints can be very useful during the creation and testing of scripts. In
large scripts, bookmarks make it easy to jump between different points in the script.
Breakpoints allow you to run specific pieces of a script, or run up to a point in the script.

Bookmarks and Breakpoints are represented by the tags shown below.

The Next Line tag indicates the line that will be run next.
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Breakpoints
To add or remove a breakpoint, right-click the line and select Toggle Breakpoint from the drop-
down menu, or press F9. This will add the red dot shown above. Add as many breakpoints as you
like.

Bookmarks
To add or remove a bookmark, click anywhere on the line and press the Toggle Bookmark
button . This will add the blue tag shown above. Buttons on the tool bar are provided to jump

between the bookmarks

Script Properties
Using the Viewpoint Explorer, select File \ Properties from the menu. A properties screen will
be displayed

Three tabs provide access to information about the script commands, variable definitions used in
the script, and information about the script object stored as a user space.

Script Tab
This tab provides quick access to the script statements. This screen is for display only. Changes
to the statements must be made in the script editor.

Design Tip: While working on a script, you may open the script properties window for a second
script to review or copy commands from it to the script your working on.

Variables Tab
This tab displays the definitions for any variables in the script.
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Object Tab
Sequel scripts are stored on the iSeries as a User Space object type. This tab displays
information about the saved script as a user space object.

Options

Size - The size of the User Space object stored on the iSeries in bytes.

Owner - Name of the user profile which owns the object.

Creator - Name of the user profile who created the object.

Create Date - The date the object was created.

Save Date - The date the object was last saved.
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Restore Date - The date the object was last restored.

Last Used - The date the object was used last. The date is only updated once per day.

Days Used - The number of days an object has been used on the system.

Create System - The name of the system the object was created on.

Print Definition Button - Press the Print Definition button to see a print preview of the script
definition.

Help Button - Display the online Help system.

OK Button - Press OK to accept any changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit this display without making changes.

Saving Script Definitions
To save a script, select File\Save or File\Save As from the Script Design menu.

A save dialog will be displayed.

Navigate to a library to save the script into. Specify a name for the script (or leave the name
unchanged if saving an existing script), a description or title, the public authority, and a library.
Press the Save button. A message will inform you that the script was saved.

Script Examples
Script Example - CUSTORDS
The CUSTORDS script demonstrates the versatility of scripting. To truly appreciate its benefits,
it should be run from Viewpoint, from the Sequel Web Interface and interactively and submitted
from the green screen. The script prompts the user for a customer number and uses the
customer number on two commands. First, the customer information from the customer master
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file is displayed. Second, the open orders from the order header file for the same customer are
displayed. Then a report about all customers’ accounts receivable is run.

The script definition is below. It was printed using the Script Properties - Print Definition
option.

The printed definition shows the statements, use of the variables and variable specifications.

This script begins with a monitor message (MONMSG). When MONMSG is used in the first non-
commented statement, it serves as a global monitor message and monitors for all messages.
Message monitors allow the script to continue processing even when errors occur. A global
MONMSG, as in this example allows any error on any statement to be ignored and processing
continues with the next statement. This may or may not be desirable depending on the specific
requirements of the steps involved in a particular script.

The DISPLAY command at line 7, extracts the customer information from the CUSTMAST file
for the customer number provided at runtime. The DISPLAY command at line 8, returns the
order information from ORDHEAD for the same customer. By referring to the same variable,
the customer number value can be passed to multiple commands even though the user was
prompted only one time. At statement 9, a report about all customers’ A/R amounts is run. The
&cusno variable is defined within the script the Variables tab.

This script can be run interactively or in batch without any changes. When the script is run
interactively, the commands are issued as they appear. On the REPORT command, the special
value of *NONE on the output queue (OUTQ) parameter creates the spool file on hold, displays
the report using display spool file (DSPSPLF), and then deletes the spool file.

When the script is submitted, the DISPLAY commands at lines 8 and 9 are translated into a
PRINT command so output can be generated and sent to an output queue. When the REPORT
command runs in batch, output will be generated regardless of the OUTQ(*NONE).

When the script is run from Viewpoint, you will be prompted one time for a customer number.
Then three windows will open showing the customer information, order information and the
report on all customers.

When the script is run from the browser using Sequel Web Interface, you will be prompted one
time. The results from all three commands will display on one page.
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Script Example - EMAILFROM
This example demonstrates Sequel’s e-mail capability. It dynamically changes the from address
on an e-mail. That way, any user can run a report, provide a recipient address and specify the
from address at runtime so the e-mail will have a more recognizable address such as Customer_
Service.

The script definition is below. It was printed using the Script Properties - Print Definition option.

The printed definition shows the statements, use of the variables and variable specifications.

This script uses a combination of iSeries and Sequel commands. It begins by creating the
QTEMP/ESNDADTA data area. When sending an e-mail if this data area exists, the from address
will be obtained from it. The data area is changed to the value provided at runtime. The REPORT
command uses a variable for the RECEIPIENT parameter and send the report in rich text format
using the sender and recipient addresses provided.

Script Example - OBJCRTDATE
The SEQUELEX/OBJCRTDATE script uses a combination of iSeries commands and Sequel
commands. It provides a tool to sort the objects in a library in descending date creation order.
The library name is a variables that is provided at runtime.

The script definition is below. It was printed using the Script Properties - Print Definition option.

The printed definition shows the statements, use of the variables and variable specifications.
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This script begins with a monitor message (MONMSG). When MONMSG is used in the first non-
commented statement, it serves as a global monitor message and monitors for all messages.

You will be prompted for a library name because there is a variable defined. This library name
is used on an Add Library List Entry (ADDLIBLE) command and a Display Object Description
(DSPOBJD) command. After identifying a library and placing it on the library list, a file with the
object’s description is created. Then the Sequel DISPLAY command is used to show the objects
in a descending order by creation date. Sequel’s convert date function is used to show the date
is a more usable format. If the script is submitted to batch to run, a PRINT command would be
used in place of the DISPLAY command to produce spooled output.
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In the simplest terms a data warehouse can provide:

l Timely access to corporate information by users enterprise wide.

l Operational data modeled into a format that is easy to access and analyze.

l A company’s business data stored in integrated, subject-oriented databases that provide an
historical perspective of information for decision-support applications and ad-hoc analysis.

l End-user access to quickly and directly examine business data to identify opportunities
and weaknesses.

l Data that is built and assembled differently to meet each organization’s unique
requirements.

One of the fundamental components of creating a data warehouse is being able to move data
into the data warehouse. Viewpoint Warehouse Builder make this task easy.

Viewpoint simplifies the process of creating files for you data warehouse using Viewpoint views
and script objects in conjunction with job scheduling on the IBM i.

Viewpoint views store the SQL that is used to extract data and create new data files. The views
can be defined to cleanse data, rename columns and descriptions, and filter data into smaller,
more manageable amounts.

The view is referenced by a file creation command (EXECUTE), and saved as a Warehouse
Builder Definition Script object. Multiple definitions can be processed in-sequence by adding
them to a ‘super-script’ or Warehouse Builder Script Set.

Both the script definition or the script set (containing multiple definitions) can be run directly or
scheduled to run in batch using the IBM i Scheduler or HelpSystems’ Robot Scheduler.

Warehouse Builder Process
Viewpoint warehouse building is a simple process:

1. Create a view (or select an existing view) to extract data from your local System i, or a
remote database (a different System i, SQL Server, Oracle, or MySQL). The results of the
view will create the new file (layout, formatting and contents).

2. Create a new Warehouse Builder Definition Script. The 4-step wizard walks you through
the process. The resulting script object can be run as is, added to a Warehouse Builder
Script Set, or placed on a job scheduler.

3. Create a Warehouse Builder Script Set to process multiple Warehouse Builder Definition
Scripts in sequence.
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Create a Warehouse Builder Definition
Script

A Warehouse Builder Definition Script references a view to extract data from a source
database, and creates a file on the same machine or a remote server (a different System i, MS
SQLServer, Oracle, or MySQL) on the network. Follow these steps to create a Warehouse
Builder Definition Script.

Warehouse Builder Wizard
1. Start Viewpoint and connect to a host.

2. Open the New tab and double-click the Warehouse Builder Definition Script icon to start
the wizard.

3. The first step of the wizard chooses the view for the definition. T his view specifies the
source system, selected columns, any derived fields, sorting criteria, and row filtering. The
results of this view will populate the new file.

To use an existing view, press the Browse button to navigate to a library and select the
view.
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Press the Next button to continue.

NOTE:
To maintain the integrity of the data in the Data Warehouse, you should avoid using
prompted views (SQLVIEWP, SQLVIEWMP) in the definition.

4. In the second step of the wizard you create a destination file. You can choose ‘Output to a
Physical File’ (to create a file on the local host IBM i), or ‘Output to Remote Database File’
(to create a table on a remote database server). Make a choice and press Next to continue.

5. If you selected ‘Output to Physical File’, use this screen to specify the location (on the
connected host) for the new file. If you selected 'Output to Remote Database File', skip to
step 6.

a. Use the Browse button to navigate to a library.

b. Select an existing file (if you have authority to use it), or enter a name for a new file.
You can also specify a member name.
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c. Select one of the three destination options:
Append Data - add new data to an existing file.
Replace Data - replace existing data with new data
Replace File - the entire file object is replaced

d. Press Next to continue

6. If you selected ‘Output to Remote Database File’, use this screen to specify the
destination server, schema, and table name.

a. Use the drop-down menu for each. Select an existing file (if you have authority to
use it), or enter a name for a new file.

b. Select one of the three destination options:
Append Data - add new data to an existing file.
Replace Data - replace existing data with new data
Replace Table - the entire file object is replaced

c. Press Next to continue.
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NOTE:
The remote server can be another IBM i, SQL Server, Oracle or MySQL database. All must
be defined as a ‘Remote Server’ in Viewpoint Administrator.

7. In the fourth step you save the definition script object. You can choose ‘Save to Library’
(to create a host object) or ‘Save to Repository’ (to create a Viewpoint file that links to a
host object).
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8. If you selected ‘Save to Library’, use the Browse button to navigate to a library and give
the script a name and description. Press Next to continue.

9. If you selected ‘Save to the Repository’, navigate to the to the repository ‘root’ located at:
\\IBM_i_name\root\sequel\swi\repository.
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Select the root, or a folder listed under the root, enter a file name and press Select to
continue.

In addition to saving a shortcut file in the repository on the IFS, a new user space is
created in your default repository library (usually SEQUELREPO).

10. The final step is to either save the definition or save and open the new object in the script
designer. Press Finish to continue.

A message displays indicating success.

11. Press OK to close the Wizard.

Review the Definition Script
Open the Viewpoint Existing tab and navigate to the folder containing your new script definition.
You can use the Type filter to limit the list to just script objects.
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Right-click and select the Design option.

In the script designer you can see the referenced view object (VIEW) and the file (OUTFILE) to
be created.

Create a Warehouse Builder Script Set
A Warehouse Builder Script Set is a script (just like a definition) that provides a method to
group multiple Warehouse Builder definition scripts together for processing. Maybe you want to
group definitions by when they should run, or by department, or by business function. A Script
Set lets you do this. In other words, a Script Set is simply a script that runs other scripts.

Follow these steps to create a Warehouse Builder Script Set.

1. Start Viewpoint and connect to a host.

2. Open the New tab and double-click the Warehouse Builder Script Set icon to start the
wizard.
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3. The Script Set display is where you add and sequence your Warehouse Builder definition
script objects. Press the Add button to navigate to a library containing Warehouse Builder
definition scripts and select any (at least two) to add to the set. Use Shift-click or Ctrl-click
to select multiple objects.

Click to select an object in the list, and use the up and down arrows to put the objects in
the desired sequence. Press Save to expand the display and select where to save the Set.

4. You can choose ‘Save to Library’ (to create a host object) or ‘Save to Repository’ (to create
a Viewpoint file that links to a host object). Press Finish to continue.

5. If you selected ‘Save to Library’, navigate to a library and give the script a name and
description. Press Save to continue.
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6. If you selected ‘Save to the Repository’, navigate to the to the repository ‘root’ located at:
\\IBM_i_name\root\sequel\swi\repository.

Select the root, or a folder listed under the root, enter a file name and press Select to
continue.

In addition to saving a shortcut file in the repository on the IFS, a new user space is
created in your default repository library (usually SEQUELREPO).

A message displays indicating success.

7. Press OK to close the Wizard.

NOTE:
A Warehouse Builder Set can only be created on the default system defined in Viewpoint
Options on page 40.

Review the Script Set
Open the Viewpoint Existing tab and navigate to the folder containing your new script
definition. You can use the Type filter to limit the list to just script objects.
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Right-click and select the Design option.

In the script designer you can see the each of the definition scripts selected for the script set.

Notice, each is part of a block of conditional logic based on a prompt value. This allows you to
pick which of the definitions to run.

If you would like the Script Set to run without prompting, go to the Variables tab and change the
Prompt Text value to ‘*NOPROMPT’, or simply delete the IF line and the corresponding ENDIF
line.
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Overview

A Drill down Application is a collection of views and/or tables along with an option file stored as
a new Viewpoint object (SQLAPP) on the iSeries. Suppose you have a view that simply lists
customers. From this view you want to 'drill into' a single customer to see a list of open orders,
or past order history. With a Drill Down Application you can.

This drill down capability has been a part of Viewpoint for a long time. In the past a drill down
application was developed by hand. One had to know the fields available in the source and
target views in order to code the drill down option. Now using the Drill Down Designer, the
process is highly automated. Once the source and target views are selected, an option file (or a
member in an existing file) is created with the option(s) to link the views together.

The application is stored as a new object and can be run from the Viewpoint Explorer display.
The view defined as the Start Object will run first, and the option file defined in the application
will load the required option(s) needed to drill into the secondary views. At a minimum a Sequel
Drill Down Application consists of a Source View (starting point), a Target View and a Drill Down
Option that 'links' the two.

Drill Down Sample
The graphic below shows the items involved in a simple two view drill down.
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Steps

One - A simple view request for a list of customers is run and displayed.

Two- Right-click a customer to display a list of open orders.
Behind the scenes, the customer number (100200) is passed to the drill down option and
into the second variable of the SETVAR parameter.

Three - The first variable in the SETVAR parameter is loaded with the value from the second
variable. This is then passed to the WHERE clause of the second view to create 'WHERE
cusno = 100200'.
Notice the TEXT value with the customer name displays in the title bar of the second
view.

Four - The second view displays the open orders for the selected customer (100200).
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New Drill Down Application Wizard
The New Drill Down Application Wizard is invoked any time a new application is started and it
will step through four screens to assist in the creation of your application.

From the
Viewpoint
Explorer, first
highlight a view
in the list on the
right. Then, from
the menu bar,
select
File\New\
Application.

-or-

Right Click the
desired view
and select
New\
Application
from the drop
down menu.
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-or-

From the menu
bar on the
Application
design display,
select
File\New\
Application.

Step 1 - Drill Down Application Description
The first step of the New Application Wizard is to specify a description for the new application.

Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Next button to go to Step 2. Press the
Finish button to complete the application and go directly to the Drill Down Application Designer
screen.

Step 2 - Select Option File
The second step of the New Application Wizard is to select an option file for the new
application. Enter the library, name and member in the boxes provided, or use the Browse
button (see below) to navigate to an option file.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Next button to go to Step 3. Press the
Finish button to complete the application and go directly to the Drill Down Application Designer
screen.

Options

Library, Name, Member - Fill in these boxes to specify the option file for the application.

Browse - Press the Browse button to open the display below in order to select an option file.

Help - Press Help to access the on-line help system.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 3 - Select Object(s)
The third step of the New Application Wizard is to select the views and tables that will make up
the new application.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Next button to go to Step 4. Press the
Finish button to complete the application and go directly to the Drill Down Application Designer
screen.

Options

Browse - Press the Browse button to open the display below in order to select objects for the
application.

Help - Press Help to access the on-line help system.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 4 - Select Start Object
The last step of the New Application Wizard is to specify the starting object for the new
application. Enter the name and library for the view or table in the boxes or press the Select
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from a List... button.

Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Finish button to complete the application
and go directly to the Drill Down Application Designer screen.

Options

Library, Name - Fill in these boxes to specify the start object.

Select From List... - Press this to open the display below in order to select the start object for
the application.

Help - Press Help to access the on-line help system.

Cancel - Press Cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the application creating process.

Back Button - Press Back to move to the previous step of the Application Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the application and go directly to the Application
Designer screen.

NOTE:
A script view can only be used as a starting object. If using a script view as a starting object,
it can contain only one SCRETURN command, and the SCRETURN can reference only a
view object--not an SQL statement.
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Drill Down Application Designer
The Drill Down Application Designer is presented when creating a new, or modifying an existing
Drill Down Application. The workspace is divided into two sections: The Application Flow Chart
and the Object List. The Menu bar provides access to all the design functions. Also, the
Properties Bar and Current Object line provide quick information while working on an
application.

Drill Down Application Menu Bar Reference
File

New Design a new Drill Down Application.

Open Open an existing application.

Run Application Run the current application beginning with the defined
Start Object.

Close Close the current application project.

Save Save a new or modified application definition on the
System i.

Save As…. Save an existing application on the System i with
different attributes.

Page Setup Set page orientation.

Printer Setup Select a default printer.

Print Print Application definition.

Properties Display or modify the application Attributes.

Exit Close the Application Designer display.
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Edit

Auto Arrange
Layout

Select to arrange object icons in the display.

Copy to
Clipboard

Copy the design work space as a graphic.

View

Display List As... Set the default for the object list to either Icon, Small
Icon, List, or Details.

Show Drill to
Links

Check to show or hide implied drill to links.

Objects

Add Objects Add views or tables to the application.

Application Start
Object

Select the start object for the application.

Select All
Objects

Selects all objects in the current application flow chart.

Option File

New Create a new option file or add a member to an
existing option file.

Open Open an existing option file to use with the
application.

Edit Edit the option file used in the current application.

Remove Remove a member from the option file.

Tools

Preferences Access the Drill Down Application preferences.

Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint Help System.

About Drill
Down

Display the current version of Viewpoint.
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Create a Drill Down Application Manually
Add Objects
If you choose not to use the Application Wizard, or if you want to add more views or tables to
your application, access the screen below with Objects\Add Objects from the main menu.

You can also right-click in the flow chart area and select Add Objects from that menu.

Navigate to a library that contains Viewpoint views and tables. Select objects in the list and
press Open to add them to your application.

NOTE:
Note: Script views can only be added as a ‘link-to’ object by creating an option that
references the script view.

Add Option File
Use the screen below to add a member to, open an existing, or create the option file for an
application.

On the main menu, select Option File\New (or Open).
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Navigate to a library and select an option file, or select a different member from the current
option file.

To create a new option file, enter a new file and member name.

To add a member to an existing file, select an existing file and enter a new member name.

Select the Start Object
A drill down application has to have a starting point. After the objects have been selected,
choose one of them as the Start Object.

On the main menu, choose Objects\Application Start Object. A list of objects is presented.
Choose one, and press OK.

Edit Application Options
From the Application Main Menu, select Option File\Edit to display a list of options for the
current application.
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Double click an option to open in an edit window like the one below.

Options

Description - Description of the link. By default this comes from the title of the view to be run.

Command - The command to be run for the object. Use DISPLAY for a view or table, REPORT
for a Viewpoint Report and TABLE for a Viewpoint Table.

Option ID - A three position name for the option. Used primarily in green screen Sequel.

Filter - Specify a value (* wildcard allowed) to limit the scope of the options. (e.g., ABC* will limit
the option to only run views named ABCxxxxxxx

OK Button - Press OK to exit and save changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to exit without making any changes.

Help Button - Press Help to access the online help system.

This same screen can be accessed by right-clicking the link between two objects in the flow
chart screen. Select Edit from the menu.
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Create an Option
To create an option select Option File\Edit from the menu bar.

On the Drill Down Options screen, press the Add button.

or

Right-click in the white area of the display and select Add Option from the menu.
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Create the new option by entering a command in the window below.

The command string can start with only one of the following:

l DISPLAY (for views and table views)

l REPORT (for host reports)

l RUNSCRIPT (from scripts)

Drill To Links
There are two types of links that can be used in a Drill Down Application - Explicit and Implied.
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An explicit link (solid line) is where a source view or table has result fields that match the
command requirement (usually SETVAR) of the target view as defined in the option file.

An implied link (dashed line) is available when one or more fields in the source and target views
are the same. This drill to link allows for the creation of a Drill Down Application without having
to create drill down options (links).

Drill To links are available only if the 'Allow Drill to links' option is selected in the Drill Down
application preferences or the current application properties and if one or more of the common
(source and target) fields are defined in the Dynamic Drill Down Field List in Viewpoint
Administrator.

Right-click in the flowchart work space to show or hide implied links.

Right-click the dashed line to access the list of implied fields or drill to fields.

This is a list of fields that are common to the source and target objects.
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Drill Down to Other Applications
In addition to drilling into iSeries data, a drilldown option can be created to integrate iSeries
data with enterprise data from other platforms. Links can be made to PC applications and
network data. The VPSHELL command allows requests to be made to launch Excel and open a
spreadsheet, launch Internet Explorer to display a specific web page, and even open Windows
applications like Windows Calculator.

An option to open the Windows calculator would look like the following:

To access a weather web site for a specific zip code, specify the URL and use the field name for
zip code along with two ampersands (&&czipc) to pass the zip code into the URL string.
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To automatically create an E-mail using the customer number, customer name, and amount due
pass the filed name with two ampersands. This works best when the customer’s E-mail address is
also available as a field value.

VPSHELL
Specifies a character string of up to 2000 characters that represents a command to be run by
the Viewpoint client. The command must specify a file or object accessible to the client.
ShellExecute is called to process the file using the default verb in the system's registry. Any
parameters to be included must also be specified in the request. The command must be enclosed
in apostrophes if it contains embedded blanks or special characters. If the command produces
results, they will be presented in a normally sized window at the client.

VPSHELL CMD('expr')

Examples:
Starts Internet Explorer and presents the default page.

VPSHELL CMD('iexplore')

Starts Internet Explorer and accesses the Sequel User Community forum.

VPSHELL CMD('"iexplore" "http://www.helpsystems.com"')
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Processes the indicated file. The PDF file will be located and processed with the "default" verb
in the registry. If Adobe Acrobat or the Acrobat Reader is installed, it will be used to open the
file in a normally sized window for the Viewpoint user.

VPSHELL CMD('"\\DOCSERVER\mydocs\invoice.pdf"')

Open a Windows program in a separate window.

VPSHELL CMD('calc.exe')

Drill Down Application Properties
Select File \ Properties to access the Application Properties screen. This display lists all the
items that make up the application - the name of the application, the option file used, and the
start up object. The last section lists all the views or tables used in the application.

Application properties are also available from the Viewpoint Explorer screen. Simply right click
the application and select Properties from the drop down menu.

Drill Down Preferences
Select Tools\Preferences from the Menu bar to access the screen below.

Three tabs provide access to different settings for the Drill Down Application Designer.
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Options

Use the Startup Wizard - Check to use the new Drill Down Application Wizard for new
applications.

Recently Used File List - Check this option and specify the number of recent files to display.

Show Drill To Links - Select to turn on Drill To links. This can be turned off in the designer.

Allow Dynamic Drill To at Run Time - Check to make Drill to Links available at runtime.

Options

Include the Following Columns - Check the box next to the type of information you want to see
in the Object List display.
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Options

Show Grid - Check to display a grid in the design screen.

Snap to Grid - Check to force icons and links to snap to grid settings.

Custom Grid Size - Specify the spacing (based on DPI) for the grid.

OK Button - Press OK to close the tab and apply changes.

Cancel Button - Press Cancel to close the tab and not apply any changes (since last Apply).

Help Button - Open the on line Help system.

Saving Drill Down Application Definitions
Select File\Save (for new applications), or Save As to access the screen below.

Navigate to a library and give the application a name. The application is saved on the IBM i as a
new object type - SQLAPP.
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Press OK to save.

Run a Drill Down Application
You can run a Drill Down Application while in design mode. Select File\Run on the main menu.
The defined start object will run first.

-or

Locate the application in the Viewpoint Explorer display and double click, or right-click and
select Display Results from the menu.
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Viewpoint Client Table Option
Overview and Features

ViewPoint Client Table is an interactive OLAP tool which makes it possible for you to build
client/server views that provide end users interaction with iSeries databases, exploring and
summarizing large quantities of data quickly.

With a Client Table, data can be viewed in a multitude of ways. Simply drag and drop to
reorganize the dimensions and view the new results. In just minutes, you can build powerful,
flexible decision support views.

Once a Client Table is displayed, users can perform as much interactive analysis as they need
locally, including data filtering, drill-down, data marking, dimensional pivoting, ranking,
print/preview, and graphing. All of this power is available, without requiring changes to current
relational or multidimensional database systems.

Build dynamic, interactive client/server views for data mining/analysis. Client Table allows end
users to perform highly iterative data mining and data analysis using current data, with complete
runtime control over which data, reporting features, and analytical capabilities are available
under each access scenario.

l Easy to use design interface

l No multidimensional database server needed

l Fast calculation, summarization, and presentation of multidimensional, relational data

l Quantity of data points limited only by the operating environment's available resources

l Interactive drill-down into detail level

l Dynamic data filtering, pivoting, and ranking

l User-defined calculated fields and number formatting

l Analyze any number of dimensions and facts

l Multiple aggregation functions: Sum, Average, Standard Deviation, Variance, etc.

l Provides print/preview/zoom functions

l Show/hide detail levels in summary views

l Automatic size-to-fit for rows & columns

l Users can highlight data (data marking) according to their own criteria (negative variances,
etc.)

Client Table Results
The Results screen (shown below) displays whenever the Display Results option is chosen from
the Viewpoint Explorer, or the Client Table Designer screen.

Once the table data is displayed it can be further manipulated using any of the following:

Filter Results on page 429

Data Pivots on page 430
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Add Row and Column Groups on page 432

Drill to Detail Data on page 433

Show and Hide Detail Levels on page 433

The menu bar and toolbar provide access to the various functions.

Client Table Results Menu Bar Reference
File

Export Export the table data to either an xls or html
file.

Create
Shortcut

Create a desktop shortcut for the current
table.

Page Setup Modify page settings for printing.

Print Preview Display the results in Print Preview mode.

Print Print the current Table results locally.

Exit Close the results window.

Edit

Copy Copy table results to the clipboard.

Copy with
Headings

Copy table results along with column headings
to the clipboard.

Window

Create Graph Create a graph for selected columns and rows.

View Joblog View the joblog for the current View.

Session Joblog View the session joblog.
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Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint Help System.

Filter Results
Filtering can easily be applied to the Row and Column groups as well as the View fields in table
result display. Simply click the down arrow for any field, and select or de-select the desired
values. The table will instantly change to show the new filtered results.

At the bottom of each drop-down filter list is a row of functions like this:

Select the appropriate function to:

Check All items in the list.

Check None of the items in the list.

Toggle Checked items in the list

Accept Checked items in the list.

Cancel any selections/changes.

Any field that has a filter applied will be highlighted in the display as in the example below:

Each of the filtering options is explained below.

Row Fields
Filter any of the Row Fields to control the table groups.
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Column Fields
Filter any of the current columns to control the number of columns across the display.

View Fields
Even if the View Fields are not added to the Rows or Columns, they can still be used to filter
the data that is displayed in the table.

Data Pivots
One of the most powerful features of the Client Table is the ability to 'pivot' the displayed data.
By moving the Row and Column fields, or swapping Row with Column fields, and vice versa, the
data can be analyzed and displayed in a multitude of ways.

This, in conjunction with the ability to add and remove Row and Column fields, allows the table
to be completely and instantly reconfigured - from high-level summary down to the most detail
data point.

Simply click and drag any field - from the View, Row or Column section - and drop anywhere. A
green insertion bar will indicate where the field will be placed. Here are some examples:
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Pivot Row to Column
In the example below, the Store ID field is moved to the Column section next to the Country
field. Notice the green insertion point.

When the field is dropped in place, the data is instantly rearranged and we see Store ID's within
Country.

Pivot Column to Row
Here the Store ID is moved back to the Row section next to the Product Line field. Again, the
green insertion bar indicates the placement of the field.

Now we see again Store ID's within Product Line.
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Add Row and Column Groups
Another useful way to change and analyze the table data is by adding or removing fields in the
display.

Click and drag a field and place it in either the Row or Column section. A green insertion bar
will indicate where the field will be placed. Here are some examples:

Add a field to the Row Section
In the example below the Product Family field is added to the Row section. The green insertion
bar indicates the field will be place to the right of the Product Line field.

Extra information about the Product Family for each Product Line is now displayed.

Remove a field from the Column Section
By dragging the Country field out of the Column Section...

...the Sales Amount for all countries is summarized for the combination of Product Line and
Family.
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Drill to Detail Data
Most table results are displayed as summary data - many detail records added up and grouped
together based on Row and Column fields. The underlying records that support the summary
values can easily be displayed('drilled into') in a separate result window.

Simply choose the summary value at the intersection of a given Row and Column and double
click. A separate view result window will display the underlying detail data.

In the example below the detail for sales of videos in Argentina for the year 2000 is displayed
by double clicking on the summary value at the intersection of the column and row - in this case
$34,305.09.

A second window is opened showing the four detail records that support this summary amount.

Show and Hide Detail Levels
If a table is defined with multiple Row or Column groups, these levels can be easily expanded or
collapsed to show more or less data. The plus and minus sign for each group is used to expand or
collapse that group.

In the example below, the Music Product Line is expanded to display multiple Product Family
items within the Music line.
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Columns can be expanded (and collapsed) in the same manner. Expanding the Americas region
shows multiple countries within each region.

You can also right-click any group and use the menu to select Expand All or Collapse All. Notice
that both the Rows and Columns are expanded.

Export Results
At any time the current table results can be exported to one of two file types - html or xls.

Select File\Export from the results menu.

Select the file type and a location for the new file. Press the Save button to create the file.

NOTE:
Select the .vpc file type to save the results as a fully functional client table that can be
shared with non-Viewpoint users. The user must download and install the Client Table
viewer to work with these files.
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Print and Print Preview
Printing table results to a local or network printer is available by selecting File\Print on the
results menu.

A standard Windows print dialog is used to select a printer and set properties.

Select File \ Print Preview to see the printer output.

From this display print preferences can be set and page margins and individual columns can be
changed before sending to print.

Options

Print - Print the page(s) displayed.

Print Settings - Open the Print Settings panel.
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Margins - Turns on Margin grid lines. Click and drag to set margin widths as well as column
widths.

Previous Page - Move to the previous page of the printout.

Next Page - Move to the next page of the printout.

Zoom Out - Click to zoom out (see more) on the output.

Zoom In - Click to zoom in (see less) on the output.

Shortcuts
Creating a shortcut for a Client Table is similar to the process for other Viewpoint objects.
Simply highlight the client table object in the Object Display (Existing or Recent Tab) and
choose Create Shortcut from the File drop-down menu.

-or-

Right-click the client table and choose the Create Shortcut option.

A ‘Shortcut Options’ screen is opened which allows you to specify how the table is to be run.
The difference here is a Client Table shortcut is limited to three output options - Display, Print
and Create File.

The settings for the above options are explained below.

Display
The table results will be displayed in a new window.

Specify the title caption for the display window.
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Print
Print the table results to a local or network printer.

Select a printer from the drop-down list, and choose page orientation.

Create a File
Create an html or xls file from the table results.

Enter the path and filename or use the Browse button to set the path. Select the file type from
the drop-down list, and choose whether to create a file locally or on the IFS of the iSeries. Lastly,
specify the maximum number of records to create for the file.

The above actions will place an icon on your desktop that when double clicked will perform
the actions defined in the shortcut.

The VPT shortcut file can be edited using a text editor (like Notepad).
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New Client Table Wizard
The New Client Table Wizard steps through 4 screens to assist in the creation of most tables.

The Wizard is invoked any time a new Client Table is started, or when the 'Restart Wizard'
option is selected from the design menu.

If you choose to create a new table without selecting a view first, you will be prompted to Select
an Existing View. If you do not select an existing view the SQL will be embedded in the Table.

From the Viewpoint
Explorer, highlight a
view, script view or
table in the list on
the right and then
select
File\New\Client
Table

-or-

Right-click the
desired view,
script view or
table and select
New\Client Table
from the drop
down menu.

-or-

From the menu
bar on the Design
View display,
select
File\New\Client
Table

Step 1 - Table Description
The first step of the New Table Wizard is to specify a title for the new table.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Next button to go to Step 2. Press the
Finish button to complete the table and go directly to the Client Table Designer screen.

Options

Title Specify a title for the table. When working with Viewpoint objects (Viewpoint Explorer),
the title is the 'description' of the table object.

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 2 - Table Rows
The second step of the New Table Wizard is to define the row field(s) for the table. Drag fields
from the View Results section and drop them in the Rows box.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 1. Press the
Finish button to complete the table and go directly to the Client Table Designer screen.

Options

Rows - Drag fields from the Available Fields section and drop them in the Rows box. This will
create the values that are listed 'down' the table.

Example - This graphic is a representation of a typical table. The highlighted area relates to the
element being added to the table (row, column, field).

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 3 - Table Columns
The third step of the New Table Wizard is to define the column field(s) for the table.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 2. Press the
Finish button to complete the table and go directly to the Client Table Designer screen.

Options

Columns - Drag fields from the Available Fields section and drop them in the Columns box. This
will create columns ‘across’ the table

Example - This graphic is a representation of a typical table. The highlighted area relates to the
element being added to the table (row, column, field).

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

Step 4 - Table Data
The fourth and final step of the New Table Wizard is to define data field(s) for the table.
Typically, these are numeric fields that are summarized in the body of the table.
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Press the Cancel button to exit the Wizard. Press the Back button to go to Step 3. Press the
Finish button to complete the table and go to the Client Table Designer screen.

Options

Data Fields - Drag fields from the Available Fields section and drop them in the Data Fields box.
These calculations usually define totals, ranking percentages and counts.

Example - This graphic is a representation of a typical table. The highlighted area relates to
the element being added to the table (row, column, field).

Available Fields - A list of the fields defined in the view is displayed for reference.

Cancel Button - Press cancel to exit the Wizard. This will end the creation process.

Back Button - Grayed out in Step 1.

Next Button - Press Next to move to the next step of the Wizard.

Finish Button - Press Finish to complete the table and go directly to the Layout screen.

NOTE:
Select as many fields as you think you might need. Unwanted fields can be hidden later in
the designer. Once the wizard process is complete, data fields can only be added by
restarting the process, which erases any calculations, and data markers.

Design Screen Layout
The Client Table Designer is displayed whenever an existing table is opened for modification, or
as the final step of the Client Table Wizard.
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The screen is divided into four major sections: The Row Section, the Column Section, the Data
Section, and the View Fields Section. There is also a menu bar and toolbar to provide access to
various table design functions.

The table is modified using the options available in the Format menu on the menu bar, or by
moving (pivot), adding, or removing fields in the Row and Column sections. Calculated fields are
created using the expression editor.

One has to be in the Client Table designer in order to apply Data Markers, to create percents
(for Rows and Columns), or to add Ranking.

The tabs make it easy to jump from the Table Designer to the view and all its attributes.

The number of records displayed in the designer is controlled by your defaults. On the menu,
select Options\Sequel Defaults\Client Report\Maximum Records.

NOTE:
One has to be in the Client Table designer in order to apply Data Markers, to create
percents (for Rows and Columns), or to add Ranking.

Client Table Designer Menu Bar Reference
File

New Design a new View, Table, Report, Client Table, or
Client Report.

Open Open an existing Table.

Save Save a new or modified Table definition on the
System i

Save As…. Save an existing Table on the System i with
different attributes.

Save to Repository Save a Viewpoint shortcut file (.vpttablec) in the
Viewpoint Repository
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Import Import a Query Definition, QM Query, or QM
Form.

Display Results Display the current Table results.

Save Results As. This option is not available in the designer.

Send Results To This option is not available in the designer.

Print Print the current Table results locally or on the
System i.

Properties Display or modify the Table Attributes.

Print SQL Statement Print the SQL statement for the view.

Exit Close the Design View display.

Edit

Select All Highlight the entire SQL statement.

Auto Join Join files using SQLJOINDB values.

Format

Layout Open the Format screens for Field Format,
Preferences, Printer, Font, and Color settings.

Data Markers Add conditional formatting to results.

Calculated Fields Create derived fields.

Group Footer Editor Control Summary Calculations.

Restart Wizard Clear all settings and restart the design wizard.

View

SQL Statement Open the SQL tab.

Files & Fields Open the Files and Fields tab.

Variables Open the Variables tab.

Table Open the Table tab.

Joblog View the session joblog.

Toolbars Display or hide the Design and Results Tools.

Options

Edit Library List Add or remove libraries on the library list.

Font Open the Font dialog to change the look of the
SQL statement.

Viewpoint Options Set Viewpoint Options.

Sequel Defaults Display or modify User Defaults.
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Help

Contents Open the Viewpoint Help System.

About Viewpoint Display the current version of Viewpoint.

Calculated Fields
Calculated fields can be added to the table using the Calculated Field Editor. On the menu,
select Format\Calculated Fields.

Press the Add button to start the process.

Specify a Caption (column heading), a VarName (name for the calc) and the Formula.
Calculations are based on either previous calculations or Data Fields that were selected during
the Table Wizard process.

Below, a projected sales field is created by summarizing the sales field, and multiplying by 1.2.

Press Close to add the calc. The table is instantly updated with the new column.

Use the Field Format, to change the display characteristics, hide the field, or apply ranking and
percents.

NOTE:
If you want to create a calculation using a view field, other than the ones selected during the
Table Wizard process, then you have to use the Wizard button to restart the process. This
will allow you to go back and select more data fields. Any existing calculations will be lost if
you restart the Wizard. A good idea might be to select as many fields as you think you will
need and hide any unwanted fields.
Also, if you rename a saved calculation (VarName), you must update all other calculations
that reference (in the formula) the renamed calculation.
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Control Summary Calculations
Subtotal or summary calculations, by default, are calculated fields that simply add up the column
values at the surface level. The column values are calculated based on the underlying detail
level - more importantly - at the lowest level of detail available based on the fields in the view.

In this simple table we have some counts (y
and x) followed by the sum of

First, notice the sub total level for Region
10. The value 38.19 is not based on a
calculation of 68/62.

The subtotal looks at the column values
(12.20, 14.49, 0.00, 11.50, 0.00) and adds
them to equal 38.19.

Now, look at Cust Type 'NA'. The value of
11.50 is not the result of 14/3. The issue is
the underlying detail. The values for NA
are really a subtotal, and all subtotals are
the result of the column values at the
lowest available detail in the view.

The workaround for the above involves a change to the fields specified as

The change is made in the Client Table design screen. On the menu select, Format \ Group
Footer Editor. To change your summary calcs for the sub-total breaks, follow these 3 steps:

Repeat these 3 steps for each Row field/summary calc combination. Press the Close button when
finished.

The individual steps are detailed below:

Step One - Select a Row field. Again, you must select all row fields in the table as well as the
field that represents the lowest level of detail.
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The low-level detail field will always be the first field displayed (leftmost) above the Row Fields
of the table (see below).

Lowest Level of Detail:

Step Two - Select a summary calculation.
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Step Three - Select 'Calculated' from the Group Footer Type list.

After step 3 above, the 'Formula' value will automatically fill in with the calculation formula.

When finished with all Row field/summary calculation combinations, press the Close button.

The final result looks like:
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Now, the total for Region 10 is correct:
68/62=1.10,

and the calculation for customer type NA
is correct: 14/3=4.67

Data Markers
Data Markers are a powerful way to add visual impact to a result set. Colored backgrounds and
fonts can be conditionally set for any number of ranges.

These settings are added during the design process and are stored with the Client Table object
on the iSeries.

Steps

1. Select Format\Data Markers from the Client Table design screen to access the Data
Markers Editor.

2. Choose an available field in the list and enter a high and low value for the range.
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3. Press the Foreground and/or Background buttons and use the displayed color palette to
choose a color.

Select a color and press OK.

4. Press Save to add the defined range to the list of fields.

Continue this process until all desired ranges have been defined. Press Close when finished
defining markers.
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Ranking
Use Ranking to sort the data field by Row and/or Column total values. Ranking is applied to the
fields currently defined in the Row or Column section. Ranking is applied in the Client Table
designer using the Field Format display.

Rank on Row Total
This sample shows rows sorted by Customer Type.

Steps

1. To set or change ranking, select Format\Layout on the design menu. On the Fields tab,
Select the Customer Type field (the current row field) to access it's properties on the
right of the screen.

2. Use the drop-down lists to select the Rank Style and Rank On options - 'Descending' and
'Current Balance Due' in this example.

3. Press Apply and OK to make the change(s) and close the Layout window. The final result
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will rearrange the rows based on the row total.

Rank on Column Total
This sample shows columns sorted by Sales Region.

Steps

1. To set or change the ranking, select Format \ Layout on the design menu. On the Fields
tab, Select the Sales Region field (the current column field) to access it's properties on the
right of the screen.

2. Use the drop-down lists to select the Rank Style and Rank On options - 'Descending' and
'Current Balance Due' in this example.

3. Press Apply and OK to make the change(s) and close the Layout window.

The final result will rearrange the columns based on the column total.
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Percents
Adding percents of column or row is another easy way to add useful information to the table
results. The process below includes creating a column to display the percents and then
formatting the column.

This before sample shows a Current Balance Due field that is summarized by Customer Type.

To add a percent of column, we will first create a calculation.

Steps

1. Select Format\Calculation Editor from the design menu.

2. In the Calculation Editor, press the Add button to create a new expression.

3. Specify a column heading or Caption, a name for the calc (VarName) and a formula. In this
example, since we want to present the Current Balance Due field (amtdu) as a percent, we
must first summarize this field.
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4. Press the Close button to finish the calculation and close the editor. A second column that
summarizes the amount due field is displayed in the results window.

To change this new column to a percent we have to change the Field Format.

5. On the menu, select Format\Layout.

6. On the Fields tab, look for the new calculation at the bottom of the fields list. Click once to
select this field and it's properties will display on the right side of the panel.

7. Use the drop-down list to select the Display As option - 'Percent of Column' in this
example. Also select how the percentage is to display by choosing a value in the Format
list.(0.00%)
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8. Press Apply and OK to make the change(s) and close the Layout window.

The final result will now display the column as a percent.

Field Format
The Field Format screen is used to set the properties of the fields used by the Client Table.
Access this screen by selecting Format\Layout in the table designer display.

The Field Format is also used to:

l Hide calculations from display.

l Turn Totals for row and column on or off.

l Create Percents for Rows or Columns.

l Turn on Ranking.
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NOTE:
The right side of this screen is blank when first opened. Select any field in the list to display
the options on the right side of the panel.

Options

Fields List - All fields from the underlying view are displayed along with any calculated fields.
Discreet data values are also displayed for each field. Use the plus [+] and minus [-]
controls to expand and collapse the fields to show or hide the data values. The symbols
next to each field have the following meanings:
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Load Data Items - Press to refresh the data items in the list.

Caption (column heading) - Change the default caption for the selected field.

Source Field - This is the view field.

Orientation - Shows the current orientation (how it is used) of the selected field. Use the drop-
down list to select Row, Column or View.

Rank Style - Use this option to set ranking for the Row or Column field.

Rank On - Choose the view field that the ranking will be based on.

Sort Type - Not accessible.

Show Footer - This controls whether totals are displayed for row and column fields.

Group Footer Settings:

Caption - Set or change the text that is displayed for the row and column total.

Bitmap - A bitmap (.bmp only) can be inserted into the total line (row or column). Use the '...'
button to browse for a bitmap.

Position - If adding a bitmap, use the drop-down list to select where on the total line to display
the picture.

OK - Press to accept changes and close the Fields display.

Cancel - Press to cancel any changes.

Apply - Press to see most changes applied to the results.

Preferences
The Preferences page displays the style and alignment properties for row and column fields and
allows changes to be made to the properties. These settings are saved with the individual Client
Table.

Access this screen by selecting Format\Layout\Preferences tab in the table designer display.
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Options

Alignment Options - Use the drop-down menus to select alignment options for Row, Column,
and Outline Icon.

Style Options - Use the drop-down menus to select Style options for Row, Column, Cursor, Grid,
and Border.

Check Boxes - Check (or uncheck) to: Allow Filtering, Allow fields to be pivoted, Refresh data,
Allow Splitters, and Show Page (view) fields.

Data Not Available Caption - Specify text to display when data is not selected.

Load Progress Notify Delay -

Mouse Pointer - Currently this does not change the Windows default mouse pointer.

OK - Press to accept changes and close the Preferences display.

Cancel - Press to cancel any changes.

Apply - Press to see most changes applied to the results.

Printer Settings
Use the Printer Setting page to set properties for headers, footers, and page margins. These
settings are saved with the individual Client Table.

Access this screen by selecting Format\Layout\Printer tab in the table designer display.

Options

Header, Margin, Justification - Specify Header text, it's margin, and justification on the page.

Footer, Margin, Justification - Specify Footer text, it's margin, and justification on the page.

Margins

Left, Right, Top, Bottom, Column Spacing - Specify in inches the page margins.
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Page BreakLevel

Row, Column - Force a page break on rows or columns by specifying which field in that group to
break on. Zero equals no page break.

Repeat Heading For - Select Rows or Columns.

Use Colors - Print in color (grayscale on mono printer) or black and white.

OK - Press to accept changes and close the Printer display.

Cancel - Press to cancel any changes.

Apply - Press to see most changes applied to the results.

Font Settings
Use the Font settings page to select font properties for various areas of the Client Table. These
settings are saved with the individual Client Table.

Access this screen by selecting Format\Layout\Font tab in the table designer display.

Options

Property Name - Select one of the font properties from the drop down list.

Font - Choose a font style.

Font Style - Specify a style.

Size - Specify a size.

Effects - Choose strikeout or underline.

OK - Press to accept changes and close the Font display.

Cancel - Press to cancel any changes.

Apply - Press to see most changes applied to the results.
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Color Settings
The Color tab allows for various areas of the Client table to have different colored items. These
settings are saved with the individual Client Table.

Access this screen by selecting Format\Layout\Color tab in the table designer display.

Options

Name - Select an item in the list to change it's color setting.

System Colors - These are the current defaults for the Client Table. The color for these items
can be applied to any item in the Name list.

Palette - Use the palette to choose a new color.

OK - Press to accept changes and close the Color display.

Cancel - Press to cancel any changes.

Apply - Press to see most changes applied to the results.

Client Table Properties
Choose the Properties option from the Properties option from the Viewpoint Explorer File
menu to display Client Table properties.

The view the table is based on is displayed as well as the title.
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Saving Client Table Definitions
The Save Table Based On dialog is displayed when the Save or Save As option is chosen from
the Client Table Designer Screen.

Specify a name for the Table (or leave the name unchanged if saving an existing Table), a
description or title, the public authority, and a library. A message will inform you the Table was
saved.
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This appendix section is a collection of miscellaneous items that don’t have mass application, and
therefore were not added to the main body of the user guide. The following topics are included
in this appendix:

l Active Viewpoint Job Monitor

l Connection Errors

l Create a Viewpoint Log

l Disable Syntax Checking

l PC Formats

l Product Library

l Remote Access Through a Firewall

l Viewing Joblogs

l Viewpoint Versioning

Active Viewpoint Job Monitor
The Active Viewpoint Job Monitor is available with a host license to Viewpoint Administrator
(contact your sales rep). This feature provides access to your Viewpoint job's connection status
and some basic connection statistics. It also provides an easy way to end a Viewpoint session on
the host without shutting down the client software.

After connecting to a System i host, an icon is placed in the System Tray of your desktop.

You can right-click this icon to access a list of Viewpoint connections (if you have multiple hosts),
or double click to see the current Viewpoint job status.

If you have multiple hosts, and you double click the Active Job icon you will be presented with a
list of Viewpoint connections. Select the job to work with and press the OK button.
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The Viewpoint Job Status display will list the system, user, job number, and job status for the
chosen connection.

Some basic information (duration, percentages, counts) about the connection is also displayed
for review. The joblog for this connection is available from this screen as well.

If you choose to end this connection, you will be presented with the dialog below. You have the
opportunity to save a copy of the job log.
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This dialog will be presented when you attempt to re-connect (your job ended, or was cancelled
or failed). Select whether to attempt to connect and retry the last request, or connect and ignore
the last request.

Connection Errors
When using TCP/IP for your connection type, the following host servers need to be running
(Listen state) on the System i:

Host Server Use SSL Port Non-SSL
Port

*DDM TCP/IP DDM server. Enables the IBM
system to become the “server” for the
connection

448 446

*SVRMAP Port mapping sever. Used by
connecting software (client access in
our case) to find what ports are used
by various other services.

449

*CENTRAL Central server. Used for license
management.

9470 8470

*DATABASE Database server. Used to handle query
requests from clients.

9471 8471

*DTAQ Data queue server. Manages data
queues between IBM host and client
application.

9472 8472

*RMTCMD Remote command server. Used to runs
requests sent from client.

9475 8475
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Host Server Use SSL Port Non-SSL
Port

*SIGNON Sign-on server. Used for sign on
verification.

9476 8476

If any of these servers are not running, the following error displays when a connection is
attempted:

Starting Host Servers
To start a host server, issue the following command at a command line:

STRHOSTSVR *servername

(for example: STRHOSTSVR *RMTCMD to start the Remote command server)

To check the status of these servers, issue the following command:

WRKTCPSTS

Choose option 3 - 'Work with TCP/IP connection status'. Look to see that the above servers are
in a 'Listen' state.

In addition to the host servers above, the TCP server for DDM needs to be started as well. Issue
the following command to start the DDM server:

STRTCPSVR *DDM

Create a Viewpoint Log
Most connection type errors can be captured in a text file for error resolution purposes. To
create the log, follow the steps below.
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1. From Windows, select Start\Run

2. In the Run window use the Browse button and navigate to C:\Program Files\Sequel
ViewPoint

3. Select the program called ViewPnt.exe and press the Open button.

4. Back at the Run window, insert the /Z command switch at the end of the command (after
the close quote). See Using Command Line Switches for more switches (page 21).

5. Press OK to start Viewpoint.

A file called VPLOG.TXT will be created in the C:\Documents and
Settings\userid\Application Data\Sequel Viewpoint folder.
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Disable Syntax Checking
When designing views, Viewpoint will attempt to check the syntax of the SQL. You will notice
this most often when switching between the SQL and Files and Fields tabs of the designer. If an
error is encountered an error message will display. In the worse case, the SQL can become
corrupted and discarded. Because a remote database view, or any non-*SEQUEL syntax view
can contain very large and complex SQL, an option has been added to disable the syntax
checking in Viewpoint.

On the design screen menu, select Options\Disable Syntax Checking.

This option is only available for non-*SEQUEL syntax views. When this option is selected the
following functions that usually invoke syntax checking will also be disabled:

l Edit \ Format SQL Statement

l Edit \ Auto Join

l Edit \ Step out of current select statement

l Edit \ Step into select statement

l Edit \ Reorder Selected files

l Insert \ All SQL Clauses

l Insert \ Union

l Insert \ Database Files

l Insert \ Find Fields and Files

If Viewpoint detects advanced SQL when opening an existing view, this option will be enabled
automatically.

PC Formats
The following PC formats can be created using Viewpoint when saving view, table, and report
results or when sending results via email.
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*SDF: This format is similar to the format produced by IBM’s Client Access file transfer with
output file type ASCII text. Each record is terminated by a carriage return and linefeed.
Field values are placed in the output record without separators. Numeric values are
unedited except that leading zeros are replaced with blanks and a leading negative sign is
added where appropriate. Decimal values have a decimal point inserted. Columns edited
with EDTCDE(X) are completely unedited – leading zeros are not suppressed, and no sign
or decimal separator is inserted.

*RTF: View results will be placed into the PC document in Rich Text Format. Font and margin
specifications will be drawn from the user default values accessible through the ESNDUSR
command.

*HTML: Records are written to the indicated file in HTML (hypertext markup language) format.

*dBASE: The results from the view will be placed into the PC document in dBASE III* format.
Use this form when you want to import the data into a spreadsheet or a PC database
program.

*WKS: The results from the view will be placed into a Lotus worksheet file. Use this form when
you want to import the data into a spreadsheet program that accepts Lotus worksheet files.

*XLS, XL8: View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 97 (BIFF8)
workbook format Multiple worksheets will be created if more than 65535 rows are
returned by the view.

*XL5: View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 5.0/95 workbook
format.

*XLSX: View results will be placed into the PC document in Microsoft Excel 2007 format.
Maximum file size generated is limited to either 4GB of total data, or the Microsoft
imposed limit of 16,384 columns by 1,048,576 rows per sheet—whichever is reached
first. Use this format if you want more than 65,535 records in the same sheet. Otherwise,
use *XLS

*XMLXLS: View results will be placed into the PC document in 'Excel-formatted' XML format (an
XML file is created).

*XML: View results will be placed into the PC document in XML database format. Field values
will appear in content form for the XML element (using the XML 1.0 standard).

*XML1: View results will be placed into the PC document in XML database format. Field values
will appear in attribute form for the XML element.

*WEBSPHERE: The selected DB2 data will be converted into attribute-formatted XML that is
compatible with WebSphere Commerce Suite applications. When the designated output
file is created, it can be imported into WebSphere with the mass Import Utility. The entity
name for the resulting database will be 'import', and any values specified for the ENTITY
and ENTITYATTR parameters will be ignored.

*PCFILE: The filename extension on the STMF or TODOC value will be used to infer the PC
format. (i.e. .xls->*XLS, .htm->*HTML) An extension of .txt or .csv will be translated to
*DELIMITED format.
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Additional formats can be defined using the WRKPCFMT command. Some "standard"
formats are listed below, although their definitions may differ if they have been changed
with WRKPCFMT.

*DELIMITED: The results from the view will be placed into the PC document in a comma
delimited fashion. Fields will be separated with commas, quotation marks will surround
alphanumeric fields, records will be terminated with a carriage return and linefeed.
Numeric fields are edited to include a minus sign and decimal point where appropriate.
No “header” record is provided. This form is especially useful for more general word
processing, spreadsheet, or database applications.

*MERGE: Like the *DELIMITED form, fields are placed into the document in text form and
separated by commas. Quotation marks will surround alphanumeric fields, records will be
terminated with a carriage return and linefeed. Numeric fields are edited according to the
edit code or edit word supplied by the view. If one is not supplied, a minus sign and
decimal point are included where appropriate. A “header” record listing the name of each
field precedes the data. This form is especially useful when you want to use a word
processor to merge the data with another document.

*TDELIM: The results from the view will be placed into the PC document in a tab delimited
fashion. Fields will be separated with tabs, quotation marks will surround alphanumeric
fields, records will be terminated with a carriage return and linefeed.

Product Library
Because Sequel (the host software) can be installed in multiple libraries (for testing purposes) a
product library parameter in the Windows Registry determines which library Viewpoint is using
on a given System i.

After Viewpoint is installed on a PC, a search is performed the first time a connection is
attempted on a host system. Library Sequel is searched for first followed by library SEQUELU
(the two default install libraries). If neither is found, the user will be prompted for a product
library. All subsequent connections to the same host System i will automatically use this product
library.

Once the product library is set, a change to the Windows registry is required in order to use a
different product library. The registry key containing the product library value is:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\SEQUEL Viewpoint\system_name

where "system_name" is the system name being connected. The ProductLibrary value within
this key identifies the library name containing the Sequel product to be used for connections to
this machine.

Remote Access Through a Firewall
Viewpoint makes requests to IBM System i Access host servers (see above). These servers
"listen" on System i TCP ports for incoming requests.

In order for Viewpoint to operate across the internet, these port accesses to the System i must
be allowed through the firewall.
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IBM information APAR II12227 details the port requirements for the various System i Access
services. The port numbers below represent the default ports associated with each service.
Although it is highly unusual, they CAN be changed. The System i command WRKSRVTBLE can
be used to determine the port numbers associated with each service.

In the most likely configuration, Viewpoint uses the following service names, host servers and
port numbers. SSL ports are listed as well. The System i services are started using STRHOSTSVR
and can be monitored using WRKTCPSTS *CNN.

Service Name Host Server Port SSL Port

as-svrmap *SVRMAP 449

as-central *CENTRAL 8470 9470

as-database *DATABASE 8471 9471

as-dtaq *DTAQ 8472 9472

as-rmtcmd *RMTCMD 8475 9475

as-signon *SIGNON 8476 9476

In addition to these host servers, the TCP/IP *DDM server must be started, although the DDM
ports (447, 448) need not be opened.

DRDA port 446 must be opened so the DDM server can receive Viewpoint OLEDB requests.

Viewing Joblogs
Two different joblogs can be displayed from the Results display.

The Session Joblog lists all activity for the current Viewpoint Session. This joblog is available
from Viewpoint Explorer, and any of the designers.

Messages are color coded based on the type of message. Menu options are available to print,
copy, and control the list.
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This Joblog is specific to the Results window for a View or Table. It is accessed from the Results
window menu.

Viewpoint Versioning
Overview
Viewpoint Versioning is a new feature designed to archive ‘versioned’ copies of Viewpoint
objects (views, reports, scripts) and output stream files (PC files on the IFS) when performing a
save-and-replace operation.

This new feature is invoked based on the value of the REPLACE parameter on some commands
(explicit versioning), the value of the Replace Action user default when using ‘Design’
commands, or when using Viewpoint to modify and save views, reports, or scripts (implied
versioning).
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So, when you open an existing view—make a change—and save— the save operation (using the
REPLACE parameter) can either:

l Overwrite the object - REPLACE(*YES)

l Does not overwrite and issue a warning - REPLACE(*NO)

l Create a versioned copy of the object and save the existing object - REPLACE(*VER)

l Do what the user default says - REPLACE(*DFT)—which will be either *YES or *VER

This chart shows the relation between versioning type, object type, and versioning
commands/processes.

Viewpoint Objects
These commands/processes
can cre- ate or modify
Viewpoint objects.

Stream file Objects
These commands can
create PC files on the IFS1.

Explicit Versioning
Commands that use
the REPLACE
(*VER/*DFT)
parameter to
version an object
when saved.

l CRTVIEW

l CRTSCRIPT

l EXECUTE

l EXECUTEVPT

l REPORT

l REPORTVPT

Implied Versioning
Commands or
Viewpoint
processes that
create versioned
objects only if the
user’s default—
Replace Action—is
set to *VER.

Green screen ‘Design’
Commands to create/modify:

l DSNVIEW

l DSNREPORT

l DSNSCRIPT (standard and
script views)

Viewpoint interface to
create/modify:

l Views

l Reports

l Scripts/Script Views

Versioning is not
available/supported when
creating stream files from
Viewpoint.

1. Versioning of stream file objects created by SWI Automate Schedule jobs in Repository mode
is not supported.

Do the Following to Start Versioning:
1. The install creates the SEQUELREPO library (where new versions of your Viewpoint

objects will be saved) by default. You can use this library, or create your own by issuing
the following command:

CRTLIB LIB(XXXXX) (where XXXXX is a new library)
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Each user can have his/her own repository for versioned objects.

2. Create a folder in the IFS with the same name as your Repository Library with a
command like so:

MKDIR ‘/SEQUEL/HISTORY/XXXXX’ (where XXXXX is the Repository Library name)

This is where new versions of stream files will be saved. sequel/history is the required
path for all stream file repositories.

3. Change your user defaults to use the new library created above:

a. Issue the command SETDFT and press enter.

b. Page up once to see the two settings you will be altering—Repository Library and
Replace Action.

c. Set the Repository Library to the library you created in step 1 (or the default
SEQUELREPO library).

d. Set the Replace Action value to *VER.
You can also use Viewpoint Administrator to change these user default values.

To see Host Object Versioning in action, try the following:
1. Perform the three steps in the ‘Do the Following to Start Versioning’ section above to

make sure versioning is setup.

2. Use Viewpoint Explorer to navigate to the SEQUELEX sample library

3. Right-click on the view CUSTLIST, and select Design.

4. Make a change to the view like adding a new field, or change the ORDER BY clause.

5. On the Design menu, select the File\Save option. You should see a message that the view
was saved.

6. Make a different change to same view and save it again.

7. To see if objects were successfully versioned, use Viewpoint Explorer to navigate to your
repository library, or issue the command WRKSEQUEL OBJ(XXXXX/*ALL) where XXXXX
is your repository library, and look for versions of the objects you saved.

The first archived file for a given object will keep the original name. Subsequent
versioned file names are made up of the first six characters of the original object name
appended to a 4-digit counter (0001 to 9999) like CUSTLI0001 and so on, along with
version descriptions.

You can also issue the following command to see the version info in the SQVRSNUS file
on the iSeries:

DISPLAY SQL(‘SELECT * FROM SEQUEL/SQVRSNUS’)

Due to the way versioned objects are created, you are limited to approximately 9999 versions
for an object.

To see Stream File versioning in action, try the following:
1. Perform the three steps in the ‘Do the Following to Start Versioning’ section above to

make sure versioning is setup.

2. Issue the following command three times at a command line (once to create a file, and two
more times to replace it and create multiple versions):
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EXECUTE VIEW(SEQUELEX/CUSTLIST) TOSTMF(‘/TMP/CUSTLISTLIST.TXT’) REPLACE
(*VER)
(you should see a message that a file was created)

3. To see if the stream file objects were successfully versioned, use Windows Explorer to
navigate to \\ISERIES\ROOT\SEQUEL\HISTORY\XXXXX, where XXXXX is the folder that
corresponds to your repository library, and look for versions of the objects you saved.

The first archived file for a given object will keep the original name. Subsequent
versioned file names are made up of the first six characters of the original object name
appended to a 4-digit counter (0001 to 9999) like CUSTLI0001 and so on, along with
version descriptions.

You can also issue the following command to see the version information in the
SQVRSNSTMF file on the iSeries:

DISPLAY SQL(‘SELECT SQSTMF LEN(50), REPOSTMF LEN(50), SQVRSNTS FROM
SEQUEL/SQVRSNSTMF’)

Due to IBM i file naming conventions and limits and the way versioned objects are created, you
are limited to approximately 9999 versions for an object.
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Appendix B
This appendix section focuses on connection and remote database issues. Connections to remote
databases such as Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, as well as JDE connections issues, and
connections using the Viewpoint Universal Driver for advanced security are documented.

The following remote database topics are included in this appendix:

l Using Remote Databases

l Performance of Remote Database Access

l Characteristics of Remote Database Access

l Remote Database Problem Determination

Using Remote Databases
Viewpoint supports the ability to connect to remote databases and process SQL requests against
them. The feature is enabled through the Sequel software that runs on the “host” System i to
which Viewpoint is connected. All remote database accesses are performed between this System
i and the remote data server; there is no connection between the personal computer running
Viewpoint and the remote system.

The available remote databases are defined in a database file named SEQUELHOST that is
stored on the System i. Each user’s default settings indicate the SEQUELHOST file that will be
used for their remote database access. This means that user-based definitions are possible with
different users having a different SEQUELHOST file (or member) specified for their user
settings. The file or member to be used can be viewed or changed using the SETDFT command
or by using the Viewpoint Administrator’s ‘Set Defaults’ option.

System Requirements
Remote database support is provided by Sequel host version R10M04 and Viewpoint version
9.8.172. The System i must be operating at V5R4 or later and any target System i systems must
be running V5R1 or later.

Remote database access, including *LOCALSYS connections, and some of the ‘Save As’ functions
from the Sequel Web Interface require the Java 5.0 (or higher) SDK licensed program
(5761JV1 for V6.1 and V7.1 or 5770JV1 for V7.2, with at least one of the following options: 7,
8, 9, 10, 11 or 12). In addition, on V6R1 the IBM Toolbox for Java licensed program (5761JC1)
must also be installed.

For SQLServer connections, Sequel (prior to version R11M03) installs a Type-4 JDBC driver
(sqljdbc.jar—version 1.2 dated 10/11/2007 with a size of 570KB) into the rio/lib folder of the
IFS. Due to recent changes on both the Systen i and SQL Server, it is recommended this driver
should be moved out of the rio/lib folder (not renamed) and replaced with the newer 1.2 version
sqljdbc.jar—dated 11/12/2009 with a size of 300KB. This new version can be downloaded from
the following link:

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/976589

Starting with Sequel version R11M03, this newer driver will be installed with the product.
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Two types of access
Sequel supports remote databases that are accessible via either the standard SQL Call Level
Interface (CLI) or a 100% pure java (Type-4) JDBC driver.

SQL-CLI accesses are made to DRDA databases that are described in the System i remote
database directory. The System i commands ADDRDBDIRE and WRKRDBDIRE are used to
configure the connections to these remote systems. See the appropriate IBM reference manuals
for information about using these commands.

Nearly all modern databases provide Type-4 JDBC drivers for remote SQL access. The Sequel
installation process automatically installs drivers for Oracle®, Microsoft SQL Server®, the
MySQL® open source databases, and JD Edwards World and EnterpriseOne. You will be able to
use these drivers to access these remote databases without installing additional objects.

If additional Type-4 JDBC drivers are properly installed to the System i Integrated File System,
Sequel will be able to access other remote databases as well. These drivers must be restored to
the IFS path: \RIO\lib in order to be accessible by Sequel.

Defining remote database connections
Defining the connection to a remote database is fairly simple with either the SEQUEL
MNTHOSTF (Maintain SEQUELHost File) command or the Viewpoint Administrator’s ‘SEQUEL
Host File’ option.

Entries in the host file provide the information necessary to connect to a remote database.
There are two types of entries: platform entries and database server entries. A platform entry
begins with an asterisk (i.e. *ISERIES, *ORACLE, etc.) and identifies characteristics that will be
common to all the connections for a specific platform. A database server entry references the
platform entry; the common properties do not need to be specified for each database on the
given platform. The database server entry can override these properties. If they are not
overridden by the database server entry, the values specified on the platform entry will be used
when the connection occurs. Entry properties are:
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User name and password: Connections made to the remote database will be made using the
user/ password stored with the entry. The password is encrypted in the SEQUELHOST
file. If the user accessing the entry does not have Sequel administrator authority1, they
will be required to supply the correct password prior to viewing the entry details.

Server type: identifies the platform entry (beginning with an asterisk) that further defines the
database server entry.

Driver: specifies the path to a Type-4 JDBC driver. The path, defined by the driver
manufacturer, is specified in dotted form, as an IFS subdirectory from
\QIBM\UserData\OS400\SQLLib\Function\.
(e.g. com.microsoft.jdbc.sqlserver.SQLServerDriver) If no value is specified, then the entry
specifies a DRDA database and there must be a corresponding entry matching this server
name in the System i remote database directory (WRKRDBDIRE).

Connection string: provides additional information to the driver when the connection is made.
Usually this will include the address of the target server and may specify port number,
database name, or other connection specific information.

Showcase includes a remote server connection command, SQLCONNECT that can be run from
the command line to test a connection definition. Once the database entry has been defined, it
can be checked using SQLCONNECT databasename. If the connection fails, messages regarding
the failure will be returned to the joblog and command entry display.

Example SEQUELHost Entries
System i Database
Create a connection to an System i database by using WRKRDBDIRE or ADDRDBDIRE and
defining the connection. Once the connection has been properly created, it can be tested using
SQL/400 and the CONNECT TO DATABASE statement.

After the database directory entry has been created, the database name can be defined in the
SEQUELHOST file. The server name for the entry must match the relational database name
used on the ADDRDBDIRE command. Specify *ISERIES for the Server Type and leave the
“Driver” and “Connection String” entries blank. If the connection is to a remote machine, you
must enter a user profile and password combination. Connections to the local machine will
always use the user profile of the current job; you cannot enter user/password information for a
local connection.

Sequel connections to System i databases will use SQL naming and qualification rules. If
qualified, table references in the FROM clause must be in the form “library.filename”.
Unqualified references will be resolved against a library matching the user’s profile. This can be
overridden by specifying LIBRARIES=libraryname in the connection string of the host entry. If
the LIBRARIES=libraryname value is specified in the host entry, the single named library will be
used to resolve all unqualified table references.

Other DRDA Databases
Define the database as described above using the WRKRDBDIRE/ADDRDBDIRE commands. The
name of the database entry that you create must match the name of the DB2 database to which

1Sequel administrator authority is defined as having *CHANGE authority to the SQ#DFT data
area object in the Sequel product library.
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you are connecting. When you create the SEQUELHOST entry, specify an appropriate
user/password for the database, use *DB2 as the Server Type and leave the “Driver” and
“Connection String” entries blank.

Microsoft SQL Server® Databases
The connection to SQL Server databases occurs through the Type 4 JDBC driver provided by
Microsoft Corp. as the "Microsoft SQL Server 20xx Driver for JDBC". The driver is installed
automatically to the System i IFS by the Sequel installation process. The SEQUELHOST file has
a *SQLSERVER platform entry that identifies the driver class to be used for these connections
(com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver).

When defining a remote database entry in the SEQUELHOST file, you should enter the user
and password information, specify *SQLSERVER for the server type, and a properly formatted
JDBC connection string. The syntax of the connection string is:

jdbc:sqlserver://hostname:portnumber;instancename

where hostname\instancename is the network resolvable name or address of the SQLServer host
and the SQL Server instance to be used. Omit the instance name portion if you are connecting
to the default (usually MSSQLServer) instance. The portnumber is the TCP/IP port for the
server. The listener port number is usually 1433. To determine or change the listener port
number for the SQL Server, access the general tab of the properties panel for the server
instance, and press network configuration button. The port number is available after selecting
the TCP/IP protocol on the Network Utility panel and pressing the Properties button.

For example, a properly formatted connection string might be as simple as:

jdbc:sqlserver://ASCServer2:1433

If successful, the connection will be made to the user's default database.

NOTE:
The documentation for the JDBC driver indicates that a driver property
(DatabaseName=database) can be specified, but our experience is contradictory; specifying
the Databasename=database property on the connection string seems to have no effect.

MS SQLServer Driver Installation
When Sequel is installed, an attempt is made to move a proper version of the Microsoft SQL
Server JDBC Driver into the /rio/lib folder. The following rules are used to determine how the
Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver files are modified (no other driver files are considered in
this discussion):

l If the /rio/lib folder contains at least one of the files sqljdbc4.jar, sqljdbc41.jar or
sqljdbc42.jar, the installer will not attempt to modify the files in /rio/lib.

l If the /rio/lib folder contains only the file sqljdbc.jar, the installer will delete
/rio/lib/sqljdbc.jar, and will install /rio/lib/sqljdbc4.jar.

l If the /rio/lib folder contains no Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver files, the installer will
install /rio/lib/sqljdbc4.jar.

If there seems to be an issue with the Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver installation, manual
steps may need to be taken. For this example, if the Java version is Java 8, the we should use
sqljdbc42.jar as our Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver. Issue the following commands to make
this change:
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1. RMVLNK OBJLNK('/rio/lib/sqljdbc*.jar')
2. CPY OBJ('/rio/lib/sqljdbcDrivers/sqljdbc42.jar') TODIR

('/rio/lib')

ORACLE® Databases
The connection to ORACLE databases occurs through the Type-4 JDBC driver provided by
Oracle Corp. as the “Oracle JDBC Thin Driver”. You can use it to access Oracle databases
version 7.2 or higher. The driver is installed automatically to the System i IFS by the Sequel
installation process. The SEQUELHOST file has a *ORACLE platform entry that identifies the
driver class to be used for these connections (oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver)

When defining a remote database entry in the SEQUELHOST file, you should enter the user and
password information, specify *ORACLE for the server type, and a properly formatted JDBC
connection string. The syntax of the connection string is:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:portnumber:sidname

where hostname is the network resolvable name or address of the Oracle host, portnumber is the
TCP/IP port for the server, and sidname is the name of the service (often ORCL). The listener
port number is usually 1521 and is defined in the
network\admin\listener.ora file in the oracle product library.

For example, a properly formatted connection string might be:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@ASCSERVER2:1521:ORCL

Oracle Driver Installation
When Sequel is installed, an attempt is made to move a proper version of the Oracle JDBC
Driver into the /rio/lib folder. The following rules are used to determine how the Oracle JDBC
Driver files are modified (no other driver files are considered in this discussion):

l ojdbc14.jar – This driver is shipped here for legacy purposes. It may not support newer
Oracle DBs.

l ojdbc6.jar – This driver is certified with Java 6, 7, and 8. It supports all Oracle Database
releases up to 12.1.

l ojdbc7.jar – This driver is certified with Java 7 and 8. It supports all Oracle Database
releases up to 12.1.

l ojdbc8.jar - This driver is certified with Java 8 only. It supports all Oracle Database
releases up to 12.2.

If there seems to be an issue with the Oracle JDBC Driver installation, manual steps may need
to be taken. For example, assume that the Java version is Java 7 and you are running Oracle
12.1. You can use either ojdbc6.jar or ojdbc7.jar. Ojdbc8.jar would not be a good choice as it is
not certified with java 7. Issue the following commands to make this change:

1. RMVLNK OBJLNK('/rio/lib/ojdbc*.jar')

2. CPY OBJ('/rio/lib/ojdbcDrivers/ojdbc6.jar') TODIR('/rio/lib')
OWNER(*KEEP)

For Oracle Product Dependent Object Types
To support product-dependent implementation of certain object types by the Oracle Database
(such as arrays, structures and XML), Sequel ships the following Oracle JDBC Driver extensions
in IFS folder /rio/lib/ojdbcDrivers/ext:
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l orai18n.jar – Internationalization.

l xdb6.jar – This driver is certified with Java 7 and 8. It supports all Oracle Database
releases up to 12.1.

l xmlparserv2.jar – Decodes the contents of the product-dependent implementation.

These extensions are optional. If needed, use the following commands:

MKDIR DIR('/rio/lib/ext') // If the directory does not exist

CPY OBJ('/rio/lib/ojdbcDrivers/ext/orai18n.jar') TODIR
('/rio/lib/ext') OWNER(*KEEP)

CPY OBJ('/rio/lib/ojdbcDrivers/ext/xdb6.jar') TODIR('/rio/lib/ext')
OWNER(*KEEP)

CPY OBJ('/rio/lib/ojdbcDrivers/ext/xmlparserv2.jar') TODIR
('/rio/lib/ext') OWNER(*KEEP)

NOTE:
Regarding Oracle 12:
Support has been added for the enhanced "number" data type, that may now be defined
without any specific length and scale in Oracle 12. These are mapped to SQL data type type
DOUBLE. Also support has been added for Timestamps with time zones. These are mapped
to the basic Timestamp data type.

MySQL® Databases
The connection to MySQL databases occurs through the Type-4 JDBC driver provided by
Oracle Corp. as the “Oracle JDBC Thin Driver”. You can use it to access Oracle databases
version 7.2 or higher. The driver is installed automatically to the System i IFS by the Sequel
installation process. The SEQUELHOST file has a *MYSQL platform entry that identifies the
driver class to be used for these connections (com.mysql.jdbc.Driver)

When defining a remote database entry in the SEQUELHOST file, you should enter the user
and password information, specify *MYSQL for the server type, and a properly formatted JDBC
connection string. The syntax of the connection string is:

jdbc:mysql://hostname:portnumber/databasename

where hostname is the network resolvable name or address of the MySQL host, portnumber is
the TCP/IP port for the server, and databasename is the name of the database to be accessed.
The listener port number is usually 3306.

For example, a properly formatted connection string might be:

jdbc:mysql://www.abcwidget.com:3306/mydbase

PostgreSQL® (requires Sequel R11M07)
The connection to PostgreSQL databases occurs through the Type-4 JDBC driver provided by
The PostgreSQL Global Development Group. The driver is installed automatically to the System
i IFS by the Sequel installation process. The SEQUELHOST file has a *POSTGRESQL platform
entry that identifies the driver class to be used for these connections (org.postgresql.Driver)
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When defining a remote database entry in the SEQUELHOST file, you should enter the user and
password information, specify *POSTGRESQL for the server type, and a properly formatted
JDBC connection string. The syntax of the connection string is:

jdbc:postgresql://PG_Server_name or IP:5433/dbname

where pg_server_name is the network resolvable name or address of the PostgreSQL host,
portnumber is the TCP/IP port for the server, and databasename is the name of the database to
be accessed. The listener port number is usually 3306.

For example, a properly formatted connection string might be:

jdbc:postgresql://PG_Server_name or IP:5433/dbname

JD Edwards® World and EnterpriseOne Databases
The connection to JD Edwards World and EnterpriseOne (ERP) databases occurs through the
Type-4 JDBC driver provided by HelpSystems. You can use it to access JD Edwards World (A7
and higher) and ERP (8.12 and higher). The driver is installed automatically to the System i IFS
by the Sequel installation process.

The SEQUELHOST file has two platform entries (*JDE_World and *JDE_E1) that identify the
driver class to be used for these connections (com.helpsystems.jdbc.SCDriver). Although the
same driver class is used for JDE World and JDE ERP versions, the protocol and driver url is
different for each. The protocol for JDE World is jdbc:hsjdew, and the protocol for JDE ERP is
jdbc:hsjdee.

JD Edwards World
Before creating a new Host Connection, it is necessary to copy the IBM i driver into the correct
directory so that the JD Edwards connection can use it. Issue the following command from an
IBM I command line:

CPY OBJ('/qibm/proddata/http/public/jt400/lib/jt400.jar') TODIR
('/rio/lib')

Configuring the Host Connection (World)

For a World connection specify *JDE_World for the server type and a properly formatted
connection string using the following syntax:

jdbc:hsjdew://<RDB_NAME>;JDEEnvironment=<JDE_WORLD_ENVIRONMENT>;
JDERole=<JDE_ROLE>;installDir=<DRIVER_JAR_LOCATION>;
installLib=<HOST_SOFTWARE>;

Where:
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<RDB_NAME> = The database name of iSeries machine. This value is mandatory.

<JDE_WORLD_ENVIRONMENT> = A valid environment associated with the user. This value is
mandatory.

<JDE_ROLE> = A valid role mapped with the user for JDE World A9.3. Leave this blank for
other JDE World set ups. This value is mandatory, but is ignored for World versions prior
to A9.3.

<DRIVER_JAR_LOCATION> = IFS path where the driver jar and configuration file is placed.
The default path is /rio/lib. This value is mandatory.

<HOST_SOFTWARE> = Location of Sequel on the System i. The default is SEQUEL.

For example, a properly formatted World connection string might be:

jdbc:hsjdew://hs25;JDEEnvironment=JDET;JDERole=GROUPA;
installDir=/rio/lib;installLib=SEQUEL;

You should create a connection to the World database for every combination of Environment
and Role. You don’t have to specify a User/Password for this connection, but if you do, the user
must have authority to the specified Environment and Role.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne (ERP)
Because the EnterpriseOne driver supports the use of non-IBM i user profiles, the following
configuration steps are necessary to ensure a successful connection:

1. Copy the required Jar files by issuing the following command from an IBM i command
line:
CPY OBJ('/qibm/proddata/http/public/jt400/lib/jt400.jar')

TODIR('/rio/lib')

2. Copy the full contents of the Classes folder within the System Foundation IFS directory
(for example, /E910SYS/CLASSES) over to /rio/lib/ext with the following command:
CPY OBJ('/E910SYS/CLASSES/*') TODIR('/rio/lib/ext') SUBTREE
(*ALL)

3. If the EXT directory doesn't already exist, manually create it using the following:
MKDIR '/rio/lib/ext'

4. The following files must have correct data in them in the JDE System Library (such as
SY910) on the IBM i system where the EnterpriseOne driver is installed:

F0094
F98611
F986101
F98OWSEC
F0093
F00926
F00941
F00942
F95921

In certain instances (such as when using JDE Configurable Network Computing, or CNC),
these files may not be populated with valid, or any data. This is not supported by the
driver, but there is a workaround. Please contact HelpSystems Technical Support for
details.
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5. Issue the command SETJDEOWA and press F4 to prompt.

The SETJDEOWA command configures reporting interoperability on the IBM i with JDE
OneWorld and EnterpriseOne integration. The command has a number of parameters,
each of which is discussed below.

SETJDEOWA Options

JDE Release (JDEOWRLS) - Enter the JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne release
installed on this IBM i system. The possible values are:

*ERP8.12 - Select this option if you use JDE EnterpriseOne 8.12.

*ERP9.0 - Select this option if you use JDE EnterpriseOne 9.0.

*ERP9.1 - Select this option if you use JDE EnterpriseOne 9.1.

JDE System Library (JDEOWSYSLB) - Specifies the name of the IBM i library that
contains the OneWorld security tables. When entering this value, pressing F4
provides a list of possible library names. You can specify to search the system
for the JDE system library or explicitly specify the library name.

JDE Application Security (APPSECOPT) - This option enables or disables the JDE
OneWorld or EnterpriseOne application security integration feature. The
possible values are:

*ENABLE - JDE Application Security Integration is enabled. Application
security defined in JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne will be honored.

*DISABLE - JDE Application Security Integration is disabled. Application
security defined in JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne will not be honored.
This option enables or disables the JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne
application security integration feature.

JDE Application Security Run Authority Override (RUNAUTHOVR) - This option
controls how application security is applied for tables that are shared by multiple
JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne applications. The possible values are:

*YES - The run authority override is enabled. A JDE OneWorld or
EnterpriseOne table that is shared by multiple applications will be
available to the user if the user has run authority to at least one of the
applications that uses the table.

*NO - The run authority override is disabled. A JDE OneWorld or
EnterpriseOne table that is shared by multiple applications will not be
available to the user if the user is secured from running at least one of the
applications that uses the table.

Application User Profile Signon (SNGLUSRPRF) - This prompt allows you to enable
or disable JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne Application User signon. The
possible values are:

*ENABLE - JDE application user signon is enabled.

*DISABLE - JDE application user signon is disabled.
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JDE Authentication System (AUTHSYSNAM) - This is the name of the IBM i
system used to authenticate the JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne user. The
possible values are:

*LOCAL - The EnterpriseOne authentication system is the local IBM i system
(EnterpriseOne Services must be running on this system).

Character Value - The name of the authentication IBM i system, if
EnterpriseOne Services are running on a different system. If specifying a
remote IBM i, the system name must be the RDB name. The RDB name
must also be accessible as a host name via TCP/IP.

Note: For more detailed instructions on configuring Remote Authentication,
please contact HelpSystems technical support.

Authentication User Name (AUTHSYSUSR) - This is the IBM i database user used
to authenticate the JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne user. The possible
values are:

*NONE - The database user is not required when the JDE Authentication
System is *LOCAL.

Character Value - The user profile for the IBM i system used for JDE
OneWorld or EnterpriseOne authentication. The value must be a valid
*ALLOBJ profile on the remote system when the authentication system is
specified as an RDB name (other than *LOCAL).

Authentication Password (AUTHSYSPWD) - This is the IBM i database password
used to authenticate the JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne user. The possible
values are:

*NONE - The database password is not required when the JDE
Authentication System is *LOCAL.

Character Value - The password for the IBM i profile used for JDE
OneWorld or EnterpriseOne authentication when the authentication
system is specified as an RDB name (other than *LOCAL).

JDE Program Library (JDEOWPGMLB) - Specifies the name of the IBM i library
containing OneWorld programs and service programs. When entering this
value, pressing F4 provides possible library names.

JDE Remote System Library (JDEOWRSYLB) - Specifies the name of the
OneWorld/EnterpriseOne system library on the remote system. The One-
World Remote System Library parameter is used only when the
Authentication System is not *LOCAL. The special parameter value of
*LCLSYSLB can be used to indicate that the remote system library name is
the same as the local system library name. The possible values are:

*LCLSYSLB - The name is the same as the local JDE OneWorld or
EnterpriseOne system library.

Character Value - The name of the JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne system
library on the remote IBM i system.
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IASP Name (IASPNAME) - This is the name of the IASP where JDE OneWorld or
EnterpriseOne libraries reside. The possible values are:

*NONE - JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne libraries are not stored on an
IASP.

Character Value - The name of the IASP where JDE OneWorld or
EnterpriseOne libraries reside.

IASP User Profile (IASPUSER) - This is the host user profile to access JDE
OneWorld or EnterpriseOne libraries on the IASP. The possible values are:

*NONE - JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne libraries are not stored on an
IASP.

Character Value - The IBM i user profile used to access JDE OneWorld or
EnterpriseOne libraries on the IASP.

IASP Password (IASPPASS) - This is the password for the IBM i user profile to
access JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne libraries on the IASP. The possible
values are:

*NONE - JDE OneWorld or EnterpriseOne libraries are not stored on an
IASP.

Character Value - The password for the IBM i user profile to access JDE
OneWorld or Enter-priseOne libraries on the IASP.

NOTE:
SETJDEOWA requires that the IBM i interactive job CCSID is not set to 65535
(*HEX).

These values will take effect the next time a user connects.

Configuring the Host Connection (ERP)

For an ERP connections enter the user and password information (you will have to create a user
profile for each connection or one for all connections), specify *JDE_E1 for the server type, and
a properly formatted connection string using the following syntax:

jdbc:hsjdee://<RDB_NAME>;JDEEnvironment=<JDE_ERP_ENVIRONMENT>;
installDir=<DRIVER_JAR_LOCATION>>;installLib=<HOST_SOFTWARE>;

Where:

<RDB_NAME> = The ASP database name of iSeries machine. This value is mandatory.

<JDE_ERP_ENVIRONMENT> = A valid environment associated with user. This value is
mandatory.

<DRIVER_JAR_LOCATION> = IFS path where the driver jar and configuration files are placed.
The default path is /rio/lib. This value is mandatory.

<HOST_SOFTWARE> = Location of Sequel on the System i. The default is SEQUEL.

For example, a properly formatted ERP connection string might be:

jdbc:hsjdee://localhost;JDEEnvironment=PD910;installDir=/rio/lib;
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installLib=SEQUEL;

You should create a connection to the ERP database for every combination of Environment and
User.

JD Edwards Logging
To analyze JDE recognition issues, such as an unsuccessful login, or data dictionary
discrepancies, use these steps to turn on tracing by modifying the JDEdriver.cfg file.

1. Edit the jdedriver.cfg file using this command:
edtf '/rio/lib/jdedriver.cfg'

2. Remove the comment marker (//) from the beginning of the following lines:

JDEDriver.traceService=ALL

JDEDriver.traceLevel=ALL

JDEDriver.traceUser=ALL

JDEDriver.traceLog=/SEQUEL/JDEDriver.log

3. Change the last line to use a valid directory, such as /rio.
JDEDriver.traceLog=/rio/JDEDriver.log

You can now access the log file using Windows Explorer. Navigate to the \\System i\rio folder.

Notes:

l There are no options to limit the size or roll over based on date.

l Turn off logging by editing the jdedriver.cfg file and adding the comment markers (//) to
the beginning of each line.

To review JDBC driver related issues, first modify the jdelog.properties file using this
command:

edtf '/rio/lib/jdelog.properties'

Insert these lines, if not already present:

[E1LOG]
FILE=/rio/jdelog.log
LEVEL=APP
FORMAT=APPS
MAXFILESIZE=10MB
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MAXBACKUPINDEX=20
COMPONENT=ALL
APPEND=TRUE

[LOG1]
FILE=/rio/jas.log
LEVEL=APP
FORMAT=APPS
MAXFILESIZE=10MB
MAXBACKUPINDEX=20
COMPONENT=RUNTIME|JAS|JDBJ
APPEND=TRUE

This creates 2 sets of logs with a date stamp (represented by "XXXX" below):

/rio/jas_XXXX.log

/rio/jdelog_XXXX.log

The logs will roll over, based on the criteria for each log. These are the default rollover values:

MAXFILESIZE=10MB (the size of a log before it rolls over)
MAXBACKUPINDEX=20 (the number of logs to keep)

Library List Control of JDE Environment
If you want JDE users to see all files in all libraries by default, then you need to manually edit
the
/rio/lib/jdedriver.cfg file on the IFS. Insert the following at the bottom of the file:

JDEDriver.JDELibraryAccessSetting=*ALL

The value can be set to *USRLIB which restricts the user to see only libraries in their JDE
library, or *ALL to see all libraries. In effect, this allows JDE user to work with non-JDE files.

Connect to Microsoft Access® and Excel® Files
The connection to Access database (.mdb) files, and Excel Workbooks (.xls and .xlxs) occurs
through a Type-4 JDBC driver provided by HelpSystems. You can use it to access Access (95
and higher) and Excel (95 and higher). The driver is installed automatically to the System i (in the
rio/lib folder) by the host installation process.

The SEQUELHOST file has two platform entries (*ACCESS and *EXCEL) that identify the driver
class to be used for these connections (com.hxtt.sql.access.AccessDriver and
com.hxtt.sql.excel.ExcelDriver). In addition to the different driver class used for the Access and
Excel versions, the protocol and driver url is different for each. The protocol for Access is
jdbc:access, and the protocol for Excel is jdbc:excel.

Configuring the Host Connection - IBM Integrated File System (IFS)

For an Excel or Access connection when the Excel or Access file is located on the IFS, specify
*ACCESS or *EXCEL for the server type and a properly formatted connection string using the
following syntax:

Access jdbc:access:////[ROOT]/<PATH>/<FILE_NAME>?

Excel jdbc:excel:////[ROOT]/<PATH>/<FILE_NAME>?
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Where:

<PATH> = The path to a shared IFS folder containing Excel or Access files. For example, if the
spreadsheet is in the SQTEST folder and the ROOT directory is shared, but SQTEST is
not, then include 'ROOT' in the <PATH> like so: ‘root/sqtest’. If SQTEST is shared
directly, then set the <PATH> to ‘sqtest’.

<FILE_NAME> = Add the specific name of the file to use with the connection. This value is
mandatory.

For example, properly formatted Access and Excel connection strings might be:

jdbc:access:////sqtest/AccessFile.mdb?

jdbc:excel:////root/sqtest/ExcelFile.xls[x]?

In order to better determine column attributes in the spreadsheet, the following usage is
suggested:

jdbc:excel:////[ROOT]/sqtest/ExcelFile.xls[x]? maxScanRows=100;

Configuring the Host Connection - Network Based File Locations

For an Excel or Access connection when the Excel or Access file is located on a network share,
specify *ACCESS or *EXCEL for the server type and a properly formatted connection string
using the following syntax:

Access jdbc:access:////qntc/<COMPUTER_NAME>/<PATH>/<FILE_NAME>?

Excel jdbc:excel:////qntc/<COMPUTER_NAME>/<PATH>/<FILE_NAME>?

Where:

<COMPUTER_NAME> = The name of PC, as identified to the network where the Access or
Excel file is located. This value is mandatory.

<PATH> = The full path (including drive letter) to the directory containing Excel or Access files.
On Windows, there must be a "Share" to the path on <COMPUTER NAME> that the
iSeries profile running the job has authority to.

<FILE_NAME> = Add the specific name of the file to use with the connection. This value is
mandatory.

For example, properly formatted Access and Excel connection strings might be:

jdbc:access:////qntc/PCName/c/dir/dir/AccessFile.mdb?

jdbc:excel:////qntc/PCName/c/dir/dir/ExcelFile.xls[x]?

In order to better determine column attributes in the spreadsheet, the following usage is
suggested:

jdbc:excel:////qntc/PCName/c/dir/dir/ExcelFile.xls[x]?
maxScanRows=100;

Host Connection to Enforce Advanced Database Security Rules
Rules defined in the Viewpoint Administrator Advanced Database Security module are enforced
through the use of a connection to the host using the Viewpoint Universal (Type-4 JDBC) driver
provided by HelpSystems.
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The SEQUELHOST file has a platform entry (*ADS) that identifies the driver class to be used for
these connections (com.helpsystems.jdbc.SCDriver).

Before creating a new Host Connection, it is necessary to copy the IBM i driver into the correct
directory. Issue the following command from an IBM I command line:

CPY OBJ('/qibm/proddata/http/public/jt400/lib/jt400.jar') TODIR
('/rio/lib')

Configuring the Host Connection

For this connection specify *ADS for the server type, and a properly formatted connection string
using the following syntax:

jdbc:hslocal://<HOST_NAME>;installDir=<DRIVER_JAR_LOCATION>;
installLib=<HOST_SOFTWARE>;extended metadata=<META_VALUE>;
translate binary=<BIN_VALUE>;

Where:

<HOST_NAME> = The name of the host System i machine. This value is mandatory.

<DRIVER_JAR_LOCATION> = IFS path where the driver jar and configuration file is placed. The
default path is /rio/lib. This value is mandatory.

<HOST_SOFTWARE> = Location of Sequel on the System i. The default is SEQUEL.

<META_VALUE> = 'true' indicates Column Description will be fetched and shown in the output.
If this property is not added, by default it is considered to be 'false'.We recommend you
set this value to ‘true’.

<BIN_VALUE> = For systems using CCSID of 65535 ‘true’ translates values to unicode. If this
property is not added, by default it is considered to be 'false'. We recommend you set this
value to ‘true’.

WARNING:
Avoid using *ADS and *LOCALSYS views together in the same job as with a script, or other
process.

Performance of Remote Database Access
Using a remote database involves the successful completion of a series of steps. The
performance you observe while using Sequelto access remote data will depend on several
factors. Because some performance enhancement can be realized through regular “refresh” of
the connection, it may be advantageous to schedule a repeating job to perform the
SequelSQLCONNECT command at regular intervals.

Java Virtual Machine
Establishing a connection to a remote database that is accessed by a Java driver will always take
longer than to a DRDA database that is accessed using the SQL Call Level Interface (CLI). Before
a JDBC connection can be made, the System i host job must create the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) environment that will be used by the JDBC connection. A JVM is not required for a CLI
connection, so this step is avoided for DRDA databases.
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The time it takes to create a JVM is dependent on several factors, among which is the length of
time system wide since the last JVM was created. The System i creates JVM objects that are
available for use by any job that needs them. If these objects already exist prior to the JDBC
connection request, then the JVM will be established in a significantly shorter time.

The first use of a JDBC connection for a job still requires the establishment of the JVM
environment. This process can frequently take several seconds to complete, but does not need
to be repeated for subsequent JDBC connections, even if they are made to different remote
databases.

Remote Database Connection
Once the overhead associated with establishing the connection environment has been paid, the
system will attempt the actual connection to the remote database. To complete this step
requires resolution of the name/address, negotiating a route to the target machine, and
establishing an authenticated connection with the database server. The time it takes to complete
these steps depends on the speed of the connection to the server as well as the speed of the
System i and target systems, but also on the length of time system wide since the last successful
connection to the server.

There does not seem to be a significant difference between the time required to complete this
step for JDBC driven and CLI driven databases.

Request processing and data transfer
All remote database requests are run by the remote system. The System i makes the request to
the remote host and waits for a response. Once the connection is established, the time required
to return results from the remote database will depend on how quickly the remote server can
process the request, the amount of data returned, and the speed of the connection between the
System i and the remote server.

Viewpoint, and the interactive “green screen” environments for “interactive” processing will
acquire results from the remote database in a “block at a time” fashion. Additional blocks of
results are requested/retrieved as the user scrolls through the display.

Characteristics of Remote Database
Access

Null support
EXECUTE ALWNULL(*NO) works differently when using a non-Sequel server. Using the Sequel
process, records with null values are skipped and not inserted into the outfile. Using a non-
Sequel server, records are inserted with zero/blank values in place of the null values. Specifying
ALWNULL(*YES) will result in null values inserted into the outfile where null values are
returned by the database.
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Literals
Although Sequel supports both single and double quoted literals, most Sequel users are used to
placing double quotation marks around literals. Using double quotes offers a convenient way of
avoiding the problems associated with the OS/400 command analyzer handling parameters that
are quoted strings. From the OS/400 command line, single quotes within a quoted string must be
represented as a pair of single quotes.

Sequel was engineered with this in mind and allows users to enclose literals in double quotes
whereas standard SQL does not. Double quotes are used ONLY to surround a case sensitive
name (table, column). Values that are surrounded by double quotes will be interpreted by all
SQL processors as column names. Consequently, literals must be surrounded by single quotes.

Table qualification
Sequel supports library/file and library.file qualification methods. Standard SQL supports only
schema.table qualification. Although the System i SQL supports a “system” naming convention
that allows SQL statements to be entered with the System i “library/file” notation, Viewpoint
does not accept this notation for non-Sequel database access when using Syntax (*SERVER).

Character conversion
The IBM Distributed Database Programming guide advises that the JDBC connector (and
database operations in general) should not be run under a job that uses a CCSID of 65535. This
specifies that data conversions are not to be performed, which can cause critical problems in the
System i Connect environment. If you cannot change the system-wide CCSID value to a value
other than 65535, you should change the CCSID value of the job under which database
operations are being performed.

Data mapping
Remote databases often support data types that are different from those supported by the
System i. Sequel will map these data types to native data types automatically. A table of
mappings is shown below. Upper-case types match ANSI SQL-99 types and are usually portable
between databases. Maximum lengths for each type are shown in parentheses. See “Other
Notes”, below, for additional information.

Column names in the remote database that are greater than 10 characters long will be created
on the System i as columns named “RENAMEDxxx” with an alias name matching the original
name of the column.

DB2 SQLServer Oracle MySQL System i
DDS

System i
SQL

ANSI

CHAR
(254)

CHAR
(8000)

CHAR
(2000)

CHAR
(255)

Characte
r (32766)

CHAR
(32766)

CHAR

VARCHAR
(32672)

VARCHAR
(8000)

VarChar2
(4000)

VARCHAR
(255)

Characte
r Varying
(32740)

VARCHAR
(32740)

VARCH
AR
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DB2 SQLServer Oracle MySQL System i
DDS

System i
SQL

ANSI

LONG
VARCHAR
(32700)

Long
(2GB-1)

Text
(65535)
Medium
Text
(16777215)

LONG
VARCHAR

LONG
VARCH
AR

CLOB
(2GB)

Text (2GB) CLOB
(4GB-1)

Long Text
(42949672
95)

CLOB
(2GB)

CLOB

CHAR For
Bit Data
(254)

BINARY
(8000)

Raw
(2000)

BLOB
(65535)

Hex
(32766)

BINARY
(32766)

BINARY

VARCHAR
For Bit
Data
(32672)

VAR-
BINARY
(8000)

Medium
BLOB
(16777215)

Hex
Varying
(32740)

VAR-
BINARY
(32740)

VAR-
BINARY

LONG
VARCHAR
For Bit
Data
(32700)

LONG
VARBINA
RY
(32740)

LONG
VAR-
BINARY

BLOB
(2GB)

Image
(2GB)

Long Raw
(2GB)

Long BLOB
(42949672
95)

BLOB
(2GB)

BLOB

Bit 4 byte
binary

BOO-
LEAN

TINYINT TINYINT 2 byte
binary

TINYINT TINYINT

SMALLINT SMALLINT SMALLINT 2 byte
binary

SMALLINT SMALLI
NT

Mediumint 4 byte
binary

INT INT INT INT 4 byte
binary

INT INT

BIGINT BIGINT BIGINT 8 byte
binary

BIGINT BIGINT
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DB2 SQLServer Oracle MySQL System i
DDS

System i
SQL

ANSI

NUMERIC NUMERIC Zoned NUMERIC NUMER-
IC

DECIMAL
(31)

DECIMAL
(38)

Number
(38)

Decimal Packed DECIMAL
(63)

DECIMA
L

Smallmoney Packed

Money Packed

REAL REAL Binary_
Float

Float Single REAL REAL

DOUBLE FLOAT Binary_
Double

DOUBLE Double DOUBLE DOUBLE

DATE DATE DATE Date DATE DATE

TIME TIME Time TIME TIME

Smalldateti
me

Datetime Timesta
mp

Timestam
p

TIMESTA
MP

Datetime TIMESTA
MP

TIMESTAM
P

Timesta
mp

TIME-
STAMP

TIME-
STAMP

UniqueID ROWID Characte
r
(36)

ROWID

Other notes
DB2 columns that are identified as “For Bit Data” are retrieved without translation to the job
CCSID. Long VarChar data type is not supported, but can be converted to character using the
CHAR function. Large object (CLOB/BLOB) fields cannot be retrieved from a remote database
table but can be converted using the HEX or CHAR functions.

SQL Server “n-types” (nChar, nText, nVarchar) containing Unicode data are converted to single
byte character according to the CCSID of the job. “Text” data types can be accessed by first
converting them to character data type using the SUBSTRING function. Image data type columns
are inaccessible. SQLVariantData type columns are inaccessible.

Oracle “n-types” (nChar, nText, nVarchar) are treated like non-national character corresponding
data type columns. “Text” data types can be accessed by first converting them to character data
type using the SUBSTRING function. Image data type columns are inaccessible. SQLVariantData
type columns are inaccessible. Numeric type columns without a defined scale are returned as
double floating point. Oracle does have a VARCHAR type that maps to VARCHAR2, but their
documentation states to use the VARCHAR type with caution since its definition may change in
the future.
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MySQL tables containing both Char and VarChar columns return all character columns as
varying character. “Text” data types can be accessed by first converting them to character data
type using the SUBSTRING function. Enum data type columns are returned as fixed length
character. Year data type columns are returned as date columns set to January 1 of the
indicated year. MySQL uses floating point data types to simulate decimal data.

System i “Binary” and VARBINARY data types were introduced in V5R3M0. In previous
releases, the “FOR BIT DATA” (see DB2) clause appended to a CHAR or VARCHAR type would
be equivalent. In V5R3M0 the numeric limit for decimal (packed) and numeric (zoned) numbers
was increased from 31 to 63 digits.

Remote Database Problem Determination
If the remote connection fails, the SQLCONNECT command should be submitted to a batch
subsystem to generate diagnostic output. A Java Session Log will be printed in a QPRINT
spooled file detailing the activity of an unsuccessful connection attempt and may be helpful for
determining the problem. A joblog will also be produced. If users are unable to analyze and
solve the problem, they should forward the logs to HelpSystems support for analysis.

Problems can stem from IBM i Java version issues, network and firewall issues, and
configurations on the remote server itself.

For example, Microsoft SQL Server has the following requirements. Other databases generally
have similar considerations.

Using SQL Server Enterprise Manager
Server Properties must be set correctly.

l Use the properties page for the server after locating it in the SQL Server Enterprise
Manager.

l The General tab has a Network Configuration button that reveals the enabled protocols.
TCP/IP must be an enabled protocol. Properties page for TCP/IP will list the port number
for the server. This port number must be used in the SEQUELHOST connection string.

l Security tab must indicate mixed mode (SQL Server and Windows) authentication. System
i does not authenticate via the Windows domain.

Security node has a Logins subnode. The user named in the SEQUELHOST entry must be
defined as a “standard” user. The default database is the database that will be used, regardless of
the connection string. The user name is not case sensitive, but the password is.

Management node has a SQL Server Logs subnode that can also be helpful in locating problems.
Following an attempted connection, use Refresh at the node level prior to examining the current
log.

If the user or password is wrong, Sequel will report a “Login failed for user 'xxxxxxx'.” error.
There is no indication whether the user or the password is incorrect.

A simple validation request to test the response from SQL Server is:

display 'select current_timestamp,@@version'
server(servername)
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Verify that the target system is reachable
The most common problem is an inability to resolve to the server host. Users frequently use a
URL in the connection string of the SEQUELHOST entry. Unless the System i has access to DNS
or a host table entry, the URL will not be resolvable and the connection will fail. The symptom is
a joblog entry following a SQLCONNECT command that indicates a QRY9995 socket
establishment error.

l Validate the server host from the System i command line using PING 'host-id' where 'host-
id' is the URL or IP address referenced in the connection string. If the PING request fails
using the URL, then attempt to reach the IP address. This will indicate a DNS problem that
can be resolved by changing the SEQUELHOST entry to an IP address or creating an
appropriate System i host table entry (CFGTCP)

l Attempt to connect to the indicated port by using TELNET host-id nnnn from a Windows
based system where nnnn is the port number in the connection string. Absence of a failure
message indicates a successful connection using the indicated port.

JVM Considerations
The performance of a Sequel request that involves JDBC is at least partially affected by the
version of the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) that is being used. Typically, the newest versions of
the JVM will be fastest. New technology versions are significantly faster (2X) in most cases.

On OS/400, each JVM is installed as a licensed program (5722JV1, 5770JV1 on V7R1, and
5761JV1 on V6R1), with different licensed program options corresponding to different JVM
versions (e.g. 5722JV1 option 3 is version 1.2, option 5 is 1.3, option 6 is 1.4, etc.). Review the
section below to see the search order used when multiple versions of a JDK are installed.

In Sequel version 10, the minimum JVM level is 1.5 for SYNTAX(*SEQUEL) support.

Under V5R4 and later releases, the system will issue a JVAB56D diagnostic message the first
time that the JVM starts telling you what kind of JVM is being started (“new technology” or
“classic”, see below).

JVAB56D: Java Virtual Machine is Classic

or

JVAB56D: Java Virtual Machine is IBM Technology for Java

If multiple JVM versions are installed, the system determines which version will be used through
a hierarchical process.

1. On V6R1 and above, each job can be configured to use a “new technology” version of the
JVM that runs differently than all previous versions by setting the JAVA_HOME
environment variable in the job. The "new technology" versions are options 8-12 of
licensed program 5770JV1 on V7R1, or 5761JV1 on V6R1.

5761JV1 JAVA_HOME Java
Version

OS/400
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Option 8 - IBM
Technology for
Java 5.0 32-bit

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk50/32bit 1.5 V5R4

Option 9 - IBM
Technology for
Java 5.0 64-bit

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk50/64bit 1.5 V6R1

Option 11 - IBM
Technology for
Java 6 32-bit

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/32bit 1.6

Option 12 - IBM
Technology for
Java 6 64-bit

/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk60/64bit 1.6

The version numbers can be confusing—java.version (JDK) 1.5 is called Java 5.0 and JDK
version 1.6 is called Java 6.0. Using the command below will cause the job to use the 1.5
32-bit JDK:
ADDENVVAR ENVVAR(JAVA_HOME) VALUE
('/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk50/32bit')

To see which environment variables are set in a job, issue the WRKENVVAR command at
a command line.

You can also specify system-level environment variables that apply to all (new) jobs—
changing JAVA_HOME here effectively forces all jobs to use New Technology versions of
the JVM:
ADDENVVAR ENVVAR(JAVA_HOME) VALUE
('/QOpenSys/QIBM/ProdData/JavaVM/jdk50/32bit') LEVEL(*SYS)

To work with system-level variables, issue the command WRKENVVAR LEVEL(*SYS).

2. Prior to iOS V7R1, a property file can be used to determine what version of the JVM is
started. A property file is a text file containing key/value pairs. A java.version entry in this
file will force a specific JVM to be used. For example, the line java.version=1.5 causes the
“classic” version of the 1.5 JVM (5722JV1 option 7, see above) to run unless the
environment variable JAVA_HOME, has been set.

The system uses a search order to find a Java property file. The order is:

a. Environment variable QIBM_JAVA_PROPERTIES_FILE defined for the job. For
example:
ADDENVVAR ENVVAR(QIBM_JAVA_PROPERTIES_FILE)
VALUE(/qibm/userdata/java400/mySystem.properties)

b. The SystemDefault.properties file in the 'home' directory of the user profile. Use
DSPUSRPRF to determine the home directory for a user.

c. The /qibm/userdata/java400/SystemDefault.properties file.

Thus, 'a' is a job-level property file, 'b' is a user profile-level setting, and 'c' is a
system-wide setting. There does not appear to be a method to force a system-wide
use of the 32-bit PASE JVM.

3. If neither JAVA_HOME nor a property file is used, then the system uses a version
specific search order to decide which installed JVM to use:

Option 10: Classic 6.0
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Option 7: Classic 5.0

Option 11: IBM Technology for Java 6.0, 32-bit

Option 8: IBM Technology for Java 5.0, 32-bit

Option 12: IBM Technology for Java 6.0, 64-bit

Option 9: IBM Technology for Java 5.0, 64-bit

Sequel will not work with any version less than JDK 1.5 (J2SE 5.0).
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Appendix C
This appendix section documents the new features introduced with Viewpoint Repository Mode
in version 11.17.052. The entirety of this user guide, except for this appendix section, is related
to Viewpoint Host Mode.

The following topics are included in this appendix:

l Repository Mode Overview

l Viewpoint Interface in Repository Mode

l Logging On

l Working with Objects in Repository Mode

l Directing Output in Repository Mode

l Designing Objects in Repository Mode

l Changing Over to Repository Mode

Repository Mode Overview
This section documents the new features introduced with Viewpoint Repository Mode in version
11.17.052. Versions prior to version 11.17.052 will be referred to as Viewpoint Host Mode.
The entirety of this user guide, except for this section, is related to Viewpoint host mode.

Viewpoint Repository Mode attempts to recreate the functionality offered in the Sequel Web
Interface Repository Mode (one of three SWI modes)—specifically third party authentication and
access to repositories along with JDE environment and role support when displaying or
designing Viewpoint objects.

Repository mode is a more open, non-IBM i-centric structure of folders (directories), and files—
both Viewpoint objects and results files. Third party authentication is supported using Active
Directory, IBM i, JDE E1, JDE World, SQL Server, and locally defined users.

The Viewpoint Explorer interface has changed slightly to provide access to these new
repositories, and the process to log on has also changed.

Here is an overview of the three modes of Sequel Web Interface, and how Viewpoint relates to
these modes:
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Viewpoint Interface in Repository Mode
The biggest change to the Viewpoint interface is in the left navigation panel. In repository mode,
you will now see repositories instead of IBM i host systems. Repositories provide a centralized
location to manage objects, automate processes and share results.

The process to access viewpoint objects is different in repository mode. Instead of selecting an
IBM i host server and navigating through libraries (and libraries) to locate objects, you now first
have to authenticate yourself to Viewpoint (using a configured third party authentication
server). Once logged on to an authentication server, you now select a repository to access
Viewpoint views, reports and other objects. Repositories can exist on any server on the
network--not just IBM i servers.

Depending on your environment, you may see multiple repositories listed. For many
environments each repository is associated with an IBM i server on the network. In the future
these can be located on any server, not just IBM i. This multiple repository feature is one of the
key features of Repository mode.
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NOTE:
If you start Viewpoint and connect to a host that is configured in Repository mode
environment, and you see this dialog pop up, it is telling you that your Viewpoint version is
not set to repository mode.

The setting will be changed for you once you close the dialog and restart Viewpoint.

Repository Objects
The Repository tab displays the Repository Objects pane of objects for the currently connected
repository.

The object list (right panel) can be sorted by any of the columns displayed by the clicking the
corresponding column heading.

Use the ‘Apply Filter’ drop down menu to select the type of objects (view, report, table and so
on) to display.

Object Types
.vptapp Drill Down Application

.vptdash Dashboard

.vptreporth Host Report

.vptreport Client Report

.vptscript (Prompted) Script

.vptscriptv (Prompted) Script View

.vpttableh Host Table
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.vpttablec Client Table

.vptview (Prompted, Remote, Prompted Remote) View,

Working with Repository Folders
A right-click on any folder, or root repository folder, provides access to some basic folder
related functions. You can create new, rename, existing, delete, and copy and paste folders.

Right-click any folder to access the menu.

Create
The Create option will open the following window:

Enter a name for the folder, and press OK.

Copy / Paste
Select the Copy option, and then right-click on any folder and select the Paste option.

Delete
This option will delete the selected folder and any sub-folders. You will be prompted to confirm
this request.

Rename
The Rename option will open the following window:
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Enter a new name for the selected folder and press OK.

Recent Objects
The Recent Objects pane displays recently created or modified objects – the most recent being
first in the list. The number of objects displayed is controlled by the Viewpoint Options Recent
Files parameter.

New Objects
The New Object pane displays seven icons that when double clicked, will start a design process
for the selected object.

Logging On
Viewpoint in Repository mode adds new levels of authentication to control access to repositories
and objects. You may be prompted to:

l Log on to an Authentication Server

l Log on to a Repository

l Select a JDE Environment and Role (if using JD Edwards)
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Authenticate
Whenever you attempt to access Viewpoint in repository mode, you will be prompted to
authenticate yourself with a screen similar to the following:

This process uses a third-party Authentication Provider that authenticates the credentials,
usually account names and passwords, of users, and controls access to a network, its applications,
and services. Supported Authentication servers include: Active Directory, IBM i, JDE E1, SQL
Server, and locally defined users. In most environments, you will only see one authentication
server listed in addition to the Local (SWS) server.

Enter a User ID, Password, and select an Authentication Provider (authentication server) from
the drop-down list, and press Login. An Administrator will have set the preferred Authentication
method as the default, therefore in most cases this will not need to be changed.

The Viewpoint Explorer will open and display all the repositories you have access to.

Working with Objects in Repository Mode
When selecting a repository, you will be prompted to provide a credential for access.
Credentials allow users to access a Datasource or Repository without needing to have their own
user profile on the applicable system, or to know the password for a shared user profile.

The Administrator may have defined a default Credential to be used for the Repository, in
which case it will be initially selected. You may also have been granted access to other
Credentials, which could (for example) provide an elevated level of access to folders and
Viewpoint files in the Repository. Additional Credentials (if any) are available via the drop down
list.

You may also know a specific user profile and password that you wish to use that is not available
in the Credentials list. In this case, you can select Custom from the list. This will enable the
Username and Password fields.
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Once the credential is entered, the Repository folder(s) to which the user is authorized displays.
The folders may contain any or all of the following:

Other folders or sub-folders
Click on a sub-folder to see its contents.

Output Files
Output from your Viewpoint queries and reports, saved as different PC file types (such as pdf
and xls) are displayed. Click on an output PC file, and it opens in a separate tab, prompts you to
save locally, or opens with an associated program like Word or Excel.

Viewpoint Object Definitions
You may see objects (ending in .vpt*) representing query, report, and script objects (and more).
Double-click to run the Viewpoint object. A separate tab displays the results.

NOTE:
JDE E1 users will now be prompted for Environment and Role information when using
Viewpoint in Repository mode to design views, reports, scripts and so on.

Directing Output in Repository Mode
As with Viewpoint in Host mode, simply double-click to display, or right-click to select a
different output type. The Menu and buttons on the toolbar provide access to the same output
options.
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The options available, screens, and parameters used are the same as in the host mode (see
Viewpoint Results on page 59) of Viewpoint described in earlier sections of this guide and will
not be repeated in this section.

Designing Objects in Repository Mode
Design options in Repository mode are the same as described in the Host sections of this guide,
and will not be repeated in this section. In repository mode you can design or modify the
following:

l Views

l Host Reports

l Client Reports

l Host Tables

l Client Tables

l Scripts and Script Views

l Applications

l Warehouse Builder Def and Sets

l Dashboards

All Viewpoint design options are available in Repository mode including:

l View Builder

l Templates

l Manually

These options are documented fully in earlier sections of this user guide (as noted above) and
will not be recreated in this section.
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Changing Over to Repository Mode
The goal with this process is to not interrupt day-to-day business while setting up for repository
mode. For a period of time, an administrator will need access to repository mode in both Sequel
Web Server (SWS) and Viewpoint in order to test, configure and plan—at the same time regular
users are still working in host mode.

However, when the time comes all users need to change over to repository mode without having
to manually update bookmarks, or change a Viewpoint setting.

Here are the steps an Administrator should perform:

Before the final change over to repository mode
1. Use the CHGAUTMODE command on the IBM i host to set the authentication mode to

*BOTH, and enter the URL for the SWS server in repository mode.

2. Access SWS in repository mode, and start configuring repositories, data sources, and
credentials etc.

3. As part of the setup, change the SWS Global Setting to specify the default authentication
provider, but at this stage do not disable host mode.

4. Use the CVTSQTOIFS command to create .vpt shortcuts from your user space objects.

NOTE:
Dashboards must be manually converted.

5. Change the Administrator PC’s Viewpoint setting to use repository mode.

Now the Administrator has access to repository mode in both Viewpoint and SWS, while all
regular users are still using host mode.

To finally change over to repository mode
1. Use CHGAUTMODE command on the IBM i host to change from *BOTH mode to

*REPOSITORY.

2. On the SWS server, change the SWS Global Settings to disable the Host mode URL.

When web users use their bookmark to connect to SWS, the request is re-directed automatically
to the Repository mode URL. Users don’t need to change their bookmark, although we
recommend that customers try to get their users to update them, to avoid redirects forever.

The next time a user starts Viewpoint after the change, and connects to the host, they will see
the following message:
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Viewpoint issues this message when checking with the connected host to see if it supports host
mode (It doesn’t because the CHGAUTMODE setting is now *REPOSITORY instead of *HOST
or *BOTH), and the host also sends back the SWS Repository mode URL.

Viewpoint then creates or changes registry settings for mode and url and tells the user they
must close and restart viewpoint. On restart, Viewpoint finds the registry settings and starts in
repository mode.

Repository Mode Limitations
The following is the current known list of limitations when using Viewpoint in repository mode:

l Scheduling of jobs.

l Embedded Client Reports (user-based license) are not supported.

l A Warehouse Builder Set can only be created on the default system defined in Viewpoint
Options on page 40.

l Applications for drill-down can be created using the 10 character user space name only.
Currently, applications only work in Viewpoint—not in SWI.

l Script Views can be created and will support the repository object name when using
commands like REPORTVPT, EXECUTEVPT, and so on, but the DISPLAY and SCRETURN
commands only support the 10 character user space view name.

l Versioning of stream file objects created by SWI Automate Schedule jobs in repository
mode is not supported.

l The Shortcut Wizard is not supported.

l Authorization for Scripts (and Script Views) in Repository Mode:

Scripts and Script Views are composite Sequel objects that typically
reference multiple other objects (Views, Reports etc.). The ‘language’ in which
a script is defined is specific to IBM i, and as such, when a script is run from
SWS it is always directed to the IBM i host (where Sequel is installed) to be
executed. The same applies when run from Viewpoint in ‘batch’ mode, and of
course where a script is run from a command line, or from another IBM i
process, such as a CL program, or job scheduler.

Due to this IBM i execution requirement, any restrictions and default
credentials defined in the Repository are not applied to the individual steps
performed by a Script. For example:

l A user may be excluded from the repository folder where a View
(being executed by a script) exists. The view will still run (providing the
user profile has authority to the IBM I objects).

l A Default Credential may be defined in SWS for a data source. This
will not be used by the View when executed in the Script. For
*LOCALSYS connections, the user profile executing the script will be
used. For ADS, JDE or other remote connections, a Host Server entry
must exist, and the user defined on that entry will be used.

l A user may be excluded from a Host or Data Source used by a view or
report. The restriction will not be applied.

With the above considerations in mind you should:
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l Carefully manage authorities to Script objects. Only authorize a user to
a script (or the Repository folder where the script resides) if it is
acceptable for that user to run all processes that are contained in the
script, regardless of any Repository restrictions.

l Recognize that for ADS and JDE connections, filtering of data returned
by script processes will be based on the IBM i user profile that was used
to connect to the Repository: which may not be the credential that was
used to sign on to SWS or Viewpoint.

l Note that JDE connections will use the Environment and Role defined
in the connection string from Viewpoint Administrator or MNTHOSTF.

l Define a matching Host Server entry on the IBM i host if you define
new hosts and data sources in the Repository that are used by processes
executed by a script. Otherwise, the script will fail.

There is one exception to the above: when a script is run in Viewpoint in
‘Immediate’ mode. In this case, the script is not executed on the IBM I host.
Instead, Viewpoint ‘pulls apart’ the script and runs each step as if it was
requested individually in Viewpoint. This allows Viewpoint to validate with
SWS and apply any restrictions and default credentials.

The ability to create new scripts and modify existing scripts can be controlled
by user through the user default setting of ‘Allow Command Line’. The user
will not be able to navigate to any existing scripts from Viewpoint Repository
mode and from Sequel Web Interface that are in a folder that they are
restricted from.
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